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PREFACE
The Engineering Design Handbook Series of the US Army Materiel
Command is a coordinated series of handbooks containing basic information
and fundamental data useful in the design and development of Army
materiel and systems. The handbooks are authoritative reference books of
practical information and quantitative facts presented to be helpful in the
design and development of materiel that will meet the technical needs of the
Armed Forces.
The Military Vehicle PowerPlant Cooling Handbook is intended to serve
as a basic reference for the vehicle cooling system designer. The material
presented was compiled from reports, publications, interviews, and data
provided by various agencies.
A brief introduction has been included before each chapter to describe the
basic material that is presented. In most instances, the reader will select only
the information of immediate interest and not try to read the complete
handbook. It is the intent that these introductions will assist the reader in
locating the desired data.
Titles and identifying numbers of specifications, regulations, and other
official publications are given for the purpose of informing the user of the
existence of these documents, however, care should be taken to ensure that
the current edition is obtained.

..

"This handbook will be of particular value to the users and program
managers in their role in the development of new vehicles. It will serve as a
guide to (a) the generation of realistic vehicle specifications, (b) total system
integration in cooling system design, and (c) a complete cooling system
development and corrective action program in the vehicle development
cycle. There are numerous incidents in the histories of military vehicle
development where inadequate cooling capabilities have contributed to the
inability of a vehicle to perform its mission in the extremes of the military
environments. These failures stem from (a) inadequate specifications and
requirements from which the designer must establish his detailed requirements, (b) incomplete analysis of the total vehicle system impacts on the
cooling system performance, (c) incomplete development cycle provisions in
the overall development project planning which cuts short the proper
evaluation of the cooling system performance and corrective action prior to
issue of production vehicles to the user. This chain of events too frequently
results in cooling system induced failures and/or limited mission capability
along with expensive retrofit modification-programs. Proper cooling system
designs will further aid in the conservation of energy by effi, ýently utilizing
the power necessary to provide for effective vehicle cooling. The proper use
of this handbook by the user, program managers, and designers will aid in
assuring that inadequately cooled vehicles do not find their way into the
hands of the fighting troops.
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DEFINITIONS FOR MASS, WEIGHT, and FORCE'. Terms used concerning mass, weight, and force are often confused and therefore require
clarification. The mass of a body is constant, whereas the weight varies from
place to place proportionately to the force of gravity.
The concept of mass involves the quantity or amount of material under
consideration. In the various English systems the unit for mass is the pound
mass, designated Ibm, which was originally specified as the mass of a certain
platinum cylinder in the Tower of London.
In the English Engineering system of units the concept of force is
established as an independent quantity and the unit for force is defined in
termns of an experimental procedure as follows. Let the standard pound mass
be suspended in the earth's gravitational field at a location where the
acceleration due to gravity is 32.1740 ft/sec.2 The force with which the
standard pound mass is attracted to the earth (the buoyant effects of the
atmosphere on the standard pound mass must also be standardized) is
defined as the unit for force and is termed a pound force (1bf). Note that we
now have arbitrary and independent definitions for force, mass, length, and
time. Since these are related by Newton's second law we can write
ma
F=-n lbf
where
m

mass in Ibm

a

rate of acceleration, ft/sec2

%

Note that g, is a constant that relates the units of force, wass, length, and
time.
For the system of units defined above, namely, the English Ejneering.
System, we have
ft/sec2
I Ibm X32,174
I lb f
ge
therefore

Ibm-lit
g, = 32.174 1bf-sec 2
Note that g. has both a numerical value and dimensions in this system and
is referred to as the gravitational conversion constant. Since it would not be
evident whether pound mass or pound force is being referred to, it should be
emphasized that the term "pound" and the symbol "Ib" should never be
used by itself.
'Based on deflnitions from FundamentalsofClassical Thermadynamics. by
Sonntag. used by pemilsslon ofJohn Wiley and Sons, New Yoik, N.Y.
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Engineers have commonly used tile pound (lb) both as a unit of mass and
as a unit of force, When they speak of the volume of ten pounds of water,
they mean ten pounds mass (Ibm). A pressure of ten pounds per square inch
refers to a force of ten pounds (lbf), Weight is the force of gravity. The ten
pounds (mass) of water referred to above would not weigh exactly ten
pounds in a given locality unless the acceleration of gravity were 32.174
ft/sec 2 .
Therefore. in this Handbook, the term "Ib" will be specifically defined.
The term "Ibm" will be used when defining a quantity or amount of
material, and the term "lbf" or "Ib" will be used when referring to a force.
This handbook was prepared by Teledyne Continental Motors. General
Products Division, for the Engineering lHandbook Office of Research
Triangle Institute, prime contractor to the US Army Materiel Command.
Technical supervision and guidance in this work were supplied by an ad hoc
working group with rmembership from the major commands of the US Army
Materiel Command. The final selection and appro;'al of the data included in
this handbook were made by the Chairman of the group, Mr. Edward J.
Rambie of the US Army Tank-Automotive Command.

i

Appreciation is expressed to the following for assistance provided during
the preparation of the handbook: Airscrew Howden Ltd.; Aud-NSU Auto
Union; Buffalo Forge Co.; Carborundum Company: Cummins Engine Co.,
Inc.; Curtiss-Wright Corp.: Detroit Diesel, Allison Div., General Motors
Corp.; Harrison Radiator Div., General Motors Corp.; Joy Manufacturing
"Co.; Dr. Jiunn P. Chiou, Consultant; Kysor of Cadillac; Lau Industries,
Modine Manufacturing Co.; McCord Corp.. Heat Transfer Div.; Motoren-Und
Turbinen-Union Friedrichshafen GMBII: Phillips Research Laboratories;
Schwitzer Div., Wallace-Murray Corp.; Standard Thompson Corp., Control
Products Company.
Division, Standard Controls, Inc.; Scoville Mfg. Co.; and Young
~Radiator
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The Engineering Design Handbooks fall into two basic categories, those
approved for release and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The
US Army Materiel Command policy is to release these Engineering Design
Handbooks in accordance with current DOD Directive 7230.7. dated 18
September 1973. All unclassified Handbooks can be obtained from the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS). Procedures for acquiring
these Handbooks follow:
a. All Department of Army activities having need for the Handbooks
must submit their request on an, official requisition form (DA Form 17,
dated Jan 70) directly to:
Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Chambersburg, PA 17201
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(Requests for classifieo documents must be submitted, with appropriate
"Need to Know" justification, to Letterkenny Army Depot.) DA activities
will not requisition Handbooks for further free distribution.
b. All other requestors, DOD, Navy. Air Force, Marine Corps, nonmilitary
Government agencies, contractors, private industry, individuals, universities,
and others must purchase these Handbooks from:
National Technical Information Service
Department of Commerce
Spiingfield, VA 22151
Classified documents may be released on a "Need to Know" basis verified by
an official Department of Army representative and processed from Defense
Documentation Center (DDC), ATTN: DDC-TSR, Cameron Station,
Alexandria, VA 22314.
Comments and suggestions on this Handbook are welcome and should be
addressed to:
Commander
US Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCRD-TV
Alexandria, VA 22333
(DA Forms 2028, Recommended Changes to Publications, which are
available through normal publications supply channels, may be used for
comments/suggestions.)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE MILITARY COOLING SYSTEM

This chapter describes the unique military environment with emphasis on the effects
on vehicle cooling systems. Various military vehicle cooling systems are describea and
relatod to the severity of use in the extremes of the military environment. Special kits to
adapt the vehicle to special conditionsare discussed.Reliability, maintenance,and general
cooling system design requirementsare presented.

1-1 SCOPE
The overall purpose of this handbook is to
define systematic procedures for the design
and development of cooling systems for
military ground vehicles,
This document applies to all facilities and
personnel engaged in the design and development of cocling systems for military ground
vehicles,
In too many instances, military vehicle
cooling systems have failed to perform
satisfactorily under the severe environmental
extremes in which they must operate. Thus,
one purpose of this handbook is to convey to
engineers, who may have a limited knowledge
of the military environment, the difficult and
rigorous conditions that are considered
normal military operating conditions. Two
further purposes are:

meits, peculiar system installation problems,
and the integration of the cooling system into
the complete vehicle. Only when the effects
of all related vehicle systems are considered
can a successful cooling system design be
created.
The military vehicle fleet, which may be
the largest vehicle fleet in the world,
represents an unusual mix of vehicles
developed to an unusual set of design
requirements.

2. To preserve unique technical knowledge
which might otherwise be lost.

Designers of military equipment always will
be faced with multiple choices of hardware choices that range from complete vehicles to
small individual components. The designer
must choose an innovative military design,
off-the-shelf commercial design, or a militarized version of a commercial design. In some
areas the choice is clear. There are no
commercial equivalents of such heavy armored vehicles as tanks, assault vehicles, aDd
gun-motor carriages. However, these vehicles
represent only a small percentage of the total
military fleet. By necessity then, these types
"of vehicles always will require a purely
military design and development approach
(See Ref. 4).

A successful cooling system design is not
determined by the selection of individual
parts and components. Rather it is the result
of carefud analysis of the operational require-

The majority of the military fleet is
composed of wheeled vehicles -- primarily
trucks, sedans, and utility vehicles. In almost
every instance there are commercial counter-

1. To present records of previous design
experience to forestall duplication of past
efforts

4
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parts of these vehicles, and many commercial

A military vehicle is the hardware result of

vehicles are used by the military. These

an extensive and lengthy vystem development

commercial configuration.

or the U S Army Training and Doctrine
Command (TRADOC), by a development
agency such as the U S Army TankAutomotive Command (USATACOM), or by
a commercial contractor. Generally, a written

vehicles may be either the standard commercial configuration, or a militarized version of a

For many reasons, the current trend in
military procurement is to buy commercial
off-the-shelf components and end items
whenever possible. In many cames this can be
done with satisfactory results. The sedans
used as command cars and for general use in
areas duplicating a civilian environment have
been reasonably successful. In other instances,
commercial tractor-trailer combinations have
been used successfully in convoy operations when the convoy route was carefully selected.
mustbWhen

description is prepared which will describe the
vehicle and its performance requirements,
weapon systems, if any, and will describe the
role or mission it is to perform. This
description usually is circulated among the
various Army commands for their comments
prior to finalization.

or end items
components
use
mustof commercial
be diligently
weighed, judiciously

vehicle configuration, and mission has been
reivd amoe
etlddcu
nts
prepared which cites detailed specifics of
design, performance, and the intended misA development
group is
sion
requirements.
schedule prepared,
selected,
a development

For most military vehicle applications, the

•.

diligentlyanwecgreflludiciously
selected,
and carefully applied.
To provide some basis of comparison for

c:

Whe

general approval of the vehicle,

general

approv

ssiofhe vee,

and the system1

review
differences
among
it is methods
desirable of
to
selectionthe
of military
materiel,

and
a..t funding is provided

opeviw

adequate
forand
are available
Sufficient times
industruck
of commercial

concept is on the way to hardware. Before the
vehicle is released for field use, an extensive
is performed to verify the
series of tests
suitability of the vehicle for Armny use and to

mainenace
f comerialtruc an inus-

determine compliance with the system specifi-

The military environment is one that has
no commercial counterpart. The area of
operations may be anywhere in the world, the
vehicles may travel on highways or crosscountry, the vehicles may or may not be
maintained on schedule, and they may or may
not be used for the purpose for which they
were designed, particularly during combat
situations,

One of the purposes of the system
development and test cycle is to surface and
resolve hardware and logistic problems. Based
on the initial design approach, the problems
encountered may or may not have been
anticipated. The intent in all cases is to
resolve all difficulties before the vehicle is
fielded. Historically. however, this reduction
of theory to practice has not been foolproof
since most vehicles have suffered "growing
pains" after issue, One of the most significant
problems affecting vehicles has been inadequate cooling. This has been so, even when
commercial vehicles with no history of
cooling problems in commercial operation
have been used for military application.

mith
e naifrnces amng
e
nmenths oin
commercial and military vehicle operationse

Smaintenance

cycle. The need for a vehicle to fulfill ai
specific role may be specified by using forces

trial vehicies during the vehicle life cycle, and
the vehicles are operated within the limits of
design durability. Most trucks, except for
those specifically designed for off-road use,
generally operate in a clean environment. The
roads are surfaced, grades have been reduced
"to reasonable slopes, and with today's
network of highways, vehicles can be designed
around nearly optimum operating conditions.

1-2
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"One of the factors contributing to inadequate cooling has been the terrain where the
vehicles are required to operate. Military
vehicles are generally required to operate in
all types of different terrain. Most military
vehicles must have the capability of leaving a
paved road and driving cross country. In
military practice there are no terrain limitations except for those which, by trial, cannot
be traversed. These conditions. if not
considered in the initial cooling system
design, can impose additional power requirements with more severe vehicle cooling
requirements.
Military vehicles may operate in an
overloaded condition. This overloaded condition may be compounded further by operation of a vehicle in the wrong gear range. The
weight of the load often is determined by the
size limitations of the vehicle body which
may sometimes result in overloading the
vehicle particularly under combat conditions.
Maintenance of military vehicles, generally
zones, may be inadequate. To
fulfill its many missions, the military fleet
must be diverse, and in its diversity it
becomes extremely complex, which makes an
effective maintenance program more difficult.

"incombat

It is apparent that there are significant
differences between the commercial and the
military use of vehicles. In most areas these
differences will have an impact •n cooling
requremets.c.
requirements,
One of the major problems confronting the
military vehicle cooling system designer,
particularly in combat vehicles, is the
extremely limited space in which to install the
power package. As a result, the cooling
airflow path seldom can be ideal and it is
necessa&y to use baffles, seals, grilles, and
ducts to provide or direct the air for
satisfactory cooling.
-

Ballistic grilles, brush screens, guards, and
vehicle-mounted accessories contribute to air

side pressure drops that are not present in
commercial vehicles. These requirements are
peculiar to the military environment and must
be considered in the initial cooling system
design.
Severe vehicle vibrations, unpredictable
degradation factors such as radiator or heat
exchanger fin damage, scaling, plugging, and
similar effects directly related to the military
operating environment produce cooling systern fillures. Adequate consideration of these
factors in an initial cooling design should
result in a vehicle fully capable of satisfactory
operation under all environmental conditions
experienced during military operations. It
must be noted that vehicles used in
commercial operation may have serious
cooling problems when used directly for
military operations without suitable modifications.
The causes of vehicle cooling system
failures can be classified as follows:
1. Inadequate vehicle analysis and specifications including:
a. Inadequate vehicle and component
cooling specifications
b
ha

Indqater

s

Improper fan/pump speed and fluid
flow rates
d.eUnsnitable limits
operating temperaturelimits
e. Insufficient reserve or safety factor
f. Inadequate technical information
2. System difficulties such as:
a. Coolant loss due
aeration, and leakage

to after

boil,
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b.

Deterioration and degradation

c. Defects causing restrictions, aeration.
cavitation, etc.
3. Incomplete and/or inadequate testing
(which may allow a system to be fielded and
thus be a failure when it should have failed
during test)
4. Inadequate maintenance and operating
procedures
5. Failure of a pressurized system
6. Defective components
7. Inadequate armor protection.
Table 1-1 presents a summary of cooling
performance for a number of military
vehicles. It is apparent that the performance
of the cooling system for some of these
vehicles is unsatisfactory. It is the goal of this
handbook to assist the designer in providing
adequate cooling systems for military vehicles.
1-1.1 CONVENTIONAL COOLING SYSTEMS FOR RECIPROCATING INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
The internal combustion engine parts
exposed to the burning g'uses absorb heat
during the combustion process, and this heat
must be dissipated to the atmosphere at the
same rate at which it is absorbed. This heat
transfer rate establishes thermal equilibrium
conditions under given operating conditions.
Both liquid-cooled or air-cooled engines
can be used. For liquid-cooled engines an
ethylene glycol and water mixture generally is
used as a cooling media when high jacket
temperatures are desired and tor protection
against freezing in low temperature operation.
The boiling point of ethylene glycol is
3870F and when mixed with water in the

1-4

correct proportions will lower the freezing
point of the solution to below -65'F for

arctic operations. The range of engine
operating temperatures is bounded by the
thermostat setting and coolant boiling point.
Since a mixture of ethylene glycol and water
has a higher boiling point than pure water, the
mixture allows a higher operating temperature. Since the specific heat of the mixture is
lower than water, a larger volume of coolant
will be required for the same heat transfer
surface.
Air-cooling eliminates the necessity of
water or other water-antifreeze cooling media,
coolant jackets, pumps, radiators, and related
coolant connections, but necessitates individual cylinder head construction, finning,
baffles, and fans or blowers for vehicle
installations. Lubricating oil-cooling is usually
mandatory. Fins of various lengths and shapes
adequately spaced are used as cooling surfaces
for air-cooled engines. Either air-cooled or
liquid-cooled engines are successful if the
vehicle cooling system is designed properly.
Engine temperature depends on the particular engine and operating condition. This
temperature must fall within an acceptable
range between maximum and minimum
cooling conditions. Both overheating and
overcooling should be avoided. For liquidcooled engines the temperature limits are
expressed as oil temperature and engine outlet
coolant temperatures. The coolant limits are
usually 160°F minimum and 212'F (plus
approximately 3 deg F per psi of radiator cap
setting) maximum. Oil temperature specifications for liquid-cooled engines are the same as
those for air-cooled engines. For air-cooled
engines the temperature limits are expressed
in terms of lubricating oil temperature range
and maximum cylinder head temperatures.
The temperature limits usually range from
130'F minimum to 250'F maximum desired
for steady state operation for lubricating oil
temperature, and 500°F for the maximum
cylinder head temperature. These temperature
limits must be maintained over a wide range
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of operating conditions. Failure to do so will
produce engine problems resulting from
overheating or overcooling.

Piston cooling in both air- and liquidcooled engines is accomplished by heat
transfer to the cylinder walls and lubricant. In

Excessively high engine temperatures in

most air-cooled diesel engines, an appreciable
quantity of oil is directed against the

gasoline engines not only cause "knock" and
loss of power, but also will result in damage
to bearings and other moving parts. Cylinder
heads and engine blocks often are warped and
cracked, especially when coolant is added
immediately after overheating without allowing the engine to cool. Overheating causes
coolant boiling. If the vehicle is operated with
boiling coolant, steam pressure forces large
quantities of coolant out of the system
through the radiator overflow pipe. More
violent boiling then occurs, and still more
coolant is lost. Finally, coolant circulation
stops, and cooling fails completely. This
means that operating an engine with the
coolant boiling for even a short length of time
actually may be driving that engine to
destruction.
Although less sudden in effect than
overheating, overcooling may be equally
dangerous to the engine. Low engine operating temperature, especially during freezing
weather, results in excessive fuel consumption. dilution of engine oil by unburned fuel.
and formation of sludge from condensation of
water (a product of combustion) in the
crankcase, Lubrication failure may follow
sludge formation and lead to serious engine
damage. Burned fuel vapors also mix with
water in the crankcase and form corrosive
acids that attack engine parts.
For large liquid-cooled diesel engines, the
heat removed from the cylinder heads by the
cooling medium varies from 15 to 20 percent
of the energy input. The heat removed varies
from 20 to 35 percent for gasoline engines,
and may be as high as 40 percent at one-third
load. These values indicate a heat loss ranging
from 40 to 50 percent of the brake
horsepower output for large diesel engines
and 100 to 150 percent of the brake
horsepower output for gasoline engines' (Ref.
1).
'Cowrtesy of McGraw.Hill Book Compan.'
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underside of the piston to maintain acceptable temperatures.
In high output, liquid-cooled engines, the
coolant is directed at the hottest spot, usually
the exhaust valve seat, to minimize the
formation of vapor bubbles that could form
and cling to the surface causing overheating.
In vertical engines, the coolant usually flows
upward, around the cylinder barrels into the
cylinder head cooling jacket, and to the
outlet.
1-1.2 CONVENTIONAL COOLING SYSTEMS FOR ROTATING ENGINES
1-1.2.1 Gas Turbine Engine
Gas turbine engines normally are air-cooled
and require adequate inlet and exhaust
ducting for satisfactory operation. The air
generally is bled off from the engine
compressor. Internal cooling passages sometimes are provided in the turbine blades of
high power output engines.
Turbine engine vehicle installations normally require an oil-to-air heat exchanger to
provide cooling for the turbine engine
lubricating oil. This heat exchanger and the
exhaust ducting are the major components of
the turbine engine cooling system.
The turbine engine power output is
influenced greatly by inlet temperature, and
provisions must be made to prevent heated air
recirculation and heating of the oil-cooler
inlet system by thermal radiation. Any
ducting required to the engine air inlet and
exhaust outlet should be of sufficient size to
minimize the air pressure drops. Intake or
"compressor" noise from a turbine engine
normally will require silencing.
1-1.2.2 Rotating Combustion Engine
The Wankel and other rotating combustion
engine cooling systems basically are the same

,.

S.

2)

"

I-AMCP70-1
as the reciprocating combustion engine
cooling systems and may be air-cooled or
liquid-cooled. The engine housing may be
finned for air-cooling or provided with
coolant passages for liquid-cooling. A conventional type coolant pump and radiator are
used with the liquid-cooled design. Fig. 1-1
illustrates a typical rotary engine liquidcooling
system. Because of tile localized

circulates inside it, and flows out from the
hub sides into the sump. where the pump can
pick ;t up again. The NSU engine oil and
coolant flow is depicted in Fig. 1-2. Detailed
descriptions of the engine cooling and heat
rejection characteristics of rotating engines
are presented in Chapter 2.

combustion heating of the rotary engine
housing. uneven thermal stresses may develop.
To minimize stress levels. the cooling jackets

installation of the NSU Wankel engine.

Fig.

1-3 illustrates a typi~cal automotive

,

1-2 COOLING REQUIREMENTS

or fins normally are located in the areas
exposed to combustion gases. In this configuration, induction air/fuel cooling and lubricating oil flow maintain the rotor at
acceptable temperature levels. The engine
rotor is cooled by circulating the lubricating
oil through passages within the rotor. The oil
pump draws oil from the sump, pushes it
through a filter and then into a heat
exchanger. Still under pressure, the oil
continues straight into the hub of the rotor,

Military ground vehicle cooling systems
usually are designed for climatic cond tions as
outlined in AR 70-38 and discussed in detail
under eight climatic categories (Ref. 2). Each
category has been differentiated on the basis
of temperature and/or humidity extremes as
shown in Table 1-2. Vehicle specifications will
define the required operating conditions. TheI
specifications will also state if the use of kits
are permitted to meet the environmental

COOLANT TO ENGINE

0?

COOLANT PUMP

COOLANT FROM ENGINE/

.

/7

RADIATOR
Figure 1-1. Rotary Engine Cooling System Diagram
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COOLANT

S~

TO RADIATOR

iI
COOLANT
FROM RADIATOR

O--0IL
FILTER

OIL PUMP
HEAT EXCHANGER

OIL SCREEN

SWATER
COOLANT PUMP

-- f OIL
ROTOR HUB--

Figure 1-2. NSU KKM 502 Wankel Engine Cooling System
(From.THE WANKEL ENGINE, by Jan Norbye. Copyright Q 1971
by the author. Reprinted with the permission of the publisher,
Chilton Book Company, Radnor,Pennsylvania.)
requirements. A power plant must be able to
operate through its full operating range,
without overheating, in the specified ambient
temperatures even though housed in an
enclosed compartment ventilated through a
restrictive type grille. The power plant also
must operate equally well at low ambient
temperatures, as defined by the system
specifications, without degradation of performance,
Lubricating oil temperature limitations
based on results of high temperature oxidation tests have been recommended by the
U S Army Coating and Chemical Laboratory.
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These values have been established at 250OF
for sustained engine operation at rated load
and speed for MIL-L-2104 lubricant. For
short periods, not exceeding 15 min, an
allowable temperature of 2701.7 can be
tolerated. These temperature limitations are
based upon results of the high temperature
oxidation rate that approximately doubles for
every 18 deg F increase above 150'F. These
higher temperatures also increase the possibility of bearing corrosion that could result in
early engine failure.
If MIL-L-2104 oils are used as automatic
transmission or gearbox fluids, the maximum
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TABLE 1-2
SUMMARY OF TEMPERATURE, SOLAR RADIATION, AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY
DAILY EXTREMES (Rd. 2)

STORAGE AND TRANSIT
CONDITIONS

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS
CLIMATIC

CATEGORY

SOLAR
AMBIENT AIR
TEMPERATURE, IRADIATION,
BF
tu/ft 2-hr

AMBIENT
RELATIVE
HUMIDITY,

INDUCED AIR
TEMPERATURE,
°F

INDUCED
RELATIVE
HUMIDITY,

1
WET-WARM

Nearly
constant
75

Negligible

95 to 100

Nearly
constant
80

95 to 100

2
WET-HOT

78 to 95

0 to 360

74 to 100

90 to 160

10 to 85

85 to 100

0 to 360

63 to 90

9O to 160

10 to 85

90 to 125

0 to 360

5 to 20

90 to 160

2 to 50

INTERMEDIATE
HOT-DRY

70 to 110

0 to 360

20 to 85

70 to 145

5 to 50

6
INTERMEDIATE
COLD

-5 to -25

Negligible

Tending
toward
saturation

-10 to -30

Tendin.3
toward
saturation

-35 to -50

Negligible

Tending
toward
saturation

-35 to -50

Tending
toward
saturation

3
HUMID-HOT
COASTAL
DESERT
4

HOT-DRY

5

7
COLD

SNOTE:

i
Li

Tending

Tending

I

EXTREME
COLD

-60

to -70

Negligible

toward
saturation

-60 to -70

Kits may be allowable to meet Category 7 and 8 Conditions

toward
saturation

AMCP 70W361
allowable temperature is 300°F (Ref. 3)
because localized hot spots in transmissions
and gearboxes are not as severe as in an
engine,
Wheeled vehicle power train components,
located downstream from the engine heat and
subjected to conducted heat from the
transmission and radiated heat from the
exhaust system, often are found to exceed the
maximum oil temperature limits and premature failure can occur.

During the warm-up period when the
thermostat is closed, provisions must be made
to circulate coolant through the engine to
prevent hot spots from developing. A coolant
bypass or bleed hole in the thermostat
permits this circulation through the engine
(see Fig. 1-5). When the thermostat fully
opens, the bypass is closed to prevent coolant
flow through the bypass circuit which would
cause a loss in radiator cooling efficiency.
Circuiation of coolant in the engine coolant
jacket is shown in Fig. 1-6.

:

1-3 TYPICAL COOLING SYSTEMS
1-3.1 CONVENTIONAL TRUCKS
1-3&1.1 Liqud-cooled
A conventional liquid-cooling system, iilustrated in Fig. 1-4, is typical of the system
used in the Truck, Cargo, 2-1/2-ton, 6 X 6,
M44.
This type cooling system consists of the
engine radiator, radiator hoses, coolant
"thermostat, coolant pump, cooling fan, and
fan belts. Coolant is circulated by the
belt-driven coolant pump through the oil-

cooler, and through the crankcase block

coolant jacket where it flows around the
cylinder walls and then into the cylinder
heads. After circulating through the cylinder
heads, the coolant flows into the coolant
header/manifold. Then it flows to the intake
manifold jacket and finally to the bypass
thermostat housing where the thermostat
controls the coolant flow to the radiator. A
fan mounted on the coolant pump shaft
provides airflow through the radiator.

'

"Ihe purpose of the thermostat is to
maintain a constant ongine coolant temperature regardless of engine speed, load, coolant
flow, ambient temperature and pressure, and
the system operating pressure. However, when
tie engine heat rejection equals or exceeds
the radiator heat transfer capacity the coolant
will boil regardless of the thermostat action.

I"

A schematic diagram indicating a vehicle
engine oil cooling system is shown in Fig. 1-7.
This cooler assembly system is an integral
engine component. For cooling system design
considerations, engine heat rejection to the
lubricating oil is included in the total engine
heat rejection rate.

In addition to the engine heat rejection,
other factors such as airflow restriction
caused by accessory installations, additional
loads such as the alternator, air compreor,
recirculation of hot air and exhaust gases, and
the effects of restriction of airflow through

the entire system must be considered.

1-3.1.2 Air-cooled
Currently there are no air-cooled conventional trucks used in the US military fleet.
However, the air-cooled engine has been
adopted for use in many special and combat
vehicles.
The direct air-cooled engine offers advantages in simplicity since the radiator, coolant
pump, hoses and connections, thermostat,
and coolants, are dispensed with. In light of
recent advsnces in manufacturing techniques,
materials, and lubricants, the use of air-cooled
engines for truck powering is becoming more
common, particularly in foreign countries.

I
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SFINLET
2. FAN
3. DRIVE BELT
4.• RADIATOR OVERFLOW TANK
5.
TANK PRESSURE CAP
I. OVERFLOW
THERMOSTAT
7. HEAT
HEATER LINE7.
w. Eugue U
BLOCK rUAiN PLUG
U. CORE HOLE PLUG
IO.,COOLANT PUMP
Figure 1-4.

11.
12.
13.
14.

HEATER LINE
RADIATOR HOSE
OIL COOLER LINE
HOSE CLAMP

15. OUTLET
16. RADIATOR DRAIN COCK
RADIATOR CORE
IS. OVERFLOW TUBE
19. RADIATOR TANK

Typical Cooling System Components (Ref. 12)
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HOUSING

THERMOSTAT
CENLINECOOLANT

COOLANT

ENC71NE COOLANT

COOLAN

S-TOTAL FLOW
- BYPASS FLOW
-

(A)

FLOW THROUGH
THERMOSTAT
BLEED HOLE

CONVENTIONAL COOLING SYSTEMf
CLOSED (coid ) THERMOSTAT COOLANT FLOW
~~(nonbiocking type)

:
C

(

LO SEDN(cl
) THR
THERMOSTAT

COUNG

•COOLANLT

OSTLET COLN
T

"
FLOW

ENGINE COOLANT

HO-

OUTLET
COOLANT

EENGINE

I-I

(B) CONVENTIONAL COOLING SYSTEM
OPEN (hot) THERMOSTAT COOLANT FLOW
(nonblocking type)
Figure 1-5. CoolantFlow With Coolant Bypass and Bleed Hole in Thermostat (Ref. 8)
(Courtesy of Detroit Oiespl Allison Division, General Motors Corporation)
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THERMOSTAT HOUSINGAl
I~.TA.4E MANIFOLD
HEAD COOLANT OUTLET
FRONT CYLINDE
HEAD ASS EMB Y

------

REAR CYLINDER HEAD
COOLANT OUTLET MANIFOLD
REAR CYLINDER
HEAD ASSEMBLY

........

OIL COOLER COOLANT

CRANKCASE ASSEMBLY
*

~VEHICLE RADIATOR
EIJGIE

FANCOOLANT PUMP

Figure 1-6. Circulation of Coo/ant in Engine Coolant Jacket (Ref. 12)

COOLANTIN

OLF.TzS

OIL

ILTR

PRESSURE
OIL PUMP

PISTON COOLING
fILMINIMUM
PRESSURE VALVE
19 PSI

COOLANT OUT

BYASSCOOLING

NOZZLES

OI COLE

BYPASS VALVE
Is psi

PRESSUREI
RELIEF VALVE
MINIMUM 126 PSI

I I

-ft-4

SCAVENGE OIL PUMP
.....-----PEBR

-TO ENGINE MAIN BEARINGS,
CONNECTING ROD BEARINGS.
CAMSHAFT BEARINGS,
AND VALVE TRAIN

EUAO
PRESINLET

PRESSURE PUMP
INLET SCREEN

Figure 1-7. Engine Lubricating Oil Cooling Schematic Diagram (Ref. 9)
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1-3.2 SPECIAL PURPOSE: VEHICLES
1-3.2Z1 Liquid-cooled
1-3.2.1.1 Carrier, Conunand and Reconnsissance, Arrmovod, M114A1

---

The Ml 14AI Carrier power package
installation, shown in Fig. 1-8. typically
illustrates the limited space available for
cooling system components in military

vehicles. The vehicle power package is a

Chevrolet 283 CID gasoline engine and
Allison model 305 transmission. Careful
design attention to cooling component
selections and placement, compartment restriction to airflow, inlet and exhaust grille
restrictions, and compartment sealing to
prevent recirculation of heated air was
necessary to arrive at a satisfactary vehicle
cooling system.
Fig. 1-9 illustrates the inlet and exhaust
grilles for the M1 14AI Carrier. The cooling
air is drawn into the engine compartment
through the inlet grille and is forced through
the radiator by the cooling fan. The air then
circulates through the transmission compartment and exits through the exhaust grilles,
1.3.21.2 Carrier, Assault Amphibian, Personnel, LVTPX12 (Ref. 24)'
An example of the integration of a vehicle
cooling system is the LVTPXI2 shown in Fig.
1-10. This vehicle has a three man crew and
can transport 25 troops or 10,000 lb of cargo.
The speed on land is 40 mph with a minimum
water speed of at least 8 mph. The power
package consists of a turbocharged, liquidcooled, eight cylinder, 2-cycle diesel engine
developing 400 bhp at 2800 rpm, and a Model
15H400 crossd•re trans-mission.
The cooling system design requirements
were to cool adequately while the vehicle
-Reprinted

tpen,
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operates at full power with a 0.4 torque
converter speed ratio in an ambient air
temperature of 125'F. The power p'ant
cooling system consists of a fan. radiator, keel
cooler. two heat exchangers, ducting, hoses,
tubes. and fittings. Coolant circulation
through the engine, radiator, and keel cooler
is the same for land and water operation;
however, the method of reducing coolant
temperature is different for the two modes.
During land operation, cooling air is drawy

through the forward grille in the top deck.
forced through the radiator by the cooling
fan. and exhausted through the rear deck
grille. Fig. 1-10 shows the LVTPXi2 cooling
and ventilating air systems. During water
operation, the fan drive clutch is disengaged,
both grille doors are cloud, and cooling is
accomplished by the integral keel cooler in
the hull. Engine and transmission oil is cooled
by individual heat exchangers attached to the
right side of the engine. An interesting feature
during operation in waves or surf is the ability
of the vehicle to draw air momentarily from.
the crew compartment.
Cooling system ducting is rigidly suspended
from the hull structure, with flexible seals
between the fan inlet and hinged inlet grille
plenum and between the radiator and the
hinged exhaust grille plenum. Flexible supports are provided between the fan-radiator
assembly and the power pack to make
possible the removal of the entire unit. Since
the land cooling system is maintained integral
with the power pack at removal, the entire
unit can be operated on a stand outside the
vehicle. This is a very desirable feature for any
military vehicle.
A full scale mock-up of the cooling air
system was built and tested to provide design
information for selection of the size of the
intake grille area and cooling fan. The cooling
tan is sized to provide 19,500 cfm of air at 8
in. of water static pressure. Coolant flow rate
is 150 gpm with a 3 psi maximum pressure
drop.
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Figure 1-8. Power Plant Installed in Carrier,Command and Reconnaissance,
Armored, M 1141M 1 14A I (Refs 11 and 45)
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Figure 1-9. Carrier, Command and Reconnaissance,. Armored, fI 714A 1,
Cooling Grilles (Ref. 11)
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Figure i-0ia L VTPX12 Integrated Vehicle Cooling System (Ref. 24)
(Reprinted with permission, Copyright 0 Society of Automotive
Engineers, Inc., 1968, all rights reserved.)
1-3.2.1.3 Crane, 20-ton, Rough Terrain
Special vehicles and construction equipment have cooling requirements equally
severe as the combat and tactical vehicles. A
typical example of this is the Crane. 20-ton,
Rough Terrain. as shown in Fig. I-1I.
The vehicle
specify:

performance

3. Shallow water fording capability to a
depth of 36 in. minimum, and 48 in. if
practical.

requirements

4. The unit is required to be airtranisportable.

1. Air temperature range from 125'F
minimum exposure of 4 hr with full impact of
solar iadiation of 350 Btu/ft2 -hr to -25°F
exposure of 3 days without benefit of solar
radiation.

5. The unit shall have a gradeability of 40
percent on a road having a rolling resistance
of 40 lb/ton.

2. Capability of safe storage and transportation without permanent impdirmejat of its
:

capabilities from the effects of temperatures
from -65*F, duration 72 hr, to 155°F for
periods as long as 4 hr per day.
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6. The unit shall be capable of speeds up
to 30 mph.
7. The unit shall be suitable for beach and
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found in an engine compartment, The
M274A5 Engine cooling system is shown in
TE

1-3.2.3 Family of Military Enginr Construction Equipment (FAMIECE)
SCOVET -

COMA
oearthmoving
_...

----

-•

.

-

FAMECE (Ref. 44) is a sectionalized,
articulated, or hinge steering pneumatic-tired
system. It is intended for use by
US Army airborne, airmobile, and other
combat engineering organizations as a replace-

COOLANT

ment for current, comparable wheeled equipment to accomplish construction tasks under
varying climatic conditions from arctic to

ENGINE
OIL

tropic, over typical terrain in all theaters of

TOKOUL COINVITER OIL

Figure 1-12. Cooling System Sodermatic
Diagram, Crane, 20Lton Rouph
Terrain(USAMERDC)
shore operations, in forward areas, and over
rough terrain,
A schematic diagram of the vehicle cooling
system is shown in Fig. 1-12.
1-3.2.2 Air-cooled
The Truck, Platform Utility, 1/2-ton, 4 X4
M274AS, shown in Fig. 1-13 uses a Military
Standard Model A042 air-cooled, spark
ignition engine. This engine has a selfcontained cooling system consisting of a
belt-driven axial flow fan, contoured sheet
metal to direct airflow around the cylinder,
and cylinder head fins. The prime considerations for a satisfactory cooling installation
with this engine/vehicle basically were limited
to the provisions for unobstructed air entry
into the fan and unobstructed air discharge
from the cylinders and cylinder heads. The
completely open installation of this engine
relieved the vehicle cooling system designer of
the necessity to evaluate such items as grille
restri.-tons and pressure drops normally

r

operation, and during daylight or at night.
The system will consist of a standard power
module and several different types of
construction work modules. Each initial
FAMECE vehicle will consist ef a standard
power module and one of the following
construction work modules: dozer, loader,
grader, scraper, dumper, water distributor,
compactor (pneumatic tire and vibrating steel
drum combination), and compactor (pneumatic tire and vibrating tamping foot
combination). Future construction work
modules planned include: crane, stabilizermixer, backhoe, and grader side-sloper. Each
of these vehicles will be so designed that only
one operator will be required.
The standard power module will be
compatible with and adaptable to all construction work modules. The standard power
module also will be capable of moving
independently over uneven terrain to pemit
il
coupling/uncoupling in not more than 30 min
without the need for special tools or
equipment.
The FAMECE vehicle will be capable of
cross-country movement, of maintaining a 25
mph convoy speed, and of being transported
and airdropped from aircraft. Individual
modules will be capable of being airlifted as a
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Figure 1-14. Air-cooled Engine Used in Truck, Platform Utility, M274A5
separate load by helicopter. Further, modules
will be provided with lifting and tie-down
devices to permit their worldwide movement
by highway, rail, ocean, amphibious, and
inland waterway carriers with a minimum of
disassembly.

1-3.3 COMBAT VEHICLES

The power module will use standard Army
fuels and will be powered by a 250-hp,
military standard or qualified products list
(QPL), compression ignition or turbine
engine. This power module will be designated
for a transmission speed range which will
efficiently provide low speed, high torque
working speeds, and a high speed transport
capability (with work unit) of at least 30 mph
on level, haard road surfaces. This module is
shown in Fig. 1-15. The work construction
modules to be used with the power module
are shown in Fig, 1-16.

1-3.3.1.1.1 Air-cooled Tank Engines

1-22

1-3.3.1 Tanks
1-3.3.1.1 MBT70 Prototype/XMBO3 Experimental Tanks

1-3.3.1.1.1.1 Diesel Engine (Compression Ignition)
A typical air-cooled diesel engine power
package installatien of the MBT70 Prototype
Tank is shown in Fig. 1-17. The power
package consists of an AVCR-I 100 air-cooled
diesel engine and a XHM 1500 hydromechanical transmission. The engine and transmission
oil coolers and engine aftercooler are shown
in Fig. 1-18.

--
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Figure 1-15• FAMECE Power Module (USAMERDC)
The AVCR-1100 (XM803

Experimental

by the fans out to the atmosphere. The

Tank) engine is a complete air-cooled system
providing adequate engine cooling at ambient
temperatures up to 120*F. The aftercoolers,
oil-coolers, and sheet metal engine shrouding
are used to form a plenum chamber around
the engine. Two cast aluminum cooling fans
are mounted at the top of this chamber and
are driven from the gear train at each end of

AVCR-l 100 engine is a highly supercharged
engine and requires cooling of the induction
air by aftercoolers ofter compression by the
supercharger. Cooling air is directed around
the cylinders by sheet metal baffles. The
engine airflow is shown in Fig. 1-19.

•hthe engine. Tse cooling fans provide a rapid
flow of air through the plenum chamber.
Cooling air passes through the aftercoolers
and oil-coolers, and in parallel paths through
the cylinder cooling fins. It is then exhausted

clutch that allows slippage when the vehicle is
forded and during rapid acceleration. The
engine and transmission oil coolers use internal
temperature compensating bypass valves to
maintain oil temperatures (see Fig. 5-11).

The fans are driven through a wet-type
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Figure 1-.17 MB T70 Prototype Tank, Air-cooled Diesel Engine Povwer Package Installation
The location of the transmission and engine
oil and fuel/hydraulic oil coolers of the
AVCR-1 100 power package installation are
shown in Fig. 1-20. Separate cooling fans
driven from the transmission are used for
these coolers.

Compressor air is bled through passages in the
blades and discharged through holes drilled in
the trailing edge. Fig. 1-23 shows the MBT70
Prototype Tank gas turbine engine power
package removed from the vehicle.
1-3.3.1.1.2 Tank, M60/M48A3

i
1-3.3.1.1.1.2 Gi Turbine Engine
*
A gas turbine engine installation in the
NMBT70 Prototype Tank is shown in Fig. 1-21.
Fig. 1-22 shows the airflow through the
-ngine. The first stage turbine nozzle and
jvheel (high pressure spool) are air-cooled.

The M60 and M48A3 Tanks are similar
from a cooling system standpoint which will
enable the ensuing discussion to apply to both
vehicles. Air for cooling enters the engine
compartment from the vehicle rear deck and
exits through the rear exit grille doors as
shown in Fig. 1-24. The top of the engine is
shrouded and encloses two gear-driven, axial
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Figure V-18. Tank, Experimental Model, XM803, Diesel Engine Power Fackage
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Figure 1-19. A VCR- 1100 Engine Cooling Airflow in the XM803 Experimental Tank
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Figure 1-20. A VCR- 1100 Power Package Installation in the XM803 Ex<perimental Tank

POWER TRAIN PACKAGE

EXHAUST SYSTEM
AIR FILTRATION SYSTEM
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COOLING SYSTEM

Figure 1-2 1. Ga~s Turbine Engine Installation in the MBT70 Prototype Tank (USA TACOM)
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Figure 1-22 MBaT70 Prototype Tank, Gas Turbine Engine Airflow Schematic
Diagram (Ref. 6) (From Automotive Engineering, Release Granted by Society
of Automotive Engineers, Inc.)
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Figure 1-24. Tank, M60 Series, Cooling Air Inlet and Exhaust Grilles

Sflow

fans that draw air through the cylinder
fins and oil-coolers and discharge the hot air
vertically from the shroud. Sheet metal
baffles and deflectors direct the flow of
cooling air across the cylinders as shown in
Fig. 1-25. The engine and transmission are
separated by shroud plates attached at the
rear of the engine. The cooling fans are
attached to hubs and mounted on shafts that
are driven by the engine through a mechanical
clutch assembly (see Fig. 1-26). The fan
clutch is oil-cooled and is designed to slip
under deep-water fr•ding conditions whcrc
the resistance of the water exceeds the
friction of the centrifugally loaded clutch
drive members.

transmission oil coolers are mounted on the
sides of the engine above the cylinders. The
two engine cooling fans draw air through the
oil-cooler cores to cool the oil being
circulated within the coolers (see Fig. 1-25).

The power package is a unit cooled system
where two engine oil coolers and two

The M551. Fig. 1-29. represents a typical
liquid-cooled power package installation in a

Fig. 1-27 shows the AVDS-1790 Engine
removed from the vehicle and Fig. 1-28 shows
a cross-sectional view of the engine cylinder
with cooling fins.
1-3.3.2 Liquid-cooled Combat Vehicles
1-3.3.2.1 Armored Reconnaissance Airborne/
Assault Vehicle, Full-tracked, M551
(SHERIDAN)
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Unit cooled system. System airflow is balanced to provide
cylinder, engine oil, and transmission oil cooling. (Transmission oil coolers are located to the rear of the engine oil
coolers.)

Figure 1-25. A VDS- 1790 Engine Cooling Airflow as Installed in M60 Tank
tracked vehicle. Fig. 1-30 illustrates the
complete Model 6V53T engine power package
assembly,
The power package installation draws
cooling air through the inlet grilles and
radiator into the engine compartment. The air
exits through the exhaust grilles as shown in
Fig. 1-31. The recirculation baffle shown in
Fig. 1-31 is not part of the standard vehicle,
,This "iodificatior,. was evaluated but never
released for the vehicle. The installation of
the baffle resulted in a 3 deg F coolant
temperature reduction. The engine exhaust is
directed vertically upward from the rear of
the engine compartment. The radiator shrouding incorporates seals to separate the air inlet

and air discharge sides of the engine
compartment. The inlet and exhaust grille
arrangement is shown in Fig. 1-32. The engine
coolant system is shown in Fig. 1-33.
1-3.3.2. Howitzer, Medium, Sulf-propelled,
155 mm, M109
The M109 is a full-tracked aluminumarmored vehicle mounting a 155 mm
Howitzer. The vehicle is powered by a Model
8V71T, eight cylinder, turbocharged, compression ignition engine. A schematic diagram
of the vehicle cooling system is shown in Fig.
1-34.
The engine is mounted transversely adja-
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Figure 1-26. MechanicalCooling Fan Drive Clutch
cent to the transmission. Cooling air is drawn
through the intake grilles by two gear driven
fans. The fans draw the air through the
radiator across the engine and out the exhaust
grilles.
The thermostat hoasing assembly for this
cooling system is mounted externally from
the engine, requiring additional piping and
coolant connedions.

1-4 SPECIAL
TIONS

MILITARY

CONSIDERA-

1-4.1 SEVERITY OF MILITARY USAGE
Military vehicles are exposed to extreme
environmental conditions and are required to
survive with no severe impairment of their
operation. The military vehicle and its
components must be designed to perform
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Figure 1-27. A VDS- 1790 Engine for the M60 Tank

*

satisfactorily under all conditions of combat
operation. They are required to have the full
design capacity of operation in all types of
weather and climatic conditions, and must
possess a high degree of off-the-road mobility
on all types of unfavorable terrain. Many
vehicles also have fording or amphibious
requirements specified. They must be capable

Additionally, all military materiel must be
capable of safe storage and transportation
without permanent impairment of its capabilities from the effects caused by these
conditions. All materials specified must be
examined for shelf life, preservation requirements, surface treatment required, and
suitability for the expected environmental

of withstanding extreme vibrations, shocks,

extremes.

and violent twisting experienced t ring
cross-country travel over difficult terrain.
They must be able to operate for long periods
with very little or no maintenance. Additional
military requirements necessitate that the
vehicles be of minimum size and weight to
facilitate airborne operations. They must be
designed to withstand human abuse caused by
such factors as overload, misuse, improper
maintenance, lack of maintenance. and neglect
which make the design task extremely difficult.

A compilation of quantitative data on
shocks and vibrations normally experienced
by military vehicles during various operating
conditions is shown in Table 1-3. The values
g;-'-i are presented only as a guide to give the
o. gner general information regarding vehicle
shock characteristics. The latest applicable
AR's should be referred to for latest available
information.
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Figure 1-28. AVDS- 1790 Engine Cylinder Cross Section
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Figure 1-29. Armored Reconnaissance/Airborne Assault Vehicle, M551,
Full-tracked (SHERIDAN) (Ref. 13)

1-4.1.1 Cross-country Operation
Cross-country operation requires that
military vehicles traverse tcrrain having
equivalents of obstacles such as vertical wallstrenches. and ditches: soil compositions
ranging from hard-packed soil to saud. mud.
swamp. and marsh: and fore and aft grades of'
up to 60 percent with side slopes to 40
percent. Vehicle cooling system designs must

Fing

during ral shipment. air-drop, or ballistic
impact of vehicles should be considered in the
desi-in of the cooling system. Tetest
prFOCedures established the MIL-STD-81l0specify imipact tests with railroad car speeds of 8,
). and 10 mph. The equipment is impacted
twice in each direction of equipment
orientation at each at the specified speeds.
The

off-road/cross-country

operation of

be compatible with the cooling loads required
"under these conditions. The power necesoary
under these conditions requires the maximum
engine power output at moinimum speds_
These characteristics impose maxieum coolsystem loads.

military vehicles results in highi stress and load
conditions on all vehicle components. The
dri
rlI shpem Under these operating condions normally are limited only to the
aximnu speeo
d that can be tolerated by the
Operator.

1-4.1.1.1 High Impact Loadings

bIable 1-4 indicates typical mobility
iimttins ctiarvpesrietics determine.LD from Carriify. (ip1tnessand tReconnaissance. Armored.

ice:si
opstos
trnces aIct loads
such as thoe ilwllosd
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LEFT SIDE - REFERENCE

20

16

"

15

14

13

19

0

RIGHT SIDE - REFERENCE

1

LEGEND
1. COOLANT SYSTEM
2. TACHOMETER CENERATOR (HIDDEN)
3. TRANSMISSION THROTTLE, SHIFT, LAND,
AND WATER STEER LEVERS
4. POWER PLANT HARNESS AND BRACKET
AND
5. TRANSMISSION OIL PRESSURE
SWITCHES
6. ENGINE OIL PRESSURE SWITCH
7. OIL COOLER ELBOWS
COLLECTOR
DRAIN
S. AIR
AND FITTlINGS
HOSE
RETURN
FUELBOX

12. EXHAUST ELBOW, CROSSOVER, AND
MANIFOLD INSULATION
13. THROTTLE ROD
14. FUEL DISCONNECT, ELBOWS, AND
DRAINCOCK
15, FUEL SHUTOFF CONTROLS
16. WINTERIZAIION HOSES AND FITTINGS
(IF INSTALLED)
17. "V" BELT TENSIONER
AND BRACKET
18. GENERATOR
ENGINE M,'OUNTS
19.

10, BRAKE CONTROLS
11. STARTER RELAY AND BRACKET

20. GENERA,TOR AND STARTER HARNESS

"TEMPERATURE

t9.

Figure 1-30. SHERIDAN, M551, Power Plant - Complete (Ref. 13)
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Figure 1-31. SHERIDAN, M551, Power Package Airflow (Yuma Proving Ground)
M- 14, tests at Yuma Proving Ground, Yuma,
Arizona. Under these conditions, high impact
loads are encountered which are dependent
on the terrain characteristics. Fig. 1-35 is a
reprusntative terrain profde used to evaluate
durability and reliability of vehicles under
cross-country operation. The figure is representative of the Perryman Cross-country
Course No. 4 at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland.
1-4.1.1.2 Terrain Characteristics
Off-highway terrain characteristics impose
additional design constraints for the vehicle
and cooling system components. The more
severe areas of travel will include longitudinal
slopes with grades to 60 percent, and side
slopes to 40 percent, hogbacks, ditches, racks,
embankments, random log obstacles, brush,
tree stumps, dust, and mud. Most vehicles
have requirements for towing trailers, weapons, and for off-highway recovery operations
that impose extremely high cooling system
loads. Vulnerable cooling system components
must be protected by splash pans, brush
guards, and rock shields as required. Location
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of air inlet and outlet grilles must be
considered carefully to prevent debris from
blocking the grilles, radiators, fins, or heat
exchangers. Figs. 1-36 and 1-37 illustrate
typical conditions encountered during offhighway operations. During a vehicle test and
evaluation program, problem areas are defined
and design modificationr are incorporated to
minimize these difficulties. A typical modification evaluated on the SHERIDAN M551
Vehicle is the debris deflector (Fig. 1-38).
This device was tested but not released for
field use.
1-4.1.2 Environmental Extremes for Worldwide Usage
The vehicle-configured with all its equipment-must be capable of performing all
appropriate and intended missions, tasks, and
functions under the conditions specified in
climatic Categories I through 6 of Table 1-2
without the use of aids in kit form. The
power plant cooling system should be
designed to provide cooling for normal vehicle
operation in ambient air temperatures up to
and including 125oF. With the use of aids in

.
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Figure 1-32. SHERIDAN, M551,
Cooling System Grilles (Ref. 13)
kit form, the vehicle must perform all
appropriate and intended missions, tasks, and
"functions under the climatic conditions
specified in Categories 7 and 8 of Table 1-2.
It should perhaps be noted that AR 70-38
allows for meeting the "hot-dry" climate
(1250F) by use of modification kits. This
generally has not been the practice for cooling
system design. Past experience with efforts to
correct cooling system overheating problems
would indicate that such an approach would
have many pitfalls. Changing one part of the
system, such as a larger radiator for example,
will not be successful if the most critical heat
transfer point is elsewhere in the system. It is
believed that in general the kit approach
would not be economical because of the
many cooling system components that would
be affected.
Environmental extremes produce various
temperature effects on components. High

altitude ground operation specifications vary. Altitudes up to 14,000 ft have
specified for certain vehicles. There is
the need for the vehicle to be able to perform
its function at the specified altitude although
at a reduced level of performance. At high
altitude, the cooling system power requirements remain nearly the same while the lower
temperature (ambient) reduces the cooling
capacity required.
A temperature vs altitude chart is
contained in Table 1-5. It should be noted
that there is a decrease in temperature as the
altitude increases within the atmosphere.
A warm water environment for amphibious vehicles could be of significance for
vehicles with keel coolers. MIL-STD-2 10 (Ref.
14) calls for 95F maximum water surface
temperature. Cooling system designs should
consider this requirement.
Solar radiation will contribute additional
heat loads to the vehicle cooling and air
conditioning systems. Solar radiation also
causes heating of equipment and photodegradation such as fading of colors, checking of
paints, and deterioration of natural rubber
and plastics.
Humidity produces corrosion of metals
which will increase the fouling factor on heat
transfer surfaces. Absorption of moisture by
insulating materials may result in degradation
of their electrical and thermal properties.
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Figure 1-3.2 SHERIDAN, M551, Coolant System (Ref. 13)
14.1,•3-Havy

Armament

Firiig

armament firing. Adequate fan-to-radiator
and/or shrouding clearance must be provided
along with secure support for coolant lines,
hoses, and related components.

Impact

Loads
The effects of heavy armament firing
impact loads on the power package/cooling
system assembly cannot be calculated readily.
It often requires elaborate measurement
procedures for complete evaluation. The
power package/cooling system is a contributor to the complex vibrations of the vehicle,
It is also acted upon by shocks and vibrations
experienced and/or generated by the vehicle,
the vehicle armament, and the powered
equipment within the vehicle. In addition to
the structural design characteristics of the
cooling system components, attention must
be given to the deflections caused by heavy

Representative shock and vibration data
recorded in actual firing tests are shown in
Table 1-3. The values given are presented only
as a guide to give the designer general
information regarding vehicle shock characteristics. They should not be interpreted as being
maximum values nor the only values that can
occur.
Gun recoil loads transmitted externally to
the vehicle can be obtained bý, calculations
made according to proced;;,es outlined in
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Howitzer, M 109, Cooling System Schematic Diagram (Ref. 7J

AMCP 706-342, Recoil Systems or AMCP
706-356, Automotive Suspensions (Refs. 15
*and

16).
1-4.1.+ Lack of Maintenance
Lack of maintenance is one of the
detrimental characteristics leading to early
failure of equipment. Lack of maintenance
usually occurs for reasons such as:
1. Repair parts not available
2. Unscheduled maintenance requirements
3. The inability to determine
impending problem exists

that an

4. When mission requirements preclude
maintenance actions (battle conditions).
In order to decrease the maintenance time
required for componen t/assemb lies, careful
consideration should be given to maintainabil-

*

ity. Ease of maintenance and modular
replacement componentlassemblies are prime
considerations in cooling system designs.
General information on maintenance can be
obtained from AMCP 706- 134 (Ref. 26).

i•

11-4.11.5 Operation by Military Personnel
It is vitally important for the design
engineer to consider the skills required and
the personnel available to operate and
maintain the equipment he designs. Equipment cannot be successfully maintained if it
requires skill levels higher than those available. If the maintenance skill level required or
time needed for a specific task is in excess of
that available, the equipment becomes a
liability instead of an asset because it is no
longer available to perform its intended
mission. Since it is difficult to obtain and
retain skilled military maintenance personnel,
effort must be expended by the
designer to build-in maintenance features that
minimize the requiremerits for highly skilled

'every
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TABLE 1-3
SHOCK AND VIBRATION DATA (Ref. 45)
VIBRATION
•Vertical

Type of Operation

Part of Vehicle Considered
-

Shock
(Accel.
g)

Longitudinal

L

V
9

Hz

9

Hz

Hz

I

Hull
Instr. Panel
Eng. Mount.
Generator

4
2.6
12.5
10.3

500
300
450
650

3.8
1.8
15
18.7

500
400
900
700

2.3
2
14.1
18

520
350
650
800

Medium Speed
Off-the-road

Hull
Instr. Panel
Eng. Mount.
Generator

2.3
1.2
11.4
a

540
120
500
650

2
1.3
18.7
10

520
120
900
700

0.6
0.9
11.3
25.4

430
120
850
900

5
11
9.4

500
550
300

700
900

150

850
750
350
10
400

13
14

36.4

10.8
10
3.6
5.4
21.9

2.5
12.2

400
100

14.5
3

100
3

4.8

250

Hull
Instr. Panel
Eng. Mount.
Generator
Axle (Semitrailer)

8

Fifth Wheel Plate
Cargo Bed Above Fifth Wheel
Cargo Bed Above Axle
?Semitrailer)

Side Wall of Van Semitrailer

2.41

20

2.8
0.8
0.4

30
16
90

3.3

400

Shipment by Truck

Vehicle Assembly

8

2

300

2

300

2

300

Shipment by Rail

Vehicle Assembly

20

2

70

2

70

2

70

5

300

Vehicle Assembly
Fwd
Side
Shipment by Fixedwing Aircraft

Vert
Aft

(up)

Shipment by Rotarywing Aircraft

Vehicle Assembly
Fwd
Side
Vert (up)
Aft

Parachute Drop

Vehicle Assembly

Ballistic Impact

Turret

9
1.5
3
1.5

HE Blast

NOTE:
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Turret and Hull

5
0.25

300
10

5
300
0.5 1 10

4
1.5
2
2
16
20(0.75n. 50
ampl)

!

asee

g

High Speed on
Hard Pavement

Low Speed
Rough Terrain

*

Transverse

-

25(l.Oin.
ampl)

The values given are presented as a guide only.
Check applicable AR's for latest available information.

I000

140

600

*

AMP706-361

TABLE 14
SJ.AMARY OF MOBILITY OPERATION OF THE CARRIER, COMMAND AND RECONNAISSANCE.
ARMORED. MI14A1. VEHICLE AT YUMA PROVING GROUND. YUMA. ARIZONA

*
*

.

Average
Speed. mph

Course Terrain

Speed
Limiting Factor

Dry wash (with)

Power

Dry wash (across)

Ride quality

8.3

Desert pavement

Ride quality

20.9

Stony desert

Ride quality

8.3

Hilly cross-country

Power

12.9

Level cross-country

Ride quality

13.1

Gravel (Winding)

Course (Roadabllity)

26.2

Paved

Power

35.3

Level sand

Power

12.9

Hummocky sand

Ride quality

15.3

:.1

technicians to perform maintenance. It
follows that as the complexity of equipment
increases, the time required to train the
operator and maintenance specialist also
increases,
14.1.6 Air-drop/Transportability Capabilities
In the past, air-drop and/or air-transportation requirements usually were given consideration after completion of a design and
fabrication of test prototypes. The item was
adapted to the air-drop environment by
utilizing available provisions and structural
members. Occasionally, the basic design was
such that suitable modifications could not be
accomplished, and the item was determined
incapable of being air-dropped. Only a limited
number of vehicle types are now required to
have an air-drop capability, however, most

18.0

have the air-transportability requirement. Due
to the la:ge quantities of supplies and
equipment requiring delivery by aircraft, the
old method of adapting an item to airtransport and/or air-drop after the design was
completed is no longer adequate. It is
necessary that the capability for air-transport
and/or air-drop be incorporated into the basic
design of materiel having these requirements.
Material developed for transport in Air
Force aircraft must meet all limitations
imposed by the individual characteristics of
the aircraft. MIL-A-8421 (IJSAF), Air Transportability Requirements, defines the aerial
specifications for air-transportability of materiel (Ref. 17). These requirements must be
considered in the overall cooling system
design. The cooling system and its components must be able to withstand the
1-41
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gasket-sealed enclosures and rupture of
presurized containers. Under low pressure
conditions, low density materials change their
physicnl and chemical properties. Damage due
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of the cooling syqtein components., ani! fluid
congeauing hijiuced by low tepeatre

humidity, and alti,ýude. The ai,-crai*I- to be
xsed
dictates
L!e
-,,er,-Il
vehicle
.uitations.
Provision.
for slings
anddimenasion
ziedowr-

Low temperatures
altitudes
cause
differential
contractionatofhigh
metal
parts, loss
of

lv6s•il be capable of imm-ediate, effective
'

•
rod.

l.ocated in a mani'v- t~o preven~t
-cot~ng sysktey,•
i:•nipeent
d~r:..,

envi"ronmI':nrai
oI th a
-Xig considcratior.,
fo. Iir-drop
die reducea
atm(-sphcrik press...ire at altitude should
inciude eIIeL'.s such as leakage of fluids from

a
•
:

"
resiliency of packing and gaskets, and
congealing of lubricants. In addition, a
temperature ohock may ocrur during air
shipments and &i-drops caused by the
IroIraspr
gaktsae
enlsue
aI drpueo of the
Wxreme :hanges
in temperature
muirouadiny atmospher-e. Cracking and ruptur.. (if iate-rials due to dimensional changes
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Figure 1-37. Dep Mud Encounamredin Off-highway Operations
by expansion or contraction are the primary
difficulties to be anticipated.

techniques for their evaluation.

Additional information is available from
MIL-STD-669 (Ref. 18) and AMCP 706-130,

Typical determinate forces are those
imposed by the weight of the various
"mponents and contents of the vehicle,

Design for Air Transport and Airdrop of

Materiel (Ref. 19).

se forces due to acceleration

of the

;nicle, and those due to characteristics such
is engine torque.

1 4.137 Design for Shock and Vibration
Automotive assemblies are subjected constantly to a complex system of forces whose
magnitude and orientation vary with time.
This complex force system is comprised of
forces that fall into one of two general
categories:
i. Determinate Forces. Thor% forces that
can be readily determinf." y computation
and simple measuremcnt
2. Indeterminate Forces. Those forces that
cannot be calcuiated readily and require
elaborate measuring procedures, complex
equipment, and sophisticated mathematical
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Examples of indeterminate forces are those
resulting from shock and vibration. These are
encountered when the vehicle is traveling over
rough terrain, air-dropped, during rail shipment, or when subjected to high energy blast
or ballistic impact. A rigorous method for
evaluating the indeterminate forces during the
design phase, and correctly relatting t hcni to
the stresses experienced by the vehicle, is not
known at present. The method generally
employed by designers is to determine the
acceleration produced by the shock force, and
express this as a multiple of g, the
accelefation due to gravity. This number is
then applied as a multiplying factor to the
mass under consideration to determine the

AMtW 706-361
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TABLE 1-5
TEMPERATURE
•

Al titude,
ft

vs ALTITUDE
Temperature.
OF

1-4.2 BALLISTIC PROTECTION
1421 Necessity for Ballistic Protection

0

59.0

1000

55.4

Ballistic protection is provided for power
plant assemblies on all combat vehicles. The

2000

51.9

requirement for this protection is mandatory

3000

48.3

4000

44.7

Combat vehicle power package installations

5000

41.2

6000

37.6

7000

34.0

normally are shielded by the vehicle armor,
however, the cooling air inlet, engine exhaust,
and cooling air exit areas must be provided
with ballistic grilles. These grilles must be
capable, of providing the required level of

8000

30.5

9000

26.9

10000

23.3

11000

19.8

12000

16.2

13000

12.6

14000

9.1

15000

5.5

components. The most familar effects of
shock and vibration loadings are in their
ability to produce structural failures. occasioned by the actual rupture or breaking of
the structural material, or by producing such
severe deflections in members as to strain
them beyond their elastic limits and cause
them to malfunction or to become otherwise
unsatisfactory due to permanent structural
deformation.
The desigi of radiatois must consider the
effects of shock and vibration encountered in
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actual operating conditions. See MILSTD810, Environmental Test Methods, (Ref. 21),
and MIL-R-45306 (Ref. 20).

to permit the vehicles to fulfill tlir
missions.

intended

protection while offering minimum restriction
to the air flow. The location of these grilles
also must provide for minimum entry of
debris.
Fig. 1-39 shows the effects of battle
damage on the air inlet grilles of the Tank,
Combat, Full Tracked, 90 mm Gun, M48.
Although badly damaged, the grilles still
provided adequate protection of the power
package to permit the vehicle to complete its
mission.
Fig. 1-40 illustrates debris that accumulated in the engine compartment of an M48
Tank during the performance of a typical
mission. This debris, plus ingested dust and
dirt, caused the plugging of the engine oil
cooler as shown in Fig. 1-41. These
illustrations serve to emphasize the importance of careful considerations of the hostile
environment in which the combat vehicle
power plant cooling system operates.
1-4.2.2 Ballistic Grilles and Their Impact on
Cooling Airflow
Ballistic grilles serve to promote protection
for the vehicle power package and relkted

I

AMCP 706-361
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AMCP 706,301

X.I

Figure 1-40. Debris Found in Tank, M48, Engine Compartmen t
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a

SFigure
1-4a1. Engine Oil Coo/er luging on Tank, M48
components-such as hoses, lines, radiators or
design viewpoint, both tDe weight of the
heat exchangers, an
accessories-against
grilles and the area required for airflow
projectiles, bullet splash, and fragments. The
become important. For information o they
grilles also provide inlet air passages for power
design of grilles refer to AMCP 706-357 (Ref.
package cooling air and engine induction air.
22).
Passages for cooling air and the
irngine
exhaust products also are covered by ballistic
grilles. The grille functions of protection and
minimum restriction
to airflow
are not
for
the passages
since the larger

ncompatible,

14airentrance, the easier it becomes for
fragments to enter the engine compartment,

1-4.2t3 Impact of Ballistic Requiredmnts onion
Cooling System Dessgn
The restriction to airflow caused b'y
ballistic grilles imposes additional power
requirements on the cooling fan. The grilles

consequence,
many
grille todesigns
beena developed
in an
attempt
satisfyhave
the
requirements for maximum protection against
attack and minimum airflow restriction. Fig.
1-42 illustrates typical grille configurations
that have been evaluated. From the vehicle

impose
resistance
airflow,
a pressure
1As
drop occurs
that to
results
in aand
reduction
of
airflow. To overcome the air pressure drop
and decreased flow, sufficient cooling fan
capacity with the accompanying increased
power requirement is necessary. Pressure

_
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SU

together to provide mutual support. The
infantry may move between tanks, or
immediately in the rear of them. As the
advance progresses, the relative positions of

E

Etanks

and infantry are adjusted according to

CURVED VENTURI

the enemy resistance and the terrain. This
pA)
permits close coordination and maximum

mutual support, but saciifices speed. This low
00 [

-speed

IB)OFFSET-BAR

(O)SINGLETRAP

=,

operation may create problems in the
vehicle cooling system and the location where
the cooling air exhausts may be an important
consideration. The designer should be aware
of this type of operation and take into
consideration the effects of prolonged operation at very low speeds when designing the
cooling system, as well as design considerations for operations requiring heavy duty
cycles.

_•j.(C}DOULE
RAP
(C) DOUBLE TRAP

E) MODIFIED
OOIIEDPersonnel
(E)
SINGLE TRAP

66

5
IF) CHEVRON TYPE
•:.:

Figure 1-42. Cross Section of Various
Ballistic Grille Configurations

1-4.3.2 Use of

Top

Dock for Carrying

The use to which military vehicles are
subjected under combat conditions is limited
only by the situation at hand and, as a result,
initial design considerations should include a
review of as many of these situations as
possible. It is common tbr infantry personnel
to ride on vehicle top decks, in addition to
carrying miscellaneous gear, especially during
troop maneuvering in a combat zone. This
should be considered when designing for the
placement and airflow direction of grilles.
1-4.4 RELIABILITY AND DURABILITY

drops incurred in both the inlet and discharge
air grilles must be considered in cooling
system designs. Chapter 6 discusses grille
design and airflow characteristics.
1-4.3 TACTICAL EMPLOYMENT OF COMBAT VEHICLES
1-4.31 Tank-infantry Teams
Some military operations require tanks and
dismounted infantry to work together as a
team (Ref. 23) and operate sufficiently close
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1-4.4.1 Importance of Reliability and Durability in Military Operations
Reliability. a fundamental characteristic of
materiel and equipment, is of major consequence in military usage. It is expressed as the
probability that materiel and equipment will
perform their intended functions for a
specified period under stated operating
conditions. Just a few years ago, reliability
requirements seldom were included in design
specifications. Today, this quantitative prop-

AMCP 70-361

erty of machines and systems increasingly is
included in Military Specifications along with
explicitly stated acceptance criteria, test
conditions, and evaluation data. Progress also
has been made in reliability improvement,
particularly in component parts where failure
rate reduction, in the early hours of part life,
has been reduced in many cases by factors of
10 to 20. These reliability gains, however,
have not always kept pace with the increase in
system complexity. If current trends continue, a substantial design breakthrough will be
required merely to keep pace with the
increase in system complexity. It appears that
the trend in system complexit) is still
increasing, and no product can be aunmned to
be 100 percent rldiable,
Reliability for a system, made up of a
number of independent components, is the
product of the individual reliabilitiei. For
example, an assembly consisting of three
components, each having a reliabilit) of 90
percent, will have an overall reliability of only
72.9 percent (0 . 9 0 1). Similarly, 100 components, each with a 99 percent reliability, will
have an overall reliability of 36.6 percent, i.e..
0.991 o. From this relationship, the diffiulty of obtaining a high degree of reliabi..zy

limits affect dimensional as well as functional
characteristics. However, the reliabihty of the
cooling system/power package assembly must
not be compromised if the vehicle is to
perform its intended missions. Reliability
requirements must be considered to permit
the cooling system to function under the
following applicable characteristics of the
military environment:
1. High shock and vibration
2. Extreme temperature ranges
3. Operation in:
a. Extreme dust
b. Deep mud
c. Snow and ice.
4. Amphibious operations (sea and fresh
water)
S. Operation under conditions conducive
to corrosion and fungus growth
6. Operation on grades and side slopes

with highly complex systems is apparent.
Durability is defined as the ability of -.
component, subsystem, or system, to ren,.r
satisfactory performance over an extenued
period of continuous operation under the
service conditions for which it was designed.

7. Extended
spewed

operation at low and high

8. Operator abuse in the form of overload,
misuse, neglect, and improper maintenance
9. Air drop operations.

Test requirements have been established to
evaluate the reliability and durability of
military vehicles and are shown in Tables 1-6
and 1-7.
*

1-4.4.2 Importance of Cooling System in
Overall Reliability
The design of the cooling system for a
military vehicle is governed by restrictions
that limit and control features of the
complete

power package

assembly. These

Many requirements are not compatible,
thus it becomes the designers' difficult task to
design, select, and arrange the components to
meet all fu4c1ional and reliability goals.
1-4.4.3 Methods oi Achieving Cooling System Reliability
1-4.4.3.1 U,,, of Proven Componet~ms
Most commercial vehicles and components
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TABLE 1-6
MILEAGE CYCLE FOR YRACKED VEHICLES (Ref. 41)

Miles per Cycle

gGroup

Cycles

Roads
Paved

4
4

225
350

111

4

225

rIV A

4

B
V

4
4

VI

1

1I
II

Cross-Country

Secondary

I

Level

Hilly!

Total
Miles
1000 Mi/Op

223
350

1 4.00
400

400
400

5000
a6 000

225

400

400

a5000

hr
......
blO (Water)

S~c50

VII

VrII
*

.

x1
.5

.

.

.

.

. ...

100
.

.
.

..

.
.o~~d
. . .

.

.

.

..

2000

.

350
225

.

•~~~

X

1

.

.......

350
225

400
400

400
400

200

500

. . .

400

. .

.
..

..
.. .

.
.

~

. .
0(Mud]l

6000
5000
700

.

400

500

.
1.

"IIX1

d 20 00
100 (Water..
(e)

.

.-

s

.

.

1`5
8

50

'(Water)

aOne-half of mileage is run with applicable towed load .except for cargo
tractors that have towed load 100 percent of operation,, but towed load
operation may ba omitted i-fbasic vehicle has proved satisfactory.

b

Approximately 2 hr of water operation per cycle to total 10 hr.

cTime includes all functions of wrecker equipment.

Care will have to be

used to avoid excessive temperatures in hydraulic systems. Operation
should be temporarily stopped for cooldown if fluid temperatures exceed
specified limits of the output of the motor, usually 215°F.
dVehicles are operated the required mileage followed by performance of
work, the total operation ind work to be 2000 hr.
eAccessories are operated for the time specified by the applicable documents.
f

Except when unspooling, winches are tested at rated capacity, but care should
be used to avoid damage to worm-driven winches. Normal cycling should include
time for one spooling and unspooling with subsequent rest periods of equal
time. Overall test time will have to be sufficient to provide 8 hr of actual
winching time.

gsee NTP 2-2-50Y for vehicle types in each group.
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have been proven unsatisfactory in combat
operations simply because the military environment is far more severe than the operating
conditions for which commercial components
are designed. This leads us to the conclusion
that the reliability of the vehicle cooling
system must be based on components
s[wcificAlly designed for military applications.
Wherever possible, proven Military Standard
parts, should be used in the cooling system
design, New component designs should be
based on similar Military Standard parts, and
all Military Specifications relating to the
original part should be cited as applicable to
the new cesign also.
1-4.4.3.2 Minimizing the Number of CompoDesign for maximum simplicity with a
minimum number of components is required
since reiiabililty has a direct relationship to the
com-.nio:xity of the design. This point should
be siel•-vide~at. however, it is often overlooked by tCh designer. This hlappens when
too much attention is given to tho functional
requirements of a system while excluding
,conidedations for design simplification. After
the designer has developed a concept that
fulfills the functional requirements, a c.,mplete analysis should be .made to determine if
the design can be simplified. Reliability and
durability generally are improved where
componen.s can be made simple, sturdy, and
similar to p -3ý;";Ously
proven designs.
14.4.&.3 Rodandawt Design
For maximum reliability of military vehicle
cooling systems, redundant design of components is mandatory. A redundarst design
permits continued operation after failure of
the primary item so that performance will not
be degraded to the extent of unacceptable
levels.
Application of a redundant design requires
careful consideration of the effects and
consequences of component failures and
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system complexity. For complex component
functions-where there is a greater probability
of marginal failures or performance degradation-the provision of redundant design could
be so complex that the total reliability of the
system would be reduced. The designer is
cautioned to apply redundancy in design with
discretion because of the impact on system
complexity and cost.
The vehicle cooling system also should be
designed with a reserve factor for degradation
caused by heat exchanger plugging, scaling,
and related field operation factors. This
reserve factor also provides a margin for
vehicle weight growth that normally occurs
during a vehicle life cycle.
1-4.5 MAINTENAKCIM
REQUIREMENTS
(Ref&. 20 27, &ad28)
1-4.5.1 Acaesiullty
Accessibility can be defined as the relative
ease with which an assembly or component
cn be approached for repair, replacement, or
service. A component is accessible if thv steps
required are few ard simple; inaccessible if
the steps are many and difficult to perfoim.
Inaccessibility cannot be tolerated in US
Army equipment to be used in combat.
Access must be provided to all points.
subassemblies, and components that require
or may require testing, servicing, adjusting,
remeoal. replacement, or repair. The type,
size, -shape, and location of access should be
based upon a thorough undertanding of the
following:
I. Special operational requirements (if
any) and environment of the unit
2. Frequency with which the access must
bc entered
3. Maintenance functions to be performed
through the ace..•
4. Time requirements for the performance

1-AMCP
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of these functions
5, Types of tools and accessories required
to perform these functions
6. Work clearances required
mance of these functions
7. Distance the
within the access

technician

for perfoimust

reach

8. Visual requirements of the technician in
performing the task
9. Mounting of modules. subassemblies,
and elements behind the access

10. Hazards involved in or related to the
use of the access, e.g., heat, sharp edges, etc.
11. Size, shape, weight, and clearance
requirements of logical combinations of
human appendages, tools, winter gloves and
clothes, modules, etc., that must enter the
access.
Typical service and access requirements for
the MBT70 Prototype Tank air-cooled power
package and related sysr-m are shown in Fig.
1-43.

(

~Most actions to replace components (coant pumps, radiators, etc.) are allocated to the
Organization level; repair of these type
nomponents is allocated to the Direct Support
level. Only major repairs such as an engine
overhaul might be allocated to the General
Support level. Instructions for army main-

S[tenance

personnel at tihe Organizational and

Direct Support levels are contained in TM
33-750 (Ref. 28). Maintenance requirements
in general should be consistent with these
instructions.
M1-4.6.4
"2
There is an increasing trend toward
partially repairable and nonrepairable designs
in industrial and military equipment. This
l•

trend is reflected in the increasing use of
unitized or modular construction. Unitization
refers to the separation of equipment into
physical and functionally distinct units to
facilitate removal and replacement. The
concept of unitization and modularization
creates a divisible configuration more easily
Maintained. Troubleshooting and repair of
unitized uaselmblies. therefore, can be performed more rapidly. Utilization of these
techniques to the fullest extent improves
accessibility, makes possible a higher degree
of ,tandardizjtion. provides a workable base
for simplification, and provides the best
approach to maintainability at all maintenance levels. Another important advantage of

unitized or modular construction. from a
maintenance viewpoint, is the division of
maintenance responsibility. Modular replacement can be accomplished in the field with
relatively low skill levels and few tools.
1-4.5.3 Simplicity
There is a general tendency on the part of
many present-day designers of equipment to
produce an overly complex product. In many
cases the equipment uses too many parts, has
too close operating tolerances, is expensive to
build, and is difficult to maintain. Equipment
design should represent the simplest configuration possible consistent with functional
requirements. expected service. and performance conditions.
Simplh,cation. although the most difficult
maintainability factor to achieve, is the most
productive. By simplification of otherwise
complex equipment. a monstrosity can be

transfo.,-,ed into a wor,,ing piece of equipment. Simplification should be the constant
goal of every design engineer.
Coolants, Fuels, and Lubricants
1-4.5.4.1 Coolants
Forminu'on of scale and rust in the cooling
system occurs more rapidly during operation
1-55
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DIPSTICK AND FILL
SUSPENSION (HULL)
DRAIN
TURRET HYDRAULICS
FILL AND BLEED

1

HYDRAULICS

ACCESSORY
DIEDRAIN

ENVIRONMENTAL
CONTROL UNIT
BATTERY SLAVE
RECEPTACLE-

*

IIiIENGINE

•l -lFUEL

OIL DRAIN

ENGINE OIL
DIPSTICK AND FILL

FILL

,,,,,,,,,,,

EMERGENCY FUEL

--

TRANSMISSION DIPSTICK

SHUT-OFF

IDDUCTION FILTER

TRANSMISSION FILL

L

TRANSMISSION

INDUCTION FILTER

TRANSMISSION FILTERS

TRANSMISSION FILL

Figure 1-43. Service and Access Location for MBT7O Prototype Tank
Air-cooled Power Packageand Related Systems (Ref. 25)
in extremely high temperatures. Therefore,
corrosion inhibitor compounds are added to
the cooling liquid. Approved inhibitois are
specified in MIL-1-19528 (Ref. 29) and
Federal Specification &-1-490. Inhibitur. Corroslon. Liquid Cooling System (Ref. 301.
Water containing alkali or other impurities
causing cooling-system scaling and rust
formations often cannot be avoided. Provision
of adequate reserve cooling capacity in the

system is desirable to minimize the cooling
degradation effects of these formations. There
is a requirement that whenever possible the
equipment use onl,' those ;upplies in the
Army supply system. The current instructions
arc contained in TB 750--51 (Pef. 33). It
should be noted that this bulletin provides for
leaving the coolant in the system for up to 2
yr under certain conditions and for emergency use of water without inhibitor. Exceptions
to the use of inhibitor in plain water have
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TABLE 148
LUBRICATING OILS, HYDRAULIC FLUIDS, AND GREASES USED IN MILITARY
AUTOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT

f
MIL-L- 15019
MIL-L-2104
MIL-L-10324
MIL-O-10295
MIL-O-6083
MIL-H-5606
MIL-H-13919
MIL-H-13910
MIL-G-23827
MIL-G-10924
VV-G-632

MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
Lubricating Oil, Compounded
Lubricating Oil, Internal Combustion Engine, Heavy Duty
Lubricating Oil, Gear, Subzero
Oil, Engine, Subzero
Oil, Preservative, Hydraulic Equipment
Hydraulic Fluid, Petroleum Base, Aircraft and Ordnance
Hydraulic Fluid, Petroleum Base, Fire Control
Hydraulic Fluid, Nonpetroleum Base, Automotive Brake, Arctic
Grease, Aircraft and Instrument, Sealed Bearings
Grease, Automotive and Artillery
Grease, Lubricating, Automotive ar.j Industrial

been made for certain engines with aluminum

requirements for gasoline for use in military

components to avoid corrosion
incompatibility with the inhibitor.

vehicles are given in MIL-G-3056, Gasoline,
Automotive, Combat (Ref. 34). Similarly,
diesel fuel is defined as fuel used in
compression ignition internal combustion
engines. Detailed specifications for diesel fuels
for use in military vehicles are given in

due

to

Chemical chromate type inhibitors have a
negligible effect on engine heat rejection
characteristics,

Federal Specifications VV-F-800, Fuel, Oil,
Diesel, (Ref. 35). Turbine engine fuel (JP4)
specifications are in accordance with MIL-T5624 (Ref. 39). For guidance on fuels
planned for use in various classes of
equipment see AMCP 700-28 (Ref. 36).

Antifreeze compounds in accordance with
MIL-A-1 1755, Antifreeze, Arctic Type. and
Federal Specification O-A-00548, Ethylene
Glycol, Inhibited, should be specified for u
in low temperature environments (Refs. Ul
and 32). Ethylene glycol usually ha4l a
corrosion inhibitor present" and no addlitional
additives are required.

S1-4.5.4;2

pl

Lubricants used in military automotive
vehicles include the engine oils, gear oils,
Preservative oils, hydraulic fluids, and greases.

""

Fuels and Iubicn

A vehicle cooling system may use fuels,
lubricating oils, hydraulic fl ids, and other

These are supplied in various grades and types
to cover the wide range of climatic conditions
in which military equipment is expected to

liquids absorb heat from te

items are given in the Military Specifications

liquids as heat

transfer Oediums. These

function. Detailed requirements for these

vehicle compo-

nents and transfer this he9t to the air through
the use of heat exchangers.

listed in Table 1-8.

Fuels for military,' vehicles are classified
into two general groups: gasoline and diesel
fuels. Gasoline is defined as fuel used in spark
ignition internal combustion engines. Detailed

The reader is referred to AMCP 706-123,
Hydraulic Fluids, for additional information
(Ref. 37). Physical properties for lubricants
are given also in par. 3-7.2.
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Figure 144. XM803 Exgerimental Tank Power Plant Test Run and Stall
Check-Power Plant Removed (USA TACOM)

1-4.5.5 Complete Power Package Removwal

prior to installation in the vehicle. Oil,
coolant and fuel leaks. improper adjustments,

Combat vehicles, with their inherent
confined engine compartments, present an
access problem for repair, maintenance,
service, and inspection of the power package
assembly, This lack of accessibility makes it
almost mandatory that the power package
(engine, transmission, and cooling system) be
removable as a complete unit. it also is a
normal requirement that the power package
be capable of being operated outside of the
vehicle using vehicle power, controls, instruments, and fuel. This permits a full evaluation
and check-out of power package condition

and similar failures can be found prior to
installation in the vehicle. Space limitations
often would prevent correction of these types
of problems with the powcr package installed.
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Fig. 1-44 illustrates the XM803 Experimental Tank, air-cooled power package assembly
as it is removed from the vehicle. This
assembly can be operated as shown.
Fig. 1-30 illustrates the SHFliquid-cooled power package as,
removed from the vehicle. I

'I, M551.
/ as it is
power
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package also can be operated as shown,
1-4.6 INFRARED OIR) SIGNATURE

suppression measures are adopted the tactical
use of combat vehicles will be hampered
seriously.

1-4.6.1 Description of IR Phenomena

1-4.6.3.2 Degree of Suppression Required

The term "infrared" is applied to radiation
that lies just beyond the limit of the red
portion of the visible spectrum with wavelengths between 760 myi and 1 mam. IR
radiation is emitted naturally by all materials
at all temperatures above absclute zero.
Materials emit radiation at varying intensities
depending on their temperature and surface
characteristics.

The degree of suppression practical at this
point is that which is required to neutralize
the effectiveness of the ground-to-ground and
the air-to-ground heat homing missiles using a
line of sight trajectory. In general, the greater
the degree of suppression the less chance of
detection. Additional suppression should be
provided when it can be obtained without
appreciable cost or compromise in design.

14.6.2 IR Suppression for Combat Vehicles
Infrared radiation originating in the engine
compartment of combat vehicles exposes the
vehicle to detection. The infrared problem
and some of the methods necessary to control
or adequately suppress infrared radiation are
presented.
1-4.6.3 The IR Radiation Problem
The problem confronting the vehicle
designer is to lower the intensity of the
radiation from the combat vý.nicle to a level
where the range of detection will neutralize
the effectiveness of various devices employing
IR detectors. The IR device generally can be
classified into three types whose operation is
based on the sensitivity of substances to small
changes in infrared radiation:
1. Heat homing missiles
2. IR detectors
3. Mines or booby traps.
1-4.6.3.1 Necessity for Suppression
The necessity for IR suppression has been
confirmed by radiation tests that show the
"combat vehicle extremely vulnerable to
infrared sensitive devices. Therefore, unless IR

1-4.6.3.3 Military Importance of IR Signature
A vehicle signature is defined as a
descriptive set of qualitative and quantitative
measurements characterizing the salient features of the vehicle as a target. Infrared
emission from a vehicle can be collected
optically, filtered, detected, and amplified by
optical and radiation-type pyrometers such as
the bolometer. Temperature variations as
small as 0.01 deg F can be detected. Thus, it
becomes evident that IR radiometry plays a
key role in detection systems for military
applications. Fig. 1-45 illustrates vehicle
signature data.
• 1-4.6.3.4 Reducing IR Radiation to a Minimum
It might appear that little could be
accomplished by the reduction of IR
radiation to minimize vehicle signature;
however, this is not the case. The IR detector
compares the vehicle radiation against background radiation which can be significant.
Therefore, any reduction in vehicle IR
radiation will reduce the possibility of the
vehicle being detected. Typical projected IR
radiation patterns for wheeled and tracked
vehicles are shown in Figs. 1-46 and 1-47,
respectively.
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Figure 1-47. Typical Projected IR Radiation Patterns for
Tracked Vehicles (LISA TACOM)
11-4.6.4 Techniques Used for IR Radiation

Minimization

this design.

Recommended Procedures for IR
Suppression

1.4.6.4,1.1 Concealing Mufflers and Exhaust
Pipes

Through an extensive IR suppression
program, iR suppression methods have been
developed and design parameters determined,
This determination has enabled a procedure
to be established for the design of vehicles or
IR modification kits which, based on test
will provide effective IR suppression.

To further simplify the insulation problem
and to facilitate mixing of the cooling air and
exhaust gas, while at the same time not
adversely affecting cooling, it is recommended
that the muffler and exhaust pipes be
concealed within the vehicle and located in
the waste cooling air stream (preferably in an
exit duct).

1-4.6.4.1

Sresults,

diesel engines also is dispersed effectively with

*
Directional exhaust louvers can effectively
lower thc air and ground IR detection
envelope. Designs similar to the XM803
Experimental Tank exhaust directional vanes
can be used to direct the exhaust gases and/or
cooling air discharge toward the ground. The
visual acceleration smoke charactQristics of

1-4.6.4.1.2 insulatid Shield for Exit Griiles
Since an air-to-ground attack is liable to
come from any direction, it is: rccommended
that an insulated shield or flap be provided
which can be temporarily lowered in front of
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the exit grilles when being attacked. It is
recommended only as a temporary measure,
since it may restrict the airflow and cause
vehicle cooling problems.

/

ATMOSPHERIC AIR

VENTURI
r
0
I:i>

1-4.6.4.1.3 Minimize Exit Grille Areas
->

Since radiation varies directly as the surface
area, the exit area should be held as small as
possible. In other words, an exit grille or
armored outlet that produces minimum
restriction to airflow should be used to permit
a maximum of airflow with a minimum grille

.ENGINE

EXHAUST PIPE

Figure 1-48. Exhaust Cooler

surface area. In addition, a small exit area
simplifies the problem of temporarily shielding the grille.

exposed portion of these components. The
designer's attention to these areas during the
integration of the power package/vehicle
systems can reduce greatly the vehicle IR
signature.

1-4.6.4.1.4 Location of Hot Surfaces
Exit grilles and surfaces that cannot be
maintained at the specified temperature
should be located at the rear of the tank. This
is recommended so that in case of attack by a
ground-to-ground missile the only vulnerable
direction would be the rear. This situation
seldom occurs during combat operations

1-4.6.4.1.7 Location of Exhaust
The power package exhaust system must be
located to minimize heat transfer and/or hot
air recirculation to the cooling system while
still retaining effective suppression of IRe
radiation. The vehicle exhaust outlet should
be directed horizontally, or lower, to reduce

1-4.6.4.1.5 Mixing Exhaust With Cooling Air

the air and ground IR detection envelrpe as
defined in Figs. 1-46 and 1-47.

A device designed to reduce the temperature of combustion gases from the vehicle and
to minimize the effectiveness of IR detecting
devices is an exhaust cooler. The most
common exhaust coolers use the principles of
air bleed cooling as shown in Fig. 1-48. The
exhaust gases are diluted and cooled by
mixing them with atmospheric air before
discharge.

1-4.6.5 Suppression Methods To Meet Future
Requirements
With the continued development of IR
detectors and heat homing missiles, i; is very
possible in the future that in order to provide
adequate suppression the design point conditions will have to be revised. Should this be
the case, it may be necessary to take measures
to reduce the radiation from such compunents as the final drives, shock absorbers,
wheels, track, as well as decrease the effect of
heating by the sun and changing ambient
temperatures. Further lowering of exhaust gas
temperatures alsol may be necessary. The
following methods are envisioned to effect
some of these reductions:

1-4.6.4.1.6 Shielding and Insulating
Shielding and insulating hot cooling system
components effectively reduce their IR
radiation. Insulating pads should be applied to
the inner surfaces of the power package
compartment as shown in Fig. 1-49, and
shielding of exhaust pipes and mufflers can be
accomplished by constructing a shielding
structure or IR deck over the external
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Figure 1-49. Reduction of /R Radiation (USA TA COM)

1. Final Drives:
a. Cover the final drives with a:
(i) Shield that provides a small air

3. Effect of heating by the sun and
changing ambient temperatures. The effect oft
heating by the sun and changing ambient
temperatures on the temperature differential
between the vehicle and its background can

space between the shield and final drive

be decreasec by:

(2) Layer of plastic foam insulation
and force the heat from the final drive to be
dissipated from the inside of the hull

a. Coating the vehicle with a layer of
plastic foam insulation to minimize the
quantity of heat conducted away from and,
the
surface and absorbed by the hull
thereby, allow the vehicle surfaces to cool
rapidly and eliminate the temperature differential due to changing ambient

b. Locate the final drives within the hull
of the vehicle.

S2.

Exhaust Gas:

a. Use a muffler in the.waste cooling air
stream to cool th-e xhaust gas below its
ignition point befor it is mixed with the
cooling air and there prevent the burning of
unburned fuel in th xhaust gas.

b. Painting the vehicle with a paint that
ha.- a low emissivity to reduce the quantity of
heat absorbed by the surface, preventing high
surface temperatures and minimizing the
temperature differential due to heating by the
sun.

b. Use an exhaust ejector to pump air to
cool the exhaust gases.

Applying insulation and painting can be
accomplished with almost equal ease either
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during production of a vehicle or at any time
thereafter.
14.6.6 Camouflae in IR Suppression
It is believed that the design procedures
discussed represent the practical limits in IR
suppression which can be accomplished
through vehicle design. It appears that further
improvement will have to come through
camouflage techniques. The measures discussed for minimizing the effect of the sun
and changing temperatures, if adopted,
actually could be camouflage technique. It
should be noted that the use of low emissivity
paint probably can be refined further to
provide paints whose ;missivity will be
matched as far as possible with that of the
background whether it be sand, snow, or
vegetation,
The plastic foam insulation mentioned in
par. 1-4.6.5 is being adapted by MERDC fcr
application to vehicle surfaces by spraying.
While it has actually not been applied to a
tank, it promises to have all the characteristics
necessary for such application, namely, ease
of application, resistance to abrasion and
wear, bonds to most surfaces, and is not
affected by water, gasoline, or oil.

1-4.7 DEPOT STORAGE
Comprehensive storage capabili'ics are
required for all military materiel to permit
rapid replacement of vehicle casuallies during
hostilities. The materiel must be capable of
safe storage (and transportation) without
permanent impairment of its capabilities from
the effects of extreme climatic conditions. It
further must be capable of being returned to
operating status in a minimun time span.
These capabilities contribuic to minimum
deployment time to threatened theatres.
Various levels of protection have been
defined to meet specific technical requirements up to Level A, which is defined as
preservation and packaging that will afford
adequate protection against corrosion, deterioration, and physical damage during shipment, handling, indeterminate storage, and
worldwide redistribution. The vehicles are
prepared in a mobile condition, i.e., vehicles
capable of being moved on their wheels/tracks
(Ref. 38). All cooling system components
must meet these requirements under envsi-onmental conditions given for storage in Table
1-2.
1-4.8 SPECIAL KITS

1-4.6.7 Example of IRSuppression Test Data

1-4.&.1 Winterization Kits

Skin temperature readings of the top deck
were taken during a recent M60 Vehicle
cooling test at the TACOM Propulsion
Systems Division test facility. Tests were
conducted with and without simulated solar
radiation and with and without an IR shield
installed to the top deck.

The function of a cooling system is not
only to remove unwanted heat from the
system; it also provides heat to the system,
when it is required, io assure safe and
efficient operation of the vehicle power plant.

With solar radiation and without IR
shielding the average skin temperature was
194*F. Without solar radiation and without
IR shielding the average skin t.mperature was
174*1F. Without solar radiation and with IR
shielding the average skin temperature was
119*F.
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Experience in World War II emphasized the
need for vehicles capable of sustained fighting
ability within any geographical area during
any season of the year. In recognition of this
need, AR 70-38 states that automotive
materiel developed by the Army should be
capable of acceptable performance throughout the ambient temperature range of -25"
to 125°F with no aids or assistance other than
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standard accessories, and to -65 0 F with
employment of specialized aids in kit form

winterization and cooling system thai permits
vehicle operation in all required climatic

(Ref. 2).

extremes.

Winterization kits ame those appliances that
are necessary to assure dependable vehicle
starting and operation in the temperature
to -25*F.
The basic
range of -650
equipment and materials for extreme coldweather operation of vehicles are arctic-type
fuels, lubricants, coolants, and engine primers.
High-capacity heating equipment provides
sufficient heat for starting power plants and
maintaining batteries at the proper temperature for continuous charging with the
standard electrical generating system.

The quick-heat method, which is well
adapted to the present air-cooled engines,
provides a combustion heater having sufficient capacity to start a cold engine in a short
period of time. For current engines, starts in
less than an hour can be achieved at low
amnbients by using quick-heat units producing
from 30,000 to 100,000 Btu/hr. Several
design problems are presented by the
quick-heat method. Among these are prevention of damage to electrical and nonmetallic
components and the avoidance of heating the
batteries too rapidly. Conventional rubbercased batteries cannot be heated faster than
about
1 deg
per min;
supplying heat at a
mayF cause
damage.
faster rate

14J8.1.1 Heating of Power Packag Coompo-

fleets
The techniques of applying heat to military
vehicles for starting in cold environments are
the results of extensive testing and develop-

f

developed - the standby-heat method and the

greater, and maintenance is less than in

quick-heat method.

standby-heatmrs designed for constant operation. Both standby and combustion heaters

The standby-heat method uses a comparatively small heater that operates continuously

have desirable characteristics, and both are
currently in use. There is a trend towards a

I
I
j

.

Quick-heating eliminates the need for
continuously heating equipment while ,iot in

service. The life of the combustion heater is

mental efforts. Two methods have been

of the two systems. This
combination heater is capable of bringingh a

when the vehicle is idle. It must produce
sufficient heat to compensate for losses while

combination

cold-soaked power plant from

keeping the power plant at a temperature high

thoroughly

enough to ensure starting. For vehicles having
engine displacements of 100 to 300 CID,
20,000 Btu/hr, properly distributed, will
maintain satisfactory temperatures at all
desired points. When standby-heat is used, the

-65F to starting temperature in 45 to 60

min. The heater is thermostatically controlled
so that it can be used as a standby or a
quick-heater as ýesired.

vehicle is always warm and ready to start.
Heat usually is supplied to liquid-iooled

Fig. 1-51 illustrates the combustion heater
used in the XM803 and MBT70 Tanks. This

plants by a thermosyphon system, thus
avoiding pumps and fans that ,Irain batteries,

heater is used for crew compartment and
battery heating only, since the air-cooled

Heat can be supplied by hot water coils and,
thereby, minimize the danger of overheating,
Since space is usually at a premium, the
relatively small size of the standby heater is a
distinct advantage. Fig. 1-50 illustrates the
standby-heat winterization kit used on the
SHERIDAN, M551. The SHERIDAN, M551
winterization assembly is an integrated

engine has self-contained cold starting aids in
the form of intake air and lubricating oilheaters.
1-4.8.1.2 Restriction of Cooling Air
In extreme cold environments, the result of
winds (or air movement produced by fans)
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Figure 1-51. Combustion Heater, Winterization, XM803 and MBT70 Tanks (Ref. 25)
produces a tremendous cooling effect, and for
rapid warm-up and satisfactory engine operation these effects must be minimized by
restriction or obstruction of the air movement.

The Truck, Platform Utility, M274A5,
air-cooled engine uses a manually operated
winterization shutter to restrict the air inlet
to the fan. (Fig. 1-14).

'
Thermostatically

Thenrostatically controlled fans (see Chapter 4), winterization baffles. or shutterseither manually or thermostatically controlled-provide an effective means of reducing the wind chill effect of cooling air
movement at extremely low aaibients. Failsafe automatic thermostatic controls are
preferred since they eliminate the element of
human error.

controlled

shutters

mounted ahead of the radiator, (see Fig. 5-3),
are controlled automatically by a thermostatic element installed in the upper or lower
reservoir of the cooling system radiator. The
normal settings of these shutters are fully
open with engine coolant temperature above
180'F and fully closed when the coolant
temperature is 160*F and below. A manual
override is provided to operate the vanes and
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Figure 1-52. Truck, CaGo. 2- 112-ton, 6x 6, M35 During Deep-water Fording Tes4b
to hold them in the open position.
14.8.

Fording Kits

The ability to operate in reasonable depths

of water greatly enhances the mobility of
military equipmient; hence, if specai,.d,
vehicles must meet defired fording requirements.
Current requiremenL, w~ake a di-tmnction
between shallow- and dec4 -water fording. The
shallowo-water fording is applied to standard
tactical vehic'as operating without the addition of special kits (although they may have
factory-instilled items, such as intake and
exhaust extensions and waterproof ignition
systems). Ile basic vehicle must be capable of
fording a specified depth of water without
an seca prpaatn Dv-Waaer. for"ing
on the other hand, implies the usage of special
equipment, usually installed in the field by
the vehiicle crew prior to the fording
operation. The deep-water fording kit may
interfere, to some extent, with the normal
functioning of the vehicle on land, but is
easily and quickly removable immediately
1-68

after use. Important considerations in the
design of fording kits are ease of installation,

jettisonability, and a high dc~gree of reliability.
The vehicle cooling system must not be
affected adverzAy during or after completios'
of th,- fording operations. Fig. 1-52 ilv~c
the Truck, Caugo.
!2
LP~
.A 6, M35,
during deep-water fordi n' tests.
1-C8.3 Fording Requirement
Cooling Systkwj Dosign

Effects on

The following vehicle requirements apply
to fording operations and must be considered
for their impact or the cooling systemn
performance:
1.- Cooling fans must automatically disengage when, the fan bladles are submerged.

2. Water must not be allowed to enter any
of the various
differentials,
gearboxes, or finaltransmissions,
drive assemblies,
normally
vented to the atmosphere.
3. One or more exhaust stacks must be

I
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provided to allow exhaust gases to escape
above the water level,

made to vent the various housings to the
atmosphere while the vehicle is fording.

4. The main, and any auxiliary engine, air
intake must be above the water level or in the
crew compartment and must be adequately
sealed.

1-4.8.3.3 Fan Fording Cut-off Swhdh

5. All sealing must be accomplished in a
most simple manner so that it isjettisonable
immediately upon completion of the fording
operation to permit the vehicle to regain
"immediately its original firepower, mobility,
and cooling capacity.
1-4&3.-3

Electric and Hydraulic Motors

Electric and hydraulic motors must undergo submersion without damage. Although not
all components of a vehicle are required to
operate while submerged, none of them must
be damaged as a result of submersion. Critical
parts must be enclosed in watertight housings
to permit submersion, and provisions must be
made fo: the removal of excess heat within
the housing. The watertight enclosures should
be ventilated to prevent undesirable condensation of moisture resulting from the sudden
temperature change normally associated with

Vehicles using a magnetic fan drive clutch
assembly require a provision for declutching
the fan drive during deep-water fording
operations. A single-pole, single-throw switch
such as the MS39061-1 is used for this
purpose. This type of fan drive control
introduces "human error" into the fording
operation and, where possible, designs normally use automatic declutching devices.
If the electrical system should fail, the fan
should be able to be locked mechanically by
hand.
1-4.8.3.4 Mechanically Driven Fans
The most common type of mechanically
driven fan is the axial flow, belt driven
assembly. No special provisions for fording
are necessary because the drive belts will slip
when the fan is submerged.
14.8.3.5 Turbine Shielding

immersion. This moisture condensation can

Turbine engines present a unique problem

cause short circuits, can jam contacts if the
moisture freezes, and cause equipment to
"deteriorategenerally.

when fording because of the high temperature
of engine components. The turbine engine
must be shielded adequately from water to
prevent damage that would result from
sudden cooling if the unit were immersed.

1-4.8.3.2 Sealing

of

Power

Transmission

Comiponenits
1-4.8.4

Stransmissions,

S <.prior

Effects of Kits on Vehicle Cooling Systems

Power transmission components must be
adequately sealed, and water must not be
allowed to enter any of the various
differentials, gearboxes, or final
drive assemblies, normally vented to the
atmosphere. These vents cannot be sealed
to fording. If they are sealed, the sudden
cooling of the unit upon submerging creates a

Installation of a front mounted winch on
the Truck, Cargo, 2-1/2-ton, M35, partially
restricts airflow to the cooling system
radiator. Fig. 1-53 illustrates the radiator area

temporary partial vacuum within the housing.
The resultant pressure difference would cause
serious water leakage into the housing
through the shaft seals. Provisions must be

obstructed by installation of the winch. The
vehicle cooling system design must provide
sufficient additional capacity to correct for
this type of restriction. Conversely, winch

1-4.8.4.1 Winches
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installations have been made to serve as an air
recirculation baffle by closing the space
between the winch and the radiator with the

winch wounting platform.

S1-4.8.4'.2

On-vehicle Equipment

The requirements to stow on-vehicle
equipment (OVE) can result in degradation of
the vehicle cooling system by restriction
and/or recirculation of cooling air. Fig. 1-54
illustrates modifications made to the M551
SHERIDAN Weapon System for improvement
of the cooling system. This modification
consisted of a deflector to minimize recirculation of the exhausting cooling air,

(A) WITHOUT WINCH
1-4.8.4.3 High Demand Electrical Equipment
Radios,

bilge pumps, battery

charging,

ventilation blowers, lights, heaters, vision
devices, and similar equipment can require
high electrical loads while the vehicle engine is
running at idle speeds. These loads can
contribute to cooling system problems if not

considered in the initial design. Normal

vehicle

requirements for electrical

power

idle speeds to operate all applicable electrical
equipment in the vehicle.

(B) WITH WINCH
FIgure 1.53 RadiatorRestriction Causedby
Winch Installation (Ref. 40)
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Figure 1-54. SHERIDAN, M6551, Cooling Air Recirculation Deflector Directly
Bieneath the Bustle Rack (Yuma Pm wing Ground)
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

2-0
A

= area,ft2

a

= acceleration, ft/sec2

BHiP

=

brake horsepower, bhp

f

coefficient of friction, dimensionless

g

2
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 ft/sec

Hz

frequency, cycles/sec

h

=enthalpy, Btu/lbm
loss coefficient, dimensionless

K

ratio of specific heats, dimensionless

k

=

Q

= heat flow, Btu/sew, Btu/min

RPM

= speed, revolutions/min

T

= temperature, OF

TE

= tractive effort, lb

U

,

overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/sec-ft 2'-F

V

= speed relative to air, mph

W

= weight, lb

1

= efficiency, percent

0

= grade angle, deg

Subscripts:
a

= axle, addition, ambient, inlet

c

= crankshaft, clutch, coolant, cylinder hea(

d

= driving axle

e

= equivalent

[f

= equivalent, engine
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Contd.)
Subtc, ti (cont'd)

generator, gas, gear
m
p
r

motor
' prersure, piston
ratio, rejection, rear, outlet, radius

t

= transmission, thermal

V

= volume

1

air resistance,,admitted

2

rolling resistance, exhausted
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CHAPTER 2

"\•.

MIl\TARY VEHICLE POWER PLANT-SOURCES OF HEAT

\

"Basicvehicle anŽi transmission system construction and characteristicsare discussed
along with their hec/ rejection contributions.Miscellaneous components and their heat
rejection characteristisalso are discussed with respect to their relationship to the total
"vehicleheat rejection at must be dissipateaý!t ensure operationat safe design levels.
2-1 BASIC ENGINE
(Ref. 1)

HEAT, TRANSFER
4k

The engine cooling process involves the
flow of heat, originating from 'the engine
"combustion gases and friction, through the
engine walls into the cooling media. In both
liquid- and air-cooled engines, t& final heat
transfer is into the cooling air.

"Forced convection is the term used to
k

describe the heat transfer mechanism between
a solid surface and a fluid in relative motion
when the motion !s induced. Most engine heat
transfer is by forced convection. A reasonably
prediction of engine heat losses,
based on fuel-air ratio and gas flow, can be
obtained by the procedure outlined in Ref. 1.
This analysis assumes an average heat transfer
coefficient for the cylinder walls. The primary
interest in this analysis is in the total heat
transferred from the gaws and not the local
values of heat flo~w Aadwall temperaturesl

S.accurate

2-1.1 MILITARY
PLANTS

VEHICLE

POWER

The engine is the primary source of heat in
a vehicle, Part of the engine heat is transfei-red
directly to the coolant for rejection to the
atmosphere. Part of the remaining heat is used
as work. A small amount is radiated to the
surroundings and the remainder is exhausted
directly to the atmosphere. Classification of
engines may be based on the utilization of the
working fluid of the engine. An external
combustion engine has the working fluid
"separated from the heat source, and an
internal n.ombustion engine has the working
fluid included in the products of combustion

of the fuel-air mixture within the engine.
These may be classified as reciprocating,
rotary, compound, or thrust enginesdepending on the use and movement of the
working fluid.
An additional classification of engines is
determined by the method of cooling:
1. An air-cooled engine rejects the heat of
the engine directly to the atmosphere via the
cylinder fims, oil heat exchanger, and other
engine surfaces.
2. For a liquid-cooled engine, the coolant
absorbs the heat of the engine as it passes
through the engine coolant jacket and
oil-cooler. The coolant heat then is transferred to the atmosphere through a radiator.
liquid cooling systems may be ciassified
further in the following manner:
a. The thermo-syphon type system is a
liquid cooling system where the coolant
circulation is induced by the weight differential of the hot water in the engine and the
lower temperature of the water in the
radiator. This system seldom is used in
current high output engines because of the
low coolant flow velocities.
b. The atmosphere cooling system is
vented directly to atmospheric pressure. This
type of cooling system is limited by the
212'F sea level boiling point of water, since
the system capacity is reached at this point.
c. The pressure cooling system uses a
pressure type radiator cap. This allows a
build-up of pressure in the system above

"2-3

atmospheric, increasing the temperature at
which the coolant boils. Most liquid coolant
systems are of this type.

4. Brayton

d. The steam or vapor-phase cooling
system is basically a liquid system that
operates at the boiling temperature of the
coolnnt. The radiator in this system acts as a
condenser that removes heat from the steam
before it is r.turned to the engine. This
system offers the advantages of a constant
operating temperature; however, no vaporphase systems currently are used for military
vehicles.

6. Dual

e. Special cooling systems have been
provided for specific applications such as the
use of diesel fuel as a coolant to overcome
cold weather fuel icing. This system would
not be applicable to high output engines
because of the low specific heat of diesel fuel.

5. Rankine

7. Compound
8. Stirling.
A tabulation of the characteristics of these
cycles is shown in Table 2-1. Pressure-volume
diagrams for these cycles also are shown in
Figs. 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3.
The reader is also referred to Refs. 1, 2, 3,
19, and 35 for additional information on the
thermodynamics of engines.
2-1.3 VARIATIONS
OF
STANDARD
THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES

/

2-12 BASIC AIR STANDARD
(Roba. 2. 3. and 35)

CYCLES

An air standard cycle assumes air to be the
working medium in place of the actual media
which usually includes other gases and
products of combustion. The air standard
cycle may be used to study engine conditions
such as operating temperatures, pressures,
volumes, and efficiencies. They also may be
used in estimating comparative heat rejection
for the various types of engines. Actual engine
performance will vary from the theoretical air
standard cycle results, because of the
differences in the actual engine working
media. Actual efficiencies are, always much
lower than the air standard efficiencies.
Basic air cycles used for analysis include
th:I.
1. Camot
2. Otto
3. Diesel

2.4

Many engine design variations exist that use
combined and/or modified thermodynamic
Lycles. These variations are incorporated to
alter specific characteristics such as:
1. Improvement of the cycle efficiency by
utilization of exhaust heat
2. Improvement in fuel economy
3. Increased brake specific power output
4. Reduced weight and size of the power
plant fcr a given output
S. Use of low-ignition quality fuels.
Design methods used to accomplish these
characteristics include:
Otto of diesel engines using superchargers, turbochargers, and aftercoolers in
various combinations
2. Gas turbine engines using intercoolers,
regenerators, and aftercoolers in various
combinations

,.
.
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TABLE 2-1

J

CHARACTIERIWICS OF THERMODYNAMIC CYCLES

CYCLE

PV DIAGRAM

Carnot

THERMAL EFFICIENCY

CHARACTERISTICS
ab isothermal heat rejection

Fig. 2-1. (A)
4.0+T
460+TA

7t"1

bc
da

Fig. 2-1. (B)

Otto

'71

Diesel

Fig. 2-1.

(C)

ab
bc
cd
da

-kT
r.

1

Fig. 2-1,

(0)
1 FrpLk*

I7_
I +kr (L -)

r
Brayton

(B)

Rankine

Fig. 2-2, (C)

ab. isentropic compression
bb' constant-volume heat addition
b'c constant-pressure heat addition
cd isentropic expansion
da constant-volume heat rejection

cd isentropic expansion
da constant-pressure heat rejection

k.)Ik

rp

Fig. 2-2.

isentropic compression
constant-volume heat addition
isentropic expansion
constant-volume heat rejection

ab. isentropic compression
bý constant-pressure heat addition

Fig. 2-2. (A)

Stirling

Isentropic expansion

ab isentropic compression
bc constant-pressure heat addition
cd isentropic expansion
constant volume heat rejection

Lk-1

[*kI
kt(L-1
v Lda
Dual Cycle

isontropic compression

cd isothermal heat addition

Ob
bc
cd
da

460bT,
1-460 + T

qt

isothermal compression
constant-volume heat addition
isothermal expansion
constant-volume heat rejection

hb -hC

ab - constant pressure admission

L.bh -h

- isentropic expansion
cd - constant pressure exhaust

•"

Legend:
thermal efficiency, percent expressed
as decimal
hf= enthalpv of the steam admitted

/

h,

enthalpy of the steam exhausted, Btu/lbm

I'

enthalpy of liquid in steam exhaust, Btu/lbm

A

specific heat ratio at constant pressure
s
and constant volume, dimension less

TA= temperature of heat source, OF
T

rl," constant-volume pressure
ratio (Pb/P',
r:/

SVb"vJ

temoerature of heat sink. F
or load ratio.
Vb/Vc (V, is determined
by the termination of
the fuel injection process)

- cutoff
SL

compression ratio
, dimensionless
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i

t.

ISOTHERMAL
HEAT ADDITION

ERUI
SIONRUC
EXPANSION

-XA

z

bb
ISNTROPIC
COMPRESSION

ISENIPOIC
EAPANSION

b

ISOMETRIC
HEAT
REJECTION

ISTERA

ISOHERALCOUPRESSiON

VOLUMEVOLUME

SORPARC
AADDITION

it

C~~TOCCE

SMT

SENTROPICPIC

COMPRESSION

VOLUMEI

(C)DIESEL CYCLE

COPESOLUMEERI

()DUAL

CYCLE

Figure 2-1. Thermodynamic Cycles-Carnot, Otto, Diesel, and Dual (Ref. 3)
3. Free piston engines to act as a gas
producer for a Brayton cycle engine
4. Varialble compression rdtio engines
5. Hybrid engines such as the differential
compound engine.,
Withtheexcptin
o thehybid ngies,
Withtheexcptin
o thehybid ngies,
all of these designs have been used in
military applications.

[contemporary
2-6

2-14A CONVENTIONAL RECIPROCATING
ENGINE HEAT REJECTION
Alt tw mTicthda of " nsferrnng ha fo
teengine to the atmosphere are direct or
air-cooling, and indirect or liquid-cooling. In
the direct -air-cooling system, air is blown
directly onto finned engine cylinders and
cylinder heads. In the indirect or liquid-cooled system, coolant is circuluted
through the engine. Heat from the engine

V

/AMCP706-301
ISO1ARIC
HEAT
h AO.i1O0 C
C

d I-

ISOBARIC HEAT REJECTION.,

-*,'*-

0*-

VOLUME

VOLUMEi

(A) BRlAYTON CYCLE

(B) STIRLING CYCLE

*.=OEISOBARIC
a

REJCADMISSIONT

VOLUMEVVLLME

U'P
ISOBARIC EXHAUST_

_

_

_

((A RAlNTKINE CYCLE

II

Figure2-2. Thermodynamic "ar~s-Brayton,

•.through

SIn

Stirling, and Rankine (Refs. 3 and 19)

cylinders and cylintder heads Lqtransferred to
passes
coolantthethenheat
'Me hot where
the coolant.
is
a radiator

cooling are tremendous., be~cause the engine is
air-cooling
enclosed.
virtually
is
designed, or
systems,Either
properly
liquid-cooling

trasferred to the air (see Ref. 27).

acceptable. The choice of either an air-cooled
liquid-cooled engine for a particular vehicle
usually is based on a trade-ff study that
evaluates all vehicle system specifications (see

S~or
any type of combat vehicle, and
pari.cularly in tanks, the difficuities of

a
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EXHAUTUST

TURBOCHAuGER

ENGINE

2

(A) ELEMENTARY COMPOUND ENGINE

3

ELEMENTARY
Sm!l
EHUT1-2-3-4-1
-C PRESSURE

COMPOUND CYCLE

Caupouni

Descipition

1-2-3-4-1

Compression and
aucionstrke

451

I

INTAKE MANIFOLD PRESSURE

VOLUME
(8) COMPOUND AIR CYCLE (Ref. 34)
(Froman dwerntatr of
7erriodzjariocý By 9.
and ?. Sonnftag, 29e.,
Ž~~y
rcezwiision Of johiY.

*

Sons,

Ira.)

Clascica.Z
Vonl/uler
Reprinted
Wiley

Figure 2-3. Elementary Compound Thermudynamic Cycle
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par. 8-4). The cooling system designer then
must determine the optimum design required
to provide an adequate cooling syst-m.
If the cooling system designer is using a
fully developed engine, the heat rejection rate
will be available readily from actual testing. If
a new engine is being developed an estimate
of the heat rejection rate must be made.

_

_

70
_

_

_

crease the heat loss per brake horsepower
developed.
The given characteristics can be summarized to the effect that engine heat rejection
rate is changed by a change in the:
1. Mean temperature of the combustion

gases
2-1.5 METHODS USED TO ESTIMATE
ENGINE HEAT REJECTION

2. Engine heat transfer characteristics
3. Area exposed to the combustion gases.

It is frequently necessary to estimate the
heat rejection rate for engines that are still in
the design stage. The starting point in
estimating th. heat rejection rate is a

In general the engine heat rejection to the
coolant, exhaust gases, and by radiation is
slightly higher in a spark ignition than a

comparison with existing engines with known
heat rejection rates and design characteristics,

compression ignition engine. However, the
engine heat generated due to friction iq

An understanding of the relationship of
various engine operating principles also is
necessary to arrive at an accurate heat
rejection rate estimate. The following principies must be considered:
1. Heat rejection rate will vary 1 5 percent

slightly higher in a compression ignition
engine.
A discussion of internal combustion
engine heat rejection and cooling requirements that may be of interest to the reader is

between engines of the same model.

Figs. 2-4 through 2-9 show the heat
rejection characteristics of diesel engines used
to power contemporary military vehicles.

2. Heat rejection rate at no load is a linear
function with speed.

3. Heat rejection rate increases in propertion to increased horsepower output.
4. Heat loss to the combustion chamber

wells varies inversely with the bore/stroke
ratio.

5. Ignition timing of spark ignition engines
strongly influences low speed part-throttle
heat rejection rate.
6. Increaing the fuel-air ratio decreases
the heat loss by using the fuel as a coolant
(heat of vaporization); however, this reduces
the engine efficiency.
7. Increasing the compression ratio will
increase engine thermal efficiency and de-

Fig. 2-10 illustrates the heat rejection to

the

lubricating oil

for the AVDS-1790

air-cooled engine used to power the M60
Tank. Figs. 2-4 to 2-10 indicate that the heat
rejection to the enginc oil increases at a nearly

constant rate proportional with increased
engine speed. The rate of heat rejection to the

engine oil also is proportionally higher for the
engines with higher horsepower.
Fig. 2-11 shows the heat rejection rate per
cylinder for the 1250 hp AVCR-l 100-3R
air-colled, 12-cylinder engine as a function of
the cooling air pressure drop across the
cylinders and the cooling air temperature.
Note the decrease in heat rejection with
increased ambient temperatures. Table 2-2
summarizes the cooling system characteristics
of a number of military vehicles.
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DETROIT DIESEL ALLISON DIVISION
HEAT FLOW CHARACTERISTICS
3-53U ENGINE
350 INJECTORS
101 hbp AT 2800 rpm
.!i

5.0*F-AIR INLET TEMPERATURE

U21.12

IN.HNg -BAROMETER (DRY)
FUEL HEAT VALUE-11.l00 sta/h

S13.000
S12.100

-
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-

11,0100HAFLW4
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!
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*
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L

PECIFC HEAT REJECTION

-
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2000

1
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21F00
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'HEAT REJECTION TO OIL IS INCLIW~ED
lINTHE HEAT REJECTION TO COOLANT

Figure 2-5. Heat Flow Characterisdic of 3-53NI Gamnma Goat Diesol Engine
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TABLE 2-2
COOLING SYSTEM SUMMARY OF MILITARY VEHICLE INSTALLATIONS
HP
Vehicle
Enqine

Model

Gross

Fan

Percent
in Fan

AVSI-1790-6
AVI-1790-8
AV-1790-7
AOSI-895-5
AO-895-4
AO1-1195-5

M151
M48
147
141
'175
T95

AOI-628-3

10M0
825
81n
525
375
560

17!
136
120
75
56
50

T92

17.2
16.5
14.8
14.3
14.9
8.9

365

36

AOI-470-1
AOSI-314-2
AVDS-1790-2
AVDS-1100-1
AVCR-1100-3
AVDS-750-1
LDS-427-2
LDS-465-2
GM 8V-71
G0 8V-71T
Chrysler 361
GM 6V-53
CGl6V-53T
GM 8V-71T
GM8V-71T

9.9

VT903
12V-71T
12V-717
12V-71T

4561E1
T113
'60
T95
MRT7O
T236
135
M35A2
T236
M109
M113
M113A1
M551
i110
M107
M151
MICV
HET
M746
14551

260 23
203
25
75n 107
550
80
14/5 172
425
66
140
8
210
21
392
52
405
55
215
21
215
24
215
X
405
55
405
55
71
X
320
X
600
75
600
75
300 45

12V-71T

11710

4

8.8
12.0
14.3
14.5
11.7
15.5
5.7
10.0
13.3
13.6
9.8
11.2
X
13.6
13.6
X
X
12.5
12.5
15.0

14114
M561
M715
1151

143
101
133
71

15.1

na

"151-2

Chevy 283
355
ANC-OHC-6-230
Ford 151
Legend:

05
O

(1
38
7
8
6

Flow

Pin 'water

25.7
7.0
6.0
8.5

Cyl.

Systew

Coolant, Cooiinq Air, Engine Oil,
qrn
cfm
9pm

•:
Engine
Type

15
11
11
14
11
9

na
na
na
na
na
na

5

28,000 H
26,00')H
26,090 H
14,400 H
13,00-1 4
17,500 H

9

na

45
45
45
35
29.7
40

5
9
6
7
1in
7
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na

11,000 C

7
12
12
in
15
10
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na

15

na
na
na
na
na
na
7n
100
115
142
80
85
84
142
142
28
127
260
260
89

8.300
5,500
23,000
18,500
39.600
14,500
6,600
7,300
X
17,000
9,600
9,600
14,000
X
X
X
X
2no'n
20,000
14,500

SI

na

150

15
13
70
50
80
50
20
22
39
39
X
30
30
39
39
6.3
36
62
62
62

SO
SI
CO
CI
CI
CI
CI
CI
CI
CI
SO
CI
CI
CI
CI
SI
C.
Co
CI
CI

18,.000 C

62

C.

11
7
7
11
7
6

na
na
na
na

na
na
na
na

68
44
36
28

X
X
X
X

C
C
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
C
C
H*

C
C
C

X
X
X
6.3

SI
St
SS_
SI
I-

SI
CO
SI
SO

C - value flow rate of cold air, H * volume flow rate of heated air, na - not applicable
St * spark ignition engine, CI - compression iqnition engine
X not available, * = design value

2-1.6 COOLANTS

typical air-cooled tank engine oil cooler.

2-1.6.1 Lubricating Oil

The distribution of the total heat flow
among radiation, jacket cooling, and engine
oil cooling varies with the engine design and

Engine lubricating oil absorbs heat from

combustion gases and also absorbs heat
generated by mechanical friction. Adequateoil cooling must be provided to keep the
lubricating oil temperature within an vccceptable level. Either an air-cooled or liquidcooled system may be used. Fig. 2-12
illustrates a typical integral liquid-cooled
engine oil cooler and Fig, 2-13 illustrates a
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cooling system arrangement. High output

,esel' engines with oil-cooled pistons reject
apprqximately 5 to 10 percent of the total
input 'heat into the engine oil.
i
2-1.6.! Air
thermodynanu

properties of air are

&

-MC 708-6111
OIL PUMP

the heat transfer rate to the coolant for the
same mean temperatare difference between
fluids. This effect is account,ýd for mainly by
the difference in specific heat values for water
(1.0 Btu/lbm-0 F) and ethylene glycol (0.602
Btu/lbm-*F). Physical properties of water are
shown in Fig. 3-43. See par. 94.5.6 for
•comparative M551 vehicle cooling tests using
water and ethylene glycol/water solutions.
ENGINE OIL COOLER

ENGINE
OLANT PUMP

KK

2-1.7 CYLINDER COOLING FINS (Rob. 2
and 13)
Three basic shapes of cylinder coolig fins
are shown in Fig. 2-15. The top fin is in the

S~form

-

tDIAT.Ol

OIL GALLERY

of a rectangular cross section with
constant thickness along the length. A fin

could be machined in this manner, but
attempting to cast a fin to this shape would

be difficult because of the lack of draft. This

Figuree2.n1t
e
ndEngineO/ooler
(Ref. 27)
SetemGmntd bypSocfir aof Au70nodve
Ernvms, Inc. PaperNo.
SP-28•4.

shape also result,
d din waso
te
terial. The
second fin is triangular in cros section and
hathough
it ful
all
ndies
thermal requirements,
has the disadvantage of

hav"ing a sharp edge,
difficult handling, and low strength
near the outside diameter. The third fin is
trapezoidal in cross section. The removal of
heat from the cylinder wall to the outer

~making

J,•
.. •
presented in Figs. 3-42, 3-47, and Ref. 1.
Selected properties of air at 70°F and 14.7

puia are presented for convenience.
1. Thermal conductivity
ft2 -(°F/ft)

=

0.015 Btu/hr-

2. Density = 0.075 lbm/fts*
3j Specific heat

-

0.24 Btu/lbm-PF*

2-1.6.3 Uquids
Liquid coolants generally have a water base
with
amountsto of
ethylene
glycol
added varying
as necssr
provide
•, tection
against freezing. Fig. 2-14 illustrates the effect
of varying the concentration of ethylene
glycol and the heat transfer characteristics for
30 and 70 percent solutions. An increase in
the concentration of ethylene glycol reduces
•afs to hacg for a Wwtoam

of wagu.

"
i!
,

diameter results in the heat flow diminishing
as the outside diameter is approached and fin
thickness gradually is reduced for better
utilization of material. This fin can be cast
with comparative ease and has good strength
characteristics. Generally, it is advantageoutz
to have a large number of thin fins, provided
the ability to manufacture is maintained and
they are not spaced so close that the airflow
between them is reduced. The problem of fin
plugging with foreign material also must be
given consideration in deciding on the spacing
of
fins.
An air-cooled
...'••*°'"
jn-nish;,--"^._.,,•,.•,...,.
* engine will require a ,fin
gas area.

J

2-1.8 EXHAUST MANIFOLDS
A
Piston engine heat rejected into the exhaust
system represents a large percentage of the
energy contained in the fuel (see Fig. 2-4).
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Figure 2.13. A VCR. 1100-38 Ttnk Engine Oil CoolerMounting
The recovery of a portion of this energy can
be accomplished by the use of a turbocharger
or air exhaust gas ejector (see par. 4-17).

rated power output. Fig. 2-16 illust.iates the
turbine engine oil cooler installation for the
Allison GT-404 engine.

In combat vehicles, the exhaust system
usually is insulated and shielded to prevent
damage to accessories installed in the engine
compartment, to minimize radiated heat
transfer into the compartment, and to
decrease the IR signal emission.

2-1.92 Exhaust System

2-1.9 GAS TURBINE ENGINE HEAT REJECTION
2-1.9.1 Lubricating Oil
Vehicle installations of gas turbine engines
normally require a provision for a oil-to-air
heat exchanger. The heat rejection to the
lubricating oil varies with engine design but

normally ranges from 6 to 10 percent of the

tt
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The turbine exhaust system performs the
function of removing the exhaust gas from
the engine and discharging it to the
atmosphere. Heat rejected in the turbine
engine exhaust is not a major concern for the
vehicle cooling system designer, however, the
installation must consider insulation of the
exhaust system from other components,
compartment ventilation, IR shielding, and
provisions for thermal expansion of the
exhaust system in addition to ballistic
protection in combat vehicles.
A regenerative heat cycle often is used to

improve turbine engine thermal efficiency by

AMCP 701-36-
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Fig:.1r 2-14. Effect of Coolant Temperature and Coolant Composition on Heti Transfer

for a 12-cylinder, Liquid-cooled,980 1HP, Aircraft Engine (Ref. 1)
(RFwrinted from the Internal Combustion Engine in Theory and Practice, the MIT Preow.)
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-MC 70~131
system schematic is shown in Fig. 2-19.
RECTANGULAR

-NON-

TRIAPGULAH

-TRAPEZOIDAL

Cooling is provided for the engine and
individual components such as the fuel nozzle
and the hydrogen compressor. The coolant
flows through the engine cooler and to the
top tank of the radiator. Two additional
parallel flow paths to the radiator are
provided at the engine cooler inlet: the fuel
nozzle circuit and the buffer space circuit. At
the engine cooler outlet, a portion of this
flow is directed through the exhaust gas heat
exchanger and the passenger compartment
heater core.

Figure2-15. Basic Shapes of Cylinder Fins

extracting heat from the exhaust and using it
to preheat the cold combustion intake air. A
gas-to-air heat exchanger is used for this
purpose.
2-1.10 OTHER TYPES OF VEHICLE ENGINES
2-1.10.1 Stirling Engine

Fig. 2-20 illustrates the engine performance
for a single cylinder Stirling engine. Heat
rejection characteristics of a small Sdrling
engine are shown in Table 2-3.
Stirling engine vehicle installations have
been made by Philips Research Laboratories,
Endhovcn, Netherlands. They project a heat
rejection rate of 2 hp per output horsepower
for automotive applications and 1.4 hp of
heat rejected per output horsepower for their

The Stirling-cycle engixe is a potential
power source for future i.iliiary vehicles. This
engine operates by igniting the fuel in a
combustion chamber to provide the heat to
expand a g•s within an external cylinder. Fuel
burning is coptinuous, and the cylinder is
separate from the combustion chamber. The.OIFLTER
engine operates trelatively free from noise and
vibration. Both liquid-cooled and air-cooled
engines currently * being evaluated for
military applications'\(see Ref. 4). Cutaway
views of typical Stirling er•gines are shown in
Figs. 2-17 and 2-18.
The Stirling engine is an external combustion ,engine using a combustion circuit
external to the engine working cylinder that is
in a closed circuit and uses a working fluid
such as hydrogen or helium. The cooling
system -n be either a circulating liquid
system or air-cooled system similar to
conventional internal combustion engine
cooling systems. A typical liquid-cooled
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(Ref. 30)Stinling Engine
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heat input for automotive and0.5ationsPnd 7
percent for industrial engines.

compar
weight aisdgvolume

e

CotE

vehicle application and uses hydroge as the
working fluid. Tho engine has a specific
weight and volume comparable with current

ment engine which uses a three-lobe rotori
rotating in a trochoidal housing and produces

gasoline engines. With further development,
engines of 3 abnBHP and 0.05 fts/BHP are
expected,
For vehicle applications, the coolant for
the Stirling engine must dissipate approxi-

one working stroke for each revolution of the
cnnabe either air-cooled ornal
shaft. The
liquid-cooled. Typical engine cooling arrangem
ments ar e shown in Fig. 2-221.
The cooling characteristics of the Wankeli

mately two and one-half times the heat
dissipated by a diesel engine of comparable
at the lowest possible coolant

engine are comparable with the conventional
piston engine, and the vehicle cooling system
requirements are similar also. Fig. 2-22

temperature, to obtain high engine efficiency.
Trade-offs in Stirling engine efficiency could
be made to reduce the radiator size requi-ed
for a specific application.

illustrates the exhaust gas temperatures and
related heat rejection to the coolant and
lubricating oil for the NSU engine Model
KKM 250-7 (Ref. 7) and the Model KKM
2 X 500 cm 3 . A schematic diagram of the
Curtiss-Wright Model, RC2-60-U5, cooling
system is shown in Fig. 2-23. Figs. 2-2-'.. 2-25,
and 2-26 illustrate the cooling systeiai heat
rejection characteristics of this engine.

2-1.10.2 Rotating
(Wankel)

Combustion

Engine

The Wankel engine is a positive displace-

•

•-

.
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Figure 2-19. Stirling Engine Cooi~ng System (Ref. 6)
(Re.ea Granted by Society of Automotive Enginmw, Inc., P~qw No. 69074.)

*

*

2-1 .10.3 Rankine Cyjcle Engine
A number of Rankine cycle engines ar
being developed for automotive application.
tDevelopment work is being done on both
' posi;tive displacement expanders as we'll. as
turbine expanders using inorganic workng
fluids. (Ref. 26 describes typical prograin.i.)
The present state of the art does not lend
itself to light, cempect, engine installation
designs suitable for military usage.
2-24

~2-1.11 OTHER TYPES OF ENGINE POW~ER
SOURCES
2-1.11.1 Fuel Ciii (Reob. 31 &W32)
Fuel cells for vehicle power systems have
been evaluated and currently are eliminated
from serious considerations based on the
present state of the art.
A fuel cell powered M37 Array Truck
(3/4-ton) was built and tested at the US Army

AMCP 7W36.1
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Figure2-20. Single CylinderStirling Engine Performance Characteristics(Ref. 5)
(Rdmwm Grantedby Society of Automotive Ergineers, Inc., PaperNo. 690731.)

t•

Engineer Research and Development Laboratory, Fort Belvoir, Va. This vehicle used a
hydrazine-air fuel system for evaluation. This
fuel cell employed exotic catalysts, was large,
heavy, expensive, and the fuels were not
compatible with military logistics. However,

crondensers, and tanks to remove heat from
the electrolyte and recover water from the
anode and cathode exhaust streams.
2-1.11.2 Stored Electrical Energy

the data obtained from this system proved lte

feasibility of fuel cell power for vehicle
applications when the state of the art is
advanced further.
Fuel cell systems may require heat
exchangers, cooling fans, blowers, pumps,

Batteries presently do not appear to be
feasible as a single power source for military
vehicles from basically a size and weight
standpoint. Improvements in size, weight, and
energy density could make battery systems
attractive for special purpose applications.
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TABLE 2-3
STIRI.NG ENGINE HEAT BALAMCE

MfiI 3. 15 HORSEPOWER (Ref. 5)
Btu/hr

Heat in
Fuel
Preheated air
Heat out
Engine
Cooler
Buffer
Engi ne

power
water
water
oil

Nozzle water
Exhaust gas
Radiation loss, calculated
Convection loss, calculated
Unaccounted for

109,617.6
50 5 4

68.5
T31 5

24,050.7
43,431.6
2,572.4
1.994.7

15.0
27.1
1.6
1.2

1,707.9
78,577.1
721.5
526.1
6,551.0

1.1
49.1
0.5
0.3
4.1

Releae Granted by Sooiety of Autorwtive Engineera,
storage of electrical energy have been
evaluated (Ref. 20), however, the practicality
of this system to vehicle propulsion systems
has not yet been established.
2-1.11.3 Nudear Energy
It is very doubtful if a nuclear reactor
system will be feasible for vehicle application
in the very near future. The cost of such a
system would be high, and the required
shielding has been found to be excessively
heavy.
2-1.114 Combination Power Plants

A combination power plant such as that in
the

Swedish STV

103 Tank appears to

%

1

ZIn., Paper No. 690732

also many control
bearing loads.

problems

and higher

This combination drive probably will not

2-2 TRANSMISSION AND DRIVE COMPO-.
NENTS
2-2.1 MULTIPLE
MISSIONS

RATIO GEAR TRANS-

Multiple ratio gear transmissions are defined as transmissions capable of producing

step gear ratio changer. For nonautomatic
transmissions,

these changes

are

selected

combine the good qualties of the diesel engine

manually by the vehicle operator, and a

and gas turbine. The economical diesel with
its good part-load characteristics is used for

clutch mechanism is required to disconnect
the power transfer to the transmission during

normal crune power, and the gas turbine with

gear ratio change. Table 2-4 is a glossary of

its useful torque characteristics can be
switched in for high loads, difficult teIrrin,
etc., or can insure that the tank is quickly
operational in cold weather conditions.

commonly used power trair, terms.
It is usually desirable that the engine be
operated only at speeds between the maxi-

presents space and

mum torque point and maximum rated speed.
ro accomplish this, transmission ratios must

weight problems that result in limited stowage
space for fuel. In addition to increased gearing

be selected so that the available engine range
in rpm can be converted to the required

costs to accommodate the turbine, there are

vehicle speed range, while still providing the

This combination

.

'be introduced on a wider basis because of its
higher cost, more complex operating principie, and increased logistic problems.
r
t
s
ad
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-

Sengine

necessary power at the wheels/sprockets to

since the heat generated is dissipated into the

satisfy vehicle performance. The selection of
the number of ratio steps and the amount of

flywheel and clutch assembly. The q~iantity
of heat generated is negligible and can be

the ratio reduction per step is called "engine
matching". This defines the purpose of a
transmission, which is to make the available
performance match the required
vehicleý. Prforlance as closely as practical.
Fig. 2-;7 shows transmission performance
where JR r~tios prevent dangerous engine
over•ody., ari1 where 5 ratios do not. The
5-ratio transmission requires engine operation
below the peak torque speed at several points
as well as requiring over maximum rated safe
speeds.

disregarded. Oil-cooled friction clutches often
are used in construction equipment and
spe',ial vehicles. These installations require
heat exchangers to cool the oil. A complete
discussion of friction chutches is found in
AMCP 706-355 (Ref. 3).

2-2.1.2 Power Losse and Efficiency
Power losses are experienced in:
1. Engine accessories

2-2.1.1 Clutches
Friction clutches are couplings that permit
a pair of shafts with unequal angular velocities
to be smoothly engaged and disengaged when
desired. They are required for vehicles using
sliding gear mechanical transmissions. Since
few US Army combat vehicles use this type of
transmission, the application for single and
multiple disc clutches are limited, in most
cases, to noncombat vehicles.

2. Transmissions (bearing preload and
other mechanical problems can cause excessive heat)
3. Transfer cases
4. Final drives or axles
5. Sprockets
6. Tracks.

The conventional clutch normally has no
impact on the vehicle cooling system design

The amount of loss varies with:
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1'. Load

2-22 CROSS DRIVE TRANSISSIONS;

2. Gear ratio

A cross drive transmission is a single item
that combines the transmission and steer
function for a tracked vehicle, and that may
or may not contain steering brakes. A number
of different power train combinations are
possible as shown in Table 2-7. The cross
drive transmission is used in track-laying
vehicles and normally contains a hydraulic
torque converter, gear train with forward and
reverse speeds, and controlled planetary gear
sets for steering. A simple clutch-brake or a
more complicated regenerative steering systern may be incorporated (Ref. 8). Fig. 2-28
shows a cross drive transmission schematic

3. Converter or lock-up
4. Amount of steer.
Table 2-5 can show typical efficiencies if a
very geross estimate must be made. Emphasis
on cooling system analysis must be to specify
data on each significant component. Table 2-6
shows driveline efficiencies with grade and
speed conditions combined. This table shows
the effect of operating at various speed and
slope conditions.
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using steering brakes with a steering differential to produce regenerative steering. Trans
mison efficiencies vary with the particular

absorbed by die transmission cooling oil. Tais
iheat is a pal of the total transmission cooling
load and is not considered separately for the

desi,
however, the torque converteb and
internal brakes require cooling. This ooling
part ofThe
the cooling
vehicle
Srequirement
beomes
heat a load.
cooling system
requirements are determined by transmission
efficiency and range from 10 to 30 percent,
more, of the horsepower input to the

cooling system design.

transmission.

the vehicle final drives. This type of
installation requires air circulation through

2-22.1 Intemal Brak•s

the transmission/brake compartment.

r

The cross drive transmission often incorporates a built-in braking system for the vehicle.
The heat generated by the brake system is

drivesystem
transmission
A cross
in
usually iswithout
installed anft
internal
braking
the same compartment with the external
brakes. The brakes normally are mounted
between the transmission output shaft and

2-222 Steering Clutches
Steering clutches are incorporated in cross
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A

•

SSimple
•iused

drive transmission designs. These clutches can
be either the dry (friction) type or wet type
oil ispurposes.
supplied Heat
to the
frictionbysurfaces
where
for
cooling
absorbed
the oil

satisfactory only for length/tread ratios of less

is dissipated by passing the oil through an
'L
oil-to-air cooler. This heat load is part of the
total transmission heat rejection as defined in
par. 2-2.2. The cooling discussion in par.
2-2.2.1 for internal brakes also applies to the
internal wet-type steering clutches or steering
brakes. Fig. 2-29 illustrates the application of
wet-type steering clutches to the XT-500
transmission (Ref. 3).

2-2.3 HYDRAULIC DRIVES

clutch-brake steering systems are
in few US military vehicles because of
performance limitations. This system is
2-321

than 1.3:1 and cannot provide pivot steering
(see Ref. 23, par. 2-3.4).

2-2.3.1 Hydrostatic
A hydrostatic transmission basically consists of a variable displacement hydraulic
pump that is capable of reversing the
direction of the output flow without a changle
in the direction of pump rotation, and one or
more hydraulic motors. The hydrostatic
transmission offers an infinitely variable,
stepless, output speed independent of input
speed between the extremes of the operating
ratios.

'

"
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TABLE 24
A GLOSSARY OF POWER TRAIN TERMS (WA TACOM)

TERN & SYMBOL

DESCRIPTION

1.

Fluid Coupling:

a centrifugal oil pump
mounted face-to-face with a
centrifugal motor where
engine power
transmitted
by the isfluid.
There
wholly
is no mechanical connection
between input and output.
Input torque always equals
output torque.

2.

Torque Converter:

a component similar to a fluid
coupling. In it, torque
multiplication is achieved
by redirecting the oil flow
within the converter.
There is no mechanical connection between input and output.
The term hydrodynamic is often
used to describe this item,
because power is transmitted
by the change in velocity of
the fluid.

[vto

Transmission:

a component with one input and
one output, having the ability
change ratios. Gears,
hydraulic devices, etc., are
used Internally to accomplish
the ratio change.

3a.

Manual
Transmission:

a stepped gear transmission
which requires the operator
to declutch and shift from
one gear (ratio) to the next.

3b.

Power Shift
Transmission:

a stepped gear transmission
with internal clutches, one
for each ratio. Operator
works a valve to select
desired gear. Shift can be
made under power.

3.

P

REMARKS
Not used in
present day power
trains due to
poor
torque
and noefficiency
multiplication.

-Popular when used
in conjunction with
a power shift
transmission.
Efficiency is
usually 83% or less.
-May have a direct
drive "lock-up"
clutch: gives 99+.%.
efficiency at no
torque multiplication.

-Requires a manual
disconnect clutch.
-Not presently used
in track laying
vehicles.
Popular when used
with a torque
converter.

2

'"
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TABLE 24 (Continued)

4.

1

3bl. Automatic
Transmission:

a power shift transmission,
that shifts automatically.

3c.

Hydrostatic

a type of transmission where

Provides infinitely

Transmlision:

power is transmitted wholly
by fluid under pressure. A
variable positive displacement pump (driven by the
engine) circulates oil to a
fixed (usually) positive displacement motor. There is
no mechanical connection
between input and output.

variable ratio
changing. Provides
design versatility
since pump can be
remote from the
motor.
Poor efficiency.

Z
3d.

Hydromechanical
Transmission:

a combination of a hydrostatic transmission and a
mechanical transmission where
a percentage of the power is
carried hydraulicelly and the
remainder mechanically.
Provides infinitely variable
ratios.

Provides more ratio
coverage than
hydrostatic. Has
superior efficiency
and volume.

4.

Steering Unit:

a component having one input
and two outputs (one for each
vehicle track) where a speed
difference between the two
outputs can be obtained to
achieve vehicle steering.

Brakes for a track
laying vehicle are
normally included
in a steer unit.

A wide variety of gear train
schemes and components are
used by manufacturers for
various types of steer units.
(Ref. AMCP 706-355).
Clutches,
brakes, hydrostatic units,
hydromechanical units, and
other means are used to control
the speed difference between
outputs for vehicle steering.
5.

2-34

Power Train or
Steering Transmission

By assembling a combination
of the above listed components,
a vehicle power train is
obtained. This may be several
individual components, or it
may be one unit, with the
various components internal.
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TABLE 24
SUMMARY OF VEHICLE DRIVELINE SYSTEM EFFICIENCIES DURING FULL-THROTTLE
OPERATION IRSI. 3)

Vehicle
1441A1 No. 806

M48AI No. 117

INOTE:
Vmechanical

*sions

Slope. %

Road Speed,
mph

Engine Speed.
rpm

Driveline
Efficiency, %
76.0
64.0
65.0
57.0
53.5
38.5

0
20
30
40
50
60

6.6
5.9
4.9
3.3
2.6
1.7

2320
2240
2180
2150
2170

0
20
30
40
50

5.0
5.8
4.7
3.2
2.3

...

76.0

22572.1
2220
2180
2150

76.0
66.7
57.1

60

1.7

2165

48.3

THIS TABLE ISFOR REFERENCE ONLY. THE EFFICIENCY OF ANY
POWER TRANSMITTING SYSTEM WILL VARY WITH THE MECHANICAL
SYSTEM DESIGN.

but at the expense of some speed rangc. Note
that the speed range is -4000 to +4000 rpm
in hydrostatic and is - 1600 to +4000 rpm in
hydrumechanical.

There are few current military automotive
or tactical vehicle applications of a pure
hydrostatic transmi~ssion, however, construction equipment and mobile equipment applications are numerous. Betwe.-n the pure
hydrostatic and pure mechanical transmission
are hybrid assemblies. They retain the
desirable characteristics of both mechanical
and hydrostatic transmissions. These hydraunits are being evaluated for both
wheeled and tracked military vehicles. A
schemnatic diagram comtpar-ison of typical
hydrostatic and hydrome-.hanical transnmisusing the same size hydraulic units is
shown in Figs. 2-30(A) and (B). Figs. 2-30(A)
and (B) also show how a hydromechianical
set-up using the same size hydraulic units can
provide better efficiency and greater torque

Fig. 2-30(C) illustrates a typical hydrostatic
transmission efficiency curve for a tracked
vehicle compared with a single range hydromechanical. The efficiency values at low
speeds are very low and, as a result, the
transmission heat rejection rate at full engine
load and vehicle speeds below 10 mnph can be
from 35 to 90 percent of the net engine
output. This heat load must be dissipated by
the vehicle cooling system. Fig. 2-31 shows a
comparison of the efficiency of hydrostatic
and hydromechanical transmissions as a
function of vehicle speed.
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For discussions of vehicle performance

predictions refer to SAE J688 Truck Ability
Prediction Procedure (Ref. 9), Commercial
Vehicle Performanceand Fuel Economy (Ref.
10), AMCP 706-355 (Ref. 3), and AMCP
706-356 (Ref 23). Computer simulations are
available that expand the basic Prediction

techniques to include dynamic performance

simulation.
2-232 Hydrokinetic
The hydrokinetic torque converter type
transmissions have bet;n used successfully for

TABLE 2-7
POWER TRAIN COMBINA'IONS (SATACOM)

REMARKS

COMBINATION

DESCRIPTION

1. Torque converter,
power shift trans.,
& mech. steer unit

This configuration is
typical of many units
presently in production. The
variety of combinations of
steering gear trains is too
numerous to discuss each in
detail.

-Fixed ratiq steer
at any vehicle
speed.
-Slip a clutch to
steer.
-Will not steer at
converter stall.

One common variant of this
scheme has the drive for the
steer input taken off between
the torque converter and the
transmission input,

-Steer ratio changes
with each gear
range.
-Will not steer at
converter stall.

This configuration has a
hydrostatic pump driven from
the transmission input. No
power is carried through the
steer circuit when vehicle is
driven straight.

-Provides infinite
steer ratios.
-Steer changes with
gear ratio.
-May not give
adequate steer near
converter stall.
has
limited track speed
differential for

j
N¢

la.
Steer

PS

Ratio

_~

2. Torque converter,
power shift trans.,
& hydrostatic
steer.

M-Probably

P

PS
1
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q[

water steer.

-Heavy steer loads
stall the vehicle.

AMWP 701M1

TABLE 2-7 (Waaimu

2a.Torque converter,
power shift trans.,
& engine driven
hydrostatic steer

This is same as Item 2,
except steer circuit is
driven by the engine to
improve steer when torque
converter is near stall.

speed at closed

t

3. Hydromechanical
Power Train

-Steer ratio changes
with vehicle speed.
-Poor steer with
engine at idle, i.e.,
coasting at high
throttle.

This is a system with two
hydromechanical transmissions
back to back. Get ratio by
varying both together,
get steer by biasing one
versus the other.

-Infinitely variable
ratio and steer.
-Double utilization
of components (use
same unit foi
ratio and stuer).

"-Limited

ratio

coverage.
-Very compact.

3a.Hydromechanical
power
train with
added mechanical
ratio.

This is same as Item 3,
except
an additional
mechanical
power path is
provided.

-Good ratio coverage.
-Very difficult toshfigote
synchronize t
mechanical transmissions; rteering
is erratic unless
shifts are exact.
-Good efficiency.

A

HN

-Steer ratio varies
with vehicle speed.
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TABLE 2-7 (CoUntimud)

3b.H.ydromechanical
power train with
added hydromechanical ratio

-Infinitely variable
ratio and steer.

This is same as 3,
except an additional hydromechanical power path is
provided.

-Good efficiency.
-No step chiinges in
added ratio path.

The aupper" t-rans. is used
for added ratio. The
"lowers" are used for both
ratio and steer.

-Steer ratio varies
with vehicle speed.
-Good ratio coverage.
-Requires three
hydraulic units.
-Good interchangeability of
components.

tracked and wheeled military vehicles. These
transmissions consist basically of a torque
converter with a lock-up clutch and multispeed planetary gear sets (see Fig. 2-32). Fig.
2-33 illustrates an example of the predicted
vehicle performance of a four speed torque
converter type Allison Model TX-200 transmission with a 2.5:1 torque ratio installed in a
17,000 lb GVW vehicle.

where
.
f

Wd = weight on driving axles, lb
The maximum tractive effort for a
17,000-lb vehicle as shown in Fig. 2-33 is
assumed to occur at
TE = 0.75 X 17,000

The heat rejection characteristics for this
transmission can be determined from Fig.
2-34. Cooling specifications for military
vehicles often require that the vehicle cooling
system be adequate to permit the vehicle to
perform continuously at the point where the
wheels or tracks would slip. This point occurs
when the vehicle track or wheel to the ground
coefficient of friction is maximum and is
often assumed that the tractive effort TE
equals approximately 75 percent of the
weight on the drive axles. This value will vary
with the different types of soil or ground
surface conditions and can exceed this value,
TE= fW,

2-40

lb (tractive effort)

(2-1)

= coefficient of friction, dimensionless

12,250 lb

This corresponds to a vehicle speed of 4.8
mph for first gear converter operation. At this
point the heat rejection is
Qr= (Input HP) - (Sprocket HP),
(2-2)

Btu/min
therefore
Q, = 238

-

160

78 hp (from Fig. 2-34)

or
42.4 X 78 = 3307 Btu/min

AMCP 706-361
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Figure 2-28. Merritt-Brown Cross Drive Transmission(Ref. 3)
The predicted v'.hicle performance curve
represents a specific vehicle installation and is
not necessarily the same characteristic that
would be obtained with this trawmission and
different system components such as another
engine, a different torque converter, a
di*fferent vehicle gear ratio, or other variations,
In practice, a hydrokinetic torque converter type transmission is matched to a particular
engine to permit the engine to operate at the
best conditions and produce the best
engine/transmission package to meet the
vehicle performance specifications.
Vehicle powertrain efficiency characteristics for a vehicle powertrain consisting of a

hydrokinetic transmission and a 200 bhp
diesel engine are shown in Fig. 2-35.
2-2.3.3 Hydromechanical
The hydromechanical type transmission
consists of combined mechanical and hydraulic power paths to retain the infinitely
variable characteristics of the hydrostatic
transmission while attaining the higher efficiencies of a mechanical drive transmission.
Fig. 2-36 is a schematic diagram of a Model
HMT-250 transmission installation (Ref. 11).
The comparative performance of the
hydrostatic and the hydromechanical transmissions is shown in Fig. 2-30(C). The heat
rejection requirements for a hydromechanical
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transmission can be obtained from the vehicle
performance curves as discussed in par.
2-2.3.2. A typical vehicle powertrain performance curve for the HMT-250 transmission is
shown in Fig. 2-37 and a HMPT-500
performance curve is shown in Fig. 2-38. This
transmission is proposed for use in the
Mechanized Infantry Carrier Vehicle (MICV)
Engineering Development Vehicle.
2-2A ELECTRIC DRIVES
Electric drive systems for military vehicles
have been evaluated for improved performance and design flexibility. The electric
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drive system applied to the Armored Personnel Carrier, M113, can be considered as
representative of the state of the art in this
area (Ref. 12). Fig. 2-39 illustrates the basic
components for the electric drive system.
2-2A.1 Cooling Requirements
Oil-cooling was selected for the inverters
and motors because significant size reduction
was possible in the motors by using oil-cooled
rotors and in the inverters by using oil-cooled
plates functioning as heat sinks for the power
semiconductors. Environmental protection
from dust, humidity, and salt spray-which
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are common to a military tracked vehiclealso was accomplished more easily with
oil-cooting. An attempt to duct cooling air,
within the confines of the vehicle, to the
components requiring it would have been a
very difficult if not impossible task because of
space limitations. An outline of this oilcooling system is shown in Fig. 2-40. The
semiconductors in the inverter require heat
extraction at a lower temperature than that of
the engine (150*F as compared to an engine
coolant temperature of 220°F). This requires
an additional heat exchanger installed on the
suction side of the :iormal vehicle enginecooling fan, assuring minimum air tempera-

Then it is directed through the cooler or a
by-pass, depending on the oil temperature.

cross section to minimize inlet losses between
the heat exchanger and the fan.

alternator.

for cooling the oil. The cooler has a large

"Oil is pumped from a reservoir, by an

engine-driven pump, to a thermostatic valve,

A flow divider downstream from the heat
exchanger directs flow to the inverters and a
DC power supply. Flow from these units is
directed under pressure back to the reservoir.
Scavenging is not required. The other main
branch of the flow divider carries cooling and
lubricating oil to the main propulsion motors.
A fraction of the oil lubricates the main
alternator bearings. Two engine-driven scavenging pumps are employed; one to evacuate
the oil from the propulsion motor, and the

other to remove the oil from the main

Pressure relief valves are used to protect the
main system and to by-pass the cooler if the
oil viscosity is high.
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2-2.4.2 Power Loam and Efficiency
Calculated component efficiencies and the
resultant total system efficiency are shown in
Fig. 2-41. It can be seen from Fig. 2-41 that
the peak performance of the electric and
mechanical vehicles are similar, with each
surpassing the other at selected points
throughout the speed range. At certain points
the mechanical power train has better
efficiency. The total power of the engine is
not available throughout the speed range, as
in the case with the electric drive system. The
particular gear ratios affect the engine speed,
and when the transmission is in torque
converter range at very low speeds, the engine
speed is lowered to its maximum torque
point. With the electric drive, the engine may
operate continuously at its n•.v.dr m h MApower point.
2-2.5 TRANSFER
DRIVES

CASES

AND

FINAL

The transfer case and final drives are gear
trains that transfer the engine power to the
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driving axles. The transfer case normally is
used in wheeled vehicles and final drives in
tracked vehicles. Controlled differentials and
combination controlled differential transfer
gear boxes also are in general use.
The transfer unit usually is provided with a
two-speed shift for extending the perforrmance capabilities of the vehicle and also may
contain one or more overriding sprag clutches
for the front wheel drive. The overrunning
feature of the sprag clutch permits power to
be supplied to the front wheels, in one
direction only, when the rear wheels slip. A
second sprag clutch unit is provided to
transmit power to the front wheels during
reverse operation.
An average efficiency v'alue for a converntional transfer case or final drive assembly is
98 percent. In the case of a wheeled vehicle,
the heat generated in the transfer case is not
considered a part of the required cooling
system capacity because no special provisions
are made to cool the assembly, but usually
should be. In the case of the final drive units,
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Figure2-34. PredictedPerformance With Hydrokinetic Torque Converter Transmission
(USATACOM)
the heat generated is within the confines of
the engine-transmission compartment and
must be considered as a part of the cooling
system load. This would have an average
magnitude of 2 percent of the BHP input,
Wheeled vehicle transfer cases usually are
located in a very severe environment (downstream from the engine heat and subjected to
conducted heat transmission). As a result,
they are often found to exceed the desired oil
temperature limits. Damaged and leaking

while the engine heat load is minimum. For
*his reason, it may be possible to obtain
satisfactory retarder heat rejection without
additional cooling system capacity, however,
desert testing at Yuma Proving Ground has
indicated that the retarder oil temperatures
may exceed the maximum recommended
temperatures for the oils used (Ref. 14). It is
not unusual for retarder heat loads to equal or
exceed the engine BHP rating.

seals, coking of lubricants, and subsequent
bearing failures are not uncommon.
~6HDRUURETRD
S
in
2-2.6 HYDRAULIC
RETARDERSL

2-3 MISCELLANEOUS HEAT SOURCES
hyrui

~Many

•,
Sthe

2-3.1 HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

Hydraulic
retarders
often are
provided
in
transmission
orattached
tothe
transfer

military vehicles use hydraulic
systems
for operation
of the vehicle
ten.These
sussesinclude
pwrsersubsys-

case. The cooling requirements for these
devices vary with gross vehicle weight, percent
grade, grade speed, and other vehicle design
characteristics. The retarder heat load is
added to the cooling system during braking

ing for automotive applications, turret and
suspension hydraulics for combat vehicles,
and complete vehicle control and work
functions for construction equipment such as
graders, dozers, and loaders. With the

Sor

o

tens.

ubsytems

power steer-
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200bhp Diesel Engine (USATACOM)

exception of high energy systems such as the
hydraulic suspension used on the XM803
experimental vehicle and the MBT70 prototype tank, and some power steering hydraulic

systems, special provisions for cooling normally are not required.
2-3.1.1 Motors
Hydraulic motors are heat sources with the
amount of heat generated being dependent on
the motor design, size, and efficiency. The
heat rejected normally is not a major
consideration in the vehicle cooling system

normally is dissipated throughout the system
reservoir, lines, valves, and components. The
heat generated is dependent on pump design,
size, and efficiency. The heat generated by
hydraulic pumps usually is not considered in
the vehicle cooling system design.
Recommended temperature limits for
MIL-H-6083 and MIL-H-5606 Hydraulic Oils
(Refs. 24 and 25), based on thermal oxidation
stability and susceptibility to water contamination are:
Limits for
Limits for
Short periods

design because of the large area for heat

dissipation in the complete hydraulic system;
however, if the cooling system fan is driven

Type of System

by a hydraulic motor, the heat rejection may

Open System

be significant for consideration in the overall

(Open reservoir)

cooling system design.

Closed System

Sustained

(not exceeding

Operation

15 min)

160°F

-

275OF

(Enclosed

2-3.1.2 Pumps

reservoir)

A hydraulic pump supplies fluid under
pressure into a system. The heat generated by
the pump is transferred into the fluid and

Sealed System
(Pressurized
reservoir)
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Figure2-37. Predicted Vehicle Power Train Characteristics,HMT-250 Transmission
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The hydraulic systems may be installed in
vehicle engine compartments, which can reach
temperatures of 200*F at ambient temperatures of 125*F. This type of installation
would have little or no cooling margin for
other than a sealed system.
2-3.2 ELECTRIC MOTORS AND GENERATORS
Electric motors and generators are heat
sources in any vehicle installation, and the
heat rejection is a function of their efficiency.
The a of an electric motor is,
= (input-losses)/input, percent

(2-3)

and the efficiency in of a generator is

nig

(output)/(output+losses),percent(2-4)

Electrical apparatus ratings are based on
the maximum temperature at which the
material (usually the insulation) in the
apparatus may be operated continuously. Air
cooling usually is provided by built-in fans or,
in the case of high output units, oil cooling is
required.
Vehicle cooling system requirements
should consider the heat load of electric
motors and generators particularly if they are
installed in a confined compartment.
2-3.3 FUEL INJECTION PUMPS
Engine fuel injection pumps and injectors
require a surplus of fuel to provide for

cooling. Normally the fuel supplied to the
injection pump is about 300 percent of the
quantity of fuel burned in the engine.
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Figure 248. Calculated Vehicle Performance With the HMPT-500 Hydrostatic Transmission
(USATACOM)
Roughly one-third of the fuel is injected and
the remaining two-thirds cools and lubricates
the inijection pump and injectors and is
returned to the vehicle fuel tank (see Fig.
2-42). The return of heated fuel to the tank
often results in a gradual temperature increase
of the fuel in the tank causing vapor handling
problems and/or fuel oxidation. Fuel coolers
may be required to eliminate this coaidition.

the engine coolant. The compressor is
equipped with an air governor that unloads
the compressor cylinder when r. preset air
pressure is reached. The compressor normally
is loaded only when the vehicle brakes are in
use or when initially charging the system at
which time the engine heat load is minimum.
The small air compressor heat load can be
ignored in cooling system design considera-

2-3.4 AIR COMPRESSORS
*Air

compressors for brake systems often
are supplied for tactical and construction
vehicles, and normally are liquid-cooled from

2.3-5 ENVIRONMENTAL
UNITS (Ref. 29)

CONTROL

Air conditioning components with capaci-
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can be mounted ahead of the cooling system
radiator on automotive and tactical vehicles,
and cab roof mountings; are used for other
type vehicles.

ties from 20,000 to 40,000 Bt~u/hr are
available for military vehicles, and the cooling
requirements for these units must be considered as part of the integrated vehicle

cooling systum design.

The MBT70 Prototype Tank was provided
with an air-conditioning kit providing 32,000

The air conditioning system heat exchanger

HEAT EXCHANGER

X.

THERMALVALVEEj
OIL

ESEROIRDC

POWER SUPPLY

OILFILERCOOLANT

PUMP~4
MAIN ALTERNATOR

PROPULSION MOTORS

't.:~'

Figure 2.40. Electric Vehicle Cooling iratallation (Ref. 12)
(Relase Granted by Society of Autornotivs Enginears, Inc., Pe~wr No. 690442.)
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Figure2-42. A VCR- 1100-3 Tank Engine Fuel System Scl.onmtic Diagram
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Btu/hr net cooling. The unit was installed in

for the imposed load, or to provide heat for

the engine compartment forward of the tight
fuel tank (see Fig. 2-43). An air inlet grille
was provided as part of the kit replacing a
removable plate in the sponson roof. Cooling
for the condenser was provided by a
hydraulically driven fan that discharged air
through the engine/exhaust grilles via an
exhaust duct. Efficiencies and heat rejection
data are available from the air-conditioner
manutfacturers.

the main eugine to aid in extreme cold
weather starting. Fig. 2-44 illustrates the
installation of the auxiliary power unit (APU)
in the MBT70 Prototype Tank. This unit was
designed as a winterization kit for installation
on selected vehiclesc -ly.

2-3,6 SOLAR AND GROUND RADIATION
Additional heat loads are added to a vehicle
trom solar and ground radiations. Typical
compartment temperatures are shown in
Table 2-8 for various vehicles. These temperatures were measured at Yuma Proving
Ground, Arizona (Ref. 14).
Not only must the cooling system design
consider the effect of solar radiation, the
influence of the cooling system on the crew
compartment temperatures also must be
considered. Human Engineering Guide for
Equipment Designers and MIL-STD-1472
(Refs. 15 and 16) specify a maximum
effective temperature (ET) of 80°F for
continuous crew exposure. AMCP 706-120,
Ref 29, provides information on the method
of calculating heat loads due to solar
radiation, crew, and equipment.

The cooling systems for the auxiliary
power units usually are self-contained and do
not interface with the main engine system
except for winterization preheating. APU's
are a heat source usually not shielded from
the main engine .-ad, as such, may add to the
cooling problem. The heat from the main
engine also have an appreciable effect on the
cooling and fuel vapor handling problems of
the auxiliary engine.
2-3.8 ENGINE COMPARTMENT VENTILATION HEAT LOADS
Provisions must be nade for ventilation of
enclosed engine compartments to maintain
power package accessories and associated
vehicle equipment at safe operating temperatures. Fig. 2-45 illustrates typical sources of
heat in the engine compartment that must be
considered in the vehicle cooling system
design. A test method of determining the
crew compartment cooling load for a tracked
vehicle is described in Ref. 33.

Auxiliary engines often are provided for
combat vehicles for battery charging, operation of auxiliary vehicle equipment when the

Engine compartments normally are divided
into hot and cold sections with sufficient
sealing incorporated to minimize recirculation
of the cooling air from the hot exhaust side to
the cold inlet side. In addition, insulation
often is applied to the exhaust pipes and
shields to prevent damage to adjacent
components due to radiated heat. Fig. 2-46
illustrates the MBT70 Prototype Tank cooling
system baffles, and Fig. 2-47 illustrates the

main engine is not running, to provide
additional electrical capacity when the main
engine generator or alternator is inadequate

insulated and shielded exhaust system. A
discussion of insulating materials and applicalions is found in par. 3-7.

Values for solar radiation are given in Table
1-2 for all climate categories specified by AR
70-38 (Ref. 21).
2-3.7 AUXILIARY ENGINES
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Figure 2-43. MB770 Prototype Tank Environmental Control Unit (Ref. 18)
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TABLE 24
TYPICAL ENGINE COMPARTMENT TEMPERATURES

CYwm
VEHICLE
M113E2 APC
(Al)

TEMPERATURE
LOCATION
Engine Comp.

ProvingGround)

COMPONENT
AMBIENT
TENPERATURE, 0 F TEMP RANGE, 'F
119 - 157
115

YPG
REPORT NO.
3081

(before

radiator)

MI13E2 APC

(Al)

Engine Comp.

(before

115

117

-

163

3081

115

161

-

195

6005

125

201 -232
227 - 254
196 - 218

9029

radiator)
XM571
Carrier

Air into
Alternator

N551 RARAV

Comp.

Engine

at rear
over trans
over r-gu1ator
near fire

198 - 223

exiting

.SOA1

Tank

Air betveen
cyl •nders
(air in
bottom of
Eng. Comp.)

"

122 - 158

f
115

165

6007

115
Eng. Comp.
(after
rad)
Behind Regulator

172 - 225

8007

120

170 - 208

0069

115

174 - 176
156 - 202

5023

XM561
Truck

Eng. Cowp.
(to
radiator)

M50A2
Truck

N715E1
XN656

165

151

Alternator
skin

not
assigned

Eng. Comp.
(after rad)
To carb.
Eng. Coiw.
(after rad)

125

131

-

130 - 175
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Figure 2-45. Typical Engine Compartment Ventilation Heat Loads
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Figure 247. MD T7 Prototype Tank Exhaust Shields and Insulation
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

area.

A

=

ATB

= air-to-boil,°F

CFM

= flow rate, ft 3 /min

Cp

= specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lIbm-°F

D

W

- diameter, ft

I
C

= heat exchanger effectiveness, dimensionless
fouling factor, hr-ft2 -°F/Btu;
fluid friction factor, dimensionless

f

F

= correction factor, dimensionless

G

=

GPM

= flow rate, gal/min

HP

= horsepower, hp

h

=

ITD

= initial temperature difference, °F

k

=

thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft2 (°F/ft)

K

=

2
unit core heat transfer capability, Btu/min-ft -OF

L

= length, ft

LMTD

= log-mean temperature difference, OF

?n

= fui parameter as defined by Eq. 3-6a

M

= molecular weight of gas, Ibm/Ibm-mole

P

2
= gas pressure lbf/ft

p

= wetted perimeter, ft

N

= number, dimensionless

Pr

= Prandtl number, dimensionless

Q

= heat flow rate, Btu/min, Btu/hr

water flow rate, gpm/ft core width

convection heat transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft2 -:F
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd.)
= heat flux, Btu/hr-ft

2

r

=radius, ft

R

= universal gas constant, 1544 ft-lbf/lbm-mole-"R;

temperature, * Rankine
Re

= Reynolds number, dimensionless

Res

= resistance to heat transfer, hr-°F/Btu

T

= temperature, OF or OR

U

= overall heat transfer coefficient or conductance,
Btu/hr-ft2 -0 F

V

- fluid velocity, ft/hr

w

= flow rate, Ibm/hr

AP

= pressure drop, in. water

AT

= temperature difference, deg F

S=

thickness, ft

Sp

absolute viscosity, ibm/hr-ft
= kinematic viscosity, ft2 /sec

SV

= efficiency, dimensionless
p

= density, lbm/ft'

o

constant, 1.713 X 10
= Stefan-Boltzmann
4
B lu/hr-ft -°R

*

= surface emissivity, dimensionless

Subwripu:
a

= air, actual
_

am

= ambient

aw

= air to water

wa

= water and air
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Contd.)
= cold

h

S"°"

E~dIIij~~(Cnt'd

cl

= cooling air inhfi

c2

= cooling air out

toad

= conduction

cony

= ionvection m

ca

= coolant to air

CO

= coolant

f

= fin, frontal, face

fo

= fluid

fes

= fin conduction cross section

fr

= heat exchanger front

706361

I

.I.
,

,

out-id
id

= gas

l•._
h

= hot, hydraulic

hl

= inlet ofhot fluid

h2

= hot air out
i

la

=

~insulation

':•,
.

material, inside, inlet

= liquid and air U

d

3maximum
inin

So

Sr

= minimum, smaller
= overall, outsde

0c

= overall cold

ch

= overall hot
= reference for U, required, rejected

3-3

UST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd.)

rad
3

= radiation

surface
total

tu

= transfer units

w

- wall, water

I

- inlet, flow rate, inner

2

= exit, tube length

3

= nonuniform airflow distribution, outer

4

= wall

Definition of Trms (See Prefum)
Mass

Ibm, pounds mass

Force

lbf, pounds force

Length

ft, in., feet, inches

Time

sec, mrin hr; seconds, minutes, hours

Thermal energy

Btu, British Thermal Unit
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CHAPTER 3
HEAT TRANSFER DEVICES
Basic principles of heat transfer theory are presented in this chapter. Construction
characteristicsard desig conditions of various heat transfer surfaces and heat exchangers
.

are disctsed. Various heat exchanger core design selection methods are presentedand the

I

unit core heat transfer capability method is discussed with illustratedexamples. Mlethods
of controlling engine compartment temperatures are discussed. Tables of military cooling
system characteristicsand radiatorspecificationsare included for reference, and typical
charts of various heat exchanger cores are presented-Additional charts are included in
Appendix A.

A

*

3-1 INTRODUCTION

3-2 MODES OF HEAT TRANSFER

Approximately one-third of the energy
produced by the combustion of fuel in an
engine is converted to useful mechanical
energy. Roughly another third of this energy
is transferred to the atmosphere in the form
of thermal energy ii high temperature
exhaust gases. The remainder must be
removed from the system at its rate of
gtneration mid transferred to the suirounding
atrmosph . by forced convection, if the
power train compnents are ti, be kept within
the! •mperature lmits specified for safe
opvradolL Two methods of heat transfer by
forced convection are in general ua: direct

Heat is transferred &rom one body to
another by virtue of a temperature difference
between them. There are three types of heat
transfer: radiation, conduction, and convection. All &re similar in that a temperature
difference must exist and the heat is always
transferred in the direction of the lower
temperature; however, laws governing the
heat transfer and the physical mechanisms of
each tra.sfer mode are different.

and indicct, 1i the direct method, the air is
blown over Ue .nugrne which is especially
designed to tve i greatly extended heat
transfer sirface. hi the ndirecr method, a
liqu.l co Aant is rumped thyough interior
pas.•gew•.y, in the ersginc- and absorbs heat
di.ipz ted from various surfaces. Forced air
will absc-rb this heat fror the co6lan. as they
t ,th pass through a liquid-arair heat
:haitger. This lie- exchanger is called a
,r. Both di-.ci and indirect cooling
ystens frequjently incorporate heat exchangers to transfer hcat from the oil in the
engine and power transmission assemblies.

body. This may occur without necessarily
warming the medium within the space. Hem'
radiation may take place through a vacuum
and through some gases and liquids. The rate
of heat radiated per unit surface area
(QIA)rad to the hemispherical space over it is
in accordance with the general form of
Stefan-Boitzmann's law

3-2.1 RADIATION
Heat may travel through space to another

),
(QIArad

oT,,Btuihr-ft 2

(3-1)

whcre
A

surface area, ft2

3-5
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Q total rate of heat flow, Btulhr

difference required per unit heat transfer rate
which is given by

T = temperature, OR
L
Ssurface emissivity, dimensionless

ReSjmd =

a =Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 1.713 X
10-, Btu/hr-ft 2 -0 R4
At the relatively low temperatures of
the surfaces of the engine components,
radiation is relatively insignificant and can be
neglected in most calculations of engine
cooling.
3-.2.2 CONDUCTION
Heat may flow betweer two points within
a body or between bodies 4n physical ;ontact
due to the difference in temperature. The rate
of heat transfer per unit area (QIA) w.nd
depends on the thermal conductivity of the
substance and the local temperature gradient:
(Q/A)Od =- k

(Th - Tc)
Btu/hr-ft;
L

(3-2)

,hr'F/Bh

(3-3)

3-2.3 CONVECTION
The combined effect of conduction in fluid
and the motion of the fluid on heat transfer is
called convection. Convection is heat transfer
between a solid surface and a fluid in motion.
Heated air moves upward because its density
is lower than that of the cooler air above it.
This process is called natural convection. If
circulation is caused by fans, blowers, pumps,
etc., the process is called forced convection.
Heat transfer by convection depends upon
the motion of the fluids. The convection heat
transfer phenomenon depends on the flow
characteristics, surface characteristics, and
thermal properties of the fluid. The usual way
of expressing the rate of convection heat
transfer per unit area (QIA) w,, between a
solid and a fluid, is by means of the equation

where
A = conduction cross-sectional arei, ft

2

-

T/t). Btulhr-ft 2

(3-4)

where

k - thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft2(CF/ft)

A
h

L = length of conduction path, ft

Q -- total rate of heat flow, Btu/hr
-•,,.

(Q/~on•-=h (T5
=

2
= convection heat transfer area, ft

= convection heat transfer coefficient,
Btu/hr-ft2 -PF

Q=

Tik = temperature of hot surface, OF
cold surface, *F
T, = temperature of

TII

total rate of heat flow, Btu/hr
=

I

fluid temperature, 0F

,.

T, = surface temperature, OF
Values of thermal co.o

tivitics for several

common metals are s'own in Fig. 3-41.
Additional information may be found in
numerous handl-ooks (e.g., Ref. 14).

The value of h ý,kn be calculated analytically only in a few relatively simole flows. In
gen&ei i-z "sev.lu-tcd empincay fo. siruiia.
flow configurations. WS

The thermal resistance of heat transfer by
conduction

Res.ua

is the

temperature

The resistance to heat transfer by convec-
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tion Res • is given by
ReOs

=

wyhA'

and

, hr-*F/Btu

(3-5)

2
Acs - fin conduction cross-sectional area, ft

h = convection
heat transfer coefficient,
Btu/hr-ft 2 -OF

3-3 HEAT TRANSFER FIN8
Fins are extensions of a surface and are for
the purpose of increasing the heat transfer
surface and/or increasing the degree of flow
turbulence which in turn will increase the
convection heat transfer coefficient. The
usefulness of fins increases with the ratio k/h
of the surface material thermal conductivity
to the convection heat transfer coefficient.
The temperature of a heat dissipating fim
gradually decreases from fin base to tip. The
effectiveness of fins as heat transfer surfaces is
measured by the fin efficiency. This is the
ratio of the actual heat dissipated from the fin
surface to the heat which would be dissipated
if the entire fin area were at its base
temperature.
The fin efficiency 2f1of a straight fin with
constant cross-sectional area and dissipating
heat to the surroundings by convection only
is

P1 = wetted perineter of fin, ft
a, = fin thickness, ft
*for a rectangular cross-section with
a thickness small in comparison to
the width.
The factor mLf is important in designing
fins because the smaller the product of mLf
the higher the fin efficiency. However, the fin
efficiency is not the only important pararneter for fin surface design. This is shown in
Eq. 3-8 because the higher the product rihAt
the higher the heat transfer rate.
The overall surface efficiency i%, of a heat
transfer surface with fins can be determined
by the combination of finned and nonfinned
portions of the surface. It is found to be
1,o = 1--

tw'h (mLf)

(I = i),

dimensionless

(3-7)

A1
dimensionless

,

(3-6)

where
Af

where

2
fin heat transfer area, ft

2
At = total heat transfer area, ft

LI =effective fin length, ft (fin
length plus one half its
thickness
:tanh (mLf) = hyperbolic tangent of value

SmLf,
m

The heat transfer rate Q from a surface to
the ambient fluid is

dimensionless
CO~Q

m
-

or-

fin effiziency, dimensionless

ijf

= no hAt(Ts - Tam),

/ft

kkh

where
=

(3-6a)

(3-8)

uonvection h.-at transfer coefficient,
Btulhr-ft2 -oF
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Figure 3-1 . Fin Efficiency of Straight and Circular Fins (Ref. 2)
(CourtOW of McGraw-Hill Book Company)
T..

ambient temperature, °F

Tx= surface temperature, OF
=

overall surface efficiency, dimensionless (the value for a nonfinned surface is 1)

34 HEAT EXCHANGERS
Heat exchangers are devices for transferring
heat from a heat source to a heat sink. In
most cases, both the heat source and heat sink
are fluids.
3-4.1 TYPES OF HEAT EXCHANGERS

Fig. 3-1 shows the fin efficiency of straight
and circular fins. Fin efficiency curves for
various other fin configurations can be found
in Ref. 4 and the heat transfer texts listed in
the Bibliography.
The convection heat transfer coefficient h
for liquid flow is usually high, and, few if any,
fn•s are required. It is not practical to use fins
under these conditions because of low fin
efficiencies. Conversely, the convection heat
transf'er coefficient for gas flow is usually low,
therefore, fins may be needed to increase the
rate of heat transfer. This shows that the
surface geometry required in heat exchangers
depends on the type of fluid. The liquid side
usually will have very few fuis and the air side
will have a substantial number of fins.

3-8

Various types of heat exchangers are used
in vehicle cooling. Generally they can be
classified into two major types - steady flow
and transient flow.
3-4.1.1 Steady Flow Heat Exchanger
The steady flow heat exchanger also is
called a transfer type heat exchanger. Fluids
pass through separate flow passages and heat
is transferred from the hot-fluid passages to
the cold-fluid passages through the separating
walls.
34.1.2 Transient Flow Heat Exchanger
The transient flow heat exchanger also is

A

called a storage type or periodic flow type of
heat exchanger. The hot and cold flui,'s flow
"throughthe same passages and over the same
surfaces at different times. The matrix

variations of this type of heat exchanger:

structure serves as a thermal energy capacitor
and stores heat while the hot fluid is flowing
through. At periodic intervals, either by
rotatng the matrix or by switching the fluids,
the process is reversed and the hot matrix
transfers heat to the colder fluid. The
regenerator of a gas turbine engine is this type
of heat exchanger.

that a fluid particle remains in one flow
passage as it passes through the core.

34.2 HEAT EXCHANGER CLASSIFICATION BY FLOW ARRANGEMENT

3. Both fluids are mixed in the heat
exchanger core. (It must be noted that this
does not mean that both fluids have direct
contact. It just implies that each fluid mixes
with its own kind throughout the heat
exchanger core.)1
These classifications depend on the flow
conditions inside the core. Moreover, the flow
inside the turning panels between passes
(multipass heat exchangers) can be either
Inixed or unmixed. A sketch of the flow
arrangement and temperature distributions is
shown in Fig. 3-3.

34,2.1 PrallelFlow

34.2.4 Cro-ocDuntarfiow

The hot and cold fluids have the same flow
direction in the parallel flow heat exchanger.
A sketch of this flow arrangement and
temperatule distributions is shown in Fig.
3-2(A).

The cross-counterflow heat exchanger is a
multipass type unit that is a combination of
the crossflow &ndcounterflow arrangements.
A diagram of this type heat exchanger is
shown in Fig. 3-4(A).

34,2.2 Couniarflow

34.2.5 Crms-parallel Flow

The hot and cold fluids flow in opposite
directions in the counterflow heat exchanger.

The cross-parallel flow heat exchanger is a
multipass type unit that is a combination of

sketch of this flow arrangement and

crossflow
and parallel flow arrangements. A
diagram of this type heat exchanger is shown

temperature distributions is shown in Fig.
3-2(B). With this type of heat exchanger, it is
possible to have a higher exit-temperature for

~~the entering "cold" fluid than the exit
temperature of the entering "hot" fluid.
34.2.3 Croaflow

*
.

2. One fluid is unmixed, the other is mixed
in the heat exchanger core.

Most heat exchangers used in vehicles are
steady flow types. Further classifications of
this type of heat exchanger are presented in
the paragraphs that follow. It must be noted
that is is not practical to include and classify
all heat exchanger types. The classifications
that follow are presented for general information only.

IA
9

1. Both fluids are unmixed in the heat
exchanger core. The term unmixed indicates

"Ina crossflow heat exchanger, the flow
directions of hot and cold fluids are
perpendicular to each other. There are three

in Fig. 3-4(B).

34.2Z6 COmparion of Hea Exdsaner
6ued an Flow Arrangem ents
Typical heat transfer characteristics - as a
function of Pf I temperature change for
parallel flow, crossflow, and counterflow heat
exchangers - are shown in Fig. 3-5. Combination flow type heat exchangers have inter-
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FLUID #2

'

and the other fluid is flowing outside the

tubes in the opposite direction. This arrange-

7'
FLUID
(A) CROSS-COUNTERFLOW

FLUID
FLUID #2
#2

ment presents problems in fabrication and
assembly of the header and ducts. The
crossflow arrangement, Fig. 3-3, presents a
more convenient hi:ader configuration. The
crossflow heat exchanger also tends to have
higher convection heat transfer coefficients
on the outside surface of the tubes because of
increased fluid flow turbulence. Staggered
rows of tubes will give higher convection heat

transfer coefficients than in-line rows of

•

/"

FLUID #1
(B) CROSS-PARALLEL FLOW

tubes. Because of the ease of fabrication and
better performance, the crossflow heat
exchanger is used widely ii industry.
For multipass heat exchangers, as the
number of passes increases, the performance
approaches that of a counterflow unit.
Practical considerations of design and fluid
pressure drop, however, limit the number of
passes. Typical two-pass configurations are

shown in Figs. 3-16 and 3-17.
Figure 34. Cross-parallelFlow and CrosscounterfiowHeat ExchangerFlow Arrangerent (Ref 3)
mediate heat transfer characteristics.
In the region where the fluid temperature
change is a small percentage of the inlet fluids
temperature difference, all types of heat
exchangers require approximately the same
heat transfer surface area.
The counterflow heat exchange requires
the least area throughout the range. It is the
only type that can be used when the fluid

3-4.3 HE:AT EXCHANGER CLASSIFICATION BY HEAT TRANSFER SURFACE GEOMETRIES
There are a great variety of surface
geometries used for the cores of heat
exchangers. Each geometry has its own
characteristics with regard to heat transfer
and resistance to flow. The heat transfer
surface geometries may be divided into
general groups as discussed in the paragraphs
that follow.
3-4.3.1 Plate-fin Surfan

temperature change in one or both of the

The fluids are separated by layers of plates.

fluids -iscquiredto approach !he temperature
difference between the entering fluid streams.
The use of the counterflow heat exchanger is
desirable, when feasible, for performance
reasons. However, other considerations often
dictate the use of different heat exchanger
types. As shown in Fig. 3-2(B), the fluid flow
in a tubular counterflow heat exchanger is
ruch that one fluid is flowing inside the tubes

The fluids flow in alternate spaces between
the plates. The space between the plates
contains fins of thin sheet metal folded into
various geometries. There are many possible
geometries of this fin arrangement such as:
continuous plain, interrupted, etc.
In plate-fin heat exchangers, either or both
sides of the core plate flow passage can be
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4. Concentric type
5. Tube bundle type

6. Tubes
inside the
turbulence.

with or without turbulators
tube

to increase

fluid

flow

3-4.3.3 Fin and Tube Configurations
Tubular heat exchangers also may bk
classified by fin tube configurations withs
many vaiiations existing as:
(A) TRIANGULAR FIN PASSAGE

1. Lougitudinal

fin

type (interrA,,

•-

exiemal)
2. Circular tin type
3. Continuous
type.
0 •

or

interruptud

piM~-rg

CLASSIFICA-

3-44 HEAT EXCHANGER

TION BY FLUIDS INVOLVED
Hzat exclangers may be classifwed in tmmis
of the faiaids involved as:

(B) RECTANGULAR FIN PASSAGE

i. JLquid-to-liquid
2. Gra. to,.iquid
3. Gas-to-gas.
3.6 HEAT EXCHANGER
SELECTILN

DESIUGN

L

Factors that mu4t be considered ir.
design or selection of heat exchangers arc

i. Heat transfer requirement
(C) TRAPEZOIDAL FIN PASSAGE

2. Fluid pressure drop limitations
3. Stiess and mounting considerations

Flgum 34 Heat &dchangwr Core Construction With Plate-fin Shapes
(Hliwlon Rf"dor Dtvuison-GUCJ

4. Material requirements and fabricatiI
techniques
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TUBE
LENGTH

AIR CENTER HEIGHT -

-

FLUID

COLD

J•UB'-Z---'-3

HOT

TUEFLUID

'

WIDTH

(A) SINGLE SANDWICH EACH SIDE

NO FLOW HEIGHT

HOT

,;3

FLUID

COLD

FLUID

40) SINGLE SANDWICH HOT SIDE, TRIPLE SANDWICH COLD SIDE
Figure 3?7. Heat Exchanger Core Construction Variation
5. Cost considerations
6. Operating, servicing, repair, and maintenance considerations.

which the two fluids exchanging heat are
separated by the heat transfer surface. Only
this type heat exchanger is discussed in this
handbook.

The majority of heat exchangers in vehicle
cooling systems are two-fluid transfer types in

It is not always possible to follow a definite
procedure in selecting a heat exchanger for a
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(A) OFFSET FIN (sometimes called
segmented fi. serf ated fin.
or strip fin)

FLOW
(B) LOUVERED FIN

F
FLOW

FLOW
(C) CORRUGATEO FIN

(D) DIMPLED FIN

054

FLOW
FLOW
(E) PERFORATED FIN

(F) PIN FIN

Figure 3-8. Heat Excitan'erCore With Interrupt6d Fin Srfaces
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specific application because of the many
design constraints imposed by both vehicle
design and heat exchanger design characteristics. A general procedure may be defined as
follows:

capability (see Eq. 3-13).

I. Define inputs from analysis of the
system specifications. These would include:

5. Determine AP through the core for the
unit selected in step 4.

a. Required heat rejection rate
(engine, transmission, etc.)

6. Determine the vehicle cooling system
AP and cooling fan characteristics. See

Q,

b. Maximum operating and maximum
allowable fluid pressure drops
c. Size limitations of heat exchanger
(frontal area and thickness)
d. Maximum operating terminal temperatures of the fluids
e. Fluid flow rates

4. Review manufacturers' performance
charts such as Fig. 3-10, for available cores
that will provide adequate cooling capacity.

I

Chapter 7 for system resistance determination. The system resistance also may be
obtained from mock-up testing (see Chapter
9). See Chapter 4 for cooling fan characteristics and system resistance matching
7. At thib point, it may be found that the
available heat exchanger cores do not provide
the required characteristics within the vehicle
imposed constraints. The core 4P may be too
great and require excessive fan horsepower,

f. General fluid flow arrangement and
location of the heat exchanger in the system.

the
required
not orfitoptimization
within the
allocated
space,size
and may
trade-off
studies must be made (See pars. 3-6.2.1.5,

These data often can be given to the heat
exchanger manufacturer and a standard "off
the
fueishlshelf"
all unit may "e available that will

3-6.6, and 8-4)

requirements.

-

8. Select a heat exchanger size to be

compatible with the vehicie design limitations
(See
Fq. 3-13).

2. Calculate the temperature difference
AT, between the fluids. This may be done

9. Apply correction factor F 2 for tube

by the following methods:

length other than 12 in. (See Fig. 3-12).

a. Initial temperature difference ITD or
temperature of the coolant minus tempera_T I
ture of the cooling medium (T.

10. Apply correction factor F, for coolant
tes other than rates given on the
flow
manufacturers' charts (See Fig. A-63).

b. Average coolant temperature minus
the temperature of the cooling medium

I1. Apply correction factor F 3 for nonuniform airflow distribution across the core face
area.
12. If the heat transfer rate required Q, is

(Thk
124-42) - TrI
c. Log mean temperature difference
(see Eq. 3-11)

less than the calculated heat transfer rate Q.,
then it becomes necessary to perform
iterations by changing one or more of the

3. Calculate the unit core heat transfer

following parameters until Q. is equal to or
greater than Q,:

3-17
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a. Core thickness

where

b. Core frontal area

C

= specific heat of coid fluid at constant

pressure, Btu/1 bm-0 F

c. Core design
Cph - specific heat of hot fluid at constant
pressure, Btu/lbm-°F

d. Liquid flow rate
e. Cooling medium flow rate and flow
direction

T, I

f. Location of the heat exchanger in
the power package compartment.
13. It is common practice to provide
reserve cooling capacity of from 10 to 20
percent to permit degradation of the heat
exchanger cooling capacity caused by fin
damage, fouling, and plugging.

cold fluid temperature (inlet), OF

TI

= hot fluid temperature (inlet), OF

T

= cold fluid temperature (exit), OF

TI2 = hot fluid temperature (exit), OF
wc = cold fluid flow rate, lbm/hr
wh = hot fluid flow rate, Ibm/hr

14. The final design will include the
incorporation of all applicable hardware
requirements including mounting, drain, access, stone and debris protection, and similar
design considerations.

This assumption is satisfactory for gases at
low pressure and for liquids, except near the
critical point of the fluid.

3-5.1 THERMAL DESIGN PRINCIPLES OF
TWO-FLUID HEAT EXCHANGER
CORES

An equation for the heat transfer rate
between two fluids in a heat exchanger can be
expressed by the three following methods:

3-5.1.1 Basic Thermal Design Equations

I. Log-mean
temperature
(LMTD) method

3-5.1.1.2 Heat Transfer Rate Equations

In most heat exchanger designs, the change
of kinetic and potential energies of the fluids
and the heat interactions with surroundings
are negligible. Under steady-state conditions,
the equations presented in the following
paragraphs are used.

Q

UArATio•.m. Btu/hr

difference

(3-10)

where
A, = area iii reference to U, ft2

3-L.1.1.1 Energy Balance Equation

U = overall heat transfer coefficient, Btu/
hr-ft2 -OF

The energy balance equation for a heat
exchang•. assuming the S
sp.ci.. l.. ha •1
constant over the temperature range of
interest, is
I
WhCPh(Th 2 a - Tha)
WCpC(Tc1
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TC,)

-

A

= (Th I n
In

-1.

-- T1

2
Th I~- TC2

I (3I
)
(3-11)

-

.
=0

(3-9)

(Eq. 3-11 is the LMTD between the two

I
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Sfluids

assuming true counterflow)

unit conductance) method

Q = KF1 F 2 F 3 AfAT,, Btu/min

where

IT
t

= inlet temperature of cold fluid, 'F

where

T42 = outlet temperature of cold fluid, OF

$

I

j.
!

Ta = inlet temperature of hot fluid, F
Th

i

0

The reader is referred to Refs. 1, 3, 4, 8, 13
and the Bibliography for details,
N,, (num2. Heat exchanger effectiveness
ber of heat transfer units) method. In the At
method, an effectiveness e (dimensionless) of
a heat exchanger is defined by the ratio of the
actual heat transfer rate to the maxium
(thermodynamically possible) heat transfer
rate for the same heat exchanger.

flow arrangement, and the flow rates.
Ref. 2 gives the heat exchanger effectiveness dependence on N,. for various flow
patterns where
Q = e(wC4,),u(Th 1 - T,, ), Btu/fir (3-12)
where

*.
SCp

= reference
heat exchanger core face
area. ft 2

F,

= correction factor for coolant flow
rate, dimensionless (see Fig. A-63)

F2

= correction factor for tube length
other than 12 in., dimensionless

F3

= correction factor for nonuniform
airflow distribution across the heat
exchanger core face area, dimensionless

F

K

The heat exchanger effectiveness depends
on a parameter NAt
0 that takes into account
the type and size of the exchanger core, the
p

Afr

0

Th 2 = outlet temperature of hot fluid,

,

(-A-13)

= fluid specific heat at constant
pressure, Btu/l bni-F
vw = flow rate, l bm/hr
(wCp),,,in

e

ATm

= Btu/min-ftl-°F
unit core heat transfer capability,
= fluid temperature difference,
(as defined in par. 3-5)

0

F

3-5.1.1.2.1 Thermal Resistance Equation
Thermal resistance of scales or film on both
sides of the heat transfer surface must also be
considered. If they are significant, the overall
heat transfer coefficient U can be calculated,
provided all the individual resistances are
known.
Typical fouling factors for heat transfer

= the smaller of either (wC,,)I,.t
or (6vCt ), ,amagnitudes. Btu/
hr - OF

equipment may be found in Refs. i , 3, 4, and
8. For a clean heat transfer surface, the
fouling factors usually may be neglected.
Uide, these conditicns

= heat exchanger effectiveness,
dimensionless

UA,

1

3. Unit cure heat transfer capability (or

+

iuhithAh

+
A.kw

lo chcA c

(3-14)

hr- 0 F/BtuI
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where
Ah = heat transfer surface area of the hot
side, ft2
Ac

= heat transfer surface area of the cold
side, ft2

A,

conduction cross-sectional area of
the solid wall, ft'

Ar

reference surface area for U, ft 2

k,

ther.nal conductivity of wall, Btu/hrft 2 -(°F/ft)

hh

convection heat transfer coefficient
of the hot side, Btu/hr-ft 2 -0 F

h

- convection heat transfer coefficient
of the cold side, 9tu/hr-ftx-*F
heat
= overall conductance or overall
transfer coefficient, Btu/hr-ft'- 0 F
of A,

U

loh

=overall hot side surface efficiency,
dimensionless

%o =overall cmld sidL. su•iawc cfficiency,
dimensionless
wall thickness, ft
Most heat exchangers for vehicle applications have very thin walls and ,/(AG4k,)is
small enough to be neglected and Eq. 3-14
becomes

the log-mean temperature difference method
or the effectiveness Ntu method may be used.
Many excellent references are available for
discussing these two methods (See Refs. 1, .,
3, 4, 8, 12, 13, 14, and the Bibliography).
Both of these methods require the heat
transfei factor / fluid friction factor f, and
their relations with the Reynolds number Re
and Prandtl number Pr. Additionally, heat
transfer surface parameters must be known.
Most of these characteristics are proprietary
information of industry and usually are not
available. Designers of military cooling systems are not responsible for actual detailed
design of heat exchangers. The designers
basically perform preliminary analysis and
selection of existing heat exchanger designs.
Under these conditions, the unit core heat
transfer capability method generally is used.
3-5.1.1.2.3 Unit Core Heat Transfer Capability Method
In the automotive industry, numerous heat
exchangers ; re made from several basic cores.
Each manufacturer has his own unique core
designs. Us'rally cores of 12 in. (width) X 12
in. (height) of various thicknesses are tested in
a wind tunnel. Heat transfer and flow
resistance cnaracteristics are obtained and
generally are presented as shown in Fig.
3-10(A) when AT, is expressed as deg F
entering temperature difference.
The unit core neat transfer capability A of
air-cooled radiators is represented
following expression:
A = KAjfFF

1I
LIAr,

-

1
lohhhAh

1
I-

, hr-

0

F/Btu (3-14a)

(T.

-Ta), Btu/min

(3-15)

where

n o/hcA"
0
Af,

The nomograph presented in Fig. 3-9 is
useful for determining UA,.
3-5.11.2.2 Basic Heat Exchanger Core Design
For basic heat exchanger core design, either
3-20

2 F3

by the

= core frontal area, ft 2

F, = correction factor for coolant flow
rate, dimensionless (see Fig. A-63)
F2

c=orrection factor for tube length
other than 12 iii., dimensionless (see
Fig. 3-12). This factor is applied

AMCP 706-361

EXAMPLE
k AAc £AD0

GIVEN'

Fok hhAh a 400
A LINE IS MADE BETWEEN THESE TWO POINTS.
THIS LINE INTERSECTS UA, AT 740 WHICH IS ITS VAL-JE.

750

750

j650

700

30700

650
00

600,

550

0

5w

5500
On

4pUAr
2$0

,00

3w

300

250

.230

100

100

20

50
2

AAh
A,

HEAT TRANSFER AREA OF THE COLD SIDE. ft
2
HEAT TRANSFER AREA OF THE HOT SIDE, ft
2
REFERENCE AREA FOR U, ft

CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFiR COEFFICIENT OF THE COLD SIDE. BlulIr-1t2-'F
CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT OF THE HOT SIDF. Btu/hr-ft 2-'F
.. OVE.ALL COONUCTANC-E
1
o HEAT AN'
TI.H eR. DtuA
n
= OVERALL COLD SIDE SURFACE EFFICIENCY. DIMENSIONLESS
obh= OVERALL HOT SIDE SURFACE EFFICIENCY, DIMENSIONLESS
NOTE: THIN WA•LLS AND CLEAN HEAT TRANSFER SURFACES
b¢
bb

Figure 3-9. Nomograph of Thermal Resistance Eq. 3-14 (Ref. 5)
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when the ITD method is used
F3

]

Ta

correction factor for nonuniform airflow distribution across the core face,
dimensionless
= inlet air temperature,OF

unit heat transfer capability will decrease. Fig.
3-12 shows a typical correction factor F2 as a
function of tube length, unit core heat
transfer capability, and coolant flow rate.

PRESSURE DROP IN HEAT
3-5.2 FLUID
EXCHANGERS

ST, = inlet or average water temperature, 'F
The unit core selection method presented
in Eq. 3-15 uses initial temperature difference
ITD which is (Tw - Ta). In addition to this,
T,,, (difference between the average water
temperature and inlet temperature) or LMTD
as defined in par. 3-5 may be used. For the
normal temperature range, the difference
between LMTD and ITD (or average ATw0 ) is
small. LMTD is defined in Eq 3-11 and a
typical core performance chart is shown in
Fig. 3-10(B). Additional core performance

data are included in Appendix A.
increasing the coolant flow velocity in a
radiator increases the unit core hlit transfer
capability. However, the air side heat transfer
is the predominate control. The rate of
increase contributed by increased coolant
flow velocity is diminished gradually as shown
in Fig. 3-11. Moreover, coolant side pressure
drop will increase significantly.

A heat exchanger generally consists of an
inlet header, core, and exit header. If a
multipass arrangement is used, turning pans or
headers also are provided between passes. The
total fluid pressure drop of the heat
exchanger is the sum of the pressure drops
across the followisg areas:
1. Entrance region
2. Core

3. Exit region.
For a multipass arrangement, the turning
losses between passes must be considered. If
variation of fluid density through the heat
exchanger is significant, the change of fluid
pressure due to a change in velocity must be
considered. If the fluid is accelerated, a drop
in pressure will occur. If the fluid is
decelerated, the pressure will rise and
counteract other losses.

Too low a coolant velocity will decrease
tha overall radiator heat transfer capability
and also will accelerate scale formation on the
heat transfer surfaces, resulting in a further
deterioration of the heat transfer performance. Generally, a coolant velocity of
approximately 2 to 3 ft/see in the radiator is
recommended.

In the automotive industry, the total fluid
pressure drop for a heat exchanger is
measured in a wind tunnel. The friction drop
information is presented together with the
heat transfer capability data as shown in Fig.
3-10. The fluid pressure drop can be
determined quite accurately from these data.

When the unit core heat transfer performance is based on temperature difference
between inlet coolant and inlet air to the
radiator, a correction should be made when
the radiator is not 12 in. long in the direction
of coolant flow. As the radiator tube length
increases, the mean temperature differences
between coolant and air decreases and the

For detailed design of a heat exchanger,
fluid pressure drops through the manifolds,
headers, core, turning pans, and the- fluid
pressure drops due to changes in fluid density
and fluid flow areas are calculated separately.
The summation of them is the total fluid
pressure drop. The reader is referred to Refs,
2, 3 and 4.
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Figure 3- 11.

Typical Heat Rejection vs Coolant Flow for Plate-fin
and Serpentine-fin Cores (Ref 16)

(Courtesy of Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., PaperNo. 670525and Madine Manufacturing Co.)
3.6 VEHICLE COOLING

3-6.1 DIRECT COOLING

The major source of heat that must be
removed by the vehicle cooling system is from
the engine. There are two general methods of
removing heat from the engine: direct and
indirect cooling.

The engine is designed specifically for the
direct cooling method; namely, the engine
cylinders, cylinder heads, and other components have fins and appropriate air passages to
direct the cooling air through those fins. The
fins may be an integral part of the cylinder
body, or may be attached by an appropriate
process. The material used for fins is usually
aluminum or steel. Aluminum has about 4
times the thermal conductivity of steel and,
therefore, has a much higher heat transfer
capability. In direct cooling systems, the
engine manufacturer designs the entire engine
cooling system. Engines built for direct
air-cooling include the engine cooling fan as

In direct cooling the heat is transferred
directly from the cylinder cooling fins to the
air that is forced to flow between them.
Indirect cooling is achieved by an intermediary fluid that absorbs heat from the source
and transfers it to the cooling air by a
liquid-to-air heat exchanger (radiator and
oil-to-air cooler).
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an integral p~.rt of the package. It is the
responsibility of the vehicle engineer to assure
the adequate openings for cooling air supply

most installations a fore I-air, liquid-to-air
radiator is used to dissipate heat from the
coolant to the atmosphere. In indirect cooling

and discharge exits. Recirculation into the

systems, oil is caole 4 in either a liquid-to-

o

O~I

cooling air intake can cause local hot spots in

liquid or liquid-to-air heat exchanger termedI

the engine.

an oil-cooler. In a liquid-to-liquid oil cooler
the heat is transferred to the coolant and is
dissipated to the atmosphere at the radiator.
Radiators and oil coolers are the main heat
transfer devices used in indirect cooling
systems.

3-6.2 INDIRECT COOLING
All indirect cooling systemis use a liquid to
absorb heat at its source and dissipate it to
the ambient air at another location. Liquids
used for cooling fall into t-wo categories: (1)
those used solely for cooling, and (2) those
serving a dual purpose such as oil which is
used for reducing friction between parts as
well as for cooling purposes. The former will
be referred to as a coolant in this chapter. In

3-6.2.1 Radiators
Radiators are liquid-to-air heat exchangers
consisting of a heat transfer core and related
headers, tanks, fittings, and mounting provi-4
sions. The radiator also may provide for
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control.

HEAIERsr;CK
UPPER
P FILLER
OVERFLOW PIPE
SOLDERED

and

for mounting air

baffles or

shrouds, shutters, screens, or other devices.
Typical crossflow and downflow radiators are
shown in Fig. 3-13.

JOINT

COOLAT

"FLO_ j

SE
MENM

-OGIIRACKET

CORE

OWRAIN
LOWERl
III AOER PLATE'

tOLDERED aJOIT
(A) DOWNFLOW RAVIATOR

There is no significant difference in heat
transfer between the two different coolant
flow directions. The crossflow coolant flow
direction is popular in commercial vehicles
because it can reduce the height of the engine
compartment.
is maintained at a permissible
The engine level
by circulating coolant
temperature
through various parts of the engine and
absorbing heat dissipated from them. The
coolant then transfers the heat to the ambient
air while flowing through the radiator.
The coolant circulates through the oilcooler and radiator in systems using liquidcooled oil coolers. In this arrangement, the
radiator is also responsible for dissipating the
heat from the oil to the ambient air.

OVERFLOW TUBE
COOLANT

FLOW

*
CORE

DRAIN COCK
(8) CROSSFLOW RADIATOR
Figure 3-13. Downiflowand Crossflow
Radiators (Ref 17J
filling, draining, overflow, air bleeding; and
internal baffles may be installed for directing
coolant flow or for deaeration.
Mhe radiator also may include provisions
for cooling oil or other fluid; mounting
thermal sensing devices for fan or shutter
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In a situation where selecting a radiator
core shape will result in the core being square
or approaching a square, it is advantageous to
select a square core. It will perform better
than a rectangular one because it will more
nearly Fit the fan and the air distribution
through the core will be more uniform. This
does not hold true where a rectangular
radiator uses two or more fans for the air
movement through the core.
For a rectangular shape radiator, it is
desirable to have the coolant flow through the
smaller dimension because a higher liquid
velocity in the core will usually result in a
higher heat rejection rate. Fig. 3-11 illustrates
the increase in heat rejection vs increased
coolant flow for a typical radiator core.
The typical radiator core is made of tubes
soldered through thin sheets of metal at the
ends. These sheets are called header plates.
The header plates form mounting pads for the
entrance and exit tanks, and prevent passage

AMCP76-6

of coolant froin the tanks to the core except
through the tubes.

HEADER PLATE

FN

Most radiator tanixs are cast or stamped in
one piece to reduce the possibility of leaks. A
baffle plate in the upper tank, below the filler
neck, eliminates excessive splashing and
distributes the coolant uniformly over the

Round an flattened tubes are used in the
radiator coe.Flattened tbsaeprefer~ible
because thezy provide a greater air flow
passage area per unit of inlet face area. They
pressure drop may be lower.
Fig. 3-14 illustrates a typical radiator core..
Ref. 9 is the Military Standard Specification
fo; engine cooling and radiators. cofiin
n

3-6.2Z1.1 Design Parameters
Equipment

TUBES

for Military

The convection heat tadrcefceto
the coolant side of the tubes is substantially
greater than on the air side, so it is necessary
to provide a large heat transfer surface area on
the air side. This large area is achieved by
attaching fins on thle outer surface of the
tubes. The two types of tube and fin
construction most commonly used are the
plate-fmn and serpentine-fin cores.
The serpentine-fin core is constructed by
soldering a roll formed spacer ribbon between

5

HEADER PLATE

the core tubes (see Fig. 3-15(Q)). 1".e
plate-fin type core is constructed by inserting
the tubes through a row of fins which have
openings punched in themn (see Fig. 3-15(13)).
In commercial applications such a passenger
cars and light trucks, !~he serpentine-fin core is
used almost exclusively. In high volume
production, it is more economical and has less
core weight per unit of cooling as compared
with the plate-fin core. As shown in Fig.
3-15(C), the serpentine-fin core assembly is
held together by only the bond between the
fins and tubes. The plate-fir core has more

Figure 3-14. Typical Radiator Core
(Flattened Tubes) (Ref. 17)
structural strength and is favoi~ed for severe
duty applications such as found in the
off-highway military environment with the
attendant vibration and high shock loadings.
Either the serpentine or plate-fiii core can
be desigkied in various forms such as Plat plate,
wavy, dimpled, perforated, or louvered fins,
or combinations of these forms. The tube and
fin can be made of different materials. The
tube material generally is selected for stress
considerations, and the fin material is selected
for heat transfer considerations.
Airflow usually makes one pass across the
radiator while tha. liquid flow may be a single
pass or a niultipass arrangement. Fig. 3-16
shows a two-pass (coolant side) radiatoy flow.
The coolant flows from the back side to 'the
front side of the radiator.
Fig. 3-17 shows another type of two-pass
radiator with cuooant flow moving from the
top) half of the radiator to the lower half.
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OVERFLOW PIPE

SUPPER
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BAFFLE PLATE
COOLANT INLET
UPPER HEADER
PLATE r

-

RADIATOR CORE

SOLDERED JOINT B
(A) PLATE-FIN CORE HEADER(Ref.

17)

COOLANT PASSAGE

TUBE

5,"u

AIR

(B) PLATE-FIN CORE (Ref. 20)
(Courtes8j Of Society of 4utomotiL'e Engiizoers, Inc., SAE' Handbook,.'')

COOLANT PASSAGE

TUBE
FIN

(C) SERPEWTINE-FIN CORE(Ref. 20)
(Courteas of Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., SAE Handbook, I.'•")
Figure 3L 15. Plate-fin and Serpentine-fin Core Construction
(Reprinted with permnison, copyright Q, Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., 1974, all rights reserved)
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FLOW

COOLANT~----"-"

S~

AIR FLOW

cooLANT.-k_ý
OUT
Figure 3-16. Two-pass Radiator (Coolant Side-Back to Front)
When a two-pass (coolant side) radiator is

the coolant pump should he considered in the

used, it is recommended that the coolant inlet
connection be located on the top tank
(downflow arrangement). This will provide an
effective deaeration condition. It is common
practice that no more than two passes
(coolant side) are used for vehicle radiators.

cooling system design. T, pical installation
arrangements include the radiator located on
either the pressure or suction side of the
coolant pump. Where remote mounting of
radiators is necessary, adequate controls or
warning devices should be provided to ensure
that fan(s) are operating when the engine is
running.

3-6.2.1.2 Component Inctallation Considera-

tions
The location of the radiator hi relation to

COOLANT
IN

Most vehicle liquid coolant systems use a
centrifugal pump. The pump location often is

FLOW
r

OUT
Figure 3-17. Two-pass Radiator (Coolant Side-Top to Bottom)
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fixed since it is an integral part of the bigine
assembly. The considerations for coolant

Qtu/hr

(3-16)

pump operation are:

'heAfc0

1. The pump must be primed at all times.
This requirement would preclude mounting
the radiator below the coolant pump unless a
pining means were supplied.

where

2. The centrifugal coolant pump is sensitive to inlet restrictions, therefore, discharge
flow can be reduced by poor design of
coolant plumbing. High inlet restrictions
cause cavitation which, in addition to
reducing flow, can cause pump damage.
Cavitation may occur if the suction at the
pump inlet exceeds approximately 5 psi.

Aj, 07

total heat transfer area (air side),
f"

Afco

= total heat transfer area (coolant

side), ft2

ha

ATc,
3-6.2.13 Radiator Core Design Variables
The critical criterion of radiator design is to
transfer heat to the cooling air at a rate that
will maintain safe operating engine coolant
temperatures. This is accomplished by lieat
transfer through forced convection, conduction, and a small amount due to radiation. An
adequately designed radiator must have
minimum size and weight, and acceptable
flow resistances on both sides. Ruggedness,
resistance to distortions under severe shock
loads and vibration, and minimum susceptibility to clogging of the core are of prime
importance for radiators intended for use in
miliia•y vehicles,

h,.o
rio

convection heat rransfcr coefficient
(air side), Btuihr-ft 2 .- F
average temperature
coolant to air, deg F

=convectioji heat trinsic uoefficienit
(co-lant side) J) u/hr-ft 2 -°F
= overall surface efficiency (air side),
dimensionless

The mean temperature difference ' -tween
the two luids is a function of the inlet
aLid
exit tempjerature of both sides. If the inlet
temperatures of both sides are fixed, increasing the length of the flow path of either or
both sides will lower the exit temperatures
and, in turn, decrease the mean temperature
between the two fluids.

The tube wall thickness of most radiators is
approximately 0.005 in., thus aw/(kA.) in
Eq. 3-14, as discussed in par. 3-5.1.1.2.1, is
usually small and may be neglected.

In both turbulent and laminar flow regions,
high coolant flow rates, small flow passages,
and interrupted fins or turbulators can
generate a large convection heat transfer
coefficient on the coolant ;idc. For a specific
total coolant flow rate, the coolant side
convection heat transfer coefficient can be
increased by increasing the coolant flow rate
per tube, by decreasing the number of coolant

There are generally no fins on the liquid
side of the radiator, therefore, if all heat
transfer surfaces are free of scale, the heat
rejection rate Q is
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tubes, or by using a multipass arrangement.
Because of higher coolant pressure drop and
deaeration problems, radiators with more
than tuo na&es generally are not recommended.
Coolant side heat transfer area can be
increased by:
1. Increasing the number of coolant tube
rows. This will increase the radiator thickness
and increase the air side pressure drop. As
cooling air passes through each succeeding
"radiator core row its temperature rises, and
the temperature differential between the
cooling air and the coolant decreases with a
subsequent decrease in heat transfer per row.
Extreme care must be exercised in selecting
radiators with a large number of tube rows.
The average heat transfer capability per
additional row of tubes may be too low to
justify the weight and airflow pressure diop
penalties that additional rows impose.
2. Increase the number of tubes per row.

thickness "a.lso will increase the air side
pressure dro,..
An increase o0L,,the convection heat transfer
coefficient on the-.air side can be accomplished by:
I. Increasing airflow -ate per unit face
area. This can be done by using a higher
performance fan or by decreas'ýg the radiator
effective face area. However, asahown in Fig.
3-10 the air resistance rises ri,,dly with
increased airflow. Airflow velocitic,, above
2000 ft/min become quite wasteful "itp fan
horsepower and also can create an unac&pptable noise level.
2. thing interrupted types of fins such af<
rippled, offset, dimpled or louvered. Military
vehicles are expected to operate in any terrain
and environment. Offset or louvered fins are
vulnerable to plugging with debris. If this
happens, the air side heat transfer performance will deteriorate significantly. Therefore, it is recummended that offset or
louvered fins not be used for combat vehicles.

3. Increase the length of the tubes.
S
Items 2 and 3 also can increasc radiator
frontal areas. This will decrease the air side
pressure drop. The frontal area should be
made in a configuration that allows the
airflow to be uniformly distributed over the
entire area.

The air side heat transfer area can be
increased by increasing:
1. Radiator frontal area which will decrease the air side pressure drop
2. Radiator core thickness which
increase the air pressure drop

will

3-6.2.1.3.3 Air Side Efficiency
3. The number of air side fins per inch.
The air side fin efficiency can be increased
by:

Items 1 and 2 may increase the number of
tubes used in the radiator core.

I. Decreasing the distance between tubes
2. Increasing the thickness of the fins
3. Using fins made ol material with higher
thermal conductivity,
Foi a radiator of fixed face area, decreasing
the tube distances or increasing the fin

Increasing the number of fins per inch is an
effective method of increasing the heat
rejection rate if used carefu'ly. Fig. 3-18
shows cooling vs weight for four typical
radiator cores that are identical except for
core thickness or depth. It can be seen that a
3-row core with 12 fins per in. has the same
heat rejection capability as a 5-row core with
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Figure3.18. Radiator Core-cooling vs Weight (Ref. 16)
(Courtesy of Society of Automotive Engineers,Inc., Paper No. 670525 and Modine ManufacturingCompany)

6 fins per in. This capacity is achieved at a
substantial savinigs in weight and material.
This approach is limited in practice, however,
by the increase in cooling air resistance and
vulnerability to clogging by debris resulting
from closely spaced fins. It is, therefore,
necessary to limit the number of fins per inch
to suit the particular design application of the
core. In heavy construction equipment,
adequate radiators can be designed with fin
spacing of 5 to 7 tins per in. The highly
compact radiator designs necessary in combat
vehicles require compromises that generally
do not permit such wide fin spacing. A closer
spacing usually is used with the consequent
higher susceptibility to core clogging which
must be accepted as a penalty in return for
face area reductions. Generally, it is not
desirable to use fin spacings of more than 14
fins per in. in a military vehicle application.

incorporate provisions for coolant deaeration.
Deaeration provisions minimize splash and
consequent air entrainment, and facilitate
the separation of air, steam vapor, and
combustion gases from the coolant. Undesirable conditions may arise if these gases are
not allowed to escape, namely:
1. Decrease in the heat rejection capability
of the radiator:
a. The coolant flow rate decreases if severe entrainment of gases occurs. This causes
cavitation at the coolant pump and possible
damage.
b. The convection heat transfer coefficient between a liquid coolant and a gas
mixture and heat transfer surface is less than
that between the liquid coolant and heat
transfer surface.

Air side heat transfer is the controlling
factor of radiator cooling capability, therefore, a careful study of the air side heat
transfer and the air resistance interrelationship should be made.

2. Air, steam, or combustion gases trapped
in the coolant may collect in the engine
coolant jacket. resulting in a local hot spot.

3-6.2.1.3.4 Deasration

Deaeration provisions may range from none
at all, wherc the entrainment of gases is
insufficient to cause harm, to quite elaborate

In many coolin,; systems, it is necessary to
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I
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Figure 3-19.

I

ENGINE
Radiator Deaeration System With PartialBaffle (Ref. 16)

(Courtesy of Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc., PaperNo. 670525and Modine ManufacturingCompany)

IA
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deaeration system may be incorporated
in the radiator as shown in Fig. 3-19. A
portion of the coolant flows through the
bleed tube into the calm area above the baffle
where the gases separate, and the coolant
to the coolant pump through the core
tubes. Fig. 3-20 shows a variation of this
system where the baffle extends the length of
the header and the return to the system is
through a vent tube to the coolant pump
inlet. The cooling system may utilize a surge

Sreturns
"-

tank that contains the coolant reserve as the
calm area where the gases separate. Par. 5-4.2
discusses the surge tank in detail.
There are many variations of deaeration
systems. The design of each depends on the
type of engine, the location of the components, and the severity of the problem of
entrained gases. Deaeration systems often are
developed from actual tests as described in
Appendix D-6.

TOP TANK COOLANT LEVEL

BLEED TUBE

__

"

VENT TUBE
TO ENGINE
COOLANT PUMP

S--

TO PUMPINE

INLET

COOLANT
FROM ENGINE
Figure3-20. RadiatorDeaerationSystem With Full Baffle (Ref. 16)
(Courtesy of Society of Auto.'notive Engineers, Inc., PaperNo. 670525and Modine ManufacturingCompany)
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3-6.2.1.4 Coolant Reserve
It is necessary to provide an excess supply
of coolant in the system. This is done to
permit loss of a quantity of coolant and still
allow the system to function at full
efficiency. The excess supply is generally 15
to 20 percent of the system capacity and is
designated ihe "coolant reserve".
The most common location of the coolant
reserve is the radiator. The capacity of the top
tank for a downflow radiator and the outlet
tank for a crossflow radiator is increased for
this purpose. If space limitations do not allow
the enlargement of the radiator tank, the
coolant reserve may be located in the "surge
tank" as described in par. 5-4.2.

3-6.2.1.5 Radiator Selection
The radiator core and size must take into
consideration several engine and environmental parameters. A discussion of these parameters and sample calculations follow:
1. Engine heat rejection characteristics,
The rate of heat rejection per horsepower
{(Btu/min)/hp }usually is obtainable from the
engine manufacturer or by actual tests at
installed conditions. (Ref. Chapter 2). If the
radiator also is used for a heat sink for a
liquid-cooled oil cooler, the heat rejection
rate for the oil rooler also must be known.
2. Coolant flow rate. It is usual practice to
incorporate the coolant pump as an integral
part of the engine. The flow characteristics of
the pump are available from the inanufacturer. Thus, the coolant flow rate is a known
parameter; however, cooling consideration
may require a check of this parameter and the
possible selection of a different pump or
pump operating speed.

3. Maximum allowable coolant operating
temperature. The maximum allowable temperature of the coolant at the exit from the
engine or inlet to the radiator normally is
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specified by the engine manufacturer and is
diiectly related to the operating pressure of
the system which generally is controlled by
the pressure cap of the radiator. The radiator
must have sufficient cooling capacity to
maintain a prescribed coolant exit temperature und.-r any operating conditions.
4. Ambient air temperature. Military usage
requires that the vehicle must be capable of
operating in environments with air temperatures to 125 0 F unless otherwise specified. IR
must be noted that the air entering the
radiator generally is above ambient temperature because of cooling air recirculation and
air temperature rise as it flows past various
components before reaching the radiator core.
5. Approximate location and size of the
radiator. In most cases, the vehicle design
dictates the location and space available for
the radiator. In these cases, it is necessary to
make sure that the selection of a suitable
radiator is possible, or that appropriate
recommendations for changes in vehicle or
cooling system component designs can be
made.
6. Airflow rate. With a higher airflow rate,
more heat can be rejected from the same
radiator. However, a higher airflow rate also
increases the air pressure drop through the
radiator and increases the power required by
the fan.
Normally a radiator core is not designed by
the vehicle designer but is selected from
available industrial products. It is necessary to
obtain the performance characteristics of
these radiator cores from manufacturers or
alternatively, to use Military Standard Specifications to define the required performance of
the radiator (Ref. 9). Typical manufacturers'
radiator core performance curves are included
in Appendix A.
Tables 3-1 through 3-4 are included to
indicate the size, use, coolant temperature
limits, and pressure cap application for
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TABLE 3-2
RADIATOR USE vs VEHICLES AND ENGINES (USATACOM)
RADIATOR
PART NO.
WHEELED VEHICLES
10876110
8720584
11640319
8712197
8737820

10946095

VEHAPPLICATION

VEHSPEC

ENG SPEC ACTUAL
HP
PROD HP

2-1/2 Ton Trk

MIL-T-46780C

MIL-E-46778

LDS-427-2

126-131

140-145

Ton Trk
Trk
Trk
Trk

MIL-T-46780C
MIL-T-740F
MIL-T-740F
MIL-T-740F

MIL-E-62106
DAPD 283, TYI
DAPD-292F
DAPO-292F

LD-465-11-1C
Mack Endt-673
LOS-465-1
LUS-465-1A

126-131
205
175-185
175-185

126-140
225
175-190
175-190

2-1/2
5 Ton
5 Ton
5 Ton

10 Ton Trk

MIL-T-62012A

MIL-E-52396

V8-300 Cumings

300

285-300

8332894

10 Ton Trk

10921887

MIL-T-62012A

MIL-E-52396

TH844 LeRoj

300

285-300

M151

MIL-T-45331D

MIL-E-45332

MIL 4cyl-S.I.

71

66

11601346

M561

MIL-T-620478

MIL-E-62045

11601425

14656

Characteristic ATPU 2024

GM3-53
C.I. 3 cyl
LDS-465-2

103
19b-205

101
195-215

7375656

M39, 5 Ton Truck

MIL-E-46798

CONT. R6602

225

205

210
205

195-220
205

390

285-300

390
215

285-300
215

390
140

360
150

132.5

...

300
71

282
66

210
191

202
191

210

202

Series

MIL-T-74'

M109

MIL-H-45374B

DAPD 292B
DAPD 283TY1
MIL-E-46796

10941682

M108/109

MIL-H-45374B

MIL-E-46796

10917144

M113

MIL-C-45355B

MIL-E-45358

LDS-465-1
EIDT 673
GM8V-71T
8 cyl
GM8V-71T
8 cyl
75M Chry Gas

10900400

M107/110

MIL-C-45397C

MIL-E-46796

GM8V-71T

10941665
11657726

MIL-C-46753A

MIL-E-46716

10946896

M114AI
M715, M724, M725
Truck 1-1/2 Ton
M551

8328490
11589539

XM5O1E2
M548

MIL-L-45777
MIL-C-62013

MIL-E-45332
DAPD 2966

8 cyl
Chev 283 Gas
Willys Jeep
OHCG-230
Det. Diesel
6V53T
Willys M10
Det. Diesel

10913175

XM474E2

DAPD 280

MIL-E-45358

Chrysler 75M

11589528

M113A],
M106A1

TRACKED VEHICLES
11635585

M577A1

11662993
and
11662994

M113A1, M106A1,
M125A1, M132AI,
M77AI, XM741

7748708

XM733, M116AI,
M116

None
DAPD 1249
MIL-A-4559B(AI) MIL-E-52395

MIL-C-46782
MIL-C-46783
MIL-C-46785
MIL-C-46782
MIL-C-46785
MIL-C-46784
MIL-F-45545
MIL-C-46783
MIL-C-46364

various military vehicles.
Engine manufacturers may state required
engine cooling levels in terms 'of air-to-boi.
Air-to-boil (ATB) is defined as the ambient
temperature at which the radiator top tank
temperature will be at the boiling point of the
coolant. For water in an atmospheric cooling
system where the boiling point of water is
212'Fat one atmosphere pressure
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ENGMAKE
& MODEL

ENG SPEC

"6V53

Det Diesel
6V53
DAPD-296B

DAPD-296B

Det Diesel
6V53

210

202

MIL-E-46716

CHEV 283-V8

140

140

A TB ý 212 -- (Radiator top tank temperature)
+ (ambient temperature),°F

(3-17)

Maximum allowable top tank (engine
outlet) temperatures often are specified by
engine manufacturers in addition to the
engine coolant flow rate.
When

the cooling system designer has
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TABLE 34
RADIATOR vs PRESSURE CAP USE
VEHICLE
APPLICATION

PRESSURE
CAP NO.

PRESSURE
CAP
CAPACITY, psi

PRESSURE
CAP VERT
VACUUM, psi

2-1/2 ton trk

MS-35840-1

6-1/2 to

0 to 1/4

8720584

2-1/2 ton trk

MS-35840-1

8

6-1/2 to

0 t( 1/4

11640319

5 ton trk

MS-35840-1

86-1/2

to

8712197

0 to 1/4

5 ton trk

10900503

873782X

5 ton trk

MS-35840-1

3-1/2 to
4-1/2
6-1/2 to

0 to 1/4
0 to 1/4

10946095

10 ton trk

7066075

8332894

3-1/2 to
4-1/2

0 to 1/4

10 ton trk

7066075

3-1/2 to

0 to 1/4

RADIATOR
PART NO.
WHEELED VEHICLES
10876110

8

10921887

H151

MS-35840-1

11601346

14561

MS-35840-1

11601425

M656

M5-35840-1

11651136
11657726

M559. M553, M520
M715 M724 M725
Truck.1-j/4 Ton
M39, 5 ton truck

11589341

4-1/2
6-1/2 to
6-1/2 to
6
t
6-1/2 to
8
13 - 18

10946982
7411061
10900503

14 - 17
3 1/4 - 4 1/4
3 1/2 - 4 1/2

None
0-1/4

M109
M108/109
M113
M107/110
H114A1
M548
X5474E2

10882098
10882098
10866042
10866042
10925255
11589341
10866042

13t2
13+2
14-to 17
14 to 17
19 to 23
13 - 18
14 - 17

Pressure
Release
0 to 0.6
0 to 0.6
-------0-0.6
0-0.6

14 - 17
Not Specified

None
Not Specified

11589341

13 - 18

0 - 0.6

11589341

13 - 18

0 - 0.6

10866042

14 - 17

0 - 0.6

7375656

TRACKED VEHICLES
11635585
10941682
10917144
10900400
10941665
11589539
10913175
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.I

10946896
6328490
11589528

M551
XM5O1E2
M1l3AI, M577A1
M106A1

11662993
and
11662994
7748708

M1i3A1, M106A1,
N125AM, M132A1,
1577A1,XM741
XH733, M116A1,
M116

10946982
.9097926

0 to 1/4
0 to 1/4
0 to 1/4
0-0.6

ANdCP 706-361

determined the required heat rejection rate
and the physical limitations on the core size,
the radiator supplier can then provide a
family of curves similar to those shown in Fig.
3-10 and those included in Appendix A. The

heat

dissipation K often it

stated in

Btu/rnin-ft2-*F of frontal area and entering

temperature difference (e.g., the entering
coolant temperature minus the entering air
temperature).
This also may be stated in
Btu/min-ft 2-0 F ATw where 4T,, is the

ture for 125°F ambient air for an engine with
a maximum top tank temperature of 2100F,
using water as the coolant in an atmospheric
cooling system, by Eq. 3-17
ATB =212 -210 + 125

2. To determine the coolant temperature
drop A T,, across the radiator core if water is
used for the coolant

average water temperature minus the entrance.

air temperature or as Btu/min-ft 2 face area-OF
(LMTD)-tube row.
1Exampk 1:
Considez a radiator core with the following
conditions:
Heat rejection Q = 7500 Btu/min
Coolant flow rate G = 90 gpm (water)
Air inlet temperature to radiator = 125°F
Maximum top tank temperature T= 210°F
Core frontal area Af•- 7.5 ft2

I270 F

-

Q

deg F

(3-18)

AT"- 0.1337 GPM pC,
where
Cp

= specific heat at the fluid temperature, Btu/ Ibm- 0F

GPM = coolant flow, gal/min

Q
p

heat rejection, Btulmin
3
= density, lbmJft

0.1337 =conversion factor from gal to ft3
If ethylene glycol-water mixtures are used,
refer to Fig. 3-46 or Table 3-6 for the thermo
physical properties.

Assume an atmospheric cooling system
Deternine:
1. Design ATE
2. Coolant temperature drop AT across the
radiator core
3. Unit core heat transfer capability K

using Fig. 3-10(A)
4. Required airflow, CFM
5. Airflow AP through the core.
Solution:
1. To determine the design ATB tempera-

With a heat rejection rate Q of 7500
Btu/min and a coolant flow rate G of 90 gpm,
using average water temperature at 2 10' F (p
=60, Cp = 1) as a first approximation
From Eq. 3-18 and Fig. 3-43
7500

aTI==0.1375X90

X60

1= 10.4 deg F

0. 1337 X 90 X 60 X I
The next step is to calculate the average water
temperature. The thermal properties of water
are then determined from this calculated
average temperature. A new AT,, and a new
average water temperature are then computed. The process is repeated until the
assumed average water and calculated water
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temperature are identical or within the
desired degree of accuracy.
3. The ITD used with the radiator
suppliers curves (Fig. 3-10(A)) would be
2100F minus 125 0F, i.e., 85 deg F. To
determine unit core heat transfer capability
K, from the radiator performance curves, the
radiator core size is needed. With the core
frontal area

4f. of 7.5 ft 2 , the required unit

core heat transfer capability

K for 7500

Btu/min engine heat rejection by definition is
AfrATLTDB

K-ft2 -PF

(3-19)

7500
K= 7.5(85) = 11.8 Btu/min-ft 2 -PF
4. From Fig. 3-10(A) the air velocity when
K
11.8 and the selected core of 6 fins/in,
with 4 tube rows is found to be 1400 sfpm
(Point A, Fig. 3-10(A)). The airflow required
is 1400 X 7.5 = 10,500 scfm.
5. Airflow AP through the core is 0.88 in.
of water (Point B, Fig. 3-10(A), under
standard conditions). Core heat rejection
variation due to coolant flow rates, other than
the core design flow rate, also is supplied by
the radiator supplier (Fig. A-63). This usually
is given in percent of heat rejection vs
gpm/row-12 in. width and can be applied as
shown in Eq 3-15.
Example 2:
Consider a radiator core with the following
conditions

Determine the optimum radiator face area,
core thickness or depth, and number of fins
per inch.
Solution:
Many different configurations of radiators
could be used to satisfy the stated performance characteristics, so it becomes the
cooling system designer's task to evaluate

several

different

confitgurations.

Ibis

is

accomplished by a trade-off study among core
thickness or depth, face area, fins per inch,
drop, and airflow requirements. The
pressure
data from radiator performance curves similar
to those shown in Fig. 3-10 may be used to
plot trade-off charts as shown in Figs. 3-21
and 3-22. These charts specifically apply to
the stated design parameters of heat rejection,
coolant flow and temperature, and air
temperature. These charts also may be
obtained from the radiator supplier. Analysis
of the charts permits evaluation of the
different radiator core designs in terms of the
cooling system design limitations or specifications. The final selection will be governed by
these constraints. Inspection of the charts
(Fig'. 3-21 and 3-22) readily discloses the
individual performance characteristics of the
various core designs, i.e., large core face area
minimizes AP across the core and requires
minimum airflow. Increasing core thickness or
depth reduces airflow requirements with an
increase in AP. Increasing the number of fins
rapidly increases AP. The optimum core
design normally is the one with the mininmum
size, airflow, AP across the core, and will fit
into the space available in the vehicle.
3-6.3 ENGINE OIL COOLERS

Total heat rejection = 13,000 Btu/min
Entrance air temperature = 13010F
Coolant flow rate = 100 gpm (water is
used)
Maximum inlet water temperature
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=

2320F

The engine lubricating oil is used to some
extent as a coolant. The oil is used to cool the
pistons, cylinder walls, bearings, etc. In order
to prevent excessive oil temperatures (Military
Specifications define the maximum oil temperature as 250*F in most cases), it often is
necessary to piovide a separate oil cooler. An

J

A

RADIATOR CALCULATION ALUMINUM BAR-PLATE
100 gpm WATER AT 2321
AIR AT 130"F
12,000 Btu/min HEAT REJECTION
7.0

It FINS/in.

FACE AREA.

6.0

cc
•

-"

2

ft

3.,

5.0

__

/

SI

4

f

~- 4.0
a

3

/

4.7
cc 3.0r

I-i

S2.0

6.0 5.0

S1.0
(

lCORE

0

4.0

DEPTH. in.

-.

500

600

.____

700

800

900

1000

AIRFLOW. Ibm/min
Figure 3-21. Radiator Core Performance Characteristics, 1 Fins/in.
(Courtesy of Harrison Radiator Division-GMCJ

Sprevent

,

oil-to-air cooler is similar to a radiator. It is
usually necessary to provide oil-coolers to
excessve oil temperatures in military

coolant is at its lowest temperature at this
location. The high temperature differential
between the two fluids results in a smaller oil

vehicles. Oil-to-air cooler calculations follow a
procedure similar to that for a radiator. Fig.
3-23 shows a typical oil-to-air cooler. This
particular design is used for the AVDS-1790
air-cooled M60 Tank engine,

cooler. Other advantages are the elimination
of a separate casing to house the oil cooler
and a consequent saving in space which is
always an important consideration in the
engine compartment of a military vehicle.

3-6.3.1 Radiator Tank Oil Cooler

This type of cooler may be double-tube
construction. The oil flows in the annular
space of two concentric tubes, and the
radiator coolant flows over and through the

Radiator tank oil coolers normally are
the exit tank of the radiator. The

"located in
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RADIATOR CALCULATION ALUMINUM BAR-PLATE
100 gpm WATER AT 232"F
AIR AT 130°F
12.000 Btu/min HEAT REJECTION

T-

14 FINSi.

.0

I

FACE AREA.

ft23

:
cc

7

.0 -f

.0

-

4.0

c4

.

.0_4.0

.0 )

o,3U

5.6
6.6
6.40

2.0

6-0

FA

1.0--

500

5.0

4.

CORE DEPTH, in.

600

700

800

900

1000

AIRFLOW, Ibm/min.
Figure 3-22. RadiatorCore Performance Characteristics, 14 Fins/in.
(Courtesy of Harrison RadiatorDivision-GMC)
tubes. Interrupted fin surfaces usually are in
the oil flow passages to increase the oil side
convection beat transfer coefficient. This type
of construction functions as shown in Fig.
3-2, the oil being represented by fluid #2
(also see Ref. i1). This type oil-cooler
generally is not used in engines with high oil
heat rejection rates. A schematic diagram of a
radiator tank type oil cooler is shown in Fig.
3-25(B).
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3.6.3.2 Liquid-cooled Plate-type Oil Coolers
The plate type oil cooler consists of stacks
of plate type tubes connected in parallel. The
plates are spaced to permit coolant to
circulate freely over the external tube
surfaces. A typical plate-type core assembly is
shown in Fig. 3-24(A). Performance charts for
this type cooler are shown in Fig. 3-24(B).

AMCP 706-361

Figure 3-23. Oil-to-Air Cooler for A VDS- 1790 Air-cooled M60 Tank Engine
A cooler selection procedure for prepackaged plate-type coolers is presented in Ref. 6.
33 Shell-and.tube Tlocations
TypeS~3-6.3.3
or Tube-bundle

LType

=•flows

Oil Cooler
The heat transfer core of the tube-bundle
type oil cooler is a bundle of tubes with or
without fins. Baffles are used to support the
tubes and to provide nearly crossflow
conditions for the shell side flow. The oil
flows around the tubes, and the liquid coolant
inside the tubes. Many different
variations of tube arrangements may be used
(see Ref. 1). Schematic drawings of this type
of construction are shown in Fig. 3-25(A).
Performance charts for oil coolers of this type
may be obtained from the manufacturers.
3-6.4 TRANSMISSION OIL COOLERS
Transmission oil coolers are similar to
engine oil coolers in construction and design.
The same design considerations apply to both
transmission and engine oil coolers. For
oil-to-liquid coolers, engine coolant is used as

the cooling medium. Typical transmission
torque converter or retarder brake cooler
are shown in Figs. 3-26 and 3-27.

The precautions and limitations for coolant
flow restrictions discussed in par. 3-6.2.1.2
also apply to the remote mounted cooler
installation shown in Fig. 3-27. The relative
positions of the coolers are influenced by the
temperatures of various units that may
influence power output or winterization
warm-up rate.
The selection of an air-cooled or liquidcooled transmission oil cooler is determined
by the type of engine used (direct or indirect
cooled), the available installation space within
the vehicle, and the location of the cooling
fan(s) and other radiators or heat exchangers.
Uquid coolant is more efficient than air forheat transfer and sometimes results in the
selection of an oil-to-coolant heat exchanger
for transmission cooling fbr a liquid-cooled
system, however, under this condition a large
size radiator should be used. Air-cooled
engine cooling systems generally use an
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Figure 3-24. Typical QiOil-Wcater P/ate Type Core Assembly and P~rfornrance Curves (Ref. 6)1
(C,)rnrtesy of H~arrison Radiator Division-GMC)I
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THERMOSTAT

SHOUSING

RADIATOR

COOLANT
PUMP--.D

ENIN

-OIL

S~~CONVERTER

0O",R
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COOLER

SBRAKE
fr

-

,

Figure 3.27. Transmission, Torque Converter,or Brake Cooler Location, Remote (Ref. 18)
t(Deroit DM•l Alltwn DMdon, GenralMotors Cooratlon)

----- :icooler

oil-to-air heat exchanger because. of both cost
and design considerations. When an oil-to-air

requires the determination of the required
heat rejection rate and the physical limita-

the radiator, or it may use a separate cooling

er can provide a family of curves similar to
those shown in Appendix A.

is used, it can share a single fan with

fan(s) as shown for the XM803 Experimental
Tank power package (see Fig. I-1IS).

Fig. 3-28 shows the air-cooled transmission
oil cooler for the AVDS-1790-2 M60 Tank
engine. Note the construction similarity with
the engine oil cooler shown in Fig. 3-23.
Refer to par. 8-1 for requirements that
"influence the relative location of the various
heat transfer ccmponents.
3-6.5 OIL-COOLER SELECTION AND OPTIMIZATION EXAMPLES
The selection procedure for oil coolers

tions on core size. The oil-cooler manufactur-

In using charts to estimate performance for
a specific core size, or to estimate a core size
for a desired performance condition, the
following should be observed:
1, The required airflow rate is proportional
to the face arca.

2. The cil flow rate is proportional to the
no-flow dimension, or to the number of oil
passages. The no-flow dimension for all charts
given here is approximately 12 in.
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Figure 3-28. Air-cooled Transmission Oil Cooler for A VDS- 1790-2 M60 Tank Engine

3. Overall heat transfer rate Q in Btu/min,
is proportional to the face area for a given

i

4. The heat transfer rate for lighter grade
petroleum oils, and/or at higher temperature

core. depth and for the basic oil flow length

levels, and for synthetic oils, will be slightly

(approximately 12 in.), with the basi. heat
transfer rate read from the appropriate chart

greater than indicated by the performance
charts although no definitive value is sug-

at equivalent oil and airflow rates as indicated

gested. Conversely, for heavier oils, such as

in Items I and 2. For cores having oil flow
lengths other than 12 in., and with a relatively
small oil temperature change, an approximation of the overall heat transfer rate may be
made by proportioning directly to the face
area.

SAE 50, at the same temperature or lower,
the heat rejection would be slightly less.
Conservative allowances can be made for
these factors (see Fig. 3-29).
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5. The core oil pressure loss is proportional to

U

706-361AC7.

the oil flow length for a given core depth and
oil flow rate. The oil flow length for all charts
given here is approximatel' v 12 in. Additional

3. The heat rejection rate per ft 2 of core
face area = 2800/2 = 1400 Btu/min-ft2 .

oil pressure losses attributable to fittings and
manifolds (inlet/outlet, tanks, bypass, etc.),
must be estimated separately. 1.

4. The initial temperature difference 1TD,
is 225 - 100 = 125 deg F

Oil pressure loss can vary widely depending
on the type of oil, the oil temperature drop in
the heat exchanger, air temperature, flow
rate, and types of heat transfer surface.
However, engine and transmission manufacturers have specified maximum allowable oil
pressure drop to provide adequate inlet oil
pressure to assure proper functioning of their
equipment.

5. The heat rejection rate per ft' per 100
deg F is
1400
ITD=

1120 Btu/min-ft2 -100'F

1TD
6. If the cooler core is assumed to be 1 ft
(tube length) by 2 ft (core width) then the oil
flow per ft 2 of core face area will be 211/2
106 lbm/min-ft2 .

Example:
Given for oil-to-air cooler:

I

Core face area Af

=

2.0 ft2

Heat rejection Q

=

2800 Btu/min

Air-inlet temperature

= 100 0 F

Maximum oil
temperature

= 225'F

Specific heat of oil
Cp at 225°F

0.53 Btu/lbm-0 F
(from Fig. 3-45)

~Determine."

Solution
The oil AT,,, is 225 - 200 = 25 deg F
2. The required oil flow, based on Cp at
the average oil temperature of 212.5°F, (225
+ 200)/2, from Fig. 3-45 is
Q

CPA TCO

2800
0.53 X 25

8. The heat rejection rate for a core tube
length other than 12 in. can be approximated
by proportioning directly to the face area,
actual data must be obtained from the
manufacturer
9. The core oil and air pressure drops are
obtained from Fig. A-I Point A. The oil flow
AP is 6.7 lbf/in.2 and the airflow AP is 3.5
in. water.

The required airflow and oil flow rates to
maintain a 200'F oil outlet temperature.

S1.

7. If the core selected for this application
is shown in Fig. A-I, (Point A) then the
required airflow rate can be found to be 311
Ibm/min-ft 2 . The total airflow rate is 622
Ibm/min

-

211 lbm/min

The apprhximate effects on oil-cooler heat
transfer, for different SAE oil grades and
temperatures for a typical engine lubricating
oil, are shown in Fig. 3-29. This figure
illustrates that the effect of SAE grades is
negligible in comparison with the effects of
temperature. The oil-cooler heat rejection rate
varies approximately as the ratio of specific
heats of the oil.
3.6.6 OIL-COOLER OPTIMIZATION
There are numerous cooler core designs

and, for a specific application several different
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Figure3-29. Approximate Relative Heat Transfer Capacity vs Temperature for Oil Coolers
(Preparedfrom test data from varioussources)
types may well meet all performance
specifications. An optimum cooler size can be
selected for any specific set of requirements,
Figs. 3-30, 3-31, and 3-32 show the
variation of core volume and face area with
pressure drop and fin spacing for three
different core designs. These are related
designs in that only the air center height and
tube width (see Fig. 3-7) are varied with the
number of tubes remaining the same (15
tubes) for all three designs. The envelope
dimensions change. It may be noted that all
cases near minimum volume and face area
with minimum airflow rate are attained by
the use of maximum density finning and high

air side pressure differential. Table 3-5 is a list
of design parameters for these cooler designs
at near minimum core volumes. It may be
seen that heat exchanger volume may vary
200 percent, depending on the choice of
design variables.
Table 3-5 lists the design parameters for
four different optimizing criteria. It may be
seen from this table that heat exchanger core
volume may vary 250 percent, depending on
thie choice of design variables. It is also shown
that for minimum airflow rate and minimum
horsepower, a core type shown in Fig. 3-30
should be used. This, however, results in the
largest core volume requirement. For mini-
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CALCULATED OPTIMUM COOLER SIZE-.
OIL: GRADE SAE.Ii
AIR: INLET TEMP 140OF
0.526FLW

PRESS. 141PSIA -1.6
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CALCULATED OPTIMUM COOLER SIZE
OIL- GRADE SAE IS
AIR INLET TEMP 140*F
FLOW 33 gpm
INLET TEMP 300*F
INLET PRESS. 14.7 PSIA
HEAT REJECTION 3500 Bin/mi.
15 TUBES
4.0 in. TUBE WIDTH
14 AIR CTRS
0.375 in. AIR CTR HEIGHT
7 CONY OIL CTR
7.756 in. NO FLOW HEIGHT
--

--
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20
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Oil-cooler Des (g Variables With 4.0-in. Tube Width (Ref. 5)
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1
CALCULATED OPTIMUM COOLER SIZE
AIR INLET TEMP 140°F
OIL: GRADE SAE 10
FLOW 33 up.
INLET PRESS. 14.7 PSIA
INLET TEMP 300F
HEAT REJECTION 3500 Btulmin
15 TUBES
4.5 in. TUBE WIDTH
14 AIR CTRS
0.375 in. AIR CTR HEIGHT
1.2
7.765 in. NO FLOW HEIGHT 7 CONV OIL CTR

0.4500

20
FNS/in.

0.4125
0.3750

q

16

.14

•4

T

11.1"

1.1
1.0'

-

STATIC DROP.
I
_in. WATER (ACTUAL)
AIR

~

fl*375
C--

0.33760.9w

-!

-

i
hh°

go

7

0.3005-

U

",

-

0.625

0.2250--

8

0.7

-10

-

--

-0.-

-6.~

0.5

0.1675

-15

-

A
/

FiNS/in.

120

S110

-

14

130

1 1a.0

l

140

Dei

150

ci

11.
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-8

JJ

I. 8

-

-

4
14'Y4
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1
U

LLWAIRI/
1.

/,

0

Vb0
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17o

180
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200 210

220
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SAIRFLOW,

Figure3-32. Oil-cooler Design Variables With 7,75-in. Tube H-eight (Ref. 5)
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TABLE 3-5
OIL-COOLER DESIGN PARAMETERS AT NEAR MINIMUM CORE VOLUME (Ref. 5)
Constants

33 gpm oil flow rate

3500 Btu/min heat rejection
15 Tubes
Tube length constant

Variables
Figure Number
No-flow height, in.*
Tube width, in.
Air center height, in,*

3-30
6
4.5
0.25

3-31
7.755
4.0
0.375

3-3?
7.755
4.5
0.375

Optimum Criteria

Parameters

Minimum Core Volume or
Minimum Core Face Area

Core volume, ft'
Core face area, ft'
Fins/in.
Airflow rate, Ibm/min
Airside AP, in. water
Air HP

0.225
0.600
11.1
170
15
6

0.19**
0.57
14
187
15
6.3

0.20
0.56
14
175
15
6

Minimum Airflow Rate at
Core volume, ft 3
Smallest Possible Core Volume Core facc area, ft 2
Fins/in.
Airflow rate, Ibm/min
Airside AP, in. water
Air HP

0.28
0.74
22
118**
15
4

0.20
0.595
20
148
15
5.2

0.225
0.60
20
140
15
4.9

Minimum Airflow Rate

Core volume, ft)
Core face area, ft'
Fins/in.
Airflow rate, Ibm/min
Airside AP, in. water
Air HP

0,574
1.53
22
104**
4
1.0

0.377
1.13
20
123
4
1.2

0.42
1.17
20
118
4
1.1

Minimum Air HP at Smallest
Possible Core Volume

Core volume, ft3
Core face area, ftz
Fins/in.
Airflow rate, Ibm/min
Airside AP, in. water

0.401
1.07
11.1
140
4

0.32
0.96
11.1
173.5
4

0.353
0.94
11.1
163
4

1.4**

1.7

1.6

Air HP

*See Fig. 3-7 for definitions.
**Optimization point based on specific optimum criteria.

mum core volume, the core type shown in
Fi,. 3-3 1 should be used. Howcvcr, this
results in the largest air horsepower requirement. A best design can be made that will
require minimum horsepower within the

of unit is suitable for an
i wliUich tile licat
transfer system is optimized with respect to
the space and specified air supply conditions.
Extreme variations in size may be visualized.

space available in an actual vehicle.

A unit uf unlimited size may be cooled by
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natural convection alone and, therefore,
would require a zero input of cooling
horsepower. The converse is not true in the
sense that zero size would result from the use
of an unlimited air supply since heat transfer
functions tend to become asymptotic as fluid
flow rate increases without limit. It is,
therefore, necessary to evaluate carefully
space and airflow conditions ao that the
installation may be optimized with respect to
the desired variable; i.e., length, width, height,
volume, airflow rate, pressure drop, or
horsepower,
340.7 AFTERCOOLERS
Supercharging is used to compress and
increase the density of the charge (air in diesel
engines and air-fuel mixture in gasoline
engines) before it enters the cylinders. Inlet
charges of higher density will produce higher
output,
The temperature of the charge will increase
as it is compressed in the supercharger. For
high pressure ratios, the temperature increase
may be significant enough to offset the
increased density of the charge. A heat
exchanger then is used to cool the charge
leaving the supercharger. This provides the
cylinders with a higher density charge to
produce maximum engine power.

Liquid-cooled aftercoolers have a distinct
limitation in that the engine coolant temperature is close to the compressor discharge
temperature at peak engine torque speeds.
Under operating conditions, the liquid-cooled
aftercooler can provide a warm-up feature
that acts as a winterization aid and usually a
smaller size unit is required.
Air-cooled aftercoolers do not have this
limitation because ambient air is the cooling
medium and usually the air temperature is
considerably lower than the compressor
discharge temperature.

Superchargers may be installed singly, in
parallel, or in stages (series), with cooling
between stages or at the outlets. The heat
exchanger used between stages is called an
intercooler. The heat exchanger used at the
final outlet of supercharging is called an
aftercooler. Most military engines use a single
stage supercharger, and the aftercooler is
encountered most frequently.

Const.uction and design procedures of
liquid-cooled aftercoolers are similar to those
of radiators or air-cooled oil-coolers. Aircooled after-coolers, however, are gas-to-gas
heat exchangers. The requirements and
problems differ in many respects from those
of liquid-to-liquid and liquid-to-air heat
exchangers. For air-cooled aftercoolers, convection heat transfer coefficients on both
sides are about the same order of magnitude,
thus overall heat transfer capability is
controlled by the heat transfer zoefficients of
both sides. Gas convection heat transfer
coefficients are lower than those of liquid
flow heat exchangers, thus a mntch larger
volume of heat transfer matrix is required to
transmit equal amounts of heat. Allowable gas
pressure drops on both sides are usually low,
and larger heat exchangers must be used. In
most air-cooled aftercoolers, leakage from one
fluid side to the other often is not
objectionable and a lighter and less rugged
construction may be employed.

For air-cooled engines, the aftercooler is

Figs. 3-33 and 3-34 show the respective

A supercharger is a compressor driven by
the crankshaft, either through gears or a belt.
Turbochargers are exhaust gas driven and
usually are centrifugal blowers,

.

air-cooled. For liquid-cooled engines, the
aftercooler can be either liquid- or air-cooled.
Liquid-cooled aftercoolers can be built into
an oversize intake manifold. While this may
increase engine cost, it may provide the least
expensive heat exchanger arrangement that
can be fitted most easily into the vehicle
installation.
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Given:
Fiure3-33. A VCR- 1100 Air-cooled Tank Engine for the M60 Tank (Ref. 7)
air-cooled and liquid-cooled AVCR-lI 100 and
MB873-Ka-500 Tank engines. Both engines
incorporate aftercoolers.
Example: Air-To-Air Aftercooler (Ref. Figs.
3-33 and 3-35).Derme.

Cooling Air Inlet Temperature T,,
F (Vehicle specifications)

1

l20'

Cooling airflow required, Ibm/m

Giv:.
Maximum Allowable Core Size
high X18 in. long X Sin, thick

15 in.
2. AP across the core, in. water
3. Temperaturc rise AT, of the cooling air,
deg F

(Determined from design layout)
Induction Airflow Rate

Desired Air Temperature Th2 to Engine
25U0 F (To maintain desired power)

Wh

=a130 Ibm/mT1

(Required by engine)

Solution:

Induction Air Tempe~rature Th Ito Cooler
63Oe F

From the design parameters given, the
cooler supplier can provide aftercooler performance curves as shown in Fig. 3-35. Note that
the cooling airflow is plotted vs induction il
effectiveness.

(Calculated from the
charger pressure ratio)
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FLOW RANGE

INLET TEMPERATURES

INDUCTION AIR: 70-190 Ibm/min
COOLING AIR: 100-300 Ibmlmin

INDUCTION AIR: 603*F
COOLING AIR: I2O*F

70

INDUCTION AIR EFFECTIVENESS
VSCOOLING AIR FLOW4

ý

C

____

A160
POIT

07190

C!Z

_

U.

12.0 1'

W

.A

COOLIN
AIR

VSCOOLING AIR4
CC

INDUCTION AIR AP
VS INDUCTION AIR
FLOW (CORE ONLY)
100

15
0 ~~~.
250
200
150
COOLING AIR FLOW, Ibm/mm
INDUCTION AIR FLOW. Ibm/min

0
300

-

5.0
CM
000
o0

a

Figure 3-35. A ftercooler Performance Curves (Ref. 7)
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The induction air side effectiveness eh is

expressed by
e

The cooling air side effectiveness can also

be expressed by
dimensionless

Th 1 -

(3-20)

Tc2 - TC
Th I - -T,I

wh r Th I - T oI

dimensionless

(3-22)

w rand
Ti, I =temperature of hot air in, 'F

ATc =e, (Th I - Te ), temperature rice of
cooling air, deg F

TA 2 = temperature of hot air out, 'F
Tc

= temperature of cooling air in, 'F

Therefore the required effectiveness is
-

F12

eh = (603- 250

0.73 or 73%

A special circumstance exists where inFrom Fig. 3-35 the cooling airflow rate and
required cooling airflow static pressure drop
AP can be read at 73 percent effectiveness for
130 Ibm/miin airflow as
Cooling airflow rate wh = 220 Ibm/rmin
Cooling airflow static pressure drop AP =
8.0 in. water

I_

AT, = 0.43(603 - 120) = 208 deg F
3-6.3 KEEL COOLERS

---

%

where

The specific heats of the two fluids in this
case are approximately equal, therefore the
effectiveness e, of the cooling air side can be
"determined by
dimensionless

ch

(3-21)

e eh
where
wh= flow rate of induction air (hot),
ibm/hr
w

= flow rate of cooling air (cold',

lbm/hr
therefore
ec

0.73

/130 X 60
")
_"
20 X6)

0.43 or 43%

direct cooling incorporates liquid-to-liquid
heat exchangers to transfer heat from the
system. This occurs in the case of amphibious
vehicles that have an anticipated employment
requiring a substantial portion of their service
in marine operation. These heat exchangers,
often called keel coolers, generally corsist of
cooling coils located so they are submerged
when the vehicle is engaged in water operations. They may be designed to assume
part or all of the cooling load. When
the keel cooler assumes a partial cooling load,
coaventional coolers also may be needed.
Under these conditions, extreme care must be
exercised to prevent water from entering the
engine compartment through the air intake
grilles. When the keel cooler assumes the total
cooling load, submerged coils are used to
dissipate the entire heat load and conserve the
horsepower necessary to operate the cooling
fans.
An example of the total cooling load being
assumed by submerged coils may be found in
the U S Army Self-propelled Amphibious
Lighter. LARC-XV. See Figs. 3-36, 3-37, and
3-38. The radiator cooling fans of this vehicle
automatically shut down when the transmission is shifted into the marine operating mode
and all heat rejection is accomplished by
3-59
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-MC, 7OG-*W
PRESUURE RELIEF CAP
RADIATOR FILL CAP

STANIOARD
III

S/"'"TO

CAN NEATER

i.FrROM

CAB HETE

AIN
WARYOOLANT PUMP
COOLANT PUMP

a "' •'"•
•<"""

FPORT
KEEL COOLER

•

'•ENGINE
LUBRICATION

j
TRANSFER

COOLER

•

TRANSMISSION
HEAT EXCHANGER

CONVERTER AND FNR
TRANSMISSION HEAT
EXCHANGER

Figure 338. LARC-XV-49 Self-propelled Amphibious Lighter, Cooling System Schematic
Drawing (Ref. 15)
cooling coils located below the radiators. This
vehicle has a cooling system similar to the
LVT rXI2 described in Chapter 1.
A keel cooler consists of a specific size and
length of tubing with no extended surface for
heat transfer. Since the heat is transferred
into a large heat sink, the temperature change
of the cold side is negligible.
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Example':
Determine the required length of the
tubing for a keel cooler design with the
following parameters:
1. Engine heat rejection = 6000 Btu/min
Courftesy of Dr. JAunn P. Chiou, Consultant

I-

AMCP 706461

2. Engine Coolant flow rate 50 gal/min
3. Maximum engine coolant temperature
at the cooler inlet - 195"F
4. Water is to be used as the engine coolant
5. Design cooling water temperature (per
MIL-STD-210) - 95"F (Assumed to be fresh
water)
6. Cooler tubing (trial size):.T

The actual coolant velocity is 2.95 ft/sec.
2. DeternIne the average coolant temperature in the heat exchanger. Assume an average
coolant temperature of 1850F. From Fig.
3-43, Cp and p of water at this temperature
are found to be I Btu/lbm-PF and 60.4
Ibm/ft', respectively. The coolant temperature drop through the heat exchanger is by
Eq.3-18
•

a. 70-30 brass
b. 14 gage or 0.083 in. tube wall
thickness
c. 0.500 in. outside diameter
Sd.0.334 in. inside diameter
7. Fouling factors of internal and external
tube surfaces are assumed to be 0.001 and
2
b-ft
r0.003
-°F/Btu, respectively
8. Vehicle speed

2 mph.

Solution:
1. Determine the number of tubes used.
The liquid velocity inside a tube of a heat
exchanger should not be too high or too low.
If the liquid velocity is too low, scale
formation on the tube wall will become a
serious problem and the heat transfer
performailce will deteriorate significantly. If
the liquid e'eiocuiy is too high, the liquid
pressure drop will be excessively high. A
liquid ve.locity of 3 ft/sec is recommended.
The n:-mber of tubc (connected n parallel) re-"...

6000
-14.9degF
0.1337 X 50 X 60.4 X I

The calculated average coolant temperature
through the heat exchanger is
19-2

18"F

For this case, the calculated average coolant
temperature is very close to the assumed value
and this step of the computation can be
considered complete; otherwise an iteration
process should be used until the calculated
and assumed values are close enough within
the accuracy desired.
3. Determine the average tube ivall temperature. This temperature can be estimated as
follows: Since the heat is transferred from the
keel cooler to a large volume of water, the
temperature of the water outside the keel
cooler can be considered to be constant and
at 95°F ail the time.
Generally, the thickness of scales is small in
comparison with the tube wall thickness and
the following equation can be used

quired is

In,(e)
1 + fi ++L+

50 X 0.1337

31X 60XE462-•

=

61.04 or 62 tubes

hiAi

Ai

Btu/hr-°F

2trkL

A0

hoAo

(3-23)
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where

0.003 hr/ft 2 -°F/Btu (See Ref. 3,

fe

Table H 5.4)

U = overall

heat transfer coefficient

based on reference area Ar and
overall fluid temperature difference, Btu/hr-0 F
A,

area, ft
= reference

= 68 Btu/hr-ft 2 -(OF/ft) (assume the

k

average tube wall temperature is
I50°F from Fig. 3-41, this will be
checked later)

2

For a tube 1 ft long, then
Al

= internal surface area
2
(approximation), ft

of tube

A0

= external

surface area
(approximation), ft2

of tube

h,

1
j.334

= convection heat transfer coefficient
between coolant and scale on
internal tube surface, Btu/hr-ft 2 -°F

2X12
+

x

x

2.X

h/,

fe
=

L

2rX68XI

0

0500
0.500
'XI 1200X2rXIX1I

2X12

19.55 Btu/hr-*F of overall temperature
difference per ft long tube

factor of internal tube

The overall heat transfer rate from coolant
to the cooling water per ft of tube length is
19.55(187.6 - 95) = 1810.3 Btu/hr-ft long tube

outer radius of tube, ft

ý thermal conductivity
of tube wall
material, Btu/hr-ft 2 -( °F/ft)
= reference tube length, ft

For this problem the following assumptions
can be made:

Under steady-state conditions assuming
that the difference between the inner and
outer surface area of the scale is negligible

"8

-1______

hi

1

fouling factor of external tube
surface, hr-ft2-° F/Btu

= inner radius of tube, ft

k

0.334

23x 2 Xl

I
0.00953 +0.0114 +0.000944 +0.0229 + 0.00637

surface, hr-ft 2-°F/Btu

*

0.001

convection heat transfer coefficient
between cooling water and scale on
external
surface
of
tube,
Btu/hr-ftl-'F

"fouling

=

050
tn(°
o334/

= 1200 Btu/1u--ft 2 -OF (assumption and
will be checked later)

h,

= 1200 Btu/hr-ft 2 -°F (assumption and
will be checked later)

f/

= 0.001 hr-ft 2 -°F/Btu (See
Table H5.4)
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1200 x 2w X o,334 x 1

2x 12
The solution is
T, = 170.3°F

Ref. 3,
T, = 149.5°F

"-0.'
0.001

2j x 0.334 X I
2X 12

- 1810.3

Similarly

The Reynolds number Rej is

U2o3
T -- T3)

1810.3

(T-

)

Re,

•

147.9'F

=

, dimensionless

(3-24)

where

2z X 68 X I
So, T3

Dp-/

D = internal diameter of tube, ft

The average temperature of the tube wall is
approximately
149.5 + 147.8
2
•2 148"7°F
--The calculated average tube wall temperature (148.7°F) is very close to the one
assumed (150'); otherwise an iteration
process should be used in order to obtain an

V =fluid (coolant) velocity inside tube,
ft/hr
p = fluid density, Ibm/ft 3
I = fluid viscosity, lbm/hr-ft
therefore
(0334/12) X 60.6 X 2.95 X 3600
Rej = (033/1)

_6.6__

T4 can be calculated by
("(.3

.9__

360,

0.858

accurate average tube wail temperature.

1

4

20877

•

")
0,0034

This is turbulent flow. Assume the tube is
long enough that the flow is fully developed

21 X 0.500
2 X 12

in most parts of the tube (this will be checked
later). The following Colburn's equation is
recommended (Ref. 8)

T= 106.3 0F
hi

4. Determine hi. The film temperature of
fluid on the coolant side is

0.023

2.3

(Rej).-2

C V Pr

(3-25)1

therefore
T, + 187.6

2

170.3 + 187.6

179F

0.023

j20877)0.

1.002 X 60.6 X 2.95 X 3600
(2.2)

From Fig. 3-43, water properties at this
film temperature are

- 1197 Btulhi-ft2.-F

P = 0.858 ibm/hr-ft

C, = 1.002 Btu/Ibm-°F
k= 0.39 Btu/hr-ft- 0 F
Pr = 2.2
p = 60.6 Ibm/ft 3

S. Determine ho. The film temperature on
the outside of the tube is
106.3 + 95 = 100.70 F

2

.

'Ueed with permsiuon of McGraw.WI Book Compny
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From Fig. 3-43, the water properties at this
temperature are

Thus Eq. 3-26 can be applied
hoD

1.649 lbm/hrftCp
1

0.998 Btu/lbm-*F

k

= 0.364 Btu/hr-ft-*F

Pr

[0.35 +0.56(16543)0'-2](4.51)0
= [87.821(1.57)

137.9

-=4.51

then

62.0 ibm/ft3

p

137.9 X 0.364

h=

Convection heat transfer characteristics of
tubes in crossflow depends on fluid flow
parameters and the tube arrangements-such
as number of rows of tubes, geometric
patterns of the tube configuration, etc. For a
sinAle row of tubes with large transverse pitch
andc1ow Reynolds number, the convection
heat ", fer equation of a single cylinder in
crossliow can be used with reasonable
accuracy. For a tube bundle with more than
one row of tubes, experimental data for heat
transfer performance of various tube arrangements are available (Refs. 2, 3, 4, 10, 12, 13,
and Bibliography). For the purpose of
demonstration, the calculations that follow
are based on the assumption that a single row
of tubes with larg'ý transverse pitch is used.
The following single tube heat transfer
equation for crossflow in water is recommended (Ref. 21)
hoD

k

(0.500/12)
It should be noted that hi andh, calculated
are very close to the ones assumed in Step 3;
therefore, the average tube wall temperature
and inside and outside surface film temperatures previously calculated are acceptable.
Otherwise, an iteration process should be
carried out from Steps 3 to 5 in order to
obtain these temperatures with reasonable
accuracy. Fig. 3-39 illustrates the temperature
distribution 'through the tube wall. If a
tube-bundle is used, the reader is referred to
Refs. 2, 3, 4, 12, 13, and the Bibliography for
appropriate heat transfer correlations.
6. Determine the overall heat transfer
capability, using the calculated values of h,
and h.
1
1

(3-26)I

0.001

1197X 20X

All fluid properties should be based on the
film temperature. From Eq. 3-24 the
Reynolds number Re, for flow outside the

0-,3 4

.3

2wX T=X 1

\0.334/

0.003

W 62 X I1 .X2.62!O50

X I

2 x 12

2
Re 0 = (0.500/12)X 2 X 5280 X 62, where
1.649
in ft/hr,
X 5280 is the vehicle speed
16543

IUsed with permiaionof McGraw-Hill Book Company
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tube is

=

1205 Btu/hr-ft 2 -PF

UAr-

[0.35 + 0.56(Re)0 'A2 1
(Pr)0.3 for 104 <Re<l10

3

I

+
1205 X

XI

- 19.56 Btut.h-PF of ovorall temperature difference per
ft lorg tube
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18766

COOLANT WATER
iu.I

6"F

T(

T

COOLING WATER

956F

Figure3-39. Keel Cooler Example Temperature DistributionThrough the Tube Wall
7. Determinationof tube length per tube:

"X
60
(No. tubes ) X (ave water temp water temp)
6000 X 60
62 X (187.6-95) X 19.56- = 3.21 ft
8
cttThus,
8fully
coefficient decreases as a function of distance
from the entrance edge of the tube. The LID
ratio at which the flow becomes fully
developed is related to the Prandtl number Pr

and the Reynolds number Re. Generally, for
the flow conditions of this problem, the LID
ratio is approximately 40 when the flow is
fully developed (Fig. 6-11 of Ref. 2).
Consequently, after the first 40 diameters, or
1.1 ft of the tube, the flow is fully developed.
In the entrance region (first 1.i ft of the
tube)
the predicted
heat transfer
is higher
by thecoefficient
Colburn equation.
than that
if the entire tube length is considered as
developed flow region, the heat transfer
coefficient obtained is on the conservative
side.
side.
9. Determine the flow pressure drop on
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the coolant side. Extrapolate from Fig. 7-27,

3-6.9 ARRANGEMENTS

OF

COOLING

the fluid pressure drop for water flowing
through the 3.21 ft long tube is estimated to
be 20 ft of water per 100 ft pipe. It should be
noted that Fig. 7-27 is for flow through steel

The relative locations of various components in a cooling system depend on the

or wrought iron pipe only. It can be used only

mechanical

to estimate approximate friction loss for flow
through copper tubing. For more accurate
analysis, a friction loss chart of copper tubing
should be used (Ref. 2 of Chapter 7).
Therefore, the water pressure drop through
the tubes only is

thermal design constraints.

AP

20/100 X 3.21 = 0.642 ft of water

SYSTEM COMPONENTS'

design,

flow

resistance,

and

Design constraints are such that components can be located only at appropriate
available space where proper supports and
driving mechanisms (if any) can be provided.
The coolers should not be located close to hot
spots (such as exhaust manifolds and exhaust

pipes).
The fluid power HP required to push the

water through the tubes (62 tubes in parallel)
is calculated from
HP

(GPM) X 0.1337 X p X AP
33,000

hp (3-27)

where

GPM = fluid flow rate, gal/min
p = fluid density, Ibm/fts
AP= fluid pressure drop, ft of water
Thus
HP

50 X 0.1337 X 60.6 X 0.642
33,000
= 0.008 hp

The total water pressure drop through the
system is equal to the water pressure drops
through the tubes, manifolds, engine, and
connecting dthe
10. This example illustrates the major
steps of keel cooler design. In the actual
design process, many parameters might be
fixed (such as tube length, maximum space
for the cooler, etc.) from other consideraother
tions. The designer then must vary
parameters to determine the best possible
design.
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Flow resistance. constraints are such that
the components should be located so that
overall flow resistance is minimum or close to
minimum. Sharp turns of flow passages and
unnccessary long flow paths should be.
avoided. Flow distribution over a heat
exchanger core should be as uniform as
possible. Pressure drop on the suction side of

a centrifugal pump should be kept at a low
level so that cavitation cannot occur.
Therefore, it is not desirable to put too many
heat exchangers on the suction side of a
coolant pump.
Thermal design constraints also must be
considered. Whenever possible, the liquid-toliquid heat exchanger should be a counterflow
configuration to minimize the cooler size.
This principle generally does not apply to
liquid-to-air coolers (such as radiators and
air-to-oil coolers) in vehicle applications.

The following factors determine whether
heat exchangers should be arranged in
parallel or series in the cooling medium
circuit:
1. For series arrangement. Attention
should be directed to the availability of a
sufficiently large mean temperature difference
'Court:ey ofMr. Edward J. Ramble
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between the air and each of the two fluids,
and the possible high fluid pressure drop.
2. For parallel arrangement. Attention
should be directed to the availability of a
sufficiently large a ilow rate for each cooler
3. The designer should consider limitations
of space, weight, power, and cost factors to
perform an optimization study for any
arrangement chosen.
4. For air-cooled engines, the exchangers
use air directly as the cooling medium. For
fiquid-cooled engines, however, various heat
exchangers (except the radiator) can use air or
coolant as the cooling medium. The designer
should determine which type of cooling
method, air-cooled or liquid-cooled, should be
selected for the coolers.

*
*,,,)

5. Air-cooled heat exchangers generally are
preferred if the penalty of the larger space
needed in the airflow path can be tolerated.
Another advantage of the air-cooled over the
liquid-cooled heat exchanger is the apparent
larger mean temperature difference between
the hot fluid and the cooling medium. This is
particularly true for high capacity transmission oil coolers.
3-7 THERMAL INSULATION

1. Insulate the hot surfaces.
2. Fabricate dual concentric pipe exhaust
systems.
For surface insulation, high temperature
insulation materials are available in powder,
blanket, paper, and many other forms. They
can be used to cover the sarface to be
insulated. These materials normally are
composed of an asbestos o:-ceramic fiber
base. Because of health hazards from asbestos,
the ceramic fiber base insulation material may
become the major material used in the future.
Ceramic fiber insulation material has been
developed recently that will provide satisfactory performance above 2300'F. It has been
used successfully in commercial test veldcles
for insulation of emission control devices.
The required thickness bi of the insulation
material can be determined by
ATkf
=

Two method- of reducing exhaust pipe and
manifold temperatures are:

(3-28)

where
kIc

thermal conductivity of insulation,
Btu/hr-ft2 (°F/ft)

.4

=heat flux, Btu/hr-ft'

ATi

= temperature drop across insulation,

3-7.1 PURPOSE AND APPLICATION
In the engine compartment, surface temperatures of the engine exhaust system are
very high. Generally, no cooling is provided to
decrease the surface temperatures of exhaust
manifolds and exhaust pipes. Heat released by
these surfaces either by convection and/or
radiation will heat the cooling air and
components in the engine compartment. If
this unwanted dissipated heat is not reduced
or eliminated, overall efficiency of the vehicle
cooling system will decrease.

, ft

h
deg F
Thermal conductivity of Fiberfrax ceramic
fiber insulation material is shown in Fig. 3-40.
Extreme care should be taken to ensure
that surface temperatures of the insulated
components are below levels that would cause
thermal failure of the material.
In a dual concentric pipe exhaust system,
the exhaust pipe is made with double pipe
construction. The exhaust gas flows through
the inside pipe and cooling air flows in the
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annular space surrounding it. An air ejector
actuated by the engine exhaust gas is used to
provide the cooling airflow.
3-7.2 THERMO PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
AFFECTING HEAT TRANSFER
A number of charts showing properties of
materials, which are of interest to the designer
of vehicle cooling systems, are given. These
properties are thermal conductivities, specific
heats, viscosities, and densities. Density of
gases is not given in a chart because it easily
can be calculated to a very good approximation for ground vehicle applications from the
"followingequation:
P

PM
--

.

lbm/ft 3

(3-29)

where
M

3-70

molecular weight of gas, Ibm/Ibmmole

P

= absolute gas pressure, Ibflft2

R

= universal gas constant, 1545 ft-lbf/
Ibm-mole-*R

T

= gas temperature, *R

All other properties are given as functions
of temperature. Their dependence on pressure
may be neglected for most ground vehicle
applications. Fig. 3-41 gives thermal conductivities of several metals- Note the difference
between copper, iron, and stainless steel. Figs.
3-42 and 3-47 give the properties of air at 1
atm. Fig. 3-43 gives the properties of liquid
water, Fig. 3-44 gives the properties of
hydraulic fluid, MIL-H-5606. Fig. 3-45 gives
the properties of typical engine oil. Note the
strong dependence on the viscosity of liquids,
especially oil, on temperature. Thermo
physical properties of ethylene glycol-water
solutions are shown in Fig. 3-46 and Table
3-6-
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TABLE 3-6
PROPERTIES OF AQUEOUS ETHYLENE GLYCOL (50/50% BY VOLUME)

TEMPERATURE

DENSITY

SPECIFIC HEAT

VISCOSITY

T,

p,

CPS

1j

Btu/lbxn-*F

ibm/ft-hr

3

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
k,
Btu/hr-ft 2 -(*F/ft)

OF

lbm/ft

60

66.79

0.774

11.35

0.2383

70

66.58

0.781

9.38

0.2383

80

66.40

0.788

7.86

0.2382

100

65.96

0.803

5.72

0.2377

120

65.51

0.815

4.33

0.2371

140

65.07

0.828

3.39

0.2358

160

64.57

0.838

2.72

0.2346

180

64.06

0.848

2.24

0.2338

200

63.56

0.857

l.88

0.2319

220

63.00

0.867

1.60

0.2295

240

62.43

0.876

1.39

0.2275

260

61.81

0.885

1.21

0.2246

280

61.19

0.895

1.08

0.2211

300

60.56

0.905

0.96

0.2187

Calculated from Properties of Ethylene Glycot and its Aqueous Solutions,
by C. S. Cragoc, National Bureau of Standards
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

-4-0

A

= area, ft2

CFM

= flow rate, ft3 /min

D

= diameter, ft

73

= conversion constant, 32.2 lbm-ft/lbf-sec2
HP

= horsepjwer, hp

N

= speed; rev/min, rpm

N,

= specific speed, a numerical rating

p

= pressure, microbar

P

= pressure; ft water, ft air, in. water, psi, in. Hg

PWL

= sound power level, dB

r

= rat io , d ime nsi o n le ss

SPL

= sound pressure level, dB

T

- tenperature,°F

V

= fluid velocity; ft/min, ft/sec

w

= flow rate, Ibm/min

W
•
AP

€

,

= power, watts

o

ptt
= pressure ercwa
differential;
in. water, ft air

Sefficiency, percent
P

=density,

Ibm/ft

3

,a
-uriai r , a c t u al , c
o n d it io n "a "
tas

= ai static
a

a

e

= exhaust

eq

= equivalent
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd.)
f

= fan

out

= outlet

S

= static, specific

t-

f= tip, total

Definition of Terms (See Preface)

4-2

Mass

Ibm, pounds mass

Force

lbf, pounds force

Length

ft, in., feet, inches

Time

sec, min. hr; seconds minutes hours

Thermal unergy

Btu, British Thermal Unit

---- I
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CHAPTER 4
AIR MOVING DEVICES
".

Basic fan types and characteristics are presented and fan selection principles are
discussed with various examples provided. Types of fan drives are discussed and
compared, and exhaust electors are described. Performance curves of various fans are
Included in Appendix B.
4-1 INTRODUCTION
Ambient air is the ultimate heat sink for the
cooling system of all ground operated
vehicles. Heat dissipated by the engine and
other components, must be transferred
eventually to the atmospheric air (except
when operating under water). Ram airflow
rate is not sufficient for cooling purposes
when the vehicle is operated at low speeds or
is idling. For combat military vehicles, the
rain airflow rate is too low for cooling
purposes even when the vehicle is operating at
top speed. Fans are needed to provide the
cooling air necessary for the vehicle cooling
system and forced-ventilation of the vehicle
compartments.

outlet of the fans considered here is less than
10 percent, referred to barometric pressure as
the datum (equivalent to a density change of
less than 7 percent), therefore, the fluid flow
may be assumed to be incompressible. Fans
are classified according to the flow direction
(other than tangential) inside the rotor as:
1. Centrifugal. Flow direction in the rotor
is mostly radial (directed away from axis of
rotation)
2. Axial. Flow direction is mostly axial
(directed parallel to axis of rotation)
3. Mixed. Flow direction is partly radial
and partly axial.

4-2 FANS
Fans used in vehicles consist of a rotating
impeller surrounded by a stationary housing.

4.2.1 CENTRIFUGAL FANS
A centrifugal fan consists of a rotor with
blades within a scroll type housing and is

The air moved by the rotating impeller creates
a pressure differential to produce flow. FanM
are similar, in principle, to blowers, compressors, and pumps. The distinction between
them is made on the basis of the type of fluid
and the amount of pressure change. Pumps
usually are associated with liquids, while the
others are associated with gases. Compressors,
blowers, and fans are associated with high,
medium, and low fluid pressure changes,
respectively,

driven by either a belt drive or a direct
connection. The number of blades depends on
various design considerations. These blades
form flow channels between the inlet at the
smaller diameter and the outlet at the larger
diameter.

The fluid pressure change from inlet to

I

Centrifugal fans develop static pressure rise
principally through the action of centrifugal
force as the air is thrown from the inlet to the
impeller periphery. Secondary conversion of
kinetic energy (air velocity) to static pressure
takes place in the housi.ng or scroll. At the
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inlet to the rotor, the blades are inclined in
the direction of the relative velocity of the
incoming flow so as to present a minimum
resistance to the flow. At the outlet, the
inclination of the blade also is significant. The
operating characteristics-such as the flow
capacity, pressure generation, power requirement, operating speed, and efficiency, for
both normal and off design points-are
dependent very strongly on the inclination of
the blades at the outlet.
The characteristics of centrifugal fans also
depend strongly on the angle between the
blade tip and the tangential direction of
rotation. It is customary to classify fans
according to the inclination of the blade tips
as shown in Fig. 4-1. These classifications are:
1. Forward curved blade centrifugal fan,
Fig. 4-1 (A)
2. Backward curved blade centrifugal fan,
Fig. 4-1(B)
3. Radial blade centrifugal fan, Fig. 4-1(C)
The selection of the fan depends on the
application for which it is used.
4-2.1.1 Forward Curved Blade Faus.
Forward curved blade fans have tips
inclined in the direction of impeller rotation,
This type of centrifugal fan has a major
portion of the impeller input energy in the
form of kinetic energy.
This type of fan gives the highest fluid
pressure head for a given rotor size, however,
most of the bluid pressure head appears as a
dynamic head at the rotor exit. The
conversion of the dynamic head to static head
has to take place in the scroll housing, and is
inherently less efficient. Change of performance due to scroll design is significant.
The ideal fluid pressure head developed by
forward curved blades increases as the flow

through the fan increases; however, due to
frictional and conversion losses, the actual
fluid pressure head may even decrease with
the flow. Typical characteristics of the
forward curved blade fan are shown in Fig.
4-1(A).

9 !

4-2.12 Backward Curved Blae Fans
Backward curved blade fans have blade tips
inclined away from the direction of rotation.
it is capable of higher efficiencies than other
centrifugal fans and is, therefore, more
suitable where power input is extremely
important. Housing design is not as critical as
the forward curved blade design, since a
greater percentage of static pressure is
developed within the rotor.
This type of fan gives the lowest head for
equal size rotors at the same speed in the
airflow rate region generally used for vehicle
applications. Backward curved blades must be
operated at a much higher speed of rotation
than forward curved ones if the same static
pressure rise its to be produced in each case.
In some cases, the higher required speed may
be an advantage because of a possible direct
connection to the fan drive. Fan impellers
that have properly designed backward curved
blades operate at higher efficiency and have
nonoverloading (horsepower curve does not
increase near free delivery) power characteristics. They also offer the advantage of wide
ranges of capacity at constant speed with
small changes in the power requirements.
Backward curved blade fans usually have
stronger construction to provide for the
characteristically high operating speeds. This
design is used where stability, heavy duty,
operating efficiency, and nonoverloading
characteristics are of primary importance, and
size is of lesser importance. Typical characteristics of fans with backward curved blade tips
are given in Fig. 4-1 (B). In this case, the ideal
fluid pressure head produced by the rotor
decreases with increasing flow capacity.
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Radial Blade Fans
4.2.1.3
;'inversely

that the change in the tangential velocity is
proportional to the radius.

them suitable for material handling or for
moving particle-laden air. Radial bladed
impellers are of simple construction and have
a small width to diameter ratio. They usually
have a characteristic whine, but in performance they are stable over the entire
operating range. Typical characteristics for
radial blade fans are shown in Fig. 4-1(C).

low fluid pressure head per stage, turbomachines. The number of rotor blades varies
greatly and may be as low as two for high
capacity low head fans. When higher heads are
required, the number of blades must be
increased. A housing may be used to direct
the air and convert part of the tangential
component velocity head into static pressure

straight blades that
Radial blade fans have
are to a large extent self-cleaning, making

Axial flow fans are usually high capacity,

head.

4-2.1.4 Off-design Characteristics
There is only one size fan of each type that
will operate at the speed point of maximum
efficiency for any given flow capacity. A
smaller size fan could produce the same
capacity at a higher speed or a larger size fan
could produce the same capacity at a slower
speed. In either of these cases for a defined
capacity, their efficiency would be lower than
that of the optimum sized fan. This fact
applies to all fan designs and emphasizes the
fact that all designs are matched in order to
have an optimized airflow for the particular
installation.
Fans operating to the right of the
maximum efficiency point are undersized and
those operating to the left of the maximum
efficiency point are oversized. Generally, fans
operating to the right of the maximum
efficiency point (undersized fans) are more
stable and may be a more economical choice
even with the penalty of lower efficiency.
4-2.2 AXIAL FLOW FANS
-"" general flow direction of an axial flow
fan is, as the name suggests, predominantly
axial, and is parallel to the axis 6f rotation of
the fan rotor. In axial flow fans, the fluid
particles emerge from the rotor at different
radii with different velocities. In order to
maintain the same theoretical fluid pressure
head at different radii of the axial fan, it is
necessary to shape the blade in such a manner

4-6

Fluid pressure head produced is proportional to lift produced by the rotating blades
of the impeller in axial fans. For any blade or
airfoil, there is a point below which the
impeller stalls and the pressure decreases with
decreased flow (see point B, Fig. 4-1 (D)). This
accounts for the dip in the performance
curves for axial flow fans. It is usually
undesirable to operate in the region of point
B to point C where flow pulsations, increased
noise, and a decrease in efficiency occurs.
Stable performance and maximum efficiency
occur in the range to the right of point B.
There are three types of axial flow fans:
propeller, tube-axial, and vane-axial. Impellers
for these fans are made u1 -of blades stamped
from sheet metal, cast, or fabricated into
airfoil sections.

4-2.2.1 Propeller Fans
A propeller fan consists of a propeller or a
disc type blade and includes the driving
mechanism supports for belt drive or direct
connection. A propeller fan, with no housing
at all, is called a free fan or an open propeller
fan (Fig. 4-2). Due to back flow at the hub
and the blade tips, the output of a propeller
fan is greatly reduced and its efficiency is low.
The advantage of an open propeller fin is its
low cost and simple construction. Nomnally,
it is used in automobiles and military vehicles
when lower static pressure rise is sufficient.

.
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Figure4-2. Automotive Propeller Type Fan
Propeller fans may have a ring at the tip of

the fluid flow into a static pressure head.

the blades (Fig. 4-3(t,)), or be set within a
ring mounting (Fig. 4-3(4)),or in a plate
mounting (Fig. 4-3(C)). Any of these
measures may improve substantially the
capacity, head, and efficiency of the fan (see
Ref. I).
4-2.2.2 Tube-axial Fans
A tube-axial fan consists of a propeller
rotating in a cylindrical housing that provides
driving mechanism supports. The tube-axial
fan generally implies less turbulent flow
patterns, more efficient airfoil blades, and
closer tip clearance with resulting high
efficiency and greater pressure capabilities,
4-2.2.3 Vane-axial Fans
A vane-axial fan is basically a tube-axial fan
with guide vanes located upstream and/or
downstream from the impeller. The purpose
of the guide vanes is to reduce rotary motion
imparted to the air by the impeller, thereby
improving the efficiency and pressure charactzristics of the fan and reducing the fan noise
level. The guide vanes aid in converting the
tangential component of the dynamic head of

Inlet guide vanes are installed upstream of
the fan rotor and are designed to induce swirl
opposite to the direction of rotation. The
amount of swirl is established at the fan
design point to produce only axial flow of the
air leaving the fan. This usually will produce
higher overall efficiency because there is no
loss of kinetic energy incurred with air swirl
at the fan discharge.
The use of outlet guide vanes produces
results similar to the inlet guide vancs except
that the tangential velocity component of the
low leaving the rotor is removed by the outlet
vanes to produce axial flow only. Fan noise
level also can be reduced by the use of outlet
guide vanes. Outlet diffuser guide vanes are
shown in Fig. 4-3(D).
When higher fluid pressure head is needed,
both inlet and outlet guide vanes are used.
Both also are used for staging. A divergent
diffuser may be used for higher performance
fans to reduce the axial velocity component
(Fig. 4-3(D)). The vane-axial fan when
incorporated in an appropriate housing, such
as an aerodynamically well designed inlet and
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(Al PROPELLER T-PE WITH TIP RING

(B) PROPELLER TYPE
WITH RING MOUNTING

WIHU
SREMING
OING

'11
BLADES

(C) PROPELLER TYPE
WITH PLATE MOUNTING

1

DIFFUSER GUItDE VANES

(0) VANE-AXIAL WiTH DIFFUSER
(Courtesy of Buffazo Forge Co.)

Figure4-3. Types of Axial Flow Fans

outlet diffuser, may
efficient operation.

provide

the

most

4-2.3 CENTRIFUGAL AND AXIAL FLOW
FAN COMPARISON

sidered in selection of the proper fan for a
spe'ific application. There is only one value
of specific speed for best efficiency regardless
of the size for any one fan design. The general
desirable characteristics for the two types of
fans are:

Centrifugal and axial flow fans possess
individual characteristics that must be con-

4-8

1. Centrifugal fans:

S
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a. Stable performance at low flow rates
from
b. 90-deg airflow direction change
inlet to outlet
c. Highest fluid static pressure head developed.
2. Axial fans:

4-3 COOLING FANS FOR MILITARY VEHICLES
Some typical cooling fans used in military
vehicles are shown in Table 4-1. Table 4-2
shows some typical cooling fans used in
commercial trucks. Drawings and performance curves for these fans are included in
Appendix B.

a. Highest efficiency
4-4 TOTAL PRESSURE DIFFERENTIAL
DEVELOPED BY A FAN

b. ln-.ne airflow

S~three
Sd.
.Db

c. Compact size
Drive can be cooled by airstream.
i

m

4-2.4 MqXED FLOW FANS
Mixed flow fans have ;a rotor that has axial
and radial components of airflow. The blade
configuration is such that the air is turned
within the blade and discharged radially. The
air may be discharged by a scroll similar to
the centrifugal fan or discharged directly.
Mixed flow fans are used for specific
applications requiring pressure and flow
characteristics between the centrifugal and
axial flow fans as shown in Figs. 4-4 and 4-5.
A detailed description of mixed flow fans is
contained in Appendix B.

generally is expressed in
pressure
Fluid
different
forms:
tredfeetfrs
. Static Pressure P,. Thi. is the pressure
sensed by a probe moving with the same
velocity as the fluid stream. Practically, it is
measured by a pressure probe located normal
to the fluid stream
2. Dynaimic or Velocity Pressure P,. This is
the static pressure rise that a fluid experiences
when it is reversibly brought to rest. This is
calculated as Pa V2/(2ge)
3. Total Pressure P,. This is the pressure of
a moving fluid if it is reversibly brought to
rest. It is equal to the sum of the static and
dynamic pressures.
The energy equation for incompressible
flow is expressed by Bernoulli's equation

4-2.5 FLEXIBLE BLADE FANS
*
A means of reducing cooling fan drive
power requirements, in addition to reducing
fan noise at high speed, is to use a fan with
flexible blades. With this type of fan design,
the pitch of the blades decreases as fan speed
increases. This pitch change is produced by
the twisting action of the blades caused by
centrifugal force. The result of ihis action is
that each blade moves less air per revolution
thus reducing the power requirement and fan
noise at high speeds.

.
= P5 + Pr
Ps + P. (P
2g,
= Constant

14-I)

where
g, = conversion constant. 32.2 lbnin-ft/lbfsec 2
1r = velocity preSS•ure. lbf/ft2
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TABLE 4-1
*

MILITARY VEHICLE COOLING FANS
MDLVEHICLE

FAII
APPLICATI N

FAN

Engine/Tranyn~ission

18460-1&2

XM103

14109

Main Battle Tank
(Experimental)

Self-propelled Howitzer

*
14551

Armored Assault

kPersonnel

PERFOT1MANCE
CURVE
(See Appendix B)

________________________________P/Il

Oil Cooler
1.62 myGun Purge
Turret Cooling

500702-3506

Turret Cool ing

500702-5083

Engine Cooling
Altn-nate Unit

500706-3324

Pers.,nnel
Ventilation

500702-4881

Engine Cooling

500706-4520

Ventilation

X702-288

5OU702-5351

14107
Hi110
14578

Self-propelled Gwn
Self-propelled Howitzer
Armored Recovery

Engine Cooling

500706-4062

14116

Amphibious Cargo Carrier

Engine Cooling

500706-3272

1444
Sweden's
"S'TankI

Truck, Cargo
Battle Tank

Engine Coolirng
Scavenger Fdn

10889866
18921-1
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TABLE 4-2
DETROIT DIESEL ENGINE COOLING FANS

FCharacterstic
0id,

15
1.25
1.25
4
17
1.25
0
17
[.25
1
[
15
1.00
0
15
0 1.00
1.00 [16
0X0
/16
X I 1.00
17
0 1.10
1.10 [17
0 0|
6
1.,00
0 0
0o.85 4
K/I 0
7
0X[1.10

FI-0000-00-52
F1-0000.-00-54
P1-0000-00-58
FI-0000-00-58
F1-0000-00-58
FI-0000-00-58
F1-0000-00-59
Fl-0000-00-59
F1-0000-00-73
0
F1-0000-00-73
F1-0000-00-61
F1-0000-00-61
F1-0000-00-61
0
1~l.00 6 FI-0000-00-61
l
0
P1-0000-00-64
0.77 |5
0X0
F1-0000-00-64
X [0.77 |5
0
|18
F1-0000-00-67
X
[0.77
0
|0.77 |18 P1-0000-00-67
IX0
(20 P1-0000-00-67
0 l.25
0
J1.25 |20 F1-0000-00-67
0X0
X/
1.08 |13 P1-0000-00-85
0
PF1-0000-00-68
0.60 |8
0
0.75 ]12 P1-0000-00-68
0
10.85 [14 F1-0000-00-68
0 0
X I0.80 [20 P1-0000-00-84
0
X/
0

3-53
3-53
3. 4-53
3, 4-53
3. 4-53
3. 4-53
3, 4-53
3. 4-53
68-53
68-53
3, 4-53

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6

3/1
2 3/
2(
2
2
2
2 3/
2 3/1
1/
1/
3/

5126795' AF-IO505

24

6

2

5140100 AL-913372

24

65

1F-07992
LF-07993
LF-08377
LF-O8421
LF-08377
LF-08421
A-912:960
BF0-9455
BFO-9455
BFO-9455
A-911086

26
Lo,
28
28
28
28
32
32
32
32
32

6
6
6
6
6
6
8
8
8
8
8

5122913
5135567
5162666

8P-09991
A-912264
LF-10804

34
34
35

8
8
8

3
3
3/1

88-71
88-71
88, 12V-71

5189118

BF-09208

36

8

3

88, 128-71

5162666
5188118
5125148
5162166

LF-O0804
8F-Og200
BF-10376
LF-10804

36
36
36
39

8
8
8

3
3
3

5119011
5119014
5119011
5119014
5119012

S5119013

Engine
Model

Performance

18
16B
22
22
22
22
2"0
22
22
22
24

5121176

S512000'5

idth. R L R L Drive

5173871
5173872
5124701
5100183
S5171228
5171229
-- "5175738
S5177871
5175738
5177871
5137483
9178064
9178064
9178064
S5109396

RAF-10049
BF-06770
.FO-9810
.FO-9813
LP.FO-1B]
.F:0-9813
.F0-9811
.F0.9812
A,-FI1586
F-11585
ALF-10383
AF-I1 100

24

65

1F-09208
36
8
8
40
8
40
8
40
8
40

5189119
5124147 LF-91922
5126383 LF-O9021
5124147 BF-09922
5126383 BF-1-921

3/

/
3/4
3/
/
/
/

2
3
3
3
3
2.33
3.59
3.59
35|
3

6

0

LL
Xq

| 0 0.75 |12 P1-0000-00-69
14 P1-0000-00-69
J
J0.75
11 P1-0000-00-70
3 J0.67
5
0o.67 (11 F1-0000-00-70
31 J
1/16
13 P1-0000-00-70
p0.75
( I0
/1
10.15 13P100--7
3 0X
1/16
P1-0000-00-70
1/16
21 F1-0000-00-70
X 3 0X 10.80
0.85 I20
63116

21
X
X 10.65
10.67 13
X x|
13
0X 0.67
X
10.75 121
X x
X 0.75 121
X

31/

3

F1-0000-00-70
F1-0000-00-71
FI-0000-0-71
F1-0000-00-71
FI-0000-00-71

3-53

68-53

3,4-53,3.4-71

,

88-53
88-53
!88-53
88-53
16,68,S8-71/
4,6,68,8V-71
88-71
88-71
128-71
6V,88,128-71
6V, 88-71

,

8V, 128-71
8.121
12V-71
88. 123-71

83, 128-71
123. 164-71
123-7153
123, 164-71
128-715

*Alr Delivery at Fan RP94
8 - Blowing Pan 08 - Right hand rotation

S

Suctiwl Fat.

3-5
24
4I-ODO-0-61
6238
512691;AF-150
X0.5

LH- Left hand rOtation

510093
X

P°

2

F-1100
X1.1

4 F-000-0061
7
6 3/

V-5

2
9
totalFpressure,I1bf/ft

turbomachine. All other nonrotating compoand
as guide
fan such
of the
nents
the total
to vanes
do not
contribute
diffusers

'.
ft/sec
fluid velocity,
1

pressure increases. Due to losses, the total
pressure decreases in these elements. These

static pressure, lbf/ft

7
bmft 3
5air
density,

2tatic

direction of the flow or
elements
change thechange pressure at the expense of a
change in the velocity pressure.

pressure
fluid region
totalrotor
Increase
any
2 takes
place
only of inthe the
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restrictions are present, fans operate with the
air handled arriving at the inlet to the housing
at atmospheric pressure. When an inlet duct is
used or when there are restrictions-such as an
inlet grille, heat exchanger, filter, or the
engine-inlet air pressure may be less than
atmospheric. Fig. D-3 shows how to measure
average pressure in a duct or housing. See
Appendix D-3 for fan test procedures.
If the fan has no inlet duct, the entry losses
to the fan housing are considered as part of
the fan losses and are reflected in the total
efficiency of the fan. If the fan has no
discharge duct from its outlet, the discharge
static pressure is zero and the total pressure at
this point is equal to the average velocity
pressure.
The average total pressure difference (total
pressure rise created by a fan) is the average
total pressure
at the atfantheoutlet minus the
average
total pressure
fan inlet. Static
pressures less than atmospheric are considered
negative. Velocity pressure is always positive.
The total pressure at the fan outlet i an
"actual system is all pressure losses in the path
taken by the air to reach its destination,
leaving only the velocity pressure at the
farthest point of discharge.
The total pressure drop at the fan inlet in a
system that includes a suction duct and
restrictions-such as a grille, filter, cooler, or
the engine compartment within it-is always
equal to the sum of the losses in the inlet
system. The total pressure in a system of this
type is always negative and numerically less
than the static pressure at the same location.
In selecting a fan, it is necessary to know
the volume of air which it must handle and
the static pressure against which it must
operate. The static presure rise used for this
purpose is the static pressure at the fan outlet
minus the total pressure at the fan inlet. The
static pressure rise, for the purpose of fan
-ction, often is taken as the total system
stance (inlet and discharge). This proce-

dure, although sufficiently acý;urate for many
practical purposes, is technically correct only
when the discharge system consists of one
duct that has the same cross-sectional area as
the fan outlet and no side branches (See Ref.
2).
4-5 FAN AIR HORSEPOWER
The theoretical horsepower input required
to drive a fan is expressed in terms of air
horsepower HPa and represents work done
on the air by the fan.

HP

hp
33,000

(4-2)
(4-2)

where
w,

= airflow rate, Ibmmrin

AP=•- total fluid pressure rise through the
fan, ft of air
In terms of the volume of air handled in
cubic feet per minute and the total pressure
difference created by the fan in inches of
water, the expression is

HP, - (CFM)AP, X 1.575
X 10-', hp

(4-3)

where
CFM

aP

volumetric airflow rate at standard
conditions, cfm
- total fluid pressure rise through the

4-6 FAN EFFICIENCIES
The total efficiency 77,of the fan is

77

UP.
-X

100, percent

(4-4)
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L-

AP 7014S

API

where

total fluid pressure rise through the

fan, in. water
SHP
1 a fan air horsepower, hp
4-7 FAN PERFORMANCE

HP1 - fan input horsepower, hp
Air horsepower HP, is a function of the total
pressure difference crted by the fan and
airflow rate.
Velocity pressure usually is small in
comparison with the static pressure developed
by a fan and normally is not given in fan
performance data. As a result, it becomes
generally more convenient to determine the
static efficiency of the fan rather than the
total efficiency. Static efficiency t# is
expressed as

HP.
X--100, percent

(4-4a)

HP1
where
HP1 a fan input horsepower, hp
HP, - fan air horsepower based on static
pressure rise, hp
The air horsepower HP., based on static
pressure rise may be computed by using static
pressure rise in place of total pressure rise in
either Eqs. 4-2 or 4-3.

Fan performance is expressed by the
relationship between static pressure rise A,
volume airflow rate CFM, and input horsepower HPf-all measured at constant impeller
or rotor speed N1 . These characteristics are
usually specified at standard air density of
0.075 Ibm/ft3 . Other calculated or measured
data often used are static efficiency 17,, sound
power level PWL, total pressure rise FTP,
(APt), outlet velocity V.ou, and fan tip speed
V,. See Appendix B for fan performance
curves.
Fan performance curves specify actual
characteristics obtained under controlled
laboratory conditions. In an actual installstdon, the fan performance may be degraded
by conditions such as clearance, inlet and
outlet restrictions caused by cooling system
component, recirculation of heated air, duct
leakage, and expansion, contraction, and
turning iosses caused by ducts and shrouding.
It is essential to a good cooling fan selection
that these factors be considered in predicting
the fan performance. Normal evaluation
procedures require that the fans be evaluated
in a mock-up or prototype installation
simulating actual system operating conditions.
4-7.1 TIP SPEED

Static efficiency is not a true performance
characteristic, however, it provides a convenient bksis for comparing two fans under
consideration for a given installation. If the
total efficiency is known, the static efficiency
s?, can be determined from

The tip speed Vt of a fan is defined as the
peripheral speed of the outer diameter of the
fan blades and is expressed as
V, = NfirD, ft/min

(4-6)

where

T4 = 17,X

-, percent

(4-5)
D = outer diameter of blades, ft

where

AP, static pressure rise, in. water

4-14

Nf = fan rotational speed, rev/mim
The tip speed-static prcvure relationship may

AMCP 7061M
be used as selection criteria for specific

3. Horsepower varies as the cube of the

applications of fan types (RcL I I).

specd and directly as the density.

4-72 OUTLET VELOCITY

The performance variables used in the fan
laws in Table 4-3 ame:

Fluid velocity V,,, at the fan outlet is
obtained by dividing the flow rate by the fan
outlet area.

I. Fan size (size)
2. Fan speed RPM

V..,
•.

-

-•aM

ftlmin

(4-7)

-- er
where

3. Gas density 5
4. Capacity CFM

CFMV

fan flow rate. ft3 /min

AO I

3
fan outlet area, ft

This relationship is used in determining flow
losses in exit ducts as discussed in par.
7-2.4.2.5.

5. Fan total pressure rist FTP (API)
6. Fan input horsepower HP1
7. Sound Power Level PWL
The ratios of all the other variables are
interrelated. The principal relationships are:

4-7.3 STANDARD FAN COMPONENTS

1. Capacity varies as:

Fan performance curves for complete
assemblies including housings, drives, bearings, shafts, and other components can be
obtained from the fan manufacturer. The fan
assembly design must be capable of meeting
the full military requirements defined by the
vehicle system specifications. Adequate cooling system performance is possible only if all
components are capable of meeting the
vehicle duty requirements.

a. (Sizes/Sizeb)3 X (Speed, /Speedb)
b. (Size 9 /Sizeb)2
X CPressurolPressiress
2. Static or total pressure varies as:
(Size./Sizeb)2 X (Speed,/(Speedb)

2

3
v
3. Power varies as

4-8 FAN LAWS
,•

a. (Size,/Sizeb,)' X (Speed,/Speedb)3

4-8.1 PERFORMANCE VARIABLES

L

The fan laws relate the performance
variables for any homologous series of fans.
The three basic fan laws are:

(Sizel/Sizeb,)Y
sureb)e '

X

(Pressure, /Pres-

4. Speed varies as:
(Sizeb/Size,) X (Pressure, /Pressureb )I /

1. Volume varies directly with the speed.
2. Static pressure varies with the square of
the speed and directly as the density.

Additienal rules can be used for predicting
performance of fans of similar design. These
laws are presented in Table 4-3.
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The fan laws given in Table 4-3 can be used
to determine the performance of any fan
when test data for a fan of the same series are
available. The subscript a denotes that the
variable is for the fan under consideration.
The subscript b indicates that the variable is
for the tested fan. Total pressure rise APt or
static pressure rise APe can be used as
applicable for FTPin Table 4-3.
For example, Fan Law No. I defines the
effect of changing size, speed, or density on
capacity, pressure, power, and sound power
level PWL. For convenience, gas density
(represented by 6 in Table 4-3) is always
shown as an independent variable and sound
power level PWVL is always shown as a
dependent variable, Of the remaining five
variables, a different pair is shown as the
independent variable in each of the ten laws.

4-8.2 FAN NOISE
Aerodynamic noise from all types of fans
can be classified generally into rotational or
blade noise, and vortex component noise. The
blade noise is created each time the blade
passes a given point when the air at that point
receives an impulse. The repetition rate of the
impulse is defined as the blade passing
frequency and is determined by the number
of blades and the fan speed. The vortex noise
is generated by the. air pressure pattern and
flow vortices created by the fan blade.
In addition to aerodynamic fan noise, other
sources such as drive gears, fan unbalance,
motor noise if electrically driven, and
structural resonance contribute to the wide
range of frequencies present in the fan noise.
The fan manufacturer incorporates the best
overall design to minimize fan noise, however,
the sound power level PWL must be
determined by actual teqting of the fan in the
vehicle or mock-up under actual conditions.
Empirical relationships have been developed between fan noise and its size, speed,

capacity, and static pressure as shown in
Table 4-3. These relationships apply only for
a fixed point of rating. If one of the variables
remains constant, loglo(l) z 0 and the other
applies as written. Thus, in Fan Law No. 2d
(Table 4-3) where tip speed for a given series
of fans remains constant, the static pressure
P, will be constant and the sound power level
PWL will vary as 20 log, o (sizea/sizeb) since
log, 0 (l) 0.
A double-width fan is essentially two fans
of the same size, speed, and sound power level
PWL. Therefore, from Eq. 5d Table 4-3, the
sound power level PWL of the double width
fan will be 10 log, o(2) or 3 dB greater than
the smaller fan. Likewise, the sound power
level of a multistage fan is less than that of a
single-stage fan of the same capacity and
pressure. Thus, if a single-stage fan is 90 dB,
the sound power level PWL of a six-stage fan
to give the same airflow and pressure rise is
from Eq. 5d Table 4-3, 10 logo(6) + 20
log 1o(1/6) = 7.8 -- 15.6 = -7.8 or 7.8 dB
less' (Ref. 4, p. 25-10).
Decibels are convenient dimensionless units
for measuring power, or some other property,
which is proportional to power, whenever the
range of values is very large. For example
sound power may vary from I X 10-9 to
100,000 W and sound pressure may vary from
0.0002 to 200 microbar.
By definition, the level of a quantity in
decibels is 10 times the logarithm (to the base
10) of the ratio of that quantity (in
dimensional units) to some reference quantity
(in the same dimensional units). The only
other qualification is that the quantity must
be proportional to power. The reference
power W for sound power level PWL
measurements is 10- 2 watt so that
W
PWL = 10 log, 0 10-li wat' dB

(4-8)

'coutesy of AcGraw.bHillook Conpany
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AG0
where

undesirable noise
operating speed.

peaks away

from the

W = power, watts
4. Apply acoustical insulation to ducts.
The reference piessure p for sound pressure
level SPL measurements is 0.0002 microbar so
that
SPL =20 log,

.b'
0.0-002

P

dB (4-9)

5. Keep the fan discharge area clear of
obstructions to minimize pressure pulses or
noises.
It is beyond the scope of this handbook to
thoroughly cover fan noise and design. The
reader is referred to Refs. 3 and 4 for
additional information on this subject.

p = pressure, microbar
4-8.3 FAN LAW RESTRICTIONS
For axial flow fans the sound pressure SPL
of the rotational noise, opposite the rotor
tips, may be estimated from the relation
213.P

[./r +- I )lglog,.r -data

microbar r
wr

1

(4-10)

Swhere

r = ratio of inside fan radius to hub radius,
dimensionless
the plane of ro&P =pressure rise across
taton in wtercovenen
tation, in. water

Before the fan laws can be used to
determine the performance of a fan at any
point of rating, it is necessary to have test
for a fan of the same series at the same
point of rating; i.e., at similarly situated
S=
points of operation, efficiencies are equal.
The us of the fan laws is restricted to cases
where all •inear dimensions of the fan under
consideration are proportional to the corresponding dimensions of the fan for which test
data are avail'hble. The proportionality factor
is the size r•tQo. In the fan laws, any
or.ize
convenient dienki mayee
size.
used for
may be ued
Another restriction is 'l.k,• the fluid velocities
in the fan under considt~rmtion

Current efforts in anticipation of noise
legislation have produced effective results in
development of low noise cooling systems
for vehicles (see

Ref. 5). Currently

te

savailable for reducing fan noise
1. Use the largest diameter fan possible
driven at the lowest possible speed.
2. Operate the fan(s) at maximum efficiency. A venturi type shroud can increase
efficiency and minimize noise and power
requirements.
3. Vary the fan speed, blade spacing,
number of blades, and/or blade pitch to move

must be

p
fann
the
mustbe
in the tested fan. The proportionality factfi%"the ratio of peripheral speeds for any pair of
similarly situated points on the rotors. Such a
condition is established if the two fans have
the same point of rating.
4-8A EXAMPLES OF FAN LAW USE
Example 1. A fan delivers 1000 cfm at a
static pressure rise of 0.8 in. of water and
requires 0.3 hp when operated at 1000 rpm.
If 1400 cfm are required for an application, at
what new speed must the fan be operated;
what wil the static pressure be; and what is
the new power requirement?

AMCP 706-351

procedure may be followed for applications
requiring density corrections using fan performance data expressed at standard air
conditions:

Solution: The same fan is to be used in the
same system so Eqs. of Table 4-3 apply
From Eq. 3a
400-_

RPM = 1000 -1
id000

1. Define the actual air volume requirements. Do not correct air volume to standard
air conditions.

1400rpm

From Eq. I b
1400.
"'
= 0.8 \ ,.••
~ ~~(AP,:),

°•[i

From Eq. 3c
P
0.3

2. Calculate the fan static pressure as
though the system were handling standard air.

2 =1.57 in. of water

3. Select fan from manufacturer's data
using actual CFM requirements and calculated
fan static pressure rise. The RPM shown is the
actual speed at which the fan must run.

31400)\

1

= 0.82 hp

Example 2. A fan with a 10 in. diameter
rotor delivers 1400 cfm at a static pressure

4. Correct the HP shown in fan manufacturer's data by multiplying by density factor.

rise of 0.9 in. of water at 1000 rpm. The
power required is 0.45 hp. What would be the
cf.n, static pressure, and power required by a
geometrically similar fan with a 14 in. rotor?
Solution: For these conditions Eqs. of
Table 4-3 apply
From Eq. l a

CR,=
t

For a fan with the following conditions;
1. 250OF exhaust air
2. 3.0 in. water static pressure rise P.,
3. 2500 cfm is the required airflow rate

Select a fan and determine the RPM and HP
140(4
10O

384 cfiequired:
1. The air required is 2500 cfm. (No
correction required.)

Frm Eq lbtemperature

2. Fan static pressure P, (air density at
3
250°F = 0.056 lbm/ft )

_(142
1.76 in. of water
=0.9
--

P, = 3.0

From Eq. Ic

= 4.0 in. of water for

standard air

"HP4,

3. Select a fan for 2500 cfm and 4.0 in. of
water static pressure rise P,.

10
Density Applications: This

Example 3.V

0

6)
'Coutsty LAU INDLUSrAMES (RMO.

4. From fan performance data the fan
requires 1700 rpm at 2.6 hp
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0.056
2.6 (\.--)

1

= 1.94 hp required at

250 0 F.

Fig. 4-4 illustrates specific speed ranges at

4-9 SPECIFIC SPEED
•'-:"Specific

speed
sdtand is defined

S

as the

fan

rotational speed which will produce a static
pressure rise of I in. of water at a volume
flow rate of I cfm in a geometrically similar
family of fans. The usefulness of specific
speed as a fan selection criterion is that for
geometrically similar fans, the value of the
expression for specific speed is the same
regardless of size ur speed. Specific speed N.
usually is determined at the point of rating of
CFM and air pressure drop at best static
efficiency is expressed a
Ns =

p'=air density at 3 which fan is to be
selected, Ibm/ft

Nf (CFM) O.s
*
-

(4-11)

£"AP,°'

optimum efficiency for various types of
air-moving devices. These ranges are typical
do not apply necessarily to the products
of any particular manufacturer.
B
application more or less are fixed, specific
speed N, can be varied only if RPM can be
varied. The specific speed criterion is
therefore most definitive in direct drive
applications where RPM is fixed. If RPM can
be varied, there is a greater latitude of choice
in selecting the fan type.
Example: An air moving device is to deliver
3200 cfm at a static pressure rise of I in.
water when driven at 1140 rpm. What type of
fan is suitable for this application at standard
air density?

where
Solution:
AP. a in. water
i

"ByEq. 4-11
~1140(3200)0.s5•

N! = fan speed, rpm
•N, is not dimensionless but generally is
expressed simply as a number since its
practicalapplication is such that units are of
no consequence except for their influence
on the absolute magnitude of the number
itself
If the fan to be selected is to be operated at
an air density other than that for which the
fan curve was drawn, then AP, must be
corrected to an equivalent static pressure rise
(APs)eq for use in Eq. 4-11 by
(Ap)tq = APF

, in. water

(4-12)

wlhere
which fan curve was
p =air density for
drawn, Ibm/ft3
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N =

-(1)0.

(1)0.7

s

=64,488

If direct drive is required, then a backward
curved blade centrifugal or vane-axial fan
would be most efficient as shown in Fig. 4-4,
points A and A'. A forward curved fan might
operate at N, = 64,488 but it would not be
very efficient unless a twin unit (two fans
with the same CFM rating) were used because
the maximum design range for this type fan is
N, = 60,000 (Fig. 4-4).
With proper speed reduction, a single
forward curved, backward curved, or a mixed
flow fan could be used. A speed reduction of
2 to I would place the application well into
the maximum efficiency ranges as shown in
Fig. 4-4 line B.
Specific speed is the primary method used

A

AMCP 706-3161

in selecting the best type of fan. Once the
type has been determined, other methods
must be used to determine the particular fan
most suitable for the application.

of the volume flow rate, i.e.,
(AP)..
/(CFMa\
((4P13)b \(CFMb)

Fig. 4-5 presents specific speed as a
Fuion of5 prsentatic pefcincy
a
ed asta
When plotted, this relationship gives the
function of static efficiency and shows theresistance
characteristic curve shown
range of specific speeds for various types of
with a fan performance curve in Fig. 4-6.
fans. The static efficiency characteristics
under off-design conditions can be estimated
It should be noted that the system
from tizis figure.
characteristics are difficult to estimate accuThe efficiency values shown are an
indication of the approximate upper limits
that can be obtained with the respective types
of fans.deeoebytefnmseqaoreed
In practice, the efficiencies of most small
commercial fans will not be as good as those
shown in Fig. 4-5, ranging 5 to 10 percent
less, since design refinements are comprolised in favor of lower first costss
s

ofairflow

Most small centrifugal fans have either
radial or forward curved blading since, for a
napplication where speed is fixed, these

given apiainweesedifietse

fans will be smaller than the inherently more
efficient backward curved blade fan. The
Sbackward curved blade fan becomes significant only where operating efficiency is
important and size is of lesser consequence.
The design refinements necessary to
achieve 70 to 80 percent efficiency in a tube
or vane-axial fan make it an expensive piece
of equipment, limited to applications where
input power and size are most important
(Ref. 6), such as current combat vehicles.
4-10 EFFECT OF SYSTEM RESISTANCE
ON FAN PERFORMANCE
Military vehicle cooling systems often
contain components such as grilles, filters,
heat exchangers, ducts, accessories, engines,
and other items that restrict airflow. In most
cooling systems the airflow is turbulent and
the static pressure loss varies with the square

rately and normally are determined by test.
In actual operation, the static pressure rise
developed by the fan must equal or exceed
the resistance of the entire cooling
system.
representative
a
is
4-6
Fig.
Included in
performance curve for a fan with a specific
static pressure rise characteristic. When the
fan is operated, the air resistance of the
system will increase with the increase in
along the system characteristic curve
A until this curve intersects the fan curve. At
this point, the air resistance of the system is
equal to the static pressure developed by the

fan and the airflow will stabilize at the

an and
the
volume ale
amount CFM1 shown on the volume scale
directly below the point of intersection of the
curves.
If the cooling system resistance should
increase as a result of a plugged component,
the system characteristic might be changed to
that snown by the System resistance B curve
in Fig. 4-7, and the volume of air handled
would decrease from CFMI to CFM2 if the
tfan speed does not change. It would be
possible to maintain the CFMI air volume by
"increasing the fan speed to ,change the fan
static pressure rise characteristic from fanspeed, to fan-speed 2 , providing the additional
fan power requirement could be met.
If the plugged component were cleaned to
return the cooling system resistance to that
shown by the System A curve, the fan would
then handle the original volune indicated by
CFMt.
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4-7. Change in Operatihg Char,
4-11 MULTIPLE FAN SYSTEM

saof a Fan and Cooling System
discharge ducts to individual unequal ducts
with unequal resistances.

There are numerous reasons for usinig more

than one fan in a cooling sys;-m, and the
design options are virtually unlimited. Separate supply and exhaust fans might be used to
avoid excessive pressure build-up in the
compartment being ventilated, or available
space could preclude the installation of one
large fan. Capacity control or c-nservation of
power could be justifhcatio.. *ra multiple fan
installation, and multistax, fans might be
necessary if systemn pressure requirements
exceed the capabqities of a single unit. Fans
operating in parailel may have any combination of the system resistance in common,
varying from units with common inlei and

4-11.1 PARALLEL OPERATION
The simplest and most common arrangement for parallel fan operation is the twin
assembly in which identical fans are drivcen at
the same speed. Military vehicles using twin
fans include the M109, M48. and M60.
The performance of a twin unit is predicted
from the single fan performance curve,
provided both fans are operating to the right
of th3 peak static pressure point. The C(FM
delivered and HP required are simply double
the C(FM and HP of a single fan. Fig. 4-8(A)
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Figure 4-8a Performanceof Fans in Parallel

*

shows that if each fan is operating at point

tion results which can cause objectionableI

(1), then the twin unit will be operating at
Point A on the twin fan performance curve,
Fig. 4-8(B). This would occur, for example, if
the fans were operating in a System A.

noise levels and uneven air delivery (Refs. 3
and 6).

When the system characteristic curve
intersects the combined fan performance
curve to right of the peak, Fig. 4-8(B), the
performance of the twin unit will be stable,
and each fan will carry one-half the load.
At and to left of the peak, the load is not
*
equally divided between the two fans. If
__operating in a System B, for example, the

individual fans are not restricted to the same

4-11.2 SERIES OPERATION
Two or more fans may be mounted in
series on a common shaft and housing as
shown in Fig. 4-9(A). The first fan or stage
feeds the second stage, and the resulting
pressure ratio is basically the product of the
ratios of the two stages. Multistage vane-axial
fans achieve the highest pressure obtainable
with axial flow devices for a given size and
speed.

point of rating on the single fan performance

A pressure rise profile graph is presented in

curve. In fact, one fan will tend to operate at
point (1) and the other at point (2) in

Fig. 4-9(B) to illustrate the static pressure
characteristics of this arrangement.

fulfilling the 1,•'-CFM requirement of the
system. In seeking equilibrium to meet the
system requirement, thc fan may actually
interchange points of rating. More generally,
this will occur when the system curve lies
anywhere to left of the peak. Under this
condition, a simple obstructiorn near the inlet
or outlet of one of the fans can cause reversal
of the points of operation. If the points of
operation reverse rapidly. a buffeting condi-
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4-12 FAN SELECTION
4-12.1 STANDARD DESIGNS
A fan is overspeci~ied if it provides avi
airflow greatly in excess of that required
and/or maintains a system pressure greater
than required. This increased capacity or
pressure rise is obtained at the expense of

)
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Figure 4-9. Vane-axial Fans in Series

excessive power to drive the fanl and/or ail
increae in the size of the fan. Since both
power and space in a military vehicle are
costly premiums, it is suggested that the fail
be selected to match the system resistance
adequately and avoid the penalty that would
be imposed for doing otherwise.

Ii

For m~ost application~s it is neither desirable
nor necessary. to design a new fanl for the
par~icu~a1- installation. Standard off-the-snelt'
designs are available from manufacturers in it

widte variety of types, sizes, construction, and
iconfiguration; accordingly, the process of
selection is simply choosing the best size and
type for the application. Theoretically. a large
nurnu)er of different f'aus posses'.. the capability of fulfilling a specific application,

however, vehicle engineering requirements
and economic considerations will limit the
selection to a few candidates. Fan selection is
u procedure that begins with performance
specifications, progresses through analysis and
trade-off studies, and usually is completed
when tile unit that most economically meets
the engineering requirements is selected and
subsequently veritied by vehicle testing. The
type of Can to be used caii be determined by
the use of' specific speed crifteia procedures
presented in par. 4-9.

4-12.2 FAN SELECTION PROCEDURE
Almost any size fan type theoretically
could be uiscd to satisfy the performance
requiremeints of' a particular system, however,
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engineering and economic considerations
reduce the selection possibilities to a relatively narrow range of fan sizes and types (See
Ref. 7). The suitability of a particular type of
fan depends more on the relationship between
the various performance requirements than on
their exact vaiues. This is particularly true if
the fan speed is specified. In these cases, the
specific speed may be calculated, and the

5. A fan must be selected that will meet
the airflow rat and total system resistance
requirements. The fan selected may be either
centrifugal, axial, or mixed flow. The primary
determining factors are the fan CFM and
static pressure rise. Determine the specific
speed N. from Eq. 4-1 1.

types of fans which exhibit a maximum
efficiency at this condition may be determined
from Figs. 4-4 or 4-5.

4-5. If more than one type of fan is indicated
as being salisfactory for the application, the
final selection must be based on other factors
such as availabie installation space, inlet and
outlet flow path characteristics, and relative
costs.

The choice of fan type and size for a
particular vehicle cooling system application
involves:
1. An aerodynamic selection influenced by
the airflow, pressure rise, air density, and fan
speed requirements.
2. A functional selection influenced by
space availability and installation suitability
(fan intake and discharge orientation),
For vehicle applications, airflow rate and
flow resistance of the air paths (system static
pressure loss) are the most important
considerations. Fan speed and maximum
available fan drive horsepower also may be
given as initial conditions.
A general procedure for seiecting a fan may
be defined as follows:
1. Determine the heat rejection of the
system (see Chapter 3).
2. Determine the airflow
remove the heat.

necessary

to

3. Determine the total system resistance
(see Chapter 7). The resistance determination
must be made over the entire operating range
of the system at intervals sufficiently close
enough to plot an accurate system resistance
characteristic curve as shown in Fig. 4-10.
4.
Determine
4hefn.
De nandthe power available to drive
the fan.
4-26

6. Determine the fan type from Fig. 4-4 oez

7. Review fan manufacturers' performance
curves for the fan type determined in Step 6
to find a unit that will deliver the required
airflow rate at the static pressure determined
by the system resistance. The system
resistance characteristic curve intersection
with the fan performance curve should occur
at or near the point of maximum efficiency
and within the stable operating region for the
type of fan selected. For practical applications, the system resistance curve should be
established for the "worst case" conditions
with allowances for maximum system resistance caused by cooling system component
plugging or dezradation.
8. If the air density p, in actual operation,
varies significantly from the standard 0.075
lbm/ft3 , the new values for density p may be
found by

/ 460 + 7 0\I Pb
P = 0.075-

lbm/ft\ 460+T I29.92)

, (4-14)

where

P,

=

barametric pressure, in. Hg

Air density values for various temperatures
altitude conditions for dry air are given in

Ci)
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Table 4-4. Air density values for saturated and
partially saturated air are given in Appendix
D. Fan selection should be based on dry air
density because of the lower density of
saturated air.

Fan performance curves are made on the
basis of ideal air inlet and exit conditions. In
actual practice this is seldom the case. It is
common practice. ro select a point about 85
percent of the airfljw capacity shown on the

TABLE 4-4
AIR DENSITY AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES AT SEA LEVFL AND BAROMETRIC
PRESSURES AT VARIOUS ELEVATIONS (DRY AIR)
Atmospheric Pressure

Sea Level

Temperature Density Temperature Density Elevation Barometer Elevation Barometer
in. Hg
ft
in. Hg
ft
ft
bm/
Ibm/ft
OF

0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
l1O
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300

0.0864
0.0846
0.0828
0.0811
0.0795
0.0779
0.0764
0.0750
0.0736
0.0723
0.0710
0.0698
0.0686
0.0674
0.0663
0.0651
0.0641
0.0631
0.0621
0.0611
0.0602
0.0593
0.0584
0.0576
0.0568
0.0560
0.0552
0.0545.
0.0537
0.0530
0.0523

310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610

0.0517
0.0510
0.0504
0.0497
0.0491
0.0485
0.0479
0.0474
0.0467
0.0462
0.0456
0.0451
0.0446
0.0441
0.0437
0.0432
0.0427
0.0423
0.0418
0.0414
0.0410
0.0405
0.0401
0.0397
0.0394
0.0390
0.0386
0.0382
0.0379
0.0375
0.0372

0
200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
2200
2400
2600
2800
3000
3200
3400
3600
3800
4000
4200
4400
4600
4800
5000
5200
5400
5600
5800
6000

29.92
29.71
29.49
29.28
29.07
28.86
28.65
28.44
28.23
28.02
27.82
27.62
27.41
27.21
27.01
26.81
26.62
26.42
26.23
26.03
25.84
25.65
25.46
25.27
25.08
24.89
24.71
24.52
24.34
24.16
23.98

6200
6400
6600
6800
700C
7200
7400
7600
7800
8000
8200
8400
8600
8800
9000
9200
9400
9600
9800
10000
10200
10400
10600
10800
11000
11200
11400
11600
11700
11800
11900

23.80
23.62
23.44
23.26
23.09
22.91
22.74
22.56
22.39
22.22
22.05
21.89
21.72
21.55
21.38
21.22
21.06
20.90
20.74
20.58
20.42
20.26
20.10
19.95
19.79
19.64
19.48
19.33
19.25
19.18
19.10
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fan performance curve to allow for installa-

can be

lion losses,

applicable fan laws from Table 4-3.

4-12.3 FAN SELECTION EXAMPLES
Example 1:
Given:
1. Fan speed N1 = 5000 to 7000 rpm
2. Cooling airflow CFM required = 8,100
cfm at 0.067 lbm/ft 3 (130'F)
3. Static pressure rise AP, = 10.8 in. water
Determine the type of fan required for
these conditions.
Solution: Find the specific speed N, from
Eq. 4-11
N- =

5000(8100)0'5
(10.8)0.5

the

use of the

A method of determining the approximate
size of fan required is contained in Ref. 12.
There is only one size fan of each type that
will operate at the point of maximum
efficiency for any given rating. This fan must
be operated at a certain speed to produce the
required rating. A smaller size fan could be
selected that would have to operate at a
higher speed or a larger size fan could be
selected that would have to operate at a lower
speed. In either case, efficiency would be
lower than that for the optimum size fan.
Example 2:
If the cooling system design requires a
single fan operating at fixed speed, and the
system resistance characteristics are defined
by a single curve, the fan selection is
atraightforward. The selection resolves into
finding the most efficient fan that will deliver
the required CFM at the required APs of the
system.

Referring to Fig. 4-4 indicates that, for a
specific speed range of 75,534 to 105,748, a
vane-axial fan will meet the system requirements with the best efficiency. A fan
manufacturer is then consulted to obtain fan
curves similar to the curves in
Appendix B which will satisfy the required
conditions of airflow, static pressure, and
*speed.

intersection of the curves at Point A, if the
fan is driven at 2000 rpm. If the system air
resistance is 2.6 in. of water and an airflow
rate of 5000 cfm, the same fan can meet this
requirement if the speed is increased to 2200
rpm as shown by Point C un Fig. 4-1 1.
Restriction or plugging of the cooling

Superimposition of the system resistance or
characteristic curve op the fan performance
curve, as shown in Fig. 4-10, indicates that
this particular fan will meet the required
airflow and static pressure rise (Point A) at a
fan speed of 6220 rpm (Point B); the required
fan horsepower is 22.5 bhp (Point C). An
increase in fan speed would provide an
increase in airflow and static pressure rise if a
reserve safety factor is desired. This reserve

system would raise the system resistance and
cause the airflow to decrease and the static
pressure rise to increase along the fan curve
until it reached a maximum at Point B.
Further restriction would cause the operating
point to enter the stall region in the dip of the
fan performance curve. This situation can be
corrected by an increase in fan speed. This
increases the C(FMi, an static pressure rise,
and fan horsepower but the required airflow

N, =

,performance
I'

by

For example, if 5000 cfm is required for a
cooling system and the system resistance
characteristics result in AP, of 2 in. of water,
an overlay of fan performance curves as
shown in Fig. 4-11 indicates that the requirea
airflow is obtained, as shown by the

7000(8) U0)

S

75,534 at 500 rpm

determined

(10.8)0 .75

5

= 105,748 at 7000 rpm
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of a fan based on (1) a written specification
indicating CFM and (2) static pressure rise onl
an overstatement of required ('FM may be
inadequiate for the intended application. A
specification might be wri tten for a ilin to
deliver 6000 cfm at a static pressure rise of 6
in, of water when the actual requirement-h
might only be 400G cfxin at 6 in. of water
zttcpress~ure rise. Fig. 4-12 illustratcs a fan

mnust pay ior the margin in higher fan
horsepower requirements and a possible
increase in the fan size or decreasc in
reliability.

performance curve tliaZ seems to mect the
specification (Point B). However, this point

design and may vary from a simple conventional type installation as shown in Fig. 1-4 to

because it is in the stall region where the
airflow may be unstable (see Fig. 4-1(D))) and
the ý4(fiiciecy is low. Moreover. In s,)me cases

Space limitations and vehicle performance
requirements often are met best by unconveritional installations, particularly in combat
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4-13 FAN INSTALLATION
Ih installation of the cooling fan is
determined by the vehicle cooling system

AMCP 706-351
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Figure 4-12. Fan Overspecificatioav Curvi.

vehicles. Regardless of tihe type of installa-

the cooling fan and ,,Aiato;, after absorbiag•

tion, the effects of a number of ba.sic fain
installation parameters must be obsered,
parameters include fan tip clearance;
position
in relation to
the shroud,
i
I
i
i
I
•
radiator, and/or engine shrouding design; and
inlet discharge conditions.

heat "it the engine compar'tment, which w•ll
require the use of a larger heat exchanger 2nd
a higher capacity fan.
i

i

i

I

i

Optimization of the airflow path, as well as
the fan installation'. is difficult to achieve in
practice. Recognizing this, the cooling systern
engineer can evaluate severn! options that can
compensate for less than desirable

In either one of the previously described
cooling systemns, the cooli~ng far, car,'ý- lised
a:, a suction or blowing fan as shown in Fig.
4-14. A blowing fan is defined as a fan that
blows air through tihe radiator or heat
exchanger, and a suction fan is defined as a
fan that draws the air through the radiator or
heat exchanger.

disadvantage of thL suction mode system
is the hfigher temperature of the inlet air to

Blowing fans are generally more efficient in
terms of power expended for a given air mass
flow sinc,- they will always operate with lower
4-31
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Inc.j

temperature air as comparL'd to a suction fan.
The air entering the suction f|an is hcated as it
passes through the radiator. A blowing fan

rcgain is po,!sibhl with a blowing fan. ThIe
total pressure and the horspower requirewents of the fan are reduced in direct

will receive air at a relatively lower temperature.

proportioni io the static pressure regain in thel
more efficient blowing 'fI system.

pressire

For example, whether a fan is used in a

A certair, percentage

of static
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blowing or suction mode (see Fig. 4-14) can
have a great impact on the effecfiveness of the
cooling system. This choice should be made
during the preliminary design phase. A
blowing fan handles lower temperatures and is
thus able to provide a greater weight flow rate
of air for the same horsepower as compared
with a suction fan. In addition, a certain
percentage of static regain is possible with a
blowing fan. The total pressure and the
horsepower requirements of the fan are
reduced in direct proportion to the static
regain in the more efficient blowing fan
system. The blowing fan requires a low angle
transition (approximately 15 deg included
angle) from fan to heat exchangers in order to
prevent "hot spots".

Reasons for the use of a blowing fan (Fig.
4-1 5(D)) include:
1. Lowering the engine compartment air
temperature
2. Minimizing vapor lock in fuel system
3. Minimizing fire hazards
4. For combat vehicles, an exhaust axial
blower fan usually is used to maintain a
negative pressure in the power plant compartment. This negative pressure prevents noxious
gases from entering the crew compartment
during combat operations when explosive
materials are ingested into the power plant
compartment.

4-14(A)), however, is
Thie suction fan (Fig.
able to draw air through a heat exchanger
with more uniform distribution and can be
located very near the heat exchanger.

HAT GRILLE

INLET aILLU

,.

In order to prevent cooling air recirculation. the general direction of cooling airflow
in the power plant compartment should be

INLiT OiiLLE

,HAU--RILLE

RADIATOR
ENGINE

ENGINE
FN

(B) BR.)WING FAN LOCATED IN COLD AIR

(AI SIICTICI FAN LOCATED IN HEATED AIR

GREEXHAUST
RILt

-L

R&DITOR

LIANFANJ
(C) SUCTION FAR LOCATED I

NHEATEDAIR

-

,L

EXHAUST GRILL

-RADIATOR

L
ID) BLOWING FAN LOCATED IN IIEATIO AIR

Figure 4-15. Optional Cooling Fan Locations
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COOLANT TEMP.

OPERATING SPEED RANGE

ENGINE SPEED
Figure 4-16. Hydraulic Fan Drive Performance Characteristics

opposite to that of the primary vehicle travel

15-deg or less transition angle should be

direction as shown in Fig. 6-16.

maintained to minimize expansion and
friction losses. Abrupt changes of flov. cross
section avd ducts, the location of grilles or
heat exchangers too near the cooling fan, and
obstructions such as belts, pulleys, plumbing,
and mounting brackets will create turbulcnce
in the moving air and decrease the efficiency
ol the air moving :;ystcin. The use of
aerodynamically correct inlet housings ghoultd

Fig. 4-15 shows optional locations of
suction and blowing fans mounted boti
behind and in front of the iadiator.
Transition sections between the fan and die
intakc and exhaust grilles are important
aspects of cooling system design. Generally, a
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be considered when no inlet duct is required
(see Fig. 4-3(D)). Actually, it usually is not
possible to provide for aerodynamic ducting
because of overall size considerations.
A detailed discussion of resistance in the
vehicle cooling system is found in Chapter 7.
The system designer should consider
locations for protection of the fan to prevent
damage caused by objects entering the fan
from outside the vehicle or the breaking away
of components upstream of the fan. Debris
deflectors are discussed in Chapter 1 and grille
screens are discussed in Chapter 6.

The ideal position of the fan in the shroud
is dependent on the individual installation and
is determined best by experiment. The most
acceptable practice is to put two-thirds of the
projected blade width (P.W.) inside the
shroud for suction fans and one-third for
blowing fans. These installations are shown in
Fig. 4-14. For taper blade or curved tip fans,
the projected width should be considered at
the narrowest part of the projected width of
the blade. Normally, the blade is located from
1 to 4 in. away from the radiator (heat
exchanger) core.
4-15 FAN DRIVES
TROLS

AND

SPEED

CON-

4-14 FAN SHROUDING

j
A fan shroud normally is used to provide a
smooth transition and uniform airflow over
the heat exchanger or radiator core, improve
the fan efficiency, and minimize air recirculation at the fan.
Three types of fan shrouds currently in use
are illustrated in Fig. 4-14, namely:

A variety of fan drive options is available to
the cooling system designer. The relative
merits and disadvantages of each type must be
considered if the vehicle cooling system
design requires deviation from the conventional automotive type installation. Fan drives
generally may be classified as mechani~il,
electrical, or hydraulic with variations existing
within these general classifications.

1. Venturi

4-15.1 MECHANICAL DRIVES

2. Ring

Mechanical fan drives can be operated at
the drive speed, or any ratio either above or
below it, by means of gears or pulleys. On-off
engagement clutches thermostatically controlled to engage and disengage at specific
temperatures commonly a:_ý used. The
MERDC 20-Ton Rough Terrain Crane uses a
thermostatic control that actuates an air
operated clutch to engage when the coolant
temperature increases to 183°F and disengages when the coolant temperature decreases
to 178°F. An automatic engine shut-off is
actuated if the coolant temperature should
reach 220°F.

3. Box.
Maximum fan efficiency normally can be
obtained with the venturi type shroud when
the fan blade tip clearance is 1.5 percent or
less of the fan diameter. The M561 cooling
performance was improved 10 deg F by
changing from a ring type to a venturi type
fan shroud. The tip clearance may present
installation difficulties if used with belt drives
that require tension adjustments. Clearance
problems also may occur when the radiator
and shroud are mounted on a separate frame
from the engine and fan. Air delivery is
appreciably reduced with any type of shroud
when the fan blade tip clearance exceeds 2.5
percent of the fan diameter.
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A centrifugally engaged cooling fan drive
clutch is used in the AVI-1 790-8, AVDS1790-2, and AVCR-l 100 air-cooled Tank
engines. An c:xample of this drive is shown in

..
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Fig, 1-26. The engagement and slip characteristics for this fan drive are determined by the

reliability than belt drives. The drive units are
less expensive tlhan hydraulic drives or electric

centrifugal force, generated by the bolls, that
is applied to the pressure plate and disc
assemblies.

drives. Like all mechanically driven fans,
gearbox driven fans must be located near the
power plant and are slaved to power plant
speed. For example, gearbox driven fans are

4-15.1.1 Belt Drives

used for engine cooling on the M109 vehicle
and the XM803 Experimental Tank for engine
and transmission cooling.

Engine cooling fans driven by V-belts are
common today. a.though higher performance
fans with speeds above 8000 rpm make
extensive use of cog type belts for power
transmission. This type of belt employs drive
lugs to provide a positive, no-slip drive. Cog
type belts eliminate the need for matched sets
of V-belts and are stronger and capable of
sustaining higher running speeds without
slippage. Table 4-5 defines some of the

W;

characteristics of the belt-drives for cooling

4-15.1.3.2 Mulispeod
Multispeed planetary gear fan drives have
been evaluated for military vehicles. The
primary advantage of this type of drive is that
tia
aan
tage o
thist
ivis
that
the tan power requirement is minimum when
the cooling load is low. The fan speeds are
automatically controlled by a thermostatic

element as described in par. 4-15.3.tm

fans. An illustration of a belt driven propeller
ed
fan is shown in Fig.4-151.2
1-4.
haf
I~rves4-15.2
ELECTRIC DRIVES
4-

4-15.1.2 Shaft lCrives

-

--

If the fan can be located on the center!ine
of an accessory drive pad, a direct s) aft drive
by spline or quill shaft connection is possible.
Frequently, however, the location of the
accessory drive pad requires the '.an to be
driven through a right-angle gea'box. The
latter arrangement affords the designer some
latitudc. in determining fan size in that the fan
speed can be increased or decreased through
the gearbox. This type of fan drive is shown
in Fig. 1-18.
Shaft drives have several advantages. They
provide for disconnection as well as connection. They also may provide sufficient
flexibility to protect shafts and bearings
against misalignment, shock loads, or torsional vibration. Some designs may include
slip features to protect the shafts against
overload. The couplings also may include
variable speed features.

4-15.1.3 Gearbox Drives

By selecting ,ii, electrical faii drive, the
designer is able to install heat exchanger- and
fans in a location where space is available and
an electrical connection can be made.
Utilization of the vehicle electrical system,
normally 24 VDC, is the most direct and
easily available means of supplying power to
cooling fans. Rotating DC machines can be a
problem, however, because of the radio
interference, dust sealing, high temperature,
high vibration, and overhaul requirements
caused by the brushes used for commutation.
The weight and size of electrical fan drives
generally limit their use to crew compartment
ventilation, gun purging, electronics cooling,
etc.
By means of an alternator or DC to AC
solid state inverter, it is possible to eliminate
contact brushes and extend electric motor
overhaul periods. Inverter driven fans, fuel
pumps, and other devices of the type that
have been used in airO
plicativ.,s also
have been used for comr
ial auton xtive
applications.

4-'ib.1.3.1 Single Speed
Gearbox

drives

for

fans

have

Table 4-6 indicates typical characterictics
for AC and DC electrical fan drives.

better
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TABLE 4-5
BELT DRIVEN FAN CHARACTERISTICS !BELT DRIVE VS HYDRAULIC DRIVE)

1. ADVANTAGES

2. DISADVANTAGES

a.

Readily available drive
for engine and transmission
cooling

a.

Obstruction caused by belts
and pulleys. Ductiig is
difficult.

b.

Belts and pulley losses

b.

Limited location

are low

Sc.

*

c.

Performance range changed
by pulley change

d.

Least expensive

e.

Light Weight

f.

Proven design

Sometimes requires matched
sets of V-belts
d.

Side loads on bearings

e.

Broken or damaged belt area
common occurrence

f.

Performance varies with
engine speed

Courtesy of Joy Manufacturing Company

4-15.3 HYDRAULIC DRIVES
The function of the hydraulic variable
speed fan drive is to stop fans for fording, to
serve as a cold weather warm-up aid, and to
minimize fan horsepower requirements.
Hydraliic fan drives are approximately
one-third the weight of an equivalent electric
fan drive, and the flexibility of mounting
allows the designer to locate the heat
exchanger and fan where space ISavailable. A
hydraulically driven fan normally is driven in
proportion to cooling requirements independent of engine speed. This is done by installing
a temperature sensing element in the fluid to
be cooled. This element basically controls
hydraulic flow and/or pressure. When the
cooling system temperature increases, the

4-38

hydraulic pressure and/or volume are varied
and the fan speed is increased. Various
control systems are available to provide
specified fan speed characteristics. The
location of the hydraulically driven fan is not
determined by the drive limitations imposed
for mechanically driven units. The fan drive is
often powered by the fluid it cools.
If a mechanical, nonmodulated fan drive is
used to provide adequate cooling airflow at
low engine speeds, a large amount of
additional power is required at high speeds
since the fan horsepower is proportional to
the cube power of fan speed. With a hydraulic
drive, the fan speed can be controlled with a
hydraulically modulated drive to minimize
the horsepower required. Hydraulic couplings

AMCP 7C06-361

TABLE 4-6
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN COOLING FAN CHARACTERISTICS
(DC WsAC)

DC DRIVE
ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Optional location

Short Time Between Overhaul
Brushes

Optional speed
Power readily available

Radio interference
Performance is limited by
motor HP and speed

Easily ducted

Lower average efficiency than
that of an AC Drive

Many available designs

Heavier than hydraulic or
AC drive

Low cost

proof
Difficult to make explosion

Performance independent
of engine speed

Dust
Temperature
Vibration

Development needed

AC DRIVE
&£(ADVAr'TAGES

DISADVANTAGES
Optional location

inverter required if AC not
available

Optional speed
Excellent Time Between

Most costly
Requires more axial length

Overhaul

than belt or shaft drive

up to 4000 hr

Easily ducted

Not Yet proven in vehicle
applications

Many available designs
of engine speedVirto
Performance independent

Dust

Tperature

,.....

....

U

Higher average efficiency
than DC Drive
Courtesy of Joy Manufacturing Company
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transmit power without any mechanical
contact of parts. The input Dower is used to
drive the impeller. This applies the force to
accelerate the fluid. The fluid decelerates in
the runner and applies the forces to drive the
output shaft and connected load. There is
always some relative rotation or slip between
the impeller and runner. The minimum slip
may range from 2 to 5 percent of the input
shaft speed. Control is maintained by
adjusting the amount of fluid in the working
circuit. A pump delivers fluid from a sump
through a cooler to the impeller. A constant
pressure hydraulic fluid supply system may be
used with an adjustable regulator or compensator to vary the pressure setting. A
thermostatic element installed in the engine
coolant provides the medium for actuating
the regulator/compensator. This system allows the fan speed to be determined by
engine coolant outlet temperature to provide
only the amount of cooling that the engine
requires. As shown in Fig. 4-16, the fan can
operate at any speed, between the design
limits, dependent on tht cooling required.

engages and the fan operates at speeds
approaching the input shaft speed (some
slippage always occurs).

..- )

The viscous drive fan has the advantage oi
minimizing the fan power requirements when
the cooling loads are less than maximum. The
disadvantage of this drive is the additional
length required for installation and added
cost.
4-15.5 VARIABLE BLADE-PITCH FAN'
The pitch or blade angle of the fan can be
changed to control de volumetric airflow rate
much like the pitch of an airplane propeller is
changed during the flight. The pitch control
mechanism may be operated by a pneumatic,
electric, or hydraulic system actuated by
various sensing devices at appropriate locations.
4-16 FAN DRIVE NOISE
The fan drive types that follow are listed in
their general order of decreasing noise level:

Table 4-7 indicates typical characteristics
of hydraulic fan drives and typical fan drive
motor sizes are shown in Figs. B-30 through
B-33.

2. Gearbox drive

4-15.4 VISCOUS FAN DRIVE

3. DC Motor

Self-contained viscou- variable speed fan
drives are available also. This type of drive
may use a silicone fluid as the actuating
medium controlled by a heat sensor. Fig. 4-17
soillustrates the self-contained viscous variable
speed fan drive used on the M551 vehicle. A
representative performance curve for this type
of fan drive is shown in Fig. 4-18.

4. Belt drive

Viscous drive fan speeds are varied as a
function of the fan air temperature. When the
temperature (and cooling requirement) is low,
the viscous drive slips and the fan runs at a
speed lower than the input shaft speed.
Conversely, when the temperature (and
cooling requirement) increases, the drive fully
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1. Hydraulic drive

5. AC Motor
6. Shaft drive.
Generally, for quieter operation, vibrationisolation mounts should be provided for the
fan installation wherever possible. A high
degree of noise isolation can be obtained with
very flexible mounts and flexible duct
connections, however, the installation must
be such that this flexibility does not cause
interference during rough tcrrain operations.
'coGuas, of Mr. L'dwardJ. Rainhie

I
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STABLE
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HYDRAULIC COOLING FAN DRIVE CHARACTERISTICS (HYDRAULIC vs MECHANICAL)

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Optional location

Requires higher capacity
pump and reservoir

Drive systems generally
available
Optional operating speeds

Generally results in
noisiest fan
Requires more axial length
than belt or shaft drive

Performance can be varied
according to cooling
requirements
Easily ducted

Approximately one-third

f Requires clean hydraulic
system
Lower average percent
efficiency than a
mechanical drive
Expensive

weight of electric fans
Generally independent of
engine speed (after a minimum
engine speed is reached)
Courtesy of Joy Manufacturing Company

4-17 EXHAUST EJECTORS
The energy of the exhaust gases can be
used directly without supplemeniary rotational devices for the movement of cooling
air. This can be achieved by the use of an

entrained and the mixture discharges from the
end of the ejector to the atmosphere. The
ejector is a venturi throat section surrounding
the end of the exhaust pipe. A conical
extension called a diffuser somefimes is
added. The part is extremely simple. It

ejector.

contains no moving parts and does not require
firequent servicing.

The eiector uses the kinetic energy of the
exhaust gas to draw cooling air. A diagram of
an ejector is shown in Fig. 4-19. Exhaust gases
are discharged at the venturi throat of' tile
ejector where the surrounding cool air is

A number of design parameters become
important in the design of an ejector. These
are exhaust gas jet veloc-ity, ratio of cooling
air mass flow rate to exhaust gas mass flBow
4-41
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Figure 4-17. Viscous Fan Drive (Ref. 8)
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EXHAUST EJECTOR--

-

.

-

ENGINE EXHAUST--W
PIPE

.ENGINE

EXHAUST GAS

SCOOLING AIR

Figure4-19. Exhaust Ejector

rate, ratio of mixing chamber duct crosssectional area to exhaust gas nozzle crosssectional area, length of straight section in the
mixing chamber, length of diffuser, angle of
diffuser, and position and shape of the
exhaust gas nozzle used-all determine the
back pressure on the engine. Preliminary
studies of back pressure, horsepower, and
nozzle area usually are made to determine the
engine power loss with decreasing nozzle size.
The engine manufacturer usually will specify
the maximum allowable exhaust back pressure.
A series of investigations of exhaust gas
ejectors for a model AOS-895-3 air-cooled,
spark ignition engine were conducted by the
University of Michigan (Ref. 9). The results of
the investigation indicated that the ejectoralone would not cool the engine at full load.
Fig. 4-20(A) shows the theoretical and actual
-ooling air pressure rise AY for 3:1 and 5:1

4-44

cooling air weight to the exhaust gas weight
ratios wI/w,. The required ratio for adequate
engine cooling is approximately 8:1. As
shown in Fig. 4-20(A), an increase in wa/w, is
obtainable only with a reduction in cooling
air static pressure drop. It also illustrates that
an ideal duct area exists for each value of
Wa/We.V

Exhaust ejectors have the advantages of
simplicity, low cost, minimum service and
maintenance requirements, and have no
moving parts. The disadvantages of exhaust
ejectors are the limited amount of air moved
without creating excessive engine exhaust
back pressure and corresponding power loss
(see Fig. 4-20(B)), and the limited static
pressure rise AP that can be obtained.
Additional exhaust ejector design and performance information can be found in Refs. 10
and 13.
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CHAPTER 5
CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION OF THE COOLING SYSTEM
The function of a vehicle cooling system and methods of cooling control are discussed,
and the construction and performance characteristics of varlous (omponents are
described. Operation of thermostats, surge tanks, radiator caps, shutters, heaters,
temperature sending units, coolant level and aeration Indicators, and related cooling
system controls are presetnted.
5.1 FUNCTIONS OF THE COOLING SYSTEM
The functions of a vehicle cooling system
include:
. Control of engine temperature within
acceptable limits
2. Control of the transmission, torque
converter, clutch, and/or retarder tempaatures as applicable within acceptable limits

systems are pressurized systems. Pressurized
simply means that the cooling system is
equipped with a pressure cap so that the
coolant pressure in the system may be raised
to a predetermined maximum condition. Fig.
5-1 illustrates the effect of increased coolant
pressure on the boiling point of water and
ethylene glycol-water solutions. Generally, for
each pound of additional pressure in the
system, the bcihlhii point of the coolunt will
riiE about 3 tl• F,
5-2.1 COOLANT OPERATING TEMPERA-

3. Dissipation of heat generated by the air
conditioiing system, other accessories, and/or
subsystems
4. Provision of ieat for the comfort of the

occupants in cold w

ner.athfiiecrwil

Control of exhaust emissions.
As previously discussed in par. 1-1.1, an

engine running too hot will destroy itself or
running too cold will cause engine damage,
inefficiencies, stalling, and increased emission
ot pollutants. The importance of a properly
designed cooling system cannot be overemphasized. To accomplish these design goals,
adequate controls must be incorporated into
the cooling system.
5-2 PRESSURIZED

LIQUID-COOLANT

SYSTEMS

Most of the modern vehicle !iquid-coolant

A p'essurized system can raise the coolant
operating temperature without boiling and
operate at a relatively
will cause the engine to Lusrua~rt
higher temperature with higher thermal
.osefficiency.

It will also cause the radiator to

operate at ihigher coolant temperatuzi.; with
corresponding higher heat transfer capability.
5-2.2 COOLANT PUMP CAVITATION
System pressurization discourages the tendency for the coolant pump to cavitate when
coolant temperaturc are high and create
greater vapor pressures. The coolatit pressure
at tie pump inlet reduces cavitation. Tnis
prevents the coolant pump from becoming
vapor bound, which could result in .9
complete breakdown of coolant flow through

the radiator preceding total failure of the
cooling system (see Chapter 7).
5-1
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Figure 5-1. Effect of IncreasedCooling System Pressureon Boiling Points of
Water and Antifreeze Compound Solution; (?ef.4)
5-2.3 AFTER BOIL

5-2.4 ALTITUDE OPERATION

The pressurized system alsn prevents the
loss of coolant through "after boil". After
boil is caused when the heat stored in the
engine block during a high speed, wide-open
throttle run is transferred to the coolant when
the ergine is stopped immediately or left to
idle. Even during normal operation, the
pressurized system will prevent overflow and
evaporation losses of coolant.

Pressurizatiom allows the cooling system to
operate practically independent of altitude.
For example, the boiling point of water in an
atmospheric cooling system is only 194eF at
10,000 ft elevation. In going up a mountain, a
considerably larger radiator obviously would
be required with a nonpressurized radiator
than with a iressurized type. Actually a
14-psi cap at tile base of the mountain

5-2
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Figure 5-2. Effect of Altitude on Boiling Points of Water and Antifreeze
Compound Solutions (Ref. 4)

becomes only as effective as a 10-psi cap at

2. Heating of the cooling air

the 10,000 ft level because of decreased
barometric pressure. Fig. 5-2 illustrates the
effect of altitude nn the boiling point of
water and antifreeze compound solution. This
may not be consequential because the
ambient air temperature also drops considerably
with increased altitude at a rate of about
30 F per 1000 ft of elevation. A pressurized
cooling system is preferred for military
vehicles,

5-3 METHODS OF COOLING CONTROL
The most frequently applied methods of
cooling control are:
1. Throttling of the cooling airflow

I

ALTITUDE, It

3. Heating of the lubricating oil
4. Modulation of the cooling fan speed
5. Control of the coolant flow rate in
liquid-cooled systems
6. Control of the lubricating oil flow rate
to the oil cooler.
These methods of cooling control are
applied not only to control maximum
temperature limits but also to maintain
minimum temperature limits when operating
in low temperatures. Ref. I contains helpful
supplemental information regarding vehicle
winterization practices.

5-3
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Armored Personnel Carriers and are used

RADOATOR\
TEMPERATURE

widely for commercial vehicles.

E RTR

5-3 llusrates a typical installation of

EFig.

[

S~radiator

shutters.

""jSHUTTERS

~

5-3.1.1.2 Operation
The shutters may be actuated by air,

ACTUA OR-

"5-4.

Figure 5-3. Thermal Actuated Radiator
Shutters

hydraulic, or vacuum controls. Fig. 5-3
illustrates a typical air operated shutter, A
typical hydraulic system is illustrated in Fig.
The operating medium for the hydraulic
system is generally the engine lubricating oil.
A detailed discussion of thermostatic operating elements is presented in par. 5-4.3.5.

(Courtasyof Kysor of Cadillac)

5-3.1 THROTTLING
AIR

OF THE COOLING

Throttling of the cooling air normally is
done to reduce the overcooling effect of the
airflow during low temperature operations. In
extreme cold environments, the effect3 of
winds (or air movement produced by fans)
produce a tremendous over-cooling effect on
the vehicle cooling system. For satisfactory
operation, these effects must be minimized,
Additionally, it has been established that
rapid engine warm-up reduces cylinder wear
in reciprocating engines,
5-3.1.1 Radiator Shutters
Shutters provide an effective means of
reducing the wind chill effect of cooling air
movement at extremely low ambient temperatures. The shutters may be controlled
manually or thermostatically. Fail-safe thermostatic controls are preferred since they
completely eliminate the element of human
error.
5-3.1.1.1 Application
Radiator shutters have been used on
military vehicles such as the M3 and MS

5-4

The thermiostatic elements for the shutter
systems are available in various temperature
ranges, depending on the chosen location of
the element in the cooling system. The design
requirements foi temperature range of the
shutter systems generally are that the shutters
are fully open when the radiator top tank
0
temperature is above 185 F and fully closed
when the top tank temperature is below
177*F (see Fig. 5-5). These requirements,
however, vary with makes and types of
engines. Accordingly, engine manufacturers'
recommendations should be followed in each
case. A manual control (Fig. 5-6) can be
provided as an override to close the shutters
when the engine is not running. As a safety
factor, these override controls can be
provided with an automatic release actuated
when the engine is operated.
5-3.1.2 Winterization Shutters
5-3.1.2.1 Purpose
Winterization shutters have been applied to
air-cooled engines to restrict the cooling fan
air inlet or exit. Fig. 5-6 shows a manually
operated inlet winterization shutter for the
M274 vehicle, and Fig. 5-7 illustrates a
thermostatically controlled outlet shutter
assembly installed on the cooling fan of the
model AOS-895 air-cooled engine. The
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Figure 54. Hydraulicor Thermally ControlledShutter Systems
fCourtasy of Kysor af Cadilldc)

"movable shutter

vanes are controlled by a
power thermostat that opens or closes the
vanes to control the cooling fan airflow.

between the fixed blades (see Fig. 5-7).
The

guide

vanes

are

actuated

by a

a

double-acting hydraulic cylinder that uses
engine oil pressure as its actuating source, The

liquid-cooled engine, nearly constant engine
temperatures are maintained over a wide

double action of the hydraulic cylinder
thereby provides positive opening and closing

ambient temperature range and engine warmup rate is accelerated in cold weather. By
controlling the cooling airflow in an aircooled engine, the same result may be
approxrmated.

of the shutters.

By

the

use

of

a

thermostat

in

5-3.1.2.2 Operation
An experimental
thermostatically-controlled guide vane shutter design for the
air-cooled AOS-895-3 engine consists of a
circular guide vane assembly in which
alternate vanes are pivoted. All movable vanes
are fastened through a linkage permitting
movement to a position that closes the area

The hydraulic cylinder is controlled by a
temperature sensitive servo valve assembly.
This actuating assembly consists of three
temperature sensing elements that are located
in the valve assembly The tempcrature
sensing elements and bellows are charged in a
negative atmosphere with a compound with
characteristics such that sufficient cylinder
heat on the sensing eleraents causes expansion
of the bellows that actuates the servo piston
in the regulator valve ,assembly. The servo
piston regulates the flow of oil through two
ports that connect to the power piston by

5-5
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Figure5-5. TemperatureSettings for RadiatorShutters (Ref. 1)
(Release Grantedby Society of Automotive Engineea, Inc., PaperNo. SP-346.)
steel tubing. The regulator valve has a third
port that permits the oil to drain from the
unpressurized side to the engine oil sump. The
temperatLre sensing system is charged in a
negative atmosphere so that a leak in the
bellows or capillary line failure would permit
atmospheric pressure to act exactly as a hot
cylinder head and thereby move the vanes to
an open position.

.that

The guide vane shutter is set to open when
the engine cylinder head spark plug gasket
temperature reaches 300'F with the engine
operating at a speed of 800 rpm. The
300*F-shutter opening was selected to ensure
the engine would be t a safe operating
temperature for shut down. Fig. 5-8 illustrates
the improvement in warm-up rate using the
guide vane shutter assembly.
;-3.2 HEATING OF THE COOLING AIR
Supplemental heat normally is required for
engine and transmission warm-up prior to
starting the engine and operation of the

5-6

vehicle in low ambient temperature. An
auxiliary power unit (APU) or combustion
heater (Fig. 1-51) can be used to supply
heated air to the engine and transmission
compartment. Fig. 5-9 illustrates the installation of the APU/heater in the XM803
Experimental Tank.
5-3.3 HEATING OF THE LUBRICATING
OIL AND COOLANT
Engine and transmission cranking loads at
low ambient temperatures are excessive, and
preheat of the lubricants usually is necessary
before the engine can be started readily.
Electric oil pan and/or engine block heaters,
heated air, and/or coolant heaters (Fig. 1-50)
are used individually or in combination to
provide the necessary engine and transmission
preheat. The MBT70 Prototype Tank power
package cranking load at low ambient
temperatures is shown in Fig. 5-10 to
illustrate the increase in battery power
required for cranking at low ambient
temperatures.

A

AMC 7"6-381

-

CONTROL HANDLE

CONTROL CABLE

Figure 5-6. ManualShutter Control (Ref. 17)
(Courtny of Kpsor of Cadillac)
5-3.4 MODULATION OF COOLING FAN
SPEED

I

Thermostatic modulation of the cooling
fan speed permits the fan speed to vary in
proportion to the actual cooling load. When
cooling is not required because of low
"ambient temperature, light loads, or ram air
when the vehicle is moving, the fan will
operate at a speed less than the maximum
rpm allowing additional horsepower for
vehicle propulsion. Aaditional information on
modulated fan drives is found in par. 4-15.3
and the bibliography references at the end of
this chapter.
5-&5 LIQUID-COOLANT
CONTROL
C

FLOW

RATE

Coolant flow rate control is provided by a
thermostat that performs two functions:
1. Maintains a constant coolant temperature range regardless of engine speed, load,
coolant flow rate, ambient temperature, or
system pressure (except when the heat
rejection rate exceeds the radiator or heat
exchanger heat transfer capacity)

2. Restricts

the

coolant flow to the

radiator or heat exchanger during the initial
warm-up period to achieve optimum engine
operating temperature in the shortest possible
time.
5-3.6 CONTROL OF OIL FLOW RATE TO
OIL-COOLERS
Engine and/or transmission oil coolers may
incorporate thermostatic bypass valves to
maintain a predetermined oil temperature.
Fig. 5-11 illustrates the engine oil cooler
thermostatic bypass arrangements for the
model AVDS-1790 air-cooled engine that
powers the M60 Tank. Details of the
thermostatic bypass valve are shown in Fig.
5-12.
In operation, if the temperature of the oil
is below the predetermined value (148'F), the
oil-cooler core is bypassed. As the oil warms
up, the thermostatic valve gradually closes the
oil bypass and reduces flow rates until the oil
reaches the predetermined temperature. At
this point, the oil bypass function is stopped
and all oil flow is through the cooler core.
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Figure5-8. Air-cooled Engine Warm-up Rate With 7"hermostatica//yControlled
Fan Shutters (Ref. 2)
5-4 CONTROLS AND INSTRUMENTS
Special requirements of military engines
and

severe

conditions

of

transport and

combat operation make it necessary that the
engine cooling system be maintained as
closely as possible to maximum efficiency at
all times. Many military vehicles are powered
with comparatively large engines that generate
proportionately large amounts of heat that
must be dissipated from the system. Also,
coolin, often is made more difficult by the
presence of airflow obstructions necessary for
ballistic protection and the limited space
available in many installations,

Some cooling system troubles can be
detected by all alert driver in their early stage
before they seriously affect vehicle operation.
The two most important indications

are

coolant operating temperature and coolant
level. Wlile preventive maintenance servicessuch as checks for leakage or defective
mechanical condition of parts--also are
necessary, unsatisfactory cooling system operating conditions nearly always are indicated
by the engine temperature gage., by the level
of the coolant in the radiamor, or by both.
Cooling system control components and their
operation are described in the paragraphs that
follow.
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Some pressure or closed systems usee both
I SCREWu plain and pressure caps as illustrated in Fig.
1'S5-14.

Figure 5-11. O!/ Cooler With Thermostatic
Bypass Valve (A VDS- 1790OAir-cooled
Engine)
5-4.1 RADIATOR CAPS
5.4.1.1 General

*
*designed

THERMAL ELEMENT

When a liquid-coolant system is equipped
with a pressure cap, it is referred to generally
as a pressure or closed cooling system.
Military vehicle cooling systems generally are
to operate at a maximum coolant
temperature of 230*F which corresponds to a
7-psi system. However, to prevent after
boiling, a 15-psi pressure cap normally is used
Isee Table 3-4). MIL-C-45 167 covers requirenients for radiator caps for use with industrir'
and automotive internal combustion engine
radiators (Ref. 3).

The tube in Fig. 5-14 extends into the

tank to prevent overfilling and maintain an
airspace for deaeration. This system is used on
the M107 and MlI 10 vehicles.
When a surge tank is used, the location of
the plain or pressure caps can be either on the
radiator or the surge tank, depending on tWe
operating conditions as described in par.
5-4.2.
5-4.1.2.2 Pressure Caps
54.1.2.2.1 Purpose and Application
The radiator pressure cap is essential to the
pressurized cooling system. Its major functions are:
I.- To provide a seal for the system that
permits a vapor pressure rise above ambient
pressure without coolant boiling.

5-4.1.2 Types of Radiator Caps
Radiator caps can be described generally as
plain or pressure types, with t 'he pressure caps
being further classified as vented or constant
piessure type.
5-4.1.2.1 Plain (Solid) Caps
The Wlain radiator cap (Fig. 5-13) is used
5-12

2. To provide pressure relief above the cap
pressure rating to protect coolin~g system
components such as the radiator, hoses, and
personnel heater core fromn damage caused by
excessive pressure in the system.
3. To provide a vacuum relief to 'prevent
hose collapse when the system cools and the
pressure drops below atmospheric.
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Figure 5-13. Plain (Solid) Radiator Cap (Ref. 4j
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*

Figure 5-14. Pressure System Using Both Plain (Solid) iind Pressure Caps
~(Cour-tey of Cumminsf Engine Co., Inc.)
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5-4.1.2.2.2 Types of Pressure Caps
Pressure caps generally are classified as
vented atmospheric type and constant pressure type as shown in Fig. 5-15. The caps are
similar except that the vacuum relief valve is
spring loaded in a normally closed position,
Either type of cap can be provided with a
manually operated safety pressure release as
shown in Fig. 5-15(C). The safety release
forces the vacuum relief valve off the seat and
permits pressure to escape safely through the
overflow tube. This release cannot be
operated without loss of coolant if the system
is under pressure.
5-4.1.2.2.3 Operation
The constant pressure cap, Fig. 5-1 5(B),
contains two spring-loaded normally closed
valves. The larger valve is called the pressure
valve, and the smaller one is called the
vacuum valve. A shoulder in the radiator filler
neck provides a seat for the bottom of the cap
assembly, and a gasket on this seat prevents
leakage between the cap and the filler neck.
The pressure cap prevents overflow loss of
coolant during normal operation (Ref. Fig.
5-16(B)) by closing off the overflow tube
opening. It also allows a certain amount of
pressure to be developed within the system
which raises the boiling point of the coolant
and permits the engine to operate at higher
temperatures without coolant overflow from
boiling,

down. Higher ambient pressure then forces
the valve open and allows air to enter the
system by way of the overflow pipe. When
pressure inside and outside again becomes
approximately equal, the vacuum valve closes.
This automatic action of the vacuum valve
prevents collapse of hoses and other unsupported thin-walled parts of the cooling system
(see Fig. 5-16(B)).
The operation of the vented atmospheric
cap is similar except no pressure build-up
occurs until boiling starts. The claimed
advantage for this system is that it is not
under pressure during normal engine operation. This means that the endurance life of
the radiator, hoses, and other cooling system
components is increased because of the
reduced number of pressurization cycles.
The philosophy for the constant pressure
system is that less fresh air is introduced into
the radiator, resulting in reduced zorrosion of
the engine and cohlri 3 system components.
From a functional view, both caps are
irierchangeable.
5-4.2 SURGE TANKS
5-42.1 Purpobe
Radiator overflow tanks, usually called
surge tanks oi expansion tanks, are standard
equipment for many vehicles. They also may
be installed on vehicles as kits or special
equipment for operation in hot, dry climates
The general purposes of the surge tank are:

The pressure valve acts as a safety valve to
relieve extra pressure within the system and
maintain cooling system pressure at the
pressure cap rating. When the valve is forced
open, it allows vapor and coolant to escape
through the overflow pipe until the pressure
drops below the pressure cap rating, (see Fig.
5-16(A)).

1. To serve as a receptacle for coolant
overflowing from the radiator and provide for
its return to the system. The surge tank
conserves coolant that would be lost because
of after boil following a hot shutdown, and
reduces the need for frequent filling of the
radiator.

The vacuum valve opens only when
pressure within the cooling system drops
below ambient air pressure as the engine cools

2. To serve as a deaeration tank for air or
combustion gases that become entrained in
the coolant.

5-14
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Figure 5-16. Radiator Cap Operation (Rei. 1OJ

The problems encountered with surge tank
installations are:
1. More possibilities of coolant leaks
2. Servicing of other parts of the vehicle in
the area of the surge tank is slightly more
,Cd:icult
3. Additional cost required to install a
surg., tank kit vs a larger radiator or pump.

5-4.2.2 Application and Operation
Antifreeze compound solutions expand
slijitly more than water when heated. When

5-i6

the temperature of a 50 perc nt ethylene
glycol-water solution is raised fiom 400 to
]80'`17, the solution expands about 1/8 pint
per gallon more than water under the same
conditions (see Fig. 5-17). However, during
very cold weather, the differential between
ambient and maximum operating temperature
of the coolant is much greater and thermal
expansion of the solution is therefore a more
serious matter. For example, the expansion of
a 50 percent ethylene glycol antifreeze
solution when heated from -20' to 180*F is
nearly 0.5 pint per gallon. If a 5-gal cooling
system containing a 50 percent solution were
filled completely full with the. coolant
temperature at -20'F, approximately 2.5
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pints of solution would overflow from the
radiator by the time the coolant temperature
had reached 180WF.
Following long, hot operation, boiling may
occur after the engine is shut off, even though
the coolant was not boiling during operation.
This after boil is caused by the rapid rise of
coolant temperature in the coolant jacket;
sometimes as much as 20 deg F or more. The

For any surge tank location, the pressure
cap must be installed at the high point of the
cooling system so that excessive system
pressure will not cause coolant loss. As shown
in Fig. 5-14, a till tube standpipe extends into

temperature rise is due to the coolant

the surge tank to maintain an air collection

absorbing the heat produced in the engine
during operation since no heat is dissipated
with coolant circulation and airflow stopped.
After boil occurs less frequently and results in
less overflow loss when the boiling point of
the coolant is comparatively high. After boil
loss of coolant is prevented by use of radiator
pressure caps and surge tanks.

and expansion volume that is necessary for
effective deaeration. The plain or solid
radiator cap must be used on this fill tube.

Ether excessive thermal expansion of the
coolant when it is heated or excessive coolant
vapor pressure may force coolant into the
surge tank. Boiling may occur during
operation, but it happens more often after the
engine is stopped. When the engine cools
down, pressure in the system drops below the
ambient air pressure and any coolant held in
the sutge tank is forced 'an
ck
into the
radiator. The surge tank also prevents loss of
coolant from boiling during periods of severe
vehicle operation, However, if the overflow
from the radiator is so great that the tank is
filled, coolant will be lost through the surge
tank overflow.
The size of surge tanks may vary in
capacity from 2 quarts to a gallon or more.
The tank capacity normally varies from 8 to
14 percent of the cooling system coolant
capacity.
5-4.2.3 Surge Tank Installation
The surge tank usually is mounted fairly
high with reference to the cooling system as
shown in Fig. 5-14. The tank is connected to
the cooling system through metal tubing that
terminates with a short piece of flexible hose
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1.

to minimize breakage caused by vibration.
When space is limited, the surge tank may be
mounted at radiator level or slightly below
the radiator as shown in Fig. 5-18.

. ' " ' ... i T-

54.2.3.1 Presurized Type Surig Tank
Pressurized surge tanks may be arranged as
shown in Fig. 5-14. In this arrangement the
surge tank is an extension of the radiator top
tank or the outlet tank for cross-flow
radiators. It provides a larger space that is
essential for after boiling coolant expansion
and effective deaeration.
The surge tank in this system is always
under pressure during operation and must be
designed to vithstand the pressure,
54.2.3.2 Nonpressurized Type Surge Tank
(Coolant Recovery)
In the nonpressurized surge tank arrangement shown in Fig. 5-19, the surge tank serves
only as an overflow tank. This arrangement
generally is used for gasoline engine power
plant cooling systems and often is referred to
as a coolant recovery system.
The surge tank in this system is not under
pressure at any time, the tank design and
construction are simple, and a plastic tank
sometimes is used.
5-4.3 THERMOSTATS
5-4.3.1 Purpose
As deisned in par. 5-3.5, the thermostat
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Figure 5-18. M107 Surge Tank InstallationSchematic Diagram(USA TACOM)
modulates

the coolant

flow

to maintain

54.32 Operation

"a

constant coolant temperature and to mini-

U

)

r ize engine warm-up time. Prolonged operation with excessively high or low temperatures can result in various engine problems as
discussed in par. I-1.1.

The thermostat is located between the
engine coolant jacket and the radiator, usually
in the housing at the cylinder coolant outlet
as shown schematically in Fig. 5-20. Auto-

VENTED ATMOSPHERIC
PRESSURE CAP

[-I '

/--~RADIATOR OVERFLOW

PANA
SURGE TANK
OVERFLOW

RADIATOR

Figure5-19. Typical NonpressurizedSurge Tank Installation
Schem tic Diagram (USA TA COM)
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THROUGH THE ENGINE
AND THE

RADIATOR

Figure 5.20. Thermostat Installationand Operation Schematic Diagram (Ref. 4)
matic operation of the thermostat valve holds
coolant temperature within proper limits by
controlling coolant flow through the radiator.
When the engine is cold, the thermostat valve
stays closed and shuts off practically all
circulation to the radiator. As the engine
warms up, the valve opens slowly, allowing
some coolant to flow. In actual operation, the
valve may move frequently to regulate
coolant flow into the radiator in accordance
with variations in heat output from the
engine.

engine directly back to the pump through
passages built into the engine coolant jacket.
54.3.3 General Construction
The major components of a thermostat are:
1. A valve to control coolant flow
2. A power actuator element to open the
valve
3. A return spring to close the valve.

Cooling systems equipped with either
internal or external bypass arrangements have
coolant circulation within the engine coolant
jacket when the thermostat is closed. The
external-type bypass consists of short hoses,
pipes, or tubes connecting the cylinder head
coolant outlet directly with the coolant pump
inlet as shown in Fig. 5-21. The internal type
bypass allows the coolant to flow from the
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(TMe bellows element performs the same
function as the spring because of its ability to
exert force to both open and close the valve.)
An important part of the thermostat
installation is the design of the housing. The
housing design must serve not only as the
mounting base for the thermostat,* but it
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Figure 5-21. External Type Thermostat Bypass Arrangement (MI 134 1) (R&4. 10)

I

usually functions as an integral part of the

thermostat valve seat. The reader is referred

to Military Standard Drawing Number 35770
for installation requirements for flow control
thermostats (Ref. 5).
54.3.4 Classification
Thermostats generally can be classified by:
1. The type of actuating elerment:
a. Bellows
b. Pellet (Fig. 5-22)

2. The type of control mode:
a. Bottom bypass pipe (Fig. 5-23)
b. Top bypass type (Fig. 5-24).
.3. The lype of valve:
-a.

Poppet valve

b. Sleeve valve (Fig. 5-22).
4. The direction of the valve opening with
respect to the flow of coolant through the
valve:
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(A)CLOSED

,
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(B) OPEN

Figure5-22. Pellet Type Thermostat With Sleeve Valve (Top Bypass)
a. Upward stroke (Fig. 5-23)
b. Downward stroke

Thermostats are designed to open at
specific temperatures. Generally, engine thermostats begin to open at 170°F and are fully
open at 190*F.

c. Sleeve type (Fig. 5-24).

5-4.3.5 Types of Actuating Elements
5. The type of air bleed:
a. Noncontrolled (bleed hole)-to vent
the system during filling and to let vapor
escape from the system during engine
operation when the thermostat is closed,
b. Controlled
work in the fashion
the thermostat bleed
normal coolant flow
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(jiggle pin) 'hose pins
,ye closing
of a chec
hole when subjected to a
pressure (see Fig. 5-25).

5-4.3.5.1 Bellows Type
The bellows type thermostat consists of a
valve and a heat-operated bellows unit that
moves the valve. This type of thermostat
operating unit contains a special liquid
designed to bo,1 at a specific temperature.
When that temperature is reached, the vapor
pressure expands the bellows and opens the
thermostat valve. When the liquid cools and

!
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JIGGLE PIN

THERMOSTAT

Figure 5-25. Thermostat With Jiggle Pin
used in engine, transmission, hydraulic system
coolers, air compressor cooling systems,
engine and transmission oil coolers, and many

5.4.3.6 Thermostat Control Modes
The thermostat control mode functions

other applications. Fig. 5-28 illustrates a

shown in Figs. 5-20, 5-23, and 5-24 are

typical installation schematic diagram.

described in the parag-aplis that follow.
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Figure 5-27. Operating Characteristics of Pellet Type Thermostatic Element
5-4-3.6.1 Choke Type

r

.open

flow to both the radiator and bypass circuit.
This type of control proportions the flo% by

This type thermostat may be either an

decreasing the bypass flow and increasing the

upward stroke (opens in the direction of
coolant flow) or downward stroke (opens
opposite to the direction of coolant flow),
This thermostat modulates and regulates the
"coolant flow only to the radiator while an
bypass circuit directs the coolant back
to the engine block, bypassing the radiator.

flow to the radiator, as the engine warms up.
There are a number of three-way valve control
designs possible, however, the thermostat
housing must be matched with the thermostat
design to ensure satisfactory operation.

5-4.3.6.2 Top or Bottom Bypass Type
These thermostats function as a three-way
valve and continuously modulate the coolant

The relationship of flow rate and pressure
drop for representative choke type and bypass
type thermostats is shown in Fig. 5-29.
Specific installation and design assistance can
be obtained from the thermostat manufacturers.
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Figure5-28. Typical Thermostatic Valve Flow Schematic Diagram
(Courtesyof Scoville Manufacturing Co.I

5-4.3.7 Thermostat Coolant Flow Systems
The way that the thermostat controls the
coolant flow is determined by the cooling
system circuit. Many circuit variations are
possible, however, the most common types
used for vehicle applications are:
1. Thermostat located at outlet of engine
(see Fig. 5-30(A))
2. Thermostat located at inlet to engine
(see Fig. 5-30(C))
The most common deacration systems in
use are the separate surge tank and the
radiator with a baffled top tank. The flow
circuits for these systems arc shown in Fig.
5-30(B) and 5-30(C).
5-5 TEMPERATURE SENDING UNI, S

5-5.2 APPLICATION
The temperature se-ading unit (transmitter)
is Lsually an electrical resistance type
provided with a standard male pipe thread
connection. Sending units operating on the
Bourdon tube principle are available but are
not used generally for military applications.
Fig. 5-31 illustrates a typical MilitaryStandard
temlperature transmitter.
These units are calibrated to produce a
specihfic c.urent and niuýt be used with a
matching indicator.
Militury Standard Drawing tunibcr 24537
and MIL-I-10986 should he ref,'rred to for
complete specifications (Refs. (, and 7).

5-5.1 PURPOSE
Coolant, engine, and transmisn.,ioi
temperatures are monitored and displa),'
the vehicle operator by means of temperi,,=c
sending units that transmit electrical sign:,ls
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proportional to thie operating temperatures-to a temperature gage, light, or signal device.
Air-cooled engine cylinder head temperatures
also may be mrlnitored in this manner.

-I

5-5.3 OPERATION
The electric temperature indicator assembly consists o1 a sending unit, gage. and
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ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

SENSOR-

(A) TRANSMITTER

7

TRANSMITTER
S(VOLTAE)

+1
E

(VOLTAGE)

t

INDICATOR

(B) SCHEMATIC WIRING DIAGRAM

"Figure5-31. Military Standard Temperature Transmitter(Ref. 6)
wiring. The sending unit resistance varies in
relation to temperature, permitting more or
less current to flow to the in( -ator unit. Fig.
5-31 also illustrates the wiring schematic for a
typical installation.
The electric sending unit is essentially a
resistor whose resistance varies inversely with
temperature. The external configuration of
the electric sending unit is a standard male
Spipe
on type
Pi e thread
h e a orr bolt
o tpnt
y e construction.
c o s reto nl

a warning light or buzzer to alert the operator
to a cooling problem. Fig. 5-32(A) illustrates
typical thermostatic switches used for this
purpose. The reader is referred to Military
Standard Drawing Number 18110 for additional details (Ref. 8).
Red warning lights indicating a cooling
system malfunction usually are located in the
vehicle instrument panel. This is illustrated in
Fig. 5-32(B)
(Re f. 9) .for the M48 Tank instrument

UNITS
5-6 WARNING
The temperature sending unit and indicator
assembly often are supplemented with thermostatic switches connected for parallel
operation to actuate visual or audio signal
devices. When abnormal temperatures are
encountered, the switch will close and actuate

5-7 COOLANT LEVEL INDICATORS
Radiator coolant level monitoring devices
are available to provide a visual warning to the
vehicle operator when the coolant level drops
to a critical level.
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warning light on the Maintenance Indicator
Panel (Fig. 5-34).

CTR1CAL CONUECTOR
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The Maintenance Indicator Panel is dashboard-mounted and sensors are mounted
on or within the various systems
and accessories of the engine and vehicle, and
connected to the panel through a wiring
harness. The sensors monitor the condition
and performance of the various systems and
and alert the driver/mechanic
when service is required or a malfunction has
occurred by means of a light on the panel.
a light on the panel has been actuated, it
on (whunever the master switch is on)
until the proper steps are taken to correct the
malfunction or the proper maintenance action
to restore performance to an acceptable
level. Solid state circuitry is used to perform
the electronic control of the indicator lights.
As an initial check for the driver, an
automatic lamp test device activates all panel
lights for 3 to 7 sec during each start. The
system also includes an automatic dimming
control for blackout operations.

A-TRANSMISSION OIL LOWPRESSURE
I6ARNING LIGHT

5

B-V-NGINE OIL LOWPRESSURE WARNING
LIGHT
C-TRANSMISSIUN OIL HIGH TEMPERATURE

WARNING
LIGHT

EtNGENERATOR WARNING
t;E-MAIN

LIGHT

Figure 5-32. M48 Tank ThermostaticSwitch
and InstrumentPanel With Warning
Lights (Ref 9)

microswitch. The microswitch activates a
dashboard warning light signalling that the
engine should be shut-dowvi. The system also
may be installed to sound an alarm or
automatically shutdown the engine.

system installed on the M44A2 Truck
is shown in Fig. 5-33. The sensor, installed in

Air can be present from a number of causes
such as suction leaks, pump seal leaks, head
gasket leaks, heat cracks in the block, low

the radiator top tank, consists of a magnetic
float and reed switch assembly calibrated to
close at the pre-determined critical coolant
Closing of the switch activates a red

coolant level, and others. Air in a cooling
system accelerates engine corrosion with
resultant poor cooling (hot spots), and
decreased engine life.

(B) INSTRUMENT PANEL WITIO WARNING LIGHTS

!;.The

Slevel.

I,.
I
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LEVEL AND AERATION

WARNING SYSTEM

This system is designed to trap any air that
passes through it while sampling the engine
coolant, If the system loses coolant, or if
there is air in the system, a warning light on
the dashboard is activated. As air is trapped in
~~the
unit, a float drops and actuates a_-

O-ENGINL OIL HIGH TEMPERATURE
WARNING
LIGHT

""

COOLANT
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Figure

33. Radiator Coolant Level Sensor Installation
(courtes of Teledyne Continental Motors)
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Figure 5-34. Maintenance Indicator Panel
(Courtesy of Teledyne Continental Motors)
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Figure 5-35. Coolant Level and Aeration WarningSystem Installation (Ref. 15)
(StandardControls, Inc.)
The s:,stem is installed between the
radiator top tank and the suction side of the
coolant pump (See Fig. 5-35). While the

engine is running, a small amount of coolant
is drawn continuously through the warning
system.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

A

= area, ft2

C

= orifice coefficient, dimensionless

Cp

= specific heat at constant pressure, Btu/lbm-YF

P

=

Q

-heat rejection, Btu/min

V

= velocity, ft/min

AP

= pressure drop, in. of water

AT

=

w

= airflow,

p

pressure, in. of water

temperature differential, deg F
Ibm/min
3

=density, ibm/ft

SUBSCRIPTS

Sc

j9

=~corrected,
g&

griile

o

= orifice

S

= static

v

'-

velocity

Definition of Terms (See Preface)
Mass

Ibm, pounds mass

Force

lbf, pounds force

Length

ft, in., feet, inches

Time

sec, min, hr; seconds, minutes, hours

Thermal energy

Btu, British Thermal Unit
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CHAPTER 6
GRILLES
Ras.ce types and characteristics of ballistic grilles are discussed. Comparisons of the
airflow performance of the various configurtions of grilles are made. Grille performance
characteristicsare related to other design constraints to determine the best selection of a
grille that requires the minmum compromise for the total system. Grille selection
examples are given and methods of grille testing are discused.
6-.1 NONBALLISTIC

GRILLES

AND

SCREENS
6-1.1 PURPOSE
Nonballistic: grilles and screens are provided
for the sole purpose o~protecting the vehicle
cooling system from damage and/or plugging
from rocks, brush, twigs, grass, bugs, and
other debris.

1-38, to deflect debris thrown towaid the
intake grille screens.
For design purposes, the nonballistic screen
or grille should have the following characteristics;
1. The effective airflow area of the grille
screeii must be equal to, or greater than, the
radiator or heat exchanger effcctive airflow
area.

6-1.2 TYPES AND CONSTRUCTION
Nonballistic grilles and screen assemblies
are constructed of expanded ructal (Fig. 6-1),
large or small mesh screen (Fig. 6-2), or heavy
steel plate (Fig. 6-3) for construction
equipment and radiatoT rock deflectors (Fig.
6-4). It should be noted that the lower
radiator rock deflector can be removed to
allow installation of a winch. In this case the
winch would serve the same purpose as the
radiator rock deflector (see Fig. 1-53). The
screen provides a means for preventing
radiators or cooling fins from plugging and are
designed for easy removal and cleaning. The
airflow restriction for these grilles is minimal
and n~ormally will not exceed 0.5 in. of water
in most vehicles unless imprope.-ly installed,
The SHERIMAN, M55 1, vehicle uses debris
screens on both inlet and exhaust grilles as
shown in Fig. 6-5. In addition to the
screens, a debris deflector is installed
forward of the intake grilles, as shown in Fig.

2. The peripheral opening area between
the grille/screen a'nd the radiator should be
equal to, or greater than, the radiator or heat
exchanger effective airflow area to allow air
entry to th.e cooler if the grile/screen were to
plug.
&-2 BALLISTIC GRILLES
6-2.1 PURPOSE
Ballistic grilles ara designed to provide
maximum protection against attack. They
protect engine components from fragments
while permitting maximum passa~ge of air..
This satisfies the combustion and power plant
cooling requirements. These grilles also must
provide protection for the radiator, oil lines,
electrical conduits, batteries, and other
important components in the engine compartment against projectiles, bullet splash, and
fragments. Unfortunately, the functional
requirements of these grilles are opposed to
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Figure 6. Brulnsh Guard and Expanded Metal Screen Grille (USAMERDC)

Figure 6-2 Nonbullistic Screen (Large Mesh) Attached to Ballistic Grille (USA TACOM)
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SFigure

6-3. Nonballistic Grille and Screen for Construction Equipment (USAMERDC)
each other from the standpoint of design
since the greater the flow area provided for
the air or gas flow, the easier it becomes for
fragments to enter the engine compartment
through the grilles. As a consequence, many
grille designs have been developed in an
attempt to satisfy the major requirements for
grilles: maximum protection with minimum
airflow restrictions. From an integrated
vehicle design viewpoint, both the weight of
grille and the volume of grille required to
cover a given area of the armor envelope
becomes important.
6-2.2 GRILLE DESIGN
The general specifications for grille d~signs

are determined by their location and available
area on a vehicle. The principal design
considerations are those of airflow, ballistic
performance, weight, and infrared detection.
The ideal grille would provide the same
protection as the armor it replaces without
any increase in weight and would offer no
restrictions to the flow of air. Obviously,
these three design considerations are incompatible. Air passages presenting little resistance to airflow a!so tend to offer little
resistance to the passage of projectiles and
fragments. Increased ballistic protection without a drastic increase in restriction can be
obtained with proper design. A compromise
among good airflow, light weight, and
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Figure 6-4. Radiator Rock Deflector (USA TACOM)
adequate

ballistic

protection

is required.

the perfect
Optimum d2signs will approach
it is the designer's

grille as closely as possible;
responsibility to determine which parameter
will b- cumpromised the most. Often airflow
and ballistic protection are favored with
added weight as the compromise; occasionally, ballistic protection is sacrificed. Airflow
requirements are based on power package
heat rejection requirements and are cornpromised less easily,
It is doubtful if a design procedure can be
yield the
that automatically
for a given willapplication.
formulated
optimut- grille
ballistic
evaluating
of
means
Instead, a valid

performance of any design is available to the

designer can create a
designer (Ref. 1). Thethat
can be analyzed
number of designs

basically on paper rather than through
ballistic proofing of prototypes. This will
provide the means for identifying the best
designs and the weak points of each design.
Design modifications can be made to improve
be
the best designs, and the improvements can
ballistic
subsequent
performing
by
verified
analyses. Final proof testing of prototypes
will be required only for one or two
of
optimized designs. The considerations
testing
airflow
through
performance
verified
be
can
ballistic
'Me
airflow
of wooden models.
evaluation procedure presented in Ref. I
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NEOPRENE $PONCE

GLUED TO FACE
AGAINST RADIATOR

aRDAO

RAIAO

NSCREEN INSERTS
Figure 6-5. Nonballistic Grille Screen installation (USA TECOM)
provides a fast and convenient means for
checking the ballistic design of a grille against
fragments and small arms projectiles.

*

6-2.3 TYPES AND CONSTRUCTION

6-2.3.2 Bar Type
Bar type grilles (Ref. 2), consisting of bars
set into a frame with air gaps between the
bars, were developed during World War 11.
Fig. 6-7 illustrates this type of construction.

6-2.3.1 Venturi T-ype

*

~

.tion

Venturi type ballistic grilles (Ref. 2) as
shown in Fig. 6-6 provide minimum restricto airflow but also provide minimum
ballistic protection.

Airflow restrictions were low with this type
of construction and ballistic protection was
good, however, the weight of the bar type
grille was high. In later vehicle designs, the
requirement for reduced weight led to
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AMP 706-3.1"

NORMAL AIR

*

~FLOW

PATH

23

AVERAGE PITCH

6-2.3.4 Table-top Type

*Ibeen

*NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TYPICAL
AND IN INCHES

Figure 6-6. Venturi Tl'pe Louver Bar
Grille Assembly (Ref. 2)
extensive grille development and evaluation.
Airflow resistance characteristics for the
venturi and bar type of grilles are shown in
Fig. 6-8.
6-2.3.3 Fish-hook Type
The fish-hook type ballistic grille, as shown
in Fig. 6-9, was develpped to provide good
airflow resistance characteristics with adequate ballistic protection at minimum weight.

*

bars greatly influences the airflow.

3

The No. 4 type fish-hook louver bar grille
was tested to determine the airflow character*
istics as a function of the siLe (Ref. 2). In this
study, the effect of scaling from full size to
S3/4-, 2/3-, and to 1/2-scale sections was
examined. The 2/3-size configuration performance was slightly better than the full size
section, and these two sections were both
considerably better than the 1/2-size section.
Fig. 6-9 indicates the superiority of the
3/4-size grille airflow resistance chiaracteristics. However, the spacing used is larger than
true scale reduction would indicate. As can be
noted on Fig. 6-9 the actual spacing for the
2/3-size grille is 1-21/32 in., whereas the
computed scale is 1-1/2 in. (actual grille has
5/32 in. oversize spacing). This only serves to
emphasize further that not only is the grille
bar design critical but the spacing between the

Indirect flow or table-top grilles also have
airflow tested. This grille design varies
from other grille types because the flow
direction of the air is changed as it passes
through the grille assembly. The cross section
diagram of the table-top grille indicting the
airflow, is shown in Fig. 6-10. On the basis of
equal grille area, this configuration offers
more protection than the No.- 4 type
fish-hook grille. One objection to the indirect

type grille design has been its height- it
causes a slight raising of the silhouette of the
tank engine compartment.
6-2.3.5 Chevron Type
Ballistic grilles have presented a challenge
to designers. Most of the grille designs have
been made on an intuitive basis, and
modifications have been attempted using
trial-and-error techniques. The accumulation
of all efforts to date including engineering
design, test, and trial-and-error is represented
in the MBT70 Prototype Tank Chevron Type
grille, Fig. 6-11. A comparison of the M60
Tank and MBT70 Prototype Tank ballistic
grille pressure drops is shown in Fig. 6-12.
Airflow tests of this grille are described fully
in Ref. 3.
6-3 AIRFLOW
TERISTICS

RESISTANCE

CHARAC-

Ballistic grille airflow resistance characteristics are established by test. The flow
restrictions are checked both in the normal
airflow direction and reverse airflow direction
to determine airflow pressure drop and
resistance. Extensive test work by the US
Army Tank-Automotive Command Laboratories has proven that restriction values
obtained fron tests of sample grille assemblies
are valid for use in predicting actual vehicle
grille assembly restrictions and airflow (Refs.
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8). LUboratory airflow
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NORMAL AIR FLOW PATH

-AVERAGE

PITCH

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS ARE TYPICAL
AND IN INCHES
Figure 6-7. Bar Type Louver Bar Grille Assembly (Ref. 2)
resistance characteristics of these grille assemblies are included in Appendix C. Table 6-I
contains a summary of ballistic grilles used in
contemporary military vehicles.

The required
computed by

Example:

cooling

airflow w can be

wIbm/min

(6-1)

Determine the inlet and exhaust grille size
and pressure drop for a power plant that has
LUG

1UUWL

A

tes:

1. 12,000 Btu/min heat rejection rate

2. 120°F inlet cooling air
3. 200OF maximum allowable air temperature
4. Venturi type grilles are ised (Fig. 6-8).

w-here,,,

Cp

AT
Q

=

specific heat of air, Btu/lbm-°F

= temperature differential of air, deg F
= heat rejection rate, Btu/min

The quantity of air required for cooling
will be
6-9
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Figure 6-9. Airflow Resistance Characteristicsof No. 4 Fish-hook Type Grilles (USA TA COM)

IV

12,000

~~~625 Lb111/minl

0.24(200 -- 120)
The density of air at 120°F
460] ± 70

p = 0.075 X 4
460+ 120

0.06853 lbn/fl'

21.65
ThSrrcoc.
625/0.06853

the 0C~l
voLume
120 (fl.

of inlet air is:

AsS,,ming an ;dir t1'c velocity Oft 2000
t't/mn, the are, of the inlet grille will be
92/00=45

"2

Usirng the venttri type grille as shown iln
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"NORIMAL
AIRFLOW

Figure 6-10. Tabl-top Grille Cross Section
(USA TACOM)

Fig. 6-8 with a face velocity of 2000 ft/min,
the pressure drop through the inlet grille for
normal flow would be 1.4 in. of weter (point
A). A correction for the pressure drop of the
inlet air because of de.sity change is
A

-- 1.4/"63

\

AIRFLOW !•

1.3 in. of water

2
Figure6- 11. Cheft'son Type Grille Design

1.4

The density of air at 2000F is

p = 0.075 X 4
460 + 200

0.06023 ibm/ft 3

Therefore, the volume of exhaust air is
625/0.06023 - 10,377 cfm.
The exhaust grille area will be 10,377/2000
=5.19 ft2 .
Using the venturi type grille as shown in
Fig. 6-8 with a face velocity of 2000 ft/min,
the pressure drop through the exhaust grille
for reverse flow would be 2.7 in. of water
(point B). A correction for the pressure drop
of the exhaust air because of density change is
/0.06023)
. 00)= 2.2 in. of water

AP= 2.7

6-4 BALLISTIC PROTECTION CHARACTERISTICS
Ballistic protection providcd by grille
assemblies is classified information and a

Characteristics,MOT70 Prototype Tank
(USA TACOMJ
specialized field beyond the scope of this
handbook. Ref. I and the references cited ia
the Bibliography for this chapter will provide
a broad coverage of this field for the vehicle
cooling system designer.
6.5 NOISE
Noise characteristics of ballistic grilles may
be considered in the determination of the
required effective face areas (Refs. 3 and 6) if
specific requirements are stated. Air velocities
of 2000 ft/min and higher produced undesirable noise levels in various grilles tested in
Ref. 6, and the MTB70 Prototype Tank grille
(Ref. 3) simulated a rushing waterfall sound
during high airflow test points (14,000 to
17,000 cfm).
Generally, the engine, cooling fan, and
vehicle drive train noise levels are considerably higher than the grille airflow noise. These
noise levels would have to be greatly
attenuated before the grille noise would
become significant.
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TABLE 6-1
BALLISTIC GRILLES USED IN CONTEMPORARY MILITARY VEHICLES (USATACOM)
Grille Shape

Model
Inlet
1441

Exhaust

Grille Arean Ft 2
Exhaust
Inlet
6.0

Fish - Hook

9.5

Fish - Hook
1446 & 47

Fish - Hook

11.4
15.5

Fish - Hook
1448

Fish-

21.4

Hook

16.2

Fish - 1look
1460

11.6

Fish - Hook

Fish
M103

M108 &

8.6

Hook
15.4

Fish - Hook
Fish

M107

-

15.8

-Hook

No ballistic louvers
installed in this vehicle

4.2
11.3

Chevron

5.7

Ribbon

109
Mllo1

No ballistic louvers
installed in this vehicle

4.2

4.2

M113

Elongated Chevron

5.5

2.9

M114

Chevron

7.5
2.4

Ribbon
M551

8.5

Chevron

9.6

Chevron
1578

No ballistic louvers
installed in this vehicle

4.2

4.2

MBT70

Chevron

10.1*

6.0*

Chevron

15.1*
Ballistic
Deflector Plates

X14803I
(Eng)

Chevron
Transmission)
Areas measured from laboratory mock-ups

6.14

4.2

-

4.46*
2.8*

D
•
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-GRILLE

I
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Figure 6-.1

Grille Assembly Ready for Test on Flow Chamber

6-6 TEST AND EVALUATION
Testing of ballistic grille assemblies, by the
US Army Tank-Au*omotive Command Laboratories, is conducted to provide data used in
the design of vehicle grille assemblies. Wooden
models are fabsicated and tested to provide
valid data on flow restrictions and noise. The
grilles are checked for normal and reverse
flow directions. Fig. 6-13 illustrates a grille
assembly ready for test. The complete test
equipment is shown in Fig. 6-14 and a
diagram of the test set-up and instrumentation is shown in Fig. 6-15.
6-7 GRILLE
INSTALLATION
CONSIDERATIONS

Sis

DESIGN

Evaluation of new grille and screen designs
a continuous program. The design goal of

minimum resistance to airflow, maximum
ballistic protection, and the removal of dirt
and debris from the incoming air present
major problems fo.' the cooling system
designer. Important areas of development are
in self-cleaning screens, improved armor or
grille shapes, and deflectors for protection of
heat exchangers and radiators.
Carefully chosen grille locations often may
minimize the amount of dirt a'd debris that is
ingested, however, vehicle design usually
determines the location where the grille may
be installed.
The location of the inlet and exhaust grilles
must be such that recirculation of the hot
exhaust air into the inlet grilles does not
occur. Fig. 6-16(A) illustrates the recirculation effect when the exhaust grille is located
toward the front of the vehicle. The vehicle
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Figure 6-15. Grille Airflow Test Set-up and Irnstrurnentation Diagram (USA TA COM)
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movement causes the hot air to pass over the

The location of the cooling fan in relation
to the engine, grilles, and radiator can be
varied to stit the vehicle design requirements.
Either the fan suction or blowing mode as
described in par. 4-13 has been used
successfully with correct components.

Wet grille and the cooling capability of the
system will be reduced. Fig. 6-16(B) i~lustrates the correct inlet grille location at the
forward end of the vehicle. Tnis configuration
minimizes hot air recirculation caused by
forward movement of the vehicle.

-._
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A

= area, ft2

a

= duct width, in.

b

= duct height, in.

C

= correction factor, dimensionless

CFM

flow rate, ft 3 /min

D

diameter, ft, in.

f

= friction factor, dimensionless

ge

= gravitational
conversion constant, 32.2 lbm-ft/lbfsec 2 (see Preface)

GPM

= flow rate, gal/min

K

= loss coefficient, dimensionless

L

length, ft

M

= Mach number, dimensionless

""AP

= change in fluid pressure, in. water, lbf/ft 2

Re

= Reynolds number, dimensionless

r

= radius, ft or in.

SSU

= viscosity, saybolt seconds universal

T

= temperature, OF

SV
I

LIST OF SYMBOLS

= velocity; ft/sec, ft/min, ft/hr

SY

= (cfm)2
system flow characteristics constant, in. water/
= kinematic viscosity, centistokes

fe

= surface roughness of duct, ft
angle, deg

7=

7-1
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P

= absolute v.-.osity, lbm/hr-ft

P

= fluid density, lbm/ft3

Subscripts
a

= angle, actual

b

= barometric

C

= centerline

d

= duct

e

= equivalent, exit

h

= hour

m

=

0

= orifice

o

zero

mean

s

= screen, standard

t

= transition

T

= turn

To90

90-deg turn

1

= upstream

2

= downstream

w

= wire

Definition of Termn (us Preface)
Mass

Ibm, pounds mass

Force

lbf, pounds force

Length

ft, in., feet, inches

Time

sec, min, hr; seconds, minutes, hours

Thermal
Energy Btu, British Thermal Unit
7-2
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CHAPTER 7
SYSTEM FLOW RESISTANCE ANALYSIS

"Thischapter

presents the principles of fluid flow resistance and the procedures used to

predict flow pressure drops. The fluids consideredare air, oil, and coolant. Examples have
been made for these fluids showing the resistance to flow in straight passages, various
turns, obstructions, and changing flow areas. Pumps for oil and coolant are discussed, and
typical performiance characteristicspresented.
7-t FLUID FLOW CONDITIONS
The fluid flow treated in this chapter is
considered to be
1. Isothermal

static pressure unless otherwise stated. The
energy equation for incompressible frictionless flow is expressed by the simplified formA
of Bernoulli's equation (Eq. 4-1).
For the purpose of convenience, experi-

mental fluid pressure drop data for specific
conditions usually are presented directly in
the units most commonly used in industry.

2. Subsonic
3. Incompressible.

7-2.1 FLOW

The

effect

of

heat

transfer

is not

considered. The effects of changes
elevation are not conwrdered either.

RESISTANCE

OF

INCOM-

PRESSIBLE FLUID FLOW

in

7-2 FLOW RESISTANCE

Fluid flow in a vehicle cooling system

Fluids most generally used in cooling
systems of military ground vehicles are water,
water and antifreeze mixtures, oils, refrig.T-

ant, and air.

encounters various resistances and, as a result,

Due to the wide variation in the physical

a drop in fluid pressure occurs. Fluid pressure

properties of liquid and air, it is rifcessary to

generally is expressed

discuss airflow resistance and liquid-flow
resistance separately. In doing so, repetition
of soneidata may occur.

is

1. Static pressure
2. Dynamic pressure

An incompressible fluid is considered as

one in which a change in pressure causes no

3. Total pressure.
In the large majority of cooling systems,

velocities of various

flows are

corresponding change in density. The assumption .hat liquids are incompressible does not
introduce appreciable errors in the calculation

held to

of fluid pressure drop but the assumption that

knmoderate levels and the flows are nearly
incompressible (see par. 7-2.1). Under these
conditions the dynamic pressure is very small
compared with the static pressure; therefore,
throughout this chapter "pressure will mean

air is incompressible introduces errors whose
magnitude depends on the velocity of the
fluid and the loss coefficient of the particular
component or duct section. For an airflow
restriction of 30 in. of water, the air density

7-3
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change would be less than 10 percent. Vehicle
cooling system restrictions are normally
considerably lower than this value,

Compressible fluids used in systems with
small loss coefficients, can be treated as
incompressible for velocities below Mach 0.2
with reasonable accuracy. For air at standard
atmospheric pressure, 29.92 in. Hg, the Mach
number M is

v

M=

,

dimensionless

(7-1)

49.1 -IT+ 460
where

T = temperature, °F
Most ground vehicle cooling systems operate
with low cooling air velocities and pressure
drops. For example, the average velocity in
front of a typical radiator is in the order of
2000 ft/min which corresponds approximately to Mach 0.03. In these conditions,
cooling-air can be treated as incompressible
fluid with negligible error when the equations
presernted in this chapter are used under the
stated conditions.
DROP

Form drag also is referred to as pressure
drag and occurs in discontinuous flow
passages or in flow over an immersed object.
Under these conditions, fluid pressure over
the object is distributed unevenly as the result
of separation of the flow immediately
duwnstream from the immersed object. Fluid
energy is dissipated in the vortices created in
the downstream flow. Fig. 7-1 illustrates the
vortices shed from behind a tube in a
crossflow air stream.

In high velocity flow past immersed
components, skini friction loss is negligible
compared with the form drag losses. Stream-

V = fluid velocity, ft/sec

7-2.2 PRESSURE
TIONS

Surface shear loss often is referred to as
skin friction and occurs in all flow passages as
a result of dissipation of energy at the walls or
surfaces.

lining of the immersed objects can reduce
these losses. Combination of the fluid
pressure drops caused by form drag and of
flow direction and flow cross-sectional variations also is referred to as dynamic or shock
loss.
'.
Fluid pressure loss caused by heat transfer
effects is associated with changes in fluid
density. This loss generally is significant in
airflow or in two-phase flow such as that
produced by boiling or condensation.

CLASSIFICA-

1. Suiface shear

in determining the overall fluid pressure
drop in a cooling system, the four types of
losses all must be considered; however, in
some cases, one or more types of the pressure
drops may be so small tiiat they can be
eliminated in the final analysis.

2. Form drag

7-2.2.1 Friction Pressure Drop

In general, fluid pressure drops may be
classified as due to:

3. Variations in flow direction, flow
cross-sectional area, shape of flow conduits,
and immersed objects
4. Variations in fluid properties or flow
velocity due to heat transfer effect.

Friction pressure drop due to skin friction
alone generally occurs in straight pipe or duct
systems. This pressure drop ,AP for round
ducts usually is expressed as
IL,/V'\

Ap f

p

, lbf/ft 2
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AIR ~ow

~.

VORTICES

Figure 7-1. Airflow Separation Caused by a Tube in the Cooling System Airflow
where

where

f

=friction factor, dimensionless

L

=

D,
p

0.075 Ibm/ft3 for standard air at
70'F and 29.92 .in., Hg

p,

equivalent length of pipe, ft
equivalent pipe diameter, ft

= density

/530 \I
b\
II
A) ibm/ft3
(460 +TaJ2992

P, = 0.075 1

(7-5)

of fluid flowing, ibm/ft3
where

gc
V

gravitational conversion constant,
32.2 lbm-ft/Ibf-sec2
=fluid velocity, ft/sec

Eq. 7-2 can be rewritten for standard air
density as

A)

kw4tr0(-)

Ta,
Pb

temperature of air, *F
=

barometric pressure, in. Hg

The equivalent diameter D, (or hydraulic
diameter) of a noncirculay flow cross section
is defined as
D,

wetted perimeter

,ft (7-6)

where
Vm

I

mean velocity, ft/mmn (see Appendix
D for test methods of determining

For nonstandard air density, the pressure

drop AP must be corrected to the actual
pressure drop Aýa as follows if air velocity is
kept constant

*

AP.

AP'-

\p

P,
I P\ ~
AP -0

i. ae
inwae(74
\0.7S/diameter

For a circula; duct the equivalent diameter
is equal to the inside diameter D of the duct.
For noncircular ducts the equivalent diameter
De can be computed by Eq. 7-6 (see par.
7-2.4.2.5 for an example) or found from Fig.
7-5.
Note: The values for friction factor f~have
been determined for use in Eq. 7-3. Other
texts that the designer may use for reference
may calculate the friction factor f values on
the basis of hydraulic radius instead of
as shown here. Extreme caution
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must be used to assure that correct numerical
values for the friction factor fare used in Eý..
7-3.
7-2.2.1.1

Reynolds Number

For a smooth straight duct or pipe, friction
factor . i, a function of the Reynolds number
Re of the flow. Re is a dimensionless
parameter used to characterize the flow
pattern. It is defined

Re = pDe Vj,

dimensioniess

(7-7)

De

= duct diameter, ft (or equivalent
diameter for noncircular ducts)

Vj
1,

= fluid velocity, ft/hr

7-2.2.2 Dynamic PressureDrops
pressure drop
due to a change in
flow direction, cross-sectional area, or shape
of the flow cross section for standard air
density may be expressed by

/A

Re. relative roughness ehD, and friction factor
rougn
inFig
es -. aNdt fition fctor
R. arelv
fare shown in Fig. 7-2. Note that in the
laminar flow region the relative roughness has
no effect on the friction factor!.
S

\4005/

in. water

(7-8)

where
loss or resistance coefficient, dimensionless (see Table 7-1 for
values of K)

KT

3
= fluid density, Ibm/ft

11 = fluid absolute viscosity, Ibm/hr-ft

i

The data from Fig. 7-4 also can be used for
a rectangular duct by using the equivalent
diameter from the nomograph in Fig. 7-5 as
the duct diameter.

AP= KT

where

p

actual density of the air handled to standard
density as shown by Eq. 7-4.

V,,

=

velocity of air, ft/mm

The loss or resistance coefficients for turns
shown in all figures in this chapter give total
fluid pressure drop due to flow direction
change only. Wall or straightt duct friction loss
trning
t
mustbadddt
(par.
(par. 7-2..
7-2.2.1 ) must
be added to the turning
loss to obtain the overall fluid pressure drop
caused by the turn.

7-2.2.1.2 Relative Roughness
Roughness c is defined as the average
roughness of the duct or pipe surface. Fig. 7-3
illustrates the relative
various circular ducts.

roughness elD for

Pressure drop 4P (in. of water) for airflow
in straight ducts with constant cross-sectional
area can be read directly from Fig. 7-4. The
values given in this figure are based oa
standard air density of 0.075 lbm/ft3 and
average commercial production duct surface
roughness. When air of greater or less density
is handled, the vslue given by Fig. 7-4 is
corrected by multiplying it by the ratio of the

7-6
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7-2.2.2.1 Fluid Pressure Drops in a Bend or
Elbow
Fluid pressure drop in a bend or elbow is
the summation of surface skin friction and
the dynamic loss due to the change in flow
direction. This dynamic loss generally is
expressed by using either a loss or resistance
coefficient or an equivalent length of straight
pipe.
7-2.2.2.2 Loss Coefficient
Elbows

for Bends and

Loss coefficients for 90-deg turns

KT9o

AMCP 706,361
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Figure 7-3. Relative Roughness of Circular Ducts (Ref. 3) (Release Granted by Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., Aerospace Applied Thermodynamics Manual.)
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for constant area rectangular and circular
ducts are shown in Fig. 7-6. Additional values
and duct configurations are found in Refs. 2,
3, and 13.
If no duct follows the elbow, the bend
angle is other than 90-deg, or the bend is
transitional, the ioss coefficient Kr9O must
be corrected for these conditions and the
total loss coefficient KT may be expressed as
KT = KT9o CC.C, dimensionless

(7-9)

where
KT9O

= loss coefficient for 90-deg turn,
dimensionless (Fig. 7-6)

Ce

= loss coefficient correction factor

for ducts without following or
exit ducts, dimensionless (Fig.
7-7)
Ca

loss coefficient correction factor
for bend angles other than
90-deg, dimensionless (from Fig.
7-8 use the applicable curve):
(A) For bends with a following
duct

AP

[1(

i
+ KTJ

\-

v

J\ 4005

2.- in. water
(7-10)

For air der ,ity at other than standard
temperature and pressure (70°F and 29.92 in.
Hg), the pressure drop AP is corrected by
using Eq. 7-4.
Fig. 7-10 shows total fluid pressure loss
characteristics for various radius ratios for a
90-deg turn. While this figure applies for a
Reynolds number of 10'. the relationship
holds true for other values of Re. From this
illustration, it is shown that a radius ratio
between 2 and 3 results in minimum pressure
losses-indicating that this radius ratio should
be used for duct designs wherever possible.
7-2.2.2.3 Dynamic Losses for Area Changes
Table 7-1 shows loss coefficients K for a
variety of area changes that are applicable to
the general Eq. 7-8 (additional data on loss
coefficients are found in Refs. 2 and 4). The
subscript for the loss coefficient K in Table
7-1 indicates the cross section where the
velocity V.. is calculated.
7-2.2.2.4 Diffusers

(B) For bends without a following duct
C

= loss coefficient correction factor

for transitional bends, dimensionless (Fig. 7-9)
The data from Fig. 7-7 can be applied to
elliptical and circular ducts in _ieu of specific
data for these ducts.
correction
In Eq. 7-9, only the applicable
factors are applied.
By combining Eqs. 7-3 and 7-8, the to*
pressure loss for standard density airflow u
to a bend is expressed by

Whenever possible, a diffuser (gradual
expansion in Table 7-1) should be designed
symmetrically about its axis with an expansion angle 0 between 7- and lO-deg.
Nonsymmetrical flow or too great an
expansion angle may cause the flow to
separate from the diffuser walls and cause an
increase in pressure loss.
7-2.2.3 Screens and Grids
The pressure loss coefficients KT of Fig.
7-11 (based on upstream velocity head) are
for screens mounted in a duct where the
upstream and the downstream areas are the
same. The loss coefficients are for Reynolds
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numbers (based on the screen open area and
velocity) greater than 400. The Reynolds
number Re is determined by
DV
Re=

--

1

Ad'.

~4(v-\A5 !

, dimensionless

(7-11)

where
V1

= upstream velocity, ft/hr

Dw = wire diameter, ft
Ad

= duct area, ft 2

As

= screen flow area, ft2

p

= fluid density, Ibm/ft 3
= fluid absolute viscosity, lbm/hr-ft

The pressure loss A can be calculated by
Eq. 7-8 using KTfrom Fig 7-1 1 and velocity
V, based on the upstream duct area.
7-2.2.4 Air Pressure Loss Over
Bodies

Immersed

The pressure drop resulting from the
obstruction to flow due to tubes or other
immersed bodies with simple shapes can be
approximated by analysis of the contractions
and enlargements caused by the object. Table
7-1 gives loss coefficients for several typical
obstruction shapes in a duct. The coefficients
are based on the ratio of the object thickness
to the duct diameter.
Airflow analyses of complex shapes and
configurations such as power package lines,
hoses, accessories, components, and fittings
are determined from actual tests because of
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the complexity of the assembly.
7-2.2.5 Air Presure Drop Through a Heat
Transfer Matrix
Air pressure drop through a heat transfer
matrix generally is due to skin friction, form
drag, and variation of flow cross-sectional area
and/or direction. Pressure drop data of this
kind often are correlated as a friction factor
and Reynolds number relationship as for a
straight duct. These data may be obtained
from Refs. 5 and 6.
Air pressure drop through a heat exchanger
usually is expressed directly in inches of water
and is plotted as a function of air velocity and
heat exchanger configuration. This is discussed in uetail In par. 3-5.2, and Appendix A
presents typical manufacturer data illustrating
the air pressure drop as a function of airflow
for various heat exchanger core configurations.
When a heat exchanger or similar resistance
unit is installed at an angle to the centerline
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of the entrance duct, as shown in Fig. 7-12,
an increase in airside loss coefficient occurs as
indicated. The pressure drop AP through a
heat exchanger therefore is increased by the
factor KTIKTo obtained from Fig. 7-12.
7-2.2.6 Grille Friction Losses
Air pressure losses in grilles are caused
directly by skin friction and dynamic pressure
losses. Characteristics of air flowing through
grilles-such as face velocity, pressure loss,
and area for a particular flow capacity-are
used to predict grille performance when
installed in equipment. Intake and exhaust
grilles also have individually specialized design
criteria when operating in the vehicle. This
subject is covered in par. 6-3.
7-2.2.6.1 Intake Grille
Location of the intake grille for supply air
to the engine and -ooling system should be
compatible with the operational characteristics and speed of the vehicle. Military
characteristics of swimming, fording, ingress,

AtCP 70.-31

TABLE 7-1
LOWS COEFFICIEN7 FOR AREA CHANGES (Ref. 2) (FOR USE IN EQ. 7.81
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and egress must be accomplished without
-& .. ,. . . .-&W
W
&,.
vY
Lf t"W
O" &V,,
-l ",,,. , z , .. ;.
Baffles, flotation eqluipment. and modification kits for operation in cold and hot
climate& also must be accommodated without
affectin the supply of air. An equal
dixtribution of supply air should be provided
for by limiting the obstructions in the grille
approach area.
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loss or resistance
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meat, the area of the grille, and the face
velocity for a particular capacity of intake air.
An intake grille designed for a high ba~llstic
protection level will require a large mass of
material to interrupt, deflect, or stop a
projectile. The decreased flow area results in
an increase of air friction and corresponding
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Figure 7-12. Effect of An&la on Heat Exchangers (fRef. 3) (Ralese grantedby Society of
Automotive Engineers, Inc., Aerovpate Appliad Thermodynamics Manual.)
dissipation of energy and pressure loss.
7-2.2.6.2 Exhaust Grille
The exhaust grille should provide minimum
resistance to flow. Location of the grille as it
affects the dynamic velocity of the moving
vehicle should be considered. An exhaust
grille at tlhe front of the vehicle may require a
higher exhaust velocity to compensate for the
impact velocity of the moving vehicle in order
to prevent recirculation problems as discussed
in par.. 6-7. This applies only to high speed
vehicles since the impact velocity is negligible
below speeds of 40 mph. An exhaust grille
pressurc loss is determined by the same

parameters that control the intake air pressure
loss (see par. 6-3).
7-2,3 FLUID PRESSURE LOSS MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
7-243.1 Grille Area
Ample grille area will prnduce minimum
velocity of the airflow through the grilk. Low
velocities will produce a corresponding low
pressure loss or resistance to airflow withI
attendant minimum fan power requirements.
The vehicle intake grille area is selected to
minimize the airflow restriction to the fan.
7-19
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Commonly used design values for grille
maximum airflow pressure drops are 1 to 1.5
in. of water for the inlet and 2 to 2.5 in. of
water for the exhaust. High fan inlet
restrictions may cause flow separation (eddies), shock losses, and increased noise levels,
Installation of the radiator or heat
exchanger close to the intake grille minimizes
heating of the incoming air caused by contact
with other components and may simplify
installation of air recirculation seals.
7.2.3.2 Provisions for Uniform or Gradually
Changing Grille Areas
Grilles are developed to provide optimized
ballistic protection and airflow characteristics
at minimum weight. Materials are selected
that may be manufactured easily, are low in
cost, and are compatible with other parts of
the vehicle. Configurations of uniform cross
section or gradually changing areas are
preferred if ballistic protection requirements
can be met.
Characteristics of various types of ballistic
grilles are included in Appendix C.

7-2.3.3 Duct DesIin
Military vehicle cooling system duct designs
usually are constrained by space and configuratiun limitations. As a result, the design
normally deviates from preferred design
characteristics at the expense of greater
airflow pressure losses. Careful consideration
of losses caused by turns, abrupt area changes,
obstructions, skin friction, and the evaluation
of factors affecting loss coefficients-such as
the
aspect
ratio
(duct
height/duct
width)--should enable the designer to select
tE, best
U
ompromises for a satisfactory duct
configuration that will incur minimum flow
losses,
7-2.3.3.1 Duct Shape
Square or circular ducts are recommended
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whenever possible. As the duct aspect ratio
increases above 1, higher pressure drops are
generated and should be avoided; however,
losses do not become excessive until the
aspect ratio exceeds 4. Ducts that carry all the
exhaust air, for example, have been used with
aspect ratios as high as 6:1.
Fluid pressure drop through a rectangular
duct, whether it is straight or not, is a
function of the aspect ratio of the duct and
the flow Reynolds number. For airflow
systems encountered in vehicle power plants,
the airflow pressuwe drop can be estimated by
formula or charts for a circular duct when the
equivalent diameter of the duct is used as the
parameter. This is due to the fact that
pressure drop in the turbulent flow region is
not seriously affected with ratios up to 10.
For more detailed analysis of airflow friction
through ducts with Reynolds numbers below
10,000, see Ref. I.

7-2.3.3.2 Flow Pressure Loss
The loss coefficients for cross-sectional area
changes in ducts increase in relation to the
magnitude of the area change as shown in
Table 7-1. Flow pressure losses should be
minimized by using gradually changing duct
areas and minimizing the number of obstructions in the duct or streamlining the
obstructions.
The number of turns should be kept to a
minimum, and sha:rp turns should be avoided,
if possible.
7-2.3.4 Reduction of Pressure Loss in Turas
Turning vanes or splitters may be used in
sharp bends to improve exit velocity distribution and reduce pressure loss. A turning vane
is defined as a curved section used to direct
the airflow (see Fig. 7-13). A splitter is a thin
vane, usually made of sheet metal and
installed the same as the splitter shown in Fig.
7-13.

AIWP 706361
basic cooling system requirement is that the
airflow rate must be sufficient to keep the
operating temperatures of the power package
components below maximum values.

6Th

The selection of an adequate cooling fan
requires first that the airflow requirements be
determined, and then it is necessary to
determine the pressure head needed to force
this quantity of air through the cooling
system.
Once the total cooling system heat
rejection and airflow rates are determined, the
temperature rise of the cooling air through
the system can be calcalated.

Figure 7-13. Typical Turning Vanes in a
90-deg 8end
Various vane designs and design information are available from publications listed in
the Bibliography at the end of this chapter
and Refs. 1 and 3.
ow'

7-2.3.5 Cooling Airflow Test of the M551
SHERIDAN Vehicle (Ref. 7)
An evaluation of the cooling fan performance and airflow through the vehicle power
plant coolhng system, at the rated fan speed of
4280 rpm, was greater than the specified
14,000 cfn even with all grilles and debris
screens installed.
At the same fan speed, with the intake
grille removed, the airflow rate increased 7
percent. Removal of the exhaust grilles
resulted in an airflow increase of 3.5 percent.
7-2.4 SYSTEM TOTAL AIR RESISTANCE
EXAMPLE. XMS03 EXPERIMENTAL
TANK

S.
The cooling system heat rejection establishes the airflow requirement, and the
required airflow characteristics establish the
pressure head that the fan must develop. The

Fig. 7-14 indicates the airflows through
various components in the XM803 Experimental Tank cooling system. These include
the inlet grilles, power package compartment,
engine compartment, transmission compartment, heat exchangers, ducts, and exit grille.
In the cooling system airflow path both
flow direction and flow areas vary. The total
air pressure loss of system resistance is the
summation of the various types of air
resistances generated by the cooling system
components. The total air resistance of the
entire system
,
can be expressed by

F
Ap.stgent

v, "LT4'(

=

I

+

z7[+/L
D

Vn \

w"1
,in. water
(7-12)

"The dynamic or velocity pressure loss is
determined at the reference area of the
rcsistance coefficient
.
T andlor the friction
factorf, as discussed in previous paragraphs of
this chapter.
7-2.4.1 System Resistance Characteristics
For complete turbulent flow, which is
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Figu,*- 7-14. XM8G3 Experimental Tank Cooling System Analysis Diagram (Ref. 8)
generally thp case in vehicle cooling systems
"undernormtl ope.aitng cvnditions, Eq. 7-12
also can be empirically written as
-Af.syste

= Y(Criý'i)

2

(7-13)

. ni. water

"• "ere

4. Engine fan
5. Outlet duct
6. Exit grille.

constant depending on the entire system lre..uze drop characteristics, in.
T aler/{k,,

vmn) 2

entire charaucitzitic curve, is defined wLen
the s.qic pressure drop resulting from any
given flow rate is known. Fig. 8.3d s ,ws the
total sy;ten fesistanCe curve fo, th.- XYM'3
Experimental Tank system (also se': ilar.
*--;0).
The schematic diagram in Fig. 7-14 may bt.
j-,ed t,- a alyze the system ,;rcso.'re losses. As
showr.:
.:is figure, the couii,,g system is
. -...
4--- ' sections to pernit
did,
ý'i,

Ii- .cir of t]
wing ,re..s

each

g•jlle

Z. Powei package cumpartment

7-2.

Aj

The static pressure curve can be drawn
after analysis of the airflow characteristics
that follow.

The graplw:ai relationship o! - vs CFl is
called thL system characteristic or system
..sistance curve. Tie ,:onstant Y, and thus thc

!,.

3. Engine

of tfle

7-2.4.2 Exampl of Detrmination of theIAir
Resistace for the XM803 Experimenta: Tank Engine Cooling Airflow
Systen,
The example presented is intended to
illustrate a means of obtaining an approximate estiraate of the system air resistance of a
ernbat vehicle cooling system and establish
baseline cooling fan requirements. This
example is greatly over-simplified because
airflow characteristics in this or any other
cofling system are extremely complex and
cannot be predicted with a high degree of
accuracy. In actual operation the airflow is
not diided evenly between the two fans: the
vclocities are not uniform ith the duct; the fan
exit veioci.ieý are c-nsiderably Higher than
the duct "eloitje,; and air !eakase, bypass,
and ,eQzirculati ,n are not considered. This

.

I

I

AMCP 70&-361

example is solved based on determining the
ai" velocity for the temperature at each
station and then correcting the A for air
density. (See par. 7-2.4.2.7)

"7-2.4.2.1

Intake Grille

A diagram of the inlet and exhaust grille
configurations is shown in Fig. 7-15. The
grille airflow resistance characteristics are
presented in Fig. 6-12.

-

The intake grille airflow is made up of the
sum of the engine cooling air, engine
induction air, and transmission cooling air.
These requirements are provided by the
respective manufacturers and are established
as 1340 Ibm/mmn engine cooling air, 600
Ibm/inin transmission cooling air, and 200
lbmr/min engine induction air (see par. 8-5.2.2
for the procedure used to determine the
transmission airflow requirements). Airflow
through the intake grille is at 120'F air
temperature and requires a correction for air
density from Eq. 7-5 where
1
p = 0.075 X

SWith

S460+ 120

= 0.0685 lbm/ft'

W= 1340 + 600 + 200 =31,'
0.0685
an inlet grille area of (Ref. Fig. 7-15)
15.1 ft 2 and an ;irflow rate of 31,241 cfm,
the grille face veklcity = 31,241/15.1 = 2069
ft/min. From Fik'. 6-12, the inlet grille
restriction is 2.0 iyn. of water for normal flow.
Note that the air velocity at operating
conditions is used for determination of the air
pressurc drop data from Fig. 6-12. Tiis
pressure dron uAata is ccrrected to the
reference air d,...ity of Fig 6-12 in the table
in par. 7-2.4.2.J.
7-k.4 2.2 Power PackIe Compartment
As shown in Figs. 7-15 and 7-16, the engine

compartment air is supplied through two
identical inlet grilles to the engine that is
symmetrical and has two cooling fans. This
arrangement permits the analysis of one-half
of the system, asbum!rg that the same
conditions apply tu the remaining side
because of the symmetry. A photograph of
the configuration shown in Fig. 7-16 also is
shown in Figs. 9-3 ant 9-5.
The configuration formed by the engine oil
coolers and fuel tank is similar to a sudden
contraction in a duct, and the pressure drop
for the power package compartment may be
analyzed as such. The engine airflow is in
parallel paths through the oil coolers,
aftercoolers, and cylinders. Fig. 7-14 shows
thai the air flowing to the engine from the
grilles at this point is 1340 lbm/min at 130'F,
therefore the volume entering one bank of the
engine from Eq. 7-5, where p, = 0.075 X
5301(460 + 130) = 0.067 Ibm/ft3 , is
1340
CFMl = 0.00 X 2 ý-10,000 cfm
The inlet area A, = area of one grille = 15.1/2=
7.55 ftl (Fig.
r
7-15).rg530
and area A 2 between
cooler and the 2top of the fuel tank = 6 X
621144 = 2.58 ft (Fig 7-16).
The coefficient K 2 for sudden contraction
for A 21A, = 2.58/7.55 = 0.34 is found by
interposadon as 0.26 from Table 7-1. The
velocity V,, at A2 is 10,000/2.58 = 3876
ft/min. From Eq. 7-8

A

= 0.26

/3876 2
0
\4005/

0.24 in. water (See
Note)

NOTE: This pressure diop oata is calculated
by using air velocity at operating
conditions aod Eq. 7-3. Since Eq. 7-3
is valid for standard air density, the
pressure drop value will be corrected
to the air density at opeia~ing
conditions as shown in the table in
par. 7-2.4.2.7.
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Figure 7-15 XM603 Experimental Tank Inlet and Exhaust Grille Configuration (Ref. 8)
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Figure 7-16. XM803 Experimental Tank Power Package Airflow Diagram
7-2.4.2.3 Engine
Airflow rates and air pressure drops
through the individual oil cooler, aftercooler,
and cylinders were determined by the engine
manufacturer from dynamometer tests. This
total engine AP equals 7.0 in. water static
pressure drop at the 120*F ambient temperature condition.
7-2.4.2.4 Fan
Final cooling fan selection must be made
after the system resistance characteristic is
determined. The air pressure losses ahead of
the fan normally are plotted as negative values
and the pressure losses after the fan are
plotted as positive values. The sum of the
absolute values represents the total system
resistance to which the fan must be matched.
Refer to pars. 4-12.2 and 8-5.2.1.4 for fan
system matching techniques.
7-2.4.2.5 Outlet Duct
The outlet duct may be analyzed as the
configuration shown in Fig. 7-17. The

cross-sectional area is computed at duct
sections 0 through 9 and plotted as the duct
area profile graph as shown. The total air
resistance through the duct is the sum of the
friction losses and various dynamic shock
losses. The duct cross-sectional areas shown in
Fig. 7-17 are the average areas at the
respective stations (see Ref. 8). The duct is
not truly a rectangular shape (see Fig. 7-16)
and the bottom of the duct is formed by the
engine and transmission. For ani approximate
estimation of the air pressure drop, assumptions were made that the cross sections
analyzed are true rectangular shapes and the
areas are shown in Fig. 7-17. For example, the
fan turning losses calculated in this paragraph
assume that the fan airflows are discharged
into a true rectangular duct with the bottom
of the duct located at the top of the cooling
fan air outlet housings. This assumption gives
calculated cross-sectional areas that are less
than the actual cross-sectional areas because
the fan outlet housings are raised above the
engine top sheet metal cover (see Fig. 2-13).
The air pressure drop information obtained
from these assumptions is believed to be on
the conservative side.
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The following procedure was followed in
this example to determine the duct losses:

amneter of duct. The equivalent diameter of
the duct from Eq. 7-6 is

1. Determine duct friction losses.

flow cross-sectional area

e

\

2. Determine fan turning losses for each
cooling fan.

wetted perimeter

From Fig. 7-15 the duct width = 57 in.
3. Determine flow losses at duct stations
with significant changes in area. (Stations 5 to
6, 7 to 8, and 8 to 9).

From Fig. 7-17 the duct height

=

10 in.

then
Duct loss calculations are performed as
follows:
0

1. Friction losses
The duct friction losses may be estimated
by the following method:
a. Compute average air velocity in duct.
The approximate average duct section carrying the combined airflow of both ians is 10
in. high X 57 in. wide - 570 in.2 (Figs. 7-15
and 7-17, Section 6). The average velocity Vm
(at 244'F from Fig. 7-14) at this section is
airflow
, ft/min
a
duct area

VM

4

D,

2 f57l
+

j1

.40f

c. Compute Reynolds Number. From
Eq. 7-7,

E
where
D,
VI,
p

=

1.42 ft
(6045 X 60)

362,700 ft/hr

0.056 I bm/ft•

(7-14)

where

u= 0.055 lbm/hr-ft (from Fig. 3-42)
then

460 + 70

p = 0.075 X 460+ 244

0.056 lbm/ft3

where
1340
1= 23,',29 cfm
0.056
with the duct area = 570 in. 2
CFM

Vrn = -

23,929

Re

1.42 (362,700) 0.056
0.055

524,398

d. Estimate duct elD. The engine,
transmission, and related power package
components serve as the bottom of the duct.
Assume a value of c = 0.5 in. for bolt heads
and similar power package component projecdons, then the c/D ratio would become

6045 ft/m0(
1.42

b. Conpute approxim.7te equivalent di-

e. Determine f. From Fig. 7-2, with Re

7-27
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524,398 and e/D

0.029 thenfr 0.057

Then from Eq. 7-8

f. From Eq. 7-3 for standard air0.2

=

0.20
in. water' (see
0.0 in

0.7

note in par.
7-2.4.2.2)

where

110

L

72
1"

9.17. ft (from Fig. 7-17)

then
0-57(9.17) (/6045) 2
0.057 (1.42
-AP)405
=

b. Rear fan section (90-deg turn). The
rear fan is analyzed in the same manner as the
front fan. From Figs. 7-15 and 7-17 the
aspect ratio a/b . 57/10
5.7 and the
radius/duct height ratio rid= 10/10 = 1. The
Reynolds nunber Re is determined from Eq.
7-7 where

0.84 in. water
(see note in par. 7-2.4.2.2)

= 1.42 ft (see step 1 (b))

11,965

2. 90-deg turns from fan outlets to duct.
a. Front fan (90-deg turn). From Fig.
7-6, it can be seen that the turn loss
coefficient is dependent on the aspect ratio
(duct width a/duct height b) and the
radius/duct height ratio (rib). From Figs. 7-15
and 7-17, a/b = 42/7 = 6 and rib = 7/7 = 1.
The Reynolds number
Re is determined from
Eq. 7-7 where Eq 77

Vrn

=

-=2ý

(14304

ý4007 ft/nun or 4007 X 60

240,420 ft/hr

Re

p

= 0.056 Ibm/ft3 at 244°F

p

= 0.055 Ibm/hr-ft (from Fig. 3-42)

=

~1.42 (240,420) 0.056weeR
347,603
34•7005603
0.05 5

De

Vm

= 1.0 ft (from Fig. 7-5 with a = 42 in.
and b = 7 in.)
= the airflow of one fan (CFM) of
23,929/2 = 11,965 cfm divided by
the duct area of
500 in.2 (Fig. 7-17,
11,965AP
section 2) =

= 3446 ft/min
500()
or44 ×60= 06714 f/h
or 3446 X 60 = 206,760 ft/hr
-65-

3

=0.056 lbm/ft at 244*F

*I

S-0.055 Ibm/hr-ft (from Fig. 3-42)

Re

Re 1.0 (206,760) 0.056=2159
=
=210,519
0.055

From Fig. 7-6(B) (a/b = 6 and rib = 1) then
KTgo = 0.27

7-28

From Fig. 7-6(B) then KT90 = 0.265
Then from Eq. 7-8
=

0.265/ / 4007
-

2

=.

0.27 in. water (see
note in par.
7-2.4.2.2)

3. The determination of flow losses between sections 5 and 6 (Fig. 7-17) can be
made by analyzing this section as an abrupt
expansion
because the duct area changes from
375 in. 2 at section 5 to 525 in.2 at section 6
within a 7-in. length of duct.
From Table 7-1, the loss coefficient for
abrupt expansion is a function of the ratio of
upstream flow area to downstream flow area

MP 706-b1

A0.71.
1A/2. From Fig. 7-17, AI1A2

exhaust
duct. The
bend
immediately
enginewithout
exhausta following
is discharged

375/525

Interpolating for a value ofAI1A2 = 0.71
Table 7-1 provides a value of K, = 0.09. The
velocity Vm at section 5 - total airflow/upstream area. Then Vm - 23,929/[(375/144)]
9189 ft/min.
From Eq. 7-8, W

=

0.09

!

)

2 =

behind the grille through two 5-in. diameter
pipes (see Fig. 2-47). The total exhaust grille
face area from Fig. 7-15 is 4.46 ft 2 and the
effective or open grille area is 4.0 ft 2 . This
value is the total grille area minus the
cross-sectional area A of the three turning
plates where

0.47

57 in. wide X 0.38 in. thick X 3 plates
144

in. water (see note in par. 7-2.4.2.2)
7 and 8
4. The duct area between sections
(Fig. 7-17) may be analyzed as abrupt
expansion because the area increases from
500 in. 2 at section 7 to 775 in. 2 at section 8.
From Fig. 7.17, the ratio of upstream area to
the downstream area A/,A2 = 500/775 =
0.65. From Table 7-1 withA,/.42 = 0.65, K,
can be found by interpolation as 0.135. The
velocity Vm at section 7 (Fig. 7-17)
- 23,929/[(500/144)] = 6,892 ft/main.
From Eq. 7-8, LP = 0.135

(

6892

I
The Reynolds number based on the
minimum free flow area of the deflector
plates of 3.73 ft2 is determined using Eq. 7-7
~~where

9

157

-(.3

14.92

15)

1-9

12.0

1.24 ft

2
This calculation ignores the skin friction of
the 3 plates.
V. =

=

7-2.4.2.6 Exhaust Grille
The exhaust grille is analyzed as a 45-deg

= 6415
f't/mii X 60
= 384,900 ft/hr

0.0561bm/ft3 at 244"F

= 0.055 lbm/hli-ft (From Fig. 3-42)
(384,900) 0.056

=.24

From Eq. 7-8, &P = 0.040 (4932/4005)2
0.060 in. water (see note in par. 7-2.4.2.2)

23,929
3.73

From Fig. 7-17, A 2 /A, = 700/775 =0.90,
K2 can be found by extrapolation as 0.040
from Table 7-1.
fo
The velocity Vm at section
23,929/[(700/144)] = 4923 ft/min

IL

-3.73 ft2

-

4 (3,73)

5. The duct area between sections 8 and 9
may be analyzed as an abrupt contraction
because the area decreases from 775 in.2 at
section 8 to 700 in. 2 at section 9 (Fig. 7-17)
in a 7-in. length of duct.

Fi

)21

4.0

De =

= 0.40 in. water. (see
note in par. 7-2.4.2.2)

II

The effective area minus the two exhaust pipe
areas is

2
/_ý

i

= 0.46 ft2

Re

0.055

485.954

'Fromn Fig. 7-8(B) for a 45-deg bend, square
duct, C,
0=.1 (approximate). From Fig.
7-6(C) where r-/b = 1.0 (assumredi) and alb
57/15
3.8 (Figs. 7-15 atij 7-17), KTvo =
0.25.
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:

Sin= there is no duct following the
dxWMt grille, the loss coefficient Krgo must
be cor ted for the effect of sudden
expansion. From Fi. 7-7, with a/b - 3.8 and
= 1.0, then C, a 3.2 and KT without a
r ub
duct from W•. 7-9-0.25 X 3.2 X 0.5 1 - 0.41
FIc m Eq. "-8, &1• 0.41

M

~

Total 8"sUm
~~7-2."1,.7

Station
5. Exhaust wrle

AP

p
at
Station

at Operating
Conditions

1,05

0.056

0.78

System Total (Total Fan AP, in. water)

11.54

'Column 2: AP is dctcznincd from Fig. 6-12 using aar
D
velocity at oporating condition.
1Column 4: Actual •tPafterg air density correctiont.

rs)

1.0S in, water (see note
in par. 7-2.4.2.2)

,as

I'

F0 415

Ap
Calcu.
hted

sCol.,.. 2: AP is calculated by Eq. 7-3 using air velocity'

at operating; condition at

Vm.

co'rrc1'Srt-.Qdtiom.
prt air desityt
•tt AP aft'CoIlumn 4: Actual

R**Wv•,

Total resistance is found by the summation
of the calculated individual resitances (AP
column below) that must be corrected for the
acttual air density at the respective stations by
Pq. 7.4. These corrected values are indicated
Us AP at operating conditions,

Sfstko

AP
SakuWad

pA
at
Station

at Operating
Conditioni

1. Intak Vol

2.00

0.0685

1'3s

The pressure profile graph may be completed as shown in Fig. 7-18. The AP values
on tft suction side of the fan are plotted as
negative and the AP values on the discharge
side of the fan are plotted as positive. The
total fan AP is the sum of the absolute values
of these air pressure changes. See par.
8-5.2.1.4 for the engine cooling fan selection
praoaure. The pressure profile for the
transmission cooling fan circuit shown in Fig.
'i-I is developed in Chapter 8.

2. Ciiml~rtwmnt:

0.24

0.067

0.21

Tie basic configuration of the components

TOO

chosen for this cxample were tested in a
simulated hot mock-up and the following
were obtained (Ref. 9):

3. FA002

-

-

4. Duct 'values
A.,•tuO

0.84

0.056

0.63

bA9Odgtuwo
(font fall)
904a fn

0.20

0.

0.15

(w f[an)

I (Mtescm
t lot"81

2.0

2. Engine

6.5

3. Duct and exhaust sr.ile

2.3

System Total

10.8
in. water

0.27
0°47

0.056
0.056

0.20
0.35

0.4

06.056

0.30

Cooling system mock-up programs are

0,056

0.04

important because of the many variables
involved and the estimates made in the
analysis. A correctly done mock-up program,
which may be costly, when executed prior to

k.Expandw

Id. ev•c

1. intiake grille and compartment

0.06

1.61/
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Figure7-19. Typical Centiifugal Coolant Pump
normally are driven directly by the engine

3-5.1.1.2.3 and 3-6.2.1.3.2.

shaft. Different drive ratio- may be selected as
shown. Fig. 7-21 shows the pump flow and
pressure head relationships for a ,ypical pump

Location of heat exchangers or radiators in
close proximity to the coolant pump will

using engine speed (or pump speed) as a
parameter. Also included in Fig. 7-21 is the
coolant flow resistance characteristic through
the engine. It is obvious that the coolant
pump performance must match the system
coolant flow resistance characteristics under
operating conditions.
pump is highly
The centrifugal coolant
sensitive to inlet restrictions. High restrictions
will cause cavitation and then coolant flow to
the engine will be rmducad as shown in Fig.
7-22. Restriction to flow by bends or small
diameter hoses is highly detrimental to the
coolant flow capacity. Standard commercial
engines have coolant inlet restrictions not
exceeding 1.5 psi at approximately 1800 to
190'F coolant temperature. In general practice the size of the inlet and outlet hoses to
the engine may be calculated for a maximum
coolant velocity of 10 to 12 ft/sec.
Actual coolant flow rate requirements are
determined from the cooler selection and
engine heat rejection as describcd in pars.
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minimize the resistance to the coolant flow.
Installations of cooling components in remote
areas will require coordination of the design
with the equipment manufacturers to assure
satisfactory performance.

Positive displacement type rotary pumps
and hydraulic motors are used for circulating
engine oil, transmission oil, hydraulic oil, or
refrigerant through the various systems.
Design criteria for positive displacement
pumps are based on the flow rates and
pressure head required. A pressure relief valve
is provided in the circuit to limit the fluid
pressure to prevent damage to the system Or
pump. Normally, the oil pump is sized to
provide ample oil flow at low operating
speeds so that surplus oil is bypassed by the
relief valve at higher speeds. Oil circulation
rates vary based on the design of the
component.
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Figure 7-26. Chartfor Pipe-size Approximation (Ref. 15) (From STANDARD HANDBOOK OF
L UBRICA TION ENGINEERING by James J. O'Connerand John Boyd, 1968.
Used with Permissionof McGraw-Hill Book Company.)
Oil flow rate= 30 gpm

cavitation in punmp-suction lines to avoid
undue pressure drop AP in feed lines and to
avoid backup in drain lines. Allowing for
these factors, the smallest practical pipe size
normally is selected for low first cost and
available space.

Oil pipe ID = I in.
Oil pipe length = 5 ft
Sotlltioln:-

---

•"'15).

A guide to select pipe size on the basis of
flow velocity is given in Fig. 7-26. Feed !ines
usually operate at 5 to 10 ft/sec. Velocities up
to 20 ft/sec sometimes are used for
low-viscosity oil and to keep contaminants
from separating in transit. On the other hand,
velocities below 5 ft/sec occasionally are
required to avoid excessive pressure drop 6P
in long lines carrying high-viscosity oil (Ref.

Copper tubing and pipe should be avoided
because they accelerate lube-cil oxidation (see
Ref. 15).

Step I (From Fig. 7-25). The kinematic
viscosity of SAE 30 oil at 240'F is 8.5
centistokes
of engine
Step 2. The approximate density
3
oil at 240'F is 51.5 Ibm/ft
Step 3 (BY Eq. 7-15)

Re = 3160 X130
.5 X

11,153

Step 4 (BJ" Eq. 7-1 7).
Example:
Determine the oil pressure drop through a
straight pipe. Given conditions:

Ap

5 X 51.5 X (30)18(8.5)0°2
107,500 X (1)4."6

1.68 psi

7-3.3.2 Engine Coolant Flow Resistance
Oil
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type = SAE 30 at an average
temperature of 240OF

Engine coolant flow resistance data are
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(FOR 70'F WATER FLOWING THROUGH CLEAN STEEL
OR WROUGHT IRON PIPE)

Figure 7.27. Pipe Friction Losses (Ref. 13)
(Courtesy of Buffalo Forge Co.)

established from actual tests and will vary
with the engine design.
Generally, the coolant space between the
jacket and cylinder or hot wall is sized to
provide reasonably high coolant velocities,
The greater the heat transfer rate requirements, the higher will be the required coolant
velocities until the optimum flow rate for
maximum heat transfer is reached.
7-3.3.3 Fluid Flow
Systems

Resistance in

Piping

The flow friction data for incompressible

fluid flow through ducts, pipes, turns, and
related configurations presented in par. 7-2
also can be used for liquid flow analysis. Fig.
7-27 gives values for pipe fricticai losses for
70'F water flowing through clean steel or
wrought iron pipes.
Although friction losses vary somewhat
with changes of water density and viscosity,
the data of Fig. 7-27 may be used without
appreciable error in vehicle cooling system
design provided there is no significant amount
of gas or vapor existing in the system.
Liquid flow pressure drops through elbows
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and fittings generally are expressed in
equivalent lengths of straight pipe. Table 7-2
shows equivalent lengths of some standard
fittings. The liquid pressure drop through
fittings is determined by considering the
fitting to be a fictitious straight pipe of the
same inside diameter, material, and surface
condition. The length of this fictitious
straight pipe is the summation of the
equivalent lengths of the fitting and the actual
length of the fitting along its centerline.

30.0 ft for six 90-deg elbows
10.4 ft for four 45-deg elbows
20.0 ft for two 90-deg miters
50.0 ft of straight pipe
110.4 ft total
b. For a 50 gpm flow rate in the 2.0 in.
diameter pipe the velocity is

TABLE 7-2
GPM

RESISTANCE OF STANDARD PIPE
FITTINGS TO FLOW OF LIQUIDS

7.48 A f
where

Equivalent length, ft
Size.
in.

Elbows
45-deg
90-deg

90-deg
180-deg Miter

1/4

0.66

1.2

2.1

2.4

3/4

0.9

2.0

3.2

4.0

1

1.3

2.6

4.1

5.0

1-1/4

1.7

'.3

5.6

7.0

1-1/2

2.1

4.0

6.3

8.0

2
2-1/2

2.6
3.2

5.0
6.0

8.2
10.0

10.0
12.0

I

3
4.0
7.5
12.0
15.0
(Reprinted by p2nrd, fionfom ASRRAE
BWmdlbook of F•ind(*nvtaZa 1972J

Example;
A coolant syslem has a flow rate of 50 gpm
of water at 194°F through 50 ft of 2-in.
diameter pipe. The system contains six 90-deg
elbows, four 45-deg elbows, and two 90-deg
miters. What is the pressure drop in the

GPM

= flow rate, gal/min

A

= pipe flow area, ft'

S.Iftlsec

50
7.48 X

4

X 60

*This value may also be read directly from
Fig. 7-27.
c. The pressure drop L.P in the system is
found from Fig. 7-27. With a flow of 50 gpm
at 5.1 f:/sec the pressure drop W is found to
be 2.3 psi per 100 ft of pipe at 70°F. The
pressure drop AP for 110.4 ft of pipe would
therefore be 1.104 X 2.3 = 2.539 psi.
The pressure drop AP for a system
operating at 194°F would be determined by
multiplying the pressure by the ratio of the
density of water it 194 0 F to that at 70 0 F (see
temperatures)

svstem?

60U26
AP = 6

a. From Table 7-2 the equivalent lengths
of pipe for the elbows are

Most vehicle liquid cooling systems have

7-40

X 2.539 = 2.46 psi

i

•

J

,

"•

relatively short lengths of pipe and a
minimum number of elbows or turns. The

and/or numerous turning elbows were tt•d
liquid flow pressure loss generally could be

pipe flow pressure losses in these systems are
usually insignificant. For example, from Fig.

disregarded.

%27 a system flowing 150 gal/min of water in
a 2-in. diameter pipe would incur a friction
loss of less than 0.20 psi per foot of pipe. This
would represent a small percentage of the
total system losses and unless long pipes

Actual liquid pressure drop data through
various heat exchanger cores are obtained
experimentally. These data are shown in
Appendix A-I together with the heat transfer
performance data.

-

!

]
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

8-0
2

area. I't

A

specific iczleof air at constant pressure, 0.24
Btuilbm-° F

Cp

=

CIA'

= flow rate. ft 3 /min

F

= correction factor. dimensionless

G

flow rate, gnm/ft of core width

lip

= horsepower, 111)

/iS

= shell side heat transfer coefficient. Btu/hr-ft 2 -°F
LMTD

ITD

= initial or inlet temperature difference between

two heat exchanger fluids, deg F
K

=

unit core heat transfer capability, Btu/xnin-°F lTD

K

-

heat transfer capability, Btu/min-ft'-•F ITD

LMTD

=

log mean temperature difference, OF

N

= speed, miles/hr

P

= fluid pressure; in. Hg, in. water

Q

= heat rejection rate, Btu/min

R

= system flow characieristics constant, in. water/
(cfm )2

RPM

= speed, rev/min

T

=

U

= overall heat transfer coefficient: Btu/min-ft 2 -°F,
Btu/min-0 F-cyl

V

= fluid velocity, ft/min

U,

= flow rate, lbm/min

temperature. OF

efficiency or effectiveness. dimensionless
AP
y-

fluid static pressure change, in. water

AMC 70-361
LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd.)
AT

= temperature difference, deg F

P

= density, Ibm/ft 3

Subscripts:
a

= air, available

c

= compressor, cooler, cylinder, coolant, core

con

= conduction

e

= effectiveness, engine, exhaust

f

- fan, frontal, fuel tank, fuel induction pump, fuel

g

=ground

h

= heated
= induction

o

= oil, reference

oc

oil-cooler

r

= radiation, required

s

=static, solar

sp gr

specific gravity
test condition

IV
I
2

= water

-inlet, condition I
outlet, condition 2

3

:after aftercooler, condition 3

4

cooling air out of aftercooler

Definition of Terms (See Preface)
Mass

8-2

-•.=

Ibm, pounds inass

I
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd.)
Force

Ibf, pounds force

Length

ft, in., feet, inches

Time

sec, min hr; seconds, minutes hours

SThermal
energy

Btu, British Thermal Unit

F,
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CHAPTER 8
SYSTEM INTEGRATION AND INSTALLATION DESIGN

Cooling system integration with the overall vehicle design is analyzed and the
interrelations of the variouq system components are discussed. Cooling system
optimization, the correlation of the cooling system design with system specifications,and
trade-off analyses are discussed and illustrated examples of cooling system designs are
presented.
8-1 DESIGN CRITERIA
A good vehicle cooling system design
requires close cooperation among the vehicle
designers, cooling system designers, and the
manufacturers of the engine, transmission,
radiator/heat exchanger, and fan. Close
coordination among all parties involved is
necessary and the latest available information
must be used during the design and evaluation
period.

"Engine performance

characteristics are one
of the most important data requirements for
cooling system design. A typical Cummins
Engine Company data sheet is shown in Fig.
8-1. Note that limiting design characteristics
such as thermostat range, pressure cap
specifications, water temperatures, and intake
and exhaust airflows are specified.
In addition to an efficient cooling system
design, the installation of the system is also
important. Correct cooling component installation and arrangements are of major concern
to the component manufacturers. Poor
installation and arrangements can result in
failure or performance degradation of their
products.

!
.

mne designer is not just assembling a heat
transfer system but integrating a series of
components into the most economical and
practical system that will be compatible with
the vehicle design. The problems to be

resolved are not which component is better,
but does the component provide the optimum
cooling system package fo' the specific
application.
Maximum
components
exchanger to
the location

temperatures of the various
determine the Lype of heat
be used and also may determine
of the heat e>.changer in the

cooling system.
Hydraulic oil temperatures must be limited
to 160F for open systems. Engine coolant
temperatures for diesel engiries are usually
specified as 200F maximum by the engine
manufacturers. The temperature drop through
the engine radiator is usuall) 10 deg F. From
these temperature limits, it is apparent that it
is impractical to cool the hydraulic oil with
engine coolant because the maximum temperature difference between the coolant and oil
would actually result in transferring heat into
oil. This condition makes it necessary to use a
hydraulic oil-to-air heat exchanger. The
location of this heat exchanger should be
upstream of the radiator or parallel with it to
use the lower entering air temperature. If tihe
heat exchanger were located in the downstream (hot air outlet) side of the radiator, a
large core or additional a~rflow would be
required for the same heat dissipation.
Transmission and torque converter oils are
usually allowed to reach 250'F or 300'F for
short periods. These temperatures provide an
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goil-to-water

F

option of selectin3, either an oil-to-air or
type heat exchanger when a
liquid-cooled engine is used. If an air-cooled
engine is used, the obvious selection would be

the oil-to--air heat exchanger.

4that

Fig. 8-3. pictorially expanded for detailed

Fig. 8-2 illustrates the major components
can be found in a liquid-cooled vehicle

i~Lcooling system and, if all items had to be
[components.

coolcdl,

a

possible

arrangement

analysis, separates the heat sources and
permits the analysis of the effects of the
individual heat sources on the complete

cooling system.

of these

1:a

1:8-1.1

components, their interaction with each
other, and their combined functions when
operating as a complete system.

COOLING SYSTEM ANALYSIS
A successful cooling system design requires
a thorough and detailed analysis of all
influencing characteristics of the system

All components shown in Fig. 8-3 must be
aalyzed for their effect on the overall system
heat transfer characteristics. Components
indicated in the schemnatic which are not used
for a particular cooling system simply are
omitted from the analysis while a breakdown
of general categories such as auxiliary
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Figure8-2. Cooling System Diagram for a Liquid-cooledSystem (Ref. 6)
(Reprinted wid; permisson, Copyright ©Society of Aumotive Engineers, Inc., 1972. All rights reserved.)
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equipment and engine accessories should be
made.
In addition to heat rejection characteristics.
the cooling systenm schematic may be used for
analysis of other design parameters such as
cooling airflow, auxiliary equipment, power
requirements, engine accessory power require"ments,and power plant compartment airflow
resistance losses.

8-1.1.1 Power Plant Compartment Analysis
Various component heat sources in military
vehicles are discussed in Chapter 2. This
combined heat load must be removed from
the power plant compartment by air entering
the compartment at the ambierit temperature
defined in the vehicle specifications. The
temperature range normally is specified as
-25' to 1250F. After removing heat from the
compartment, the air is exhausted at a higher
temperature to the atmosphere.
8-1.1.2 Engine Heat Rejection
In the analysis of engine heat rejection, the
engine manufacturer should be consulted
during the initial vehicle design to obtain
current heat rejection data and determine
specific engine requirements and design
parameters such as coolant flow rates,
temperature limits, and installation requirements or limitations (see Fig. 8-1).

Sbased

Soften

Engine heat rejection normally is specified
at full throttle maximum speed conditions,
and the cooling system should be designed for
these values. However, when a transmission
oil cooler is used, the engine heat rejection
rate at maximum torque conditions must be
known. The cooling system design must be
upon either maximum horsepower or
maximum torque conditions, whichever is
more critical.
Cooling specifications for military vehicles
require that the vehicle cooling system
be adequate to permit the vehicle to perform

contillutously at the point where the wheel or
track would slip. Past experience indicated
that this point occurs when the vehicle
tractive effort is approximatLiy 0.75 of the
gross vehicle weight. However, it must be
stressed that this number may be used for
rough preliminary estimations only. Caixful
determination of the critical cooling design
point must be carried out in final design.
If the engine is in a development stage and
actual heat rejection characteristics are not
known, heat rejection rates normally will be
estimated by the engine Manufacturer.
8-1.1.3 Engine Accessories
Equipment

and Auxiliary

Individdal analysis of the heat rejection
characteristics of engine accessories and
auxiliary equipment is necessary. For exampie, an air-conditioning unit might have a
separate condenser mounted in series with the
vehicle coolant radiator or the unit could be
designed for cab mounting in which case the
heat rejected would be completely removed
from the power plant compartment. Similarly, the alternator may be air-cooled and
discharge heated air into the power plant
compartment or it may be oil-cooled and
reject its heat into the engine oil cooler,
vehicle radiator, or a separate heat exchanger.
Individual analysis of each of these components will determine the quantity of heat
rejected arid the means by which it is rejected
into the vehicle cooling system.
8-1.1.4 Engine Oil Cooler
The engine oih heat transfer is dependent
on the oil-cooler design. The cooler may be an
integral part of the engine design for either
liquid-cooled or air-cooled engines, it may be
a separate component, or it may be installed
in the exit tank of the coolant radiator. If the
cooler is an integral part of a liquid-cooled
engine design, the heat rejection into the oil is
included in the engine coolant heat rejection
rate.
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8-1.1.5 Engine Exhaust

8-1.1.8 Retarder

The engine exhaust gases normally are
piped out of the power plant compartment
and do not enter into the vehicle cooling
system heat analysis; however, for example, in
installations similar to the MBT70 Prototype
Tank, the gases are exhausted into the "hot"
side of the cooling compartrient and must b!
considered for exhaust grill - and airflow
analysis. Considerations must be made for
heat dissipated from the exhaist system into
the power plant compartmert by radiation
and cor.vection.

Special consideration must Le made if a
retarder is used in the vehicle. The retarder
functions only when the engine heat load is
low and therefore its heat load should not be
added to engine heat rejection. It is common
for the retarder horsepower capacity to
exceed the engiue horsepower and may result
in a cooling system size requirement that is
not practical. In this case, an analysis of the
vehicle duty cycle must be made to determine
a compromise cooling system. A warning
system must be incorporated to alert the
operator when the cooling system capacity is
approached if it is not sufficient to carry the
maximum retarder heat load.

8-1.1.6 Transmission

*

*
*'

The transmission may be analyzed as an
assembly of components including the torque
converter or oil-cooled clutch and retarder,
Total converter or oil-cooled clutch heat
rejection normally can be dissipated by a
single heat exchanger. For liquid-cooled
engine applications of lower power output
this heat exchanger often is located in the
radiator exit tank. The transmission also may
include braking and steering components that
may require separate duty cycle analysis.
Larger transmissions for higher horsepower
output engines normally require a separate
oil-to-air or oil-to-liquid heat exchanger (see
Figs. 1-18 and 1-27). Comparison of these
two type transmission oil coolers is discussed
in par. 3-6.4.
8-1.1.7 Clutch
Conventional friction clutches used with
mechanical transmissions normally are not
considered separately in the cooling system
analysis because of their intermittent heat
rejection characteristics.
Construction equipment, fork lift trucks,
and similar applications requiring repeated
stopping and starting use oil-cooled clutches
that require oil-coolers. The cooler design
and/or location will determine the method of
heat transfer in the power package compartment.
8-10

8-1.1.9 Fuel Tank
Fuel injected engines transfer heat into the
fuel returned to the vehicle tanks. Under
normal circumstances, this heat would be
conducted into the vehicle structure and
dissipated. It would not be considered in the
cooling system design; however, the use of
fuel tank liners and the location of fuel tanks
in enclosed combat vehicle power plant
compartments often require the addition of a
liquid-to-air fuel cooler to maintain fuel
tempe-atures below 150°F.
8-1.1.10 Power Plant Heat Transfer
Fig. 8-4 illustrates a composite heat
rejection schematic for a vehicle cooling
system. It should be concluded that the effect
of the heat rejection of the individual
components on each other is not a simple
relationship. However, reasonably accurate
estimations can be made for the individual
component primary heat rejection modes.
These relationships can be estimated by
"experience factors" based on evaluations of
previous designs and tests of contemporary
military vehicles.
8-1.1.11 Airflow
The power plant airflow characteristics can
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be analyzed by using the vehicle cooling
system schematic as shown in Fig. 8-5.
Analysis of the airflow rates and pressure
losses of each of the components can be
made, and estimated values can be assigned
for system losses as discussed in par. 7-2. As
in the case of the system heat rejection
analysis, the components shown in Fig. 8-5
are arranged to agree with the actual vehicle
configuration.
On some installations, air recirculation
from the "hot" side to the "cold" side can
affect adversely the cooling system effectiveness. Generally, recirculation can be evaluated
accurately by test: however, the initial vehicle
cooling system design should make provisions
for rminimizing this effect and compensating
for what does occur. A minimum air
temperature rise of 10 deg F often is used for
initial design calculations. Actual temperature
increases as high as 25 deg F have been
observed. Fig. 6-16 shows that poor design
such as locating inlet grilles directly adjacent
to exhaust grilles generally results in excessive
recirculation. This figure shows the external
recirculation effects. The effects of internal
recirculation and the desirability of maintaining a negative pressure in the engine
compartment also must be considered.
8-1.1.12 Winterization
The preceding discussior deals primarily
with the removal or heat from the power
plant compartment. In cold ambients the
problem of heat removal may cease to exist
and the problem becomes one of maintaining
temperatures high enough to prevent overcooling. Extended operation of liquid-cooled
engines with coolant teniperaiures below
160'F permits sludge, water, and zacid to
accumulate in the crankcase or lubricatine oil
sump and should be avoided.
Radiator shutters, temperature controlled
cooling fans, thermostats, radiator covers,
compartment insulation, and/or winterization
kits are usually necessary for satislactory
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vehicle performance in low ambient temperatures particularly when the engine power
requirements are low. The cooling system
analysis should be made for both the minimum
and maximum ambient operating temperature
conditions cited by the vehicle specifications.
8-1.1.13 Cooling System Variables
It must be recognized that performance
characteristics specified by component manufacturers generally are stated for laboratory
conditions that seldom are encountered
during actual military vehicle operation.
Radiators and heat exchangers become
partially blocked by fin damage, or dirt or
foreign matter. Cooling fans are not installed
under the same conditions as they are tested
and rated; and cooling performance normally
will deteriorate because of scale formation in
liquid-cooled systems and dirt and oxidation
or corrosion in direct-cooling systems. Additional coolirg fan capacity often is required
!o obtain the airflow necessary for satisfactory cooling system performance.
Direct-cooled engine design practice usually
provides adequate airflow for anticipated
cooling system deterioration. For fail-safe
operation, liquid-cooled systems should be
designed for the required high ambient
temperatures based on an atmospheric pressure in the coolant system. A pressurized
system then is used to provide adequate
reserve cooling capacity.
A thorough underIstanding of the military
environment is necessary for the cooling
system designer to apply realistic "experience
factors" to the system design. Tables 3-1, 3-2.
and 3-4 may be used to compare existing
military vehicle cooling system characteristics
with the design requirements for a new
vehicle. Table 3-1 shows the radiators used for
contemporary vehicles, and indicates the
horsepower per unit frontal area and volume
of the radiator cores. It can be expected that
a new vehicle cooli..g system will com,pare
with a similar vehicle identified in these

[
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tables. In the use of these tables, it shot 'd be
noted that some vehicles do not cool
adequately under all conditions,
8-12 VEHICLE PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
The vehicle specifications, purchase descriptions, or materiel requirements normally
specify performance requirements that must
be interpreted and translated into power plant
and component requirements. All performance parameters must be analyzed to
determine the most severe design point for
the cooling system, particularly if a torque
converter or hydromechanical type transmission is specified.
Generally, engine, transmission system, and
other component heat rejection data should
bc obtained for critical operating conditions.
This information should be correlated with
the system air resistance and fan characteristics. The final cooling system design point is
then determined. The design point occurs
under one of several operating conditions
such as operation on grades, during towing
opeiations, or under engine idle conditions.
Regordless of the mode of operation which
results in the maximum cooling system heat
load, the vehicle cooling system capacity must
be adequate to handle this heat load at the
design point.
8-2 COOLING SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Not only must the vehicle cooling systeia
be analyzed as a complete unit, it also must
be analyzed for its effect on the overall
vehicle system design (see Ref. 5). The
cooling system interfaces with the vehicle
must not affect adversely other subsystems
and must be integrated for system optimization. For example, the operator/crew compartment or cab may be heated from the
cooling system anu, if required, a ventilation
system might become a combined crew
compartment and power plant compartment
ventilating system (see Fig. 1-10).

8-14

Human factors engineering considerations
also must be reviewed for the operator and
maintenance personnel interfaces with the
cooling system. Therefore, it is important to
include a human factors engineering study
when determining the optimum cooling
system design with proper consideration being
given to both the operator and maintenance
personnel. Information in these areas can be
obtained from Refs. 1and 2.
8-3 COOLING SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
An optimum cooling system design basically is the one that:
1. Meets the system performance requirements.
2. Can be installed in the allowable space.
3. Meets specified weight limitations.
4. Is cost effective.
5. Requires minimum power to operate.
6. Is convenient for maintenance service
and ripairs.
7. Is designed to provide for system
deterioration.
These requirements often are not compatible.
Power plant space and weight requirements
often dictate compromises in the cooling
system design, that ii turn could result in
higher power consumption because of higher
fluid resistance in various subsystems. As a
result, the final cooling system design is often
a compromise that performs successfully at
the expense of lesser important vehicle system
design characteristics.
8-4 COOLING SUBSYSTEM TRADE-OFF
ANALYSIS
One method of evaluating a number of
particular components or design parametes is

-UC

-

a trade-off analysis. The trade-off analysis
simply may oe a graph of performance
characteristics if only two variables are
evaluated; or it may be a tabulation of
characteristics as shown in Fig. 8-6 when
several characteristics of varying relative
importance must be eva. ted.
The examples shown in Fig. 8-6 are used to
the trade-off study may be
employed for selection of a cooling fan and
drive assembly, i.e.,

"demonstrate how

"-4

70635I

For example, assume the Brand B fan, Fig.
8-6(B) nonconforming for excessive power
consumption over the specification in which
case it would receive a "0" in column 4, yet
the total score would still exceed the total
score of Brand A (19.0 - 1.5 or 17.5). Since
the power requirement was given the lowest
weighting factor in this example, it is
probable that the additional power required
to use Brand B could have been tolerated.
8-5 COOLING SYSTEM
PLES

DESIGN EXAM-

I. The limiting parameters, Column 1, are
obtained from the cooling system design and

The vehicle cooling system analysis exam-

performance requirements and/or the vehicle

pies presented here are selected to show the

specifications. Cost may be one of the
parameters to be considered (Ref. 6).

typical applications of the vehicle cooling
syrtem analysis developed in par. 8-1.1. The
basic procedure can be applied to any type of
cooling system, however, it must be kept in
mind that numerical values for many of the
heat transfer and airflow parameters cannot
be obtained easily but may be based on
previous designs and tast results of similar
cooling systems.

2. The specification or requirement,
Column 2, defines the quantitative requirements for the limiting parameters.
3. The weighting factor, Column 5, assigns
a factor to each specification or requirement
based on its relative importance in the system
or subsystem design. The example shown in
Fig. 8-6 assumes that performance is five

8-5.1 PRELIMINARY COOLING SYSTEM
DESIGN

times as important as power consumption.
This factor is arbitrary and may vary or even
be the same for all specifications.
4. The compliance factor, Column 4,
permits the component being evaluated to
score higher for exceeding the basic requirements. This often is the deciding factor in the
trade-off analysis.
5. The score for the item being evaluated is
the sum of products of the compliance factors

A first approximation of a vehicle cooling
system design should be made. This can be
done without selection of specific cooling
components by applying typical experience
factors and operating parameters. This allows •
a general and preliminary sizing of components and understanding of the requirements
of all subsystems from total vehicle system
specifications. Specific examples of how this
can be done follow.

and the weighting factors.

8-5.1.1 Engine Cooling

It is possible with this type of trade-off
study that an item being evaluated would not
conform in one or more areas and yet would
receive the highest score of the items under
"evaluation. In this event, the designer shall
determine if the vehicle or system design can
be altered to accept the highest ranking item.

An example of a first approximation for
the cooling system requirement is presented
here for an air-cooled turbocharged engine.
This example is based on the following
assumptions:
I. Engine power rating HP = 1250 hp
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2. Ambient air temperature T, = 120 0 F

,•C.

3. Cylinder cooling airflow = 600 Ibm/min
(normally obtained from engine test)

c. Through engine (and coolers)

8.0

d. Discharge ducts

1.5

Exit grille

1.0

Total

15.0

4. Cylinder heat rejection = 18,000 Btu/
rain (normally obtained from engine test)
5. EnginL induction manifold pressure P 2
- 105 in. Hg absolute

17. Fan is located after the engine, then

6. Induction airflow rate = 200 Ibm/min

a. Air static pressure at fan inlet -11.5 in. water

7. Turbocharger compressor inlet pressure
P1 = 28.0 in. Hg absolute

b. Air static pressure at fan exit = +3.5
in. water

8. Compressor adiabatic efficiency qc
70% (assumed)

c. Total fan air static pressure rise
15.0 in. water

9. Maximum allowable intake

-

manifold

temperature T3 = 250'F (to obtain required

d. Fan air static efficiency - 45%
(assumed).

engine horsepower)
10. Induction air cooler cooling air side
effectiveness 7, -= 40% (assumed) See Eq.
8-20 for i/e definition,
11. Engine
Btu/min

oil heat

The values used in these assumptions are
fairly representative of practice found in
combat vehicles requiring armor grilles and
minimum size for the cooling components.

rejection = 7500

0
Maximum
allowable oil sump temperature12. 260
F

Step 1. The induction air cooling (heat
rejection Qi) requirement (in the aftercooler)
is analyzed as follows:
tQi =wiCp(T2 - T ),
3 Btu/min
(8-1)

-

13. Engine oil flow rate = 500 Ibm/min
side effectiveness
14. Oil-cooler cooling air
65% (assumed).

where
Cp

= specific

15. Radiation and recirculation increases
the ambient air temperature by 10 deg F.

T2

= air temperature out of compressor,
OF

16. Typical static pressutr
temporary vehicles are:

T3

= air temperature in induction manifold (after the aftercooler), OF

Area

heat of air at constant
pressure, 0.24 Btu/lbm-0 F

losses in con-

in. water

a. Inlet grille

2.0

b. Ducts to engine

1.5

wi = induction airflow rate, lbm/min
The induction air temperature
T, out of
the compressor is

8-17
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(Ti +460)[(P2 /P1
T'2= TI -1"W

)o.283

OF

Step 2. The engine oil cooling airflow rate
i

11

(8-2)

P,

a l = heat rejection to engine
oil, Btu/min

induction
H-g absolutemanifold air pressure, in.

T,

(8-4)

where

absolute
P2

lbm/min

Ti )?~eGC

0 -

0-(T

compre,-,or inlet pressure, in. Hg

Qoiep,

= (T

weewo

where

compressor cooling air inlet temper-

ature (ambient +10), ' F

To

maximum

7,

OF
cooling air temperature (ambient +

r =compressor
efficiency, dimensionless

ein

temperature,
= 10)OlF
10), °F

i

allowable

sump

oil

epraue(min

= air side effectiveness of oil-cooler,
dimensionless (0.65 assumed)

therefore

Therefore

T2 = 130 +

(130 + 460)[(105/28)0 .2 83
0.70

-

1

7500

Wo

(260 - 130)(0.65)(0.24),

370 Ibm/rain

=t

Step 3. The total heat rejection rate and
cooling air flow rate summation is

= 513OF
Qt=(200) (0.24) (513 - 250)

J 2,624

Btu/min

Airflow w, Heat Rejection Q,
lbm/min

The cooling airflow rate wa through the
induction cooler is
wa

(T*

(T2

T,

F-

,

i

IaC
bm/min

600

18,000

343

12,624

Oil cooling

370

7,500

Total

1313

38,124

8Induction

air

(8-3)

Ti'a

where
cooling air side effectiveness of
aftercooler, dimensionless (0.40 assumed)

77a

Cylinders

Btu/min

Step 4. Determination of fan airflow and
horsepower Th (air into cooler). The temperature of the heated air after the coolers and in
front of the tan is

therefore
wo

8-18

(513-

12,624
130)(0.40)(0.24)

3

=

-2w

T1 + Q343bm/min
°F
,

(8-5)
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therefore

The density of the air p at the inlet grille is

38,124
Th = 130+ (0.24)(1313)

For nonstandard air the density p is

0.0685 lbm/ft 3

Therefore the volume CFM at the inlet grille
is

X T, ++ 460
=0.05
460
=O0.075 XT,

Spp

70
460+120
0.075 X 460+

p

251°F

CFM-11_

19,168 cfm

0.0685
X [29.92 - (Pt/Hgsp gr]Ilbm/ft' (8-6)
'29.92

The c:)oling fan horsepower HPf is

where

h4

CFMXAPX 1.575 X 10Tg

T.

- temperature of standard air, 'F
(use 70 0 F)
= actual temperature of air, 'F
pressure of air us',d, in.
absolute

P,
H

Therefore

=~

These
follows:

specific gravity of mercury, di-

127 hp

0.45

iPf

9

results

car

be

summarized

as

mensionless (use 13.6)
1. Total heat rejection = 38,124 Btu/min

Therefore

2. Volume of cooling air at inlet grille 19,168 cfm

460 + 70
460 + 251

cfm3. Volume of heated cooling air = 24,180
S[29.92 - (11.5/13.6)] =004
29.92
li

lbm/ft 3

4. Cooling fan horsepower = 127 hp

The
CFM of the heated air at the
inletvolume
is

!fan

Stepsize
5. and
Fromgrille
theseareas
datacan
thebeapproximate
duct
calculated.

ti

For instpance if the grille shown in Fig. 6-12

Swere3

CFM=-, ft lmin

•P
•

chosen, the required grille area in order

(8-7)

to meet the air pressure drop requirements
would be

Therefore

1. Inlet =12.2 ft'

1313
CFM=
= 24,180 cfm
0.0543

2. Outlet = 14.1 ft2 .
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If the engine cooling system were to he
combined with the transmission system, then
the results can be added to those of the
transmission as determined by the method
shown in par. 8-15.1.2, and the grille areas
determined in accordance with the total
airflow rates. (Refer to Chapter 6 to
determine areas for different air densities.)
8-5.1.2 Transmission Cooling
The requirement for transmission cooling is
influenced very heavily by the specified
tractive effort and ambient temperature at
which continuous operction must be maintained without overheating. To illustrate this.
a prediction for a hy;.othetical vehicle las
been made showing these relationships, 711is
prediction was made by using a computer
program. It should be noted that by changing
the transmission drive ratio a significant
change in cooling horsepowei requirement
can bz obtained as plotted in Fig. 8-7. Tables
8-1 and 8-2 are the tabulation of the
computer program output. Inputs to tile
computer program were the vehicle p':rformance equations found in Table 2-5. This
example is for a vehicle having the following
features:

1. Gross vehicle weight = 120,000 lb

9. Cooling fan efficiency

=

50% (assumed).

The heat rejection rate from the t-anssiiission is a function of the converter characteristics and transmission spin losses at the vehicle
speed, engine speed, and tractive effort
output (par. 2-2.3.2). Note that with a design
ciange in final drive ratio to go from a 44
mph top speed (Table 8-1) to a 36 mph top
speed (Table 8-2) a significant change in the
"heat rejection-vehicle speed-engine speedtractive effort" relationships occut.
The formulas u.;ed to calculate the required
cooling airflow rate and fan IIP are:
Q
I

lbninin
(T

(8-9)

CP

where
specific heat of air at constant pressure. Btu/lhn- 0 1F
transmission oil heat rejection rile.
Btu/min
7",

= temperature of air 11110 cooler.

1*1

= temperaturc ofair into coolcr (amnbi-

1:

ent + 10). 01

2. Engine gross horsepower = 1400 lip
71, = airsidC ef'fectivCnesS of cooler. dimnension•lcs

3. Engine rated speed = 2600 rpm
4. Transmission
lock-up
5. Maximum

type

=

allowable

converter with

transmission

oil

temperature = 300-F

6. Entering
1250 F

cooling air

The transmnission cooling falln lolsepowur
111'j at ratcd engine ",pccd is
'-M20

temperaturc

l .575AP X 10 '
lp

1

i8-10)

=

where
7. Oil-cooler airside effectiveness = 05',,
(assumed))

.-'111

=

1irllow0rate. Lt11 at 2000 11)111
rp
tegtmue speed

8. Total cooling air syste-n IjrssUre drop
at engine rated speed = 15 in. water

8-20
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TABLE 8-1

ly

TRANSMISSION COOLING REQUIREMENT PREDICTED FOR
VEHICIoE DESIGNED FOR 44 MPH TOP SPEED
CONWITIONS:

ENGINE

TRANýMISSION
COOLING

VEHICLE

TRACTIVE
FORCE.

SPEED,

4.3 FINAL DRIVE RATIO
TRANSMISSION IN FIRST GFARCONVERTER

HEAT
REJECTION.

z

AIRFLOW RATE, HP AT 2600 RPM SPEED,
RPM

MPH

LB

BTU/MIN

CFM

1

98280

33440

18130

108

2040

2

88660

21690

13390

79

2060

3

78940

1T810

9650

57

2070

4
5

70030
61920

13770
11720

7470
6350

43
35

2120
2202

6040
6250

2290

11140
11530

32

536710
46590

32

2390

L

7

THAT
BE PROVIDED
A FANMUST
COOLING,
FULL
SNOTE:
AT THE
CONTINUOUSLY
TO OPERATE
VEHICLE
THE
PERMITS FOR
TRACTIVE FORCE REQUIRED BY THE VEHICLE
T
SSPECIFICATIONS.

*-.

TABLE 8-2
TRANSMISSION COOLING REQUIREMFNT PREDICTED FOR
VEHICLE DESIGNED FOR 36 MPH TOP SPEED
CONDITIONS: 5.2 FINAL DRIVE RATIO
TRANSMISSION IN FIRST GEAR CONVERTER
ENGINE

TRANSMISSION

VEHICLE

S~COOLING

i

TRACTIP.

HEAT

REJECTION.
BTU/MIN

AIRFLOW RATE, HP AT 2600 RPM
CFM

SPEED.
RPM

SPEED,
MPH

FORCE,
LB

1

117880

30870

16730

100

2053

2

103460

21140

11460

68

2070

3

89290

148311

8040

46

2110

36

2190

32

2310

4

76740

11870

6440

5

64560

11180

6060

NOTE:

FOR FULL COOLING, A FAN MUST BE PROVIDED THAT

PERMITS THE VEHICLE TO OPERATE CONTINUOUSLY AT TIE
TRACTIVE FORCE REQUIRED BY THE VEHICLE SPECIFICATIONS.
8-21
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Figure8-7. Effects of Transmission Gear Ratio Selection and Required Tractive Effort on
TransmissionCooling Fan Horsepower Requirements
AP1

total vehicle system air static pressure drop, in. water

17

cooling fan static efficiency dimensionless

It should be recognized that each point on
the curves shown on Fig. 8-7 represents a
different design, each capable of cooling at
the respectivc tractive effob-t points. A study
of this curve shows the severe penalty paid in
cooling power as a function of designed

8-22

vehicle top speed and the specified tractive
effort cooling point. These factors should be
considered in establishing the vehicle performance requirements specifications. These
calculations are based on the assumption that
airflow system resistance can be maintained at
15 in. water with the variation in required
airflow rate. If this cannot be done due to
limitations on cooling airflow areas, cooler
size, and grille areas, then the rate at which
fan horsepower increases with tractive effort
will be greater than that shown.

"•
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8-5.1.3 Design of the Experimental Power
Plant Cooling System Installation for
the Ml14 Product Improvement
Program (PIP) Vehicle (USATACOM)

2. Radiator
3. Transmission oil cooler
4. Engine oil cooler.

A cooling study for an increased power
version of the M114 Vehicle was conducted
by the US Army Tank-Automotive Conmand. The vehicle originally used the
SChevrolet 283
engine rated
283o CID
CID.Th
ratfed at
att 143
143
maximum hp at 4600 rpm engine speed. The
power train system included a hydromatic
305-MC transmission and a GS- 100 steer unit.
The gross vehicle weight (GVW) was 16,500
lb.

•~Ceroe

-

The PIP vehicle was to incorporate the
Chrysler 361 CID (75M) engine rated at 200
hp maximum at 4000 rpm engine speed and a
hydrokinetic torque converter X-200 Allison
prototype transmission.
The original vehicle used an inefficient

_::

sheet metal propeller fan. In the redesign it
was decided that this fan would be replaced
with a modem efficient axial flow fan. The
new fan performance curve is shown in Fig.
8-8. The fan design was based on a maximum
allowable fan power consumption value of 15
"percent of gross engine horsepower. The fan
size was determined by the fan manufacturer
after the airflow and static pressure were
specified. To minimize fan noise, a tan speed
of 4000 rpm was chosen.
The original M114 did not have an engine
oil cooler, and desert tests had shown that the
engine oil cooling was inadequate. An engine
oil cooler was incorporated for the PIP vehicle
to eliminate this problem.

The general cooling system arrangement is
shown in Fig, 8-9. Since a gasoline engine was
used, it was desired to avoid high engine
compartment temperatures
cooling that could cause
vapor leck. The cooling airflow path was
selected to provide airflow over the engine
before entering the fan, with the cooling
system pressurized.
The oblique orientation of the radiator and
transmission oil cooler is due to the space
constraints in the power plant compartment
and was selected to provide for sufficient core
area. An air-cooled transmission oil cooler was
used to increase heat dissipation from the
engine under operating conditions of high
engine HP and high losses in the transmission
system. The transmission oil cooler is located
on the downstream side of the radiator. This
is possible because the operating temperature
of the transmission oil is higher than that of
the engine coolant. A liquid-cooled engine oil
cooler was chosen because of space considerations. The overall power package is shown in
Fig. 8-10.
8-5.1.3.2 Cooling System Design Procedure
The system design procedure consisted of
determining the following:
Enine

a. The engine heat rejection including
the engine oil heat rejection was provided by
the engine manufacturer as:
fTotal

for the
8-5.1.3.1 Cooling System Description
Repowered Vehicle
The cooling system
following components:

consisted

I. Fan and shroud assembly

of

the

folong:

Engine Heat Rejection

Q, Btu/min

Engine Manufacturer Radiator Specification
rpm
Test Data
Design*
3800
2300

5700
4150

6270
4565

*A 10 percent safety margin was uscd in the design. This af¢ty margin is considered neceauy for miitary combatvchicle:
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Figure 8-9. Cooling System for the M 114 Product Improvement Program Vehicle
Engine Compartment Temperature. (A
15 deg F air temperature increase was
assumed through the engine compartment due
to air recirculation and engine heat rejection.)Po
Inlet Radiator Air Temperature

* k15'F

=140'F

=

Transmission Oil Cooler

1.5

Exit Grille

2.0

e Pl n C mp r

125'F +

Total

3. Air Static Pressure Drop- The estimated
system A P in inches of water is
Inlet Grille

1.5

Radiator

3.0

e t 3.
11.0 in. of water

4. Fan Rotating Speed. The maximum
allowable engine speed is 4000 rpm. Consultation with the fan manufacturer was hecld to
determinie performance that could be predicted based on a maximum of 15 percent of
the gross engine HP being used for coolinrg. At
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Athis

T.0.068

value of 30 lip, it was predicted that at a
4000 rpmn fanl speed, a total of' 11,000 efinl of,
air could bc delivered at I I ill. of water at
Ibm/ft 3 air density (1 25'F) with af 20
int. diameter impeller and a fanl width of 8 inl.
tl~it
he
It ws dcide

iiilairiow

required would hle determined from tests, and
adjustment mnade to the fanl speed to give the
required flow. The fan as de~signecd mect the
desired performance at 4100 rpm instead of
the originally predicted 4000 rpmi (See Fig.
8-8). The actual engine fanl operating at
maximum speed for tuie installation was later
determined to require only 3800 rpmi to mieet
the vehicle performance requirements.
5. Engine Oil Heat RL'wction. 'Fie engine
oil heat rejection reqlUired, in accordance Withlli0

data supplied by thle engine 11nnufaI'ctut er. iS
aproximately 500 Btu/nuin atl a inaxiniuni
5 1 )e
rpm.rej:ctionl

or
Ie
a. Thle design criteCria Used 101
transmission oil cooling was for a track slip at
0.70 trac;tive effort to vehicle: we~ight ratio

Frejection

imioil

heatd i-r'jcctjuO

pre

diction. At thle design c:riteria poillt 1the heatI
was dcternmiimea as follow,,:
(I ) Designi Tiractive 1: 1tori --- .7o X
16,500 1 1,55011h

-Speed

Pfirst

(Points A), respectively, at this speed.
(4) File heat rejection rate under
this condition is
(1 22

(2) 1-rom Fig. 8- 1t showing [ft-e
relationship between Vehicle sp[eed anld
tm-active effort, it is fount that thi elnchiet
at tile system design pointis 2.6 pInpil
gear convere. [r1-0in flie: sanelk tigHile it
is found that thle enlgineC seedL 1'0 thirid gearconverter mode operation at 2(0 mph iN
app)romminm.ely 2300 rpm (it i n teici iueccssaiv
tesNI-11 Ill .11d a
to conduILct dynaiiuoi terCM
IheeaLm-1W of' time limfitations' WhWii Opleiamliig 11
1.sthe mouttuec
full p)ower ill Ist geCal J,, %%%ct
flniis of- tile dyiiaiiioinctci 1.

7/7) X 42.4

1908 lita/mini

Applying a 10 percent safety mnargin, the
mlinlilMum design heat rejection chosen was
2100 13u/1 niii.
(5) The transmission heat rejection
ait lmaXimumlll engine speed and third gear
luck-npl occurs at a tiaausmission output speed
nu
n
~ letrnmsin
14
)'tPLI'ofhestmar17an
t onsl
-espectively, at this speed. The heat
rate uinder this condition is
1In0

6. 7ransmissiont Ozl Cooler:

b). TranfsmissI

(3) 111C trnlsmlissionl out1put speed is
approximately 400 rpmi I-or third gear
converter operation at 2300 rpmi engine speed
(see Fig. 8-l 2). The transmission input and
output liP of tile system are 122 and 77 lip

144) X 42.4

975 Bttu/mnn

Appl%ing a 10t)p'2ren t saftety margin, thle
LiCsiglli heat reCicetmon rate chosen was 1073
ti/i.
8-5.1.3.3 Determination of Radiator Size
are given for thle

lThe fol1lowinlg prmtr
radiat,'w:
11.1
tea
(at 3800 tt
ilargin I

6270 litu/min
reCL tion rec itired
gine ipm thi-, includes I 0'lr safety

Ilte vol:
decsign) is:

fa1c

area a1vailable

(fronm

2). 3n0In. Wide X 29 inl. long inl the
coolatit flow diensciion 5.9 ftll of
eoic kilce area

li1It o Atei teimiplJAattijeV
11li alltmams

220-1:
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ESTIMA'TED TRANIMISSION PERiFORMANCE
ENGINE: CHRYSERN
311
TRAUSMISSIONz ALLISON X-200
320
ENIN

GOEREDSPEED 3800 rpm

-___

230

240

___
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Step1. eterinaio Hofspwr~asio

Assume a 10 deg F reserve for system
degradation
1TD 220 -140 - 1070deg F

OutputStp 2etedrmdicinefotheuni coehat4

as

fer capability Kto meet the required heat rejoution:
5

tu/min
X70u/GF-t

2 0

FT
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Step 3. Estimation of airflow availgale:
The fan tested performance (see Fig. 8-8)
Is
I

CFN - 11.00 cfmat4100rpm
AP = I1 in. of water
0.068 Ibm/ft3 air density at
125*F

p

The maximum engine operating speed is 3800
rpm. The fan performance at-3800 rpm is
determined by the fan laws:

per 12 in. width core is 21.5 Btu/mrn-ft'.*F
ITD (From Fig. 8-13) based on a face velocity
of 1567 ft/min. The coolant velocity was
calculated to be 1.37 ft/sec with one ;ass on
the coolant side. To decrease scale formation
on the tube surface, it generally is recoimended that the coolant velocity in the
radiator core be about 2 to 3 ft/sec minimum.
Therefore, a two-pass arrangement was used

on the coolant side.
Step 5. The equation for the unit core heat
transfer capability K• required to meet the
required heat rejection Ls
= KOFIF 2F3 , Btu/nin-ft 2-°F TD

3800
dM- )X

CF

4100

11,000= 10,195 cfm

30)2
-&
(005

(8-11)
where

X 11.0

= unit
core heat
trarsfer
2
(available),
Btu/miA-ft
-F capability
ITD

- 10.4 in. of watir (varies as the

p

-

3quare of fan speed and directly
with density)

K,

unit core heat transfer capability
(base core). Btu/min-ft2 -oFITD

0.068" u/ft 3 air density at 125OF

F,

= correction factor.due to deviation of

coolant velocity from reference
value, dimensionless (see Fig. A-38)

RPM - 3800 rpm engine speed
The CFM of airflow converted to standard air
density of 0.075 lbm/ft 3 at 70*F for constant
air mass flow rate is
0.068

S-.075 X 10195 = 9243 cfNi

FA

correction factor due to deviation of
coolant tube length from reference value, dimensionless (fee Fig.3.
12)

F3

correction factor due to nonuniform
air distribution for this system configuration, dimensionless (estimate
based on system design)

The face velocity of the air stream in front of
the radiator core is
9243
5.9

5hree

Step 4. The McCord wavy fin, 11 fins/in., 8
row tube heat exchanger core was chosen.
The K for a 12 in. X 12 in. base core and for a
coolant velocity of 7 gpin per row of tubes

The fan exit and radiator inlet are offset in all
maor axes. A special guide Wl.-a
assembly was used as shown in Fig. 8-14 to
improve the airflow distribution.
where
F,

=

1.01
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STRAIGHTENING VANES

Figure 8-714. Guide Vane Azembly for M 114 Product Improvement Program Vehicle
F 2 '0.9
Fj - .8 5
Using Eq. 8-11 the unit core 1-cat, capability
K, (available) is found to be
K,21.5)X 1.01 X 0.90 X 0.85
=16.6

Btu/rnin--F 1TD

Step 6.To check radiator performance at
8-32

the 0.70 tractive effort point, the previous
calculation is repeated:
1. At the track slip point, the engine RPM
and thle coolant heat rejection rate are 2300
rpm and 4565 Btu/minm, respectively,
2. The airflow rate available at 3800 rpm is
CFM 923= mX20 p
3800 rpm
=2300 X 9243 5594 c.fm
3800

AMCP 706-381

3. The unit core heat transfer capability
required Kr is

K,

=

4565
____
5.9 X 70

605 Ibm/min coolant flow rate (assume
Cp = 1)
4 gpn oil flow rate

= 11. 1 Btu/min-ft' -core-' F

ITj

4. The face velocity of the air stream in
front of the radiator for constant air mass
flow rate at standard condition is

Inlet oil temperature is 250'F.
Step 1. Exit coolant temperature from the
radiator is
6270

220

-

594= 948 ftjmin
5. From the core performance data the
,anit core heat transfer capability K of the
basic core is 14.3 Btu/min-0 F ITD (Fig. 8-13).
The correction factors are:
F,

0.95

"F2
= 0.90
F3 = 0.85

6270

1.0 X 605

209.6

0

F

Step 2. The ITD between
the inlet engine
oil temperature and the inlet coolant
temperature is
250 - 209.6 = 40.4 deg F
Step 3. The unit core
capability required K, is

K, =

40.4

heat

transfer

= 12.4 Btu/min-°F ITD

Therefore
Ka = 14.3 X 0.95 X 0.90 X 0.85
= 10.4 Btu/min-°F 1TD
6. This indicates that cooling conditions at
the 0.70 tractive effort point are more severe
than those at the maximum engine speed
point. At this point the design eiffort was
terminated and cooling mock-up tests were
started to determine the overall adequacy of
the system.
8-5.1.3.4 Determination of Engine Oil Cooler
Size
The following parameters are given for the
engine oil cooler given the required heat
rejection of 6270 Btu/min:

Step 4. From the performance curves, it is
found that the McCord No. 7 oil-cooler unit is
about adequate as shown in Fig. 8-1 5(A). The
unit has 11.9 Btufmin-ft 2 -°F ITD at 4.0 gpm
of oil flow.
8-5.1.3.5 Determination of Transmission Oil
Cooler Size
The following parameters are given for the
transmission oil cooler:

Inlet oil temperature = 300'F
2100 Btu/min heat rejection rate :it
2300 engine rpm
The following approximations indicate:

500 Btu/min heat rejection rate at 3800
engine rpm

1. Airflow, ,t 2300 rpm engine speed
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CFM

=

2300
- X 11,000

=6171

.8

cfmi
1-3

2

14

i, liti-c"i C accep~table.

8-5 1.3.6 Cooling System Mock-up Tests
3. The exit air temperature from radiator or the inlet air temperature to time
transmission oil cooler is (using the previously
calculated available air flow of 5594 cfin, and
given 4565 Btu/min heat rejection rate)
140455
5594 X 0.068 X 0.24

ris

K30

190

5.9

Ani overall trowei plant arid cooling system
1hot i1OeLK-up test Was ConduILcted onl the Ml 114
Pic loct lnrptnvenmivit Program (Pill) power
plant at the Propulsion Systems Division of
UJSAJFACOM (Ref. 7). Thu results of this test

I0"Fare

The unit core heat tran.sfer capability reqJuired
rK

-0.85 (estimated)

I lie
design

ftinrin

=1046

I5()

K1 5.5 X ].()0 X 0.89t X 0.85
4.' Blitnlmni-Ft2 -IO1_11D

2. Airflow rate per ft core f'rontal :r1a111u.
61713
5.9

i.

(30

190)gramt

Btu/niin-ft'-ý F- 11 D

containctd inl FigN. 8-1 7 through 8-20.
ninrcatcopigth
sgm
-SDNi'iCati0ons to) actral results is included in
Table 8-3. It can he observed that the overall
Cooling system proved aidequnate to meet thre

8-5.1-3.7 M114 Product Improvement ProHydrostatic Fan Drive
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Figure 8-16. Transmission Oil Cooler Performance Characteristics
(Courtesy of McCird Corporation)
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TEST CONDITIONS:
1. CELL AMBIENT =120*F 3. WIND VELOCITY 5 mph
4. ENGINE LOAD aFULL
2. FUEL =GASOLINE.
5, TRANS GEAR RANGE 3re
MIL-G-46016
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Figure 8-17. M 114 Product Improvement Program Vehicle Full Load Cooling Test Results Transmission Speed vs Temperature
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TEST CONDITIONS:
1. CELL AMBIENT z 120°F
2. FUEL = GASOLINE,
MIL-G-46015

SII

3. WIND VELOCITY= 5 mph
4. ENGINE LOAD = FULL
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Figure8- 18. M 114 Product Improvement Program Vehicle Full Load Cooling Test Results TransmissionSpeed vs Horsepowerand Specific Fuel Con.umption
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Figure8-19. M 714 Product Impruvement Program Vehicle Full Load Cooling Test Results Transmission Speed vs Heat Rejection Rate
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TEST CONDITIONS:
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throttle operation. Fan drive horsepower also
is reduced, providing fuel savings in addition
to faster vehicle acceleration,
Operation at steady state, under desert
climatic conditions at full load, requires
higher fan drive horsepower. The maximum
hydraulic drive efficiency attained on bench
tests was 67 percent.
8-5.2 XM803
EXPERIMENTAL
TANK
WITH AIR-COOLED DIESEL ENGINE
(Ref. 3)

installed in the XM803 Experimental Tank,
the discharge air enters a low silhouette exit
duct, is directed rearward, and flows out of
the exit grilles at the rear of the vehicle.
The air flowing through the oil-coolers and
aftercoolers also flows over thz top of the
cylinders and across the exhaust manifold
before entering the suction side of the fan.
This path offers a flow restriction resulting in
a pressure drop across the cooler somewhat
less than that available for the cylinders; as
will be brought out in the discussion that
follows. Fig. 8-35 shows the cooling system
performance diagram.

The XM803 Experimental Tank is used as
a.n example because considerable effort has
been spent by USATACOM in the design and
evaluation of the cooling system for the
vehicle. This vehicle incorporated the AVCR1100-3B engine rated at 1250 bhp at standard
conditions, and the XHM-1500 hydrostatic
transmission. The XM803 Experimental Tank
power plant is shown in Fig. 1-1 8.

To conduct this analysis, it has been
necessary to use existing data as much as
practical to predict the cooling characteristics
of the engine as it is installed in the XM803
Experimental Tank (Ref. No. 3). Along with
these data, certain assumptions have been
made in order to complete this analysis. These
assumptions are:

Selection of the componeiits to be
individually evaluated is determined by their
installation and analysis of their heat rejection
modes. For example, the heat rejected by the
fuel injection pump is dissipated by a fuel
cooler installed ahead of one of the
transmission cooler fans. In this instance, the
fuel tanks are no longer a heat sink for the
"heated fuel and can be ignored in the cooling

1. Full throttle engine horsepower output
will vary as a function of engine induction air
temperature and pressure, and fuel temperature as determined by correction factor tests
conducted on an AVCR- 1100-3B engine. In
actual vehicle operation, induction air temperatures are often 15 to 50 deg F above
ambient. Fuel temperatures depend on the
length of time the vehicle is operated. These

system analyses. Conversely, the vehicle final

correction factors are:

drive efficiency is considered in the transmission efficiency for vehicle performance
analysis.

a. 1% reduction per 10 deg F induction
air temperature above 70'F

The AVCR-l 100-3B engine is equipped
with individual cylinders that are air-cooled
by two axial flow fans mounted in the v.-e of
the Lngine as shown in Fig. 1-19. Engine oil
cooling is provided by two coolers mounted
one on each side. The e'ngine induction air
from the supercharger is cooled similarly by
two aftercoolers. The cooling air is drawn
through the cylinder fin spacings and the
coolers in parallel paths, and is discharged
vertically through the two fans. When

b. 1.3% decrease per in. Hg induction
air pressure below 29.92 in. Hg
c. 1.5% decrease per 10 deg F fuel
temperature above 70'F.
2. Cooling and induction inle!, air temperature will be 10 deg F above ambient
temperature (this allows for an air temperature rise in the vehicle due to radiation and
recirculation).
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3. Fuel temperature will be 30 deg F above
ambient temperature (this assumes the use of
a fuel cooler).

T-1= temperature of the cooling air before
the cylinder (assumed to be 10 deg F
above the ambient temperature), 0 F

4. Cooling fan horsepower varies as the
cube of its RPM and as the first power of the

T2

-temperature of the cooling air leaving
cylinder, OF

air density.
teyne5. Cooling fan pressure rise and the air

;v,

= cooling airflow rate, lbm/min-cyl

static pressure drop through any portion of
the flow system varies as the square of the fan
RPM.
6. The engine power rating is 1250 bhp
using DF-2 fuel at the following conditions:
a. 60'F fuel supply temperature
b. 60'F engine
temperature

induction

air inlet

c. 29.92 in. Hg (dry) induction air inlet
pressure.
•,)

j8-5.2.1

The engine cylinder cooling characteristics
have been determined as a function of engine
fuel flow rate, cylinder air pressure drop and
operating temperatures, cooling airflow rate,
and heat rejection rate. Empirical formulas
have been developed for this engine from
experimental data that established these
relationships for predicting operation temperatures in the installation. The method,
employing these formulas, is presented.
The heat rejected Q, from the cylinder is
=w.Cp(T2 - T, ), Btu/min-cyl

(8-12)

ae

The cooling airflow rate w, was obtaineu
from test results as shown in Fig. 8-21 where
flow rate is plotted vs pressure drop AP, for a
single cylinder. The cooling air outlet
temperature was obtained from a cylinder
head temperature survey test as summarized
in Table 8-4. The results are from a single
cylinder test engine running at an equivalent
rating of 1475 bhp. These results also supply
the basis for the cylinder temperature
correction vs cooling air pressure drop across
the cylinder.
t-The heat picked up by the cooling air Q, as
given inatEq.
8-12
cylinder
a rate
of is transferred from the

QC= U,

F

[(Tc.-Ti ) -

AT1

--.j, Btu/min-cyl
(8-13)

where
Uc = overall heat transfer coefficient between the cylinder surface and the
cooling air (including the geometry,
area, and air velocity distribution),
based on the arithmetic mean temperature difference, Btu/min-PF-cyl
T,

external cylinder surface temperature
obtained
from thermocouple
readings
at a standard
location (below the exhaust port in the aluminum and near the combustion
chamber surface), OF

where
C,

•

Engine Cooling

8-5.2.1.1 Engine Cylinder Heat Rejection

SQc

=

=

specific heat of air at constant
pressure, Btu/Ibm0 F (0.24 Btu/lbmOF)

ATa = (T2 - T, ), rise in cooling air temperature, deg F
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CONDITIONS:
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Figure 8-21. A VCR-1 100-3B Cylinder Cooling Airflow
Uc is now determined by setting Eq. 8-12
equal to Eq. 8-13, i.e.,

the empirical formula for the AVCR-1 100-3B
is

S(8-14)

(8-15)
U 0=3.6+0.3AP•,Btu/min-°F-cyl
where
= pressure drop of the cooling air across

and, by applying available experimental
results, an empirical formula can be developed. By rise of the data from Table 8-4,

cylinder, in. water
The cooling air temperature rise AT, may be
expressed as

UC=

8-44
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F\
AT,

- (20 + 0.22

AP)

D.

2 9

deg F

(8-16)

U8 = 3.6 + 0.3 X 8

6.0 Btu/minF-al

From Eq. 8-17

where
APO

From Eq. 8-15

=

Wf=

54 X 0.24X 134
6

reference pressure drop used as 10
in. water corresponding to data as
shown on Fig. 8-22
fuel flow rate for a 12 cylinder engine, Ibm/hr

The exponent (0.29) and constants (20) and
(0.22) were derived by empirical methods
using the data in Table 8-4 and Fig. 8-22.
The cylinder temperature T, from Eq. 8-14

0+34
2

6F

From E.q. 8-12
Q

54 X 0.24 X 134 i 1737 Btu/nfltl'cyi

Table 8-5 and Fig. 8-23 give the results fos'
a range of pressure drops and amintitt
temperatures.
8-5.2.1.2 Engine Oil Het R@jeion

is

=

T,

ATa

+T+1

-,

(-17)

2
2Uý

In order to establish the oil heat rejection
characteristics of an engine, for use in makinS

an accurate vehicle cooling prediction, saon

very specialized tests must be conducted.
These tests are represented by Fig, 8-24 (A),

Sampe Caculation

(B), and (C), and are used to establish the oil

A sample calculation
method described follows:

heat rejection characteristics of the englne,
They should not be confused with the heat
rejection characteristics of an oil-cooler which

employing

the

may be provided for dissipating that heat&

Let

Test A is conducted by holding constanlt
the cooling and induction air Inlet tempera-

AP = 8 in. water

ture and the engine fuel flow rate (power),
and varying the engine oil outlet temperature.
wf
Vthen

= 481 Ibm/hr

Test B is conducted with varying air inlet
temperatures, but with constant oil outlet
temperature and fixed fuel flow rate,

wc lbm/nin-cyl
54
=
(from Fig. 8-21)
Fm

.inlet
100.29
110)1-29establish

T,= (20 + 0.22 X 481))
134 deg F
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Test C varies fuel flow rate while holdl
constant the oil outlet temperatu-e a-nd
temperature. In each caoe the heat
rejection rate to the oil is measured to
the effects of these three vattabkl,
From these data, cross plots can be made to
show the oil heat rejection rate as a fwictlozt
of fuel flow rate at several air Inlet
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temperatures and at a fixed engine oil outlet
temperature.
Fig. 8-25 shows the results of these tests
for the AVCR-1 100-3B engine at 2600F oil
outlet temper:'ture and engine speed of 2600
rpm. Superimposed on this curve are the
ambient air inlet temperature effects on full
load fuel flow to show full throttle operating
fuel flow rates vs ambient air inlet temperature. The respective heat rejection rate values,
at full load fuel flow rates for these ambient
temperatures, at 260OF oil outlet temperature, is then plotted on Fig. 8-26 with the
slope of the heat rejection lines as previously
derived from Test A. Fig. 8-26 then represents
the engine oil heat rejection rate vs oil sump
temperature, at full throttle setting, while
operating in various ambient air temperatures.
On this curve, the oil-cooler heat rejection
characteristics can be superimposed to determine resulting installed operating temperatures.
An oil-cooler is selected that gives the
required heat rejection and will fit the design.
Several studies usually are made to determine
the best selection for the vehicle design. For
this application, the cooler is represented by
the Harrison Radiator Division curve as shown
on Fig. 8-27. Fig. 8-28 repeats the engine oil
liheat rejection curves of Fig. 8-26 and adds the

"cooler capacity
"air AP, for

characteristics at 4 in. water
1000 and 120'F ambient

temperature.Qi
In calculating the engine oil cooler heat
capacity for plotting on Fig. 8-28, only 90
percent of the heat rejection rate values
shown on Fig. 8-27 are used to allow for a 10
percent deg.aadation due to dirt clogging.
The oil-cooler heat rejection capacity curve
data as plotted on Fig. 8-28 were calculated as
follows:

Cooling air AP 4 in. water (limiting factor
based on past experience on previously
designed engines, see Fig. 8-33).
Then tIom Fig. 8-27
Heat rejection/cooler = 3350 Btu/min
100 deg F ITD

-

Then, for example, the heat rejection
capacity at 120'F ambient, and 250*F oil
temperature, will be
250 - (120 + 10)

Q

=

3350 X 2 X

X 0.90
100

7236 Btu/min
Engine
t3
Induction Air Hat Rejection in Aftercooler
The enine induction air heat rejection rate

8-5.2

in the aftercooler and the resulting induction
air manifold temperatures for the AVCR1100 engine at various aftercooler cooling air
pressure drops are calculated (as shown in Fig.
8-29) using well known methods and available
test data. A schematic diagram of the
induction system is shown in Fig. 8-30. The
methods used in these calculations follow.

'.

The heat rejected in the aftercooler Qi by
the induction air is
= wiCp ( T 2 - T3 ), Btu/min-cooler
(8-18)
where
Ct,

= specific heat of air at constant pressure, 0.24 Btullbm-°F

T2

= induction air temperature before the
aftercooter (or after the compressor),

T3

= induction air temperature after the
aftercooler (or inlet manifold air
temperature), OF

Given
Engine oil flow rate = 500 lbm/min or 250
Ibm/min-cooler (using 2 coolers)
8-50
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Figure 8-27. Engine Oil Cooler Characteristic,5
(Courtesyof Harrison RadiatorDivision-SM0)
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The rate of flow of the engine induction air
w was obtained by plotting wvessfuel
rate wf. Fig. 8-3 1 represents the data of
the AVCR-1 100-313 engine. The same figure
manifold air preb•sure also as a function
fuel flow rate. In part (A) of the cuive, a
for full load fuel flow rate
to fuel temperature and ambient
temperature is included. For a given value of
temperature the values of full load
flow, induction airflow, and manifold

mU

La

oln

hrceitc

pressure can be read from an ordinate of the
figure. It is noted that the basis of the curves
assumes a vehicle fuel temperature th~t is 30
deg F above the ambient temperatures. This
fiueshows the combined effect ofchne
due to ambient air and associated fuel
temperatures.

This induction airflow rate, however, is
given for ambient temperature of 80*1F and a
compressor inlet pressure of 27.5 in. Hg. The
following correction is required for variation
of ambient temperature or pressure
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T.60 bTmmin
+/ T60 bb
+

(8-20)

(8-19)

However, 7e is read from the curves given by

"-

where

T,

Harrison,

=induction air temperature before
compressor, OF

P1

= induction air pressure before compressor, in. Hg

P1

= pressure out of compressor, in. Hg

wt

= induction airflow rate per cooler and

T3

ý temperature at test conditions, OF

The induction air temperature T2 after the
compressor is obtained from Eq. 8-2.
The engine induction air temperature in the
manifold T., is derived from the definition of
induction air-side coroler effectiveness 17e

8-32

which

is

for

the

=T

2

-~77 T2

-

T), 0 F

(3-20a)

The amount of heat rejected by the
induction air that is transferred to the cooling
air is expressed by
Q

subscript t relates to test conditions
of Fig. 8-31, lbm/min
T,

Fig.

aftercooler selected for this applicationi.
Solving Eq. 8-20 explicitly for T3 yields

w'Cp(T
c=
4 - T1 ), Btu/min-cooler

(8-21)
where
T4

=.cooling air out temperature, OF

w,

= rate of flow of cooling air, obtained
from Fig. 8-32 as a function of cooling air pressure drop and corrected
for change of ambient temperature,
Ibm/min-cooler
8-57
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water. Chapter 4 treats the theory

Subscript
Fig. 8-32.
From Eq. 8-11 the temperature otf the
cooling air after the cooler is calculated as

T4

A

l

"w

t

+ T,

Q

(8-23)
(-2obtained

,F

T,

s

r

b

rise requirement of approximately 11.5 in.

d

TTable

.All calculated results are tabulated in Table
8-6. The aftercooler design is sized for
maximum heat rejection.
8-5.2.1.4 Engine Cooling Fan Selection
In complex cooling systems where cooling
components operate in parallel circuits, as do
the coolers and the cylinders on the
AVCR-1100 engine, it is necessary to
determine the detailed flow losses to predict

the operating points of the individual
components. In this case. it is necessary to
determine air pressure flow losses within the
vee of the engine to determine the pressure
drop at which the oil-coolers and aftercoolers
will operate. This was done by measuring the
flow loss characteristic as shown on Fig. 8-33
as a function of the cooling air flow rate
through the coolers. This is better understood
by reviewing the engine cooling arrangemnent
shown in Fig. 1-19. As shown in Fig. 8-33 this
loss detracts from the AP available to flow air
through the cooler. Superimposing the AP vs
the cooler airliow from the Harrison data
curves (Figs. 8-27 and 8-32) shows that with a
IP of 7 in. water across the cylinders, only 4
in. of air pressure drop will be available at the
cooler cores.

and

practice of fan design characteristics. The fan
for the AVCR-1100-3B engine has been tested
to establish its operating characteristics. Fig.
8-34 shows those characteristics at conditions
approximating the full load operation (i.e., at
250'F and 29.92 in. Hg at fan outlet). This
curve shows performance for one fan. The
engine incorporates the use of two of these
fans. The total system resistance curve
from the analysis of pars. 8-5.2.1.1,
8-5.2.1.2. and 8-5.2.1.3, and summarized on

8-7 is shown plotted on the fan curve,
Fig. 8-34. From these data it can be predicted
that a fan speed of approximately 5450 rpm
is required where the fan efficiency will be 43
percent. From Eq. 8-8 the fan power for two
fans is calculated as
,

iPj =
=

X 11.5 X 1.575 X
0.43

10-

101 hp

This power along with the other calculated
operating parameters are compiled in Table
8-7.
This combination of components was
tested in a full scale engine compartment
mock-up (Ref'. 4) and a summary of measured
results of that tesi also are given in Table 8-7
for comparative purposes. It should be noted
that operating temperatures tlUite closely
a-roe with calculated values. however, somen
deviations can be seen in airflow rates and
measured air pressure drops.
8-5.2.2 Transmission Heat Rejection
The heat rejection rate for the XHM-1500
transmission at the 1250 gross horsepower
eng'ine rating is 15.500 Btu!nlin. This is the

Chapter 7 covers in detail the detcrminalion of losses through various sections of the
vehicle. Based on the cxamnple given in par.
7-2.4.2, it is estimated that a 4.5 in. water loss
will be encountered giving a total cooling fan

8-60

heat rejection from the transmission when the
tractive effort/vehicle weight factor is equal
to 0.70 of tile vehicle weihit or 75.600 lb.
This nomi-nllv is used as the limit of tractive
slip and heat rejection tunder these conditions
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Figure8-33. A VCR- 1100-38 Cooling Airflow Characteristicsfrom Hot Mock-up Tests
must be provided for. Each of the two
transmission oil coolers must handle a heat

heat load handled by each cooling fan is
8,250 Btu/min (7,750 + 500). To handle tiis

load of 7,750 Btu/min (15,500/2). The

total heat load, each of the transmission

maximum allowable transmission oil temperature is 300'F.

cooling fans is sized to flow 300 Ibm/min of
air.

In addition to the transmission oil coolers
as shown in FiM.8-35, a fuel cooler core and a
hydraulic oil cooler core (one in each of the
two ducts) are located ahead of the cooling
fans-in order to achieve the desired oil and
fuel temperatures. These cores dissipate
"approximately 500 Btu/min under the ambient conditions in the installation and the total

The air temperature rise zT from Eq. 8-1 is
through:
1. The hydraulic oil cooler
5

=

= 7
0
300 X 0.24

F
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Figft re 8-34. A VCR- 1100-3B Cooling Fan Performance Measured for
One Fan During Hot Mock-up Test
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TABLE 8-7
SUMMARY OF COOLING SYSTEM OPERATION OF AVCR-1100-38
IN THE XMS03 EXPERIMENTAL TANK

CALCULATED
COOLING
CONDITIONS

CHARACTERISTICS
TEMPERATURE,

MEASURED
RESULT
HOT MOCK-UP

*F

AMBIENT AIR
COOLING INLET AIR
COOLING INLET AIR RISE
COOLING INLET AIR AT OUTLET
CYLINDER HEAD (AVERAGE)
ENGINE INDUCTION AIR
OIL SUMP

120
130
114
244
452
232
258

120
123
126
249
480
230
252

2600
5450

2600
5250

101

102

380
400
560

375
330
515

1340

1220

7700
11500
17600

7500
12400
16900

36800

36800

4.0
4.0
7.0
4.5
II,5

3.4
4.6
6.5
4.3
10.8

0.0548
23,929

0.0541
21,500

SPEED, RPM
ENGINE
FAN
FAN HP (2 FANS)
COOLING AIRFLOW, LBM/MIN
OIL COOLERS
AFTERCOOLERS
CYLINDERS
TOTAL
HEAT REJECTION, 3TU/MIN
OIL
INDUCTION AIR
CYLINDERS
TOTAL
SYSTEM PRESSURE DROP aP,IN.WATER
OIL COOLER
AFTERCOOLERS
CYLINDERS
VEHICLE LOSS
TOTAL FAN STATIC PRESSURE RISE
FAN INLETS
AIR DENSITY, LBM/FT'
AIRFLOW PATE, CFM (2 FANS)
(SEE FIG. 8-35 FOR DIAGRAM)
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2. Each of the transmission coolers

Transmission cooler

Q.0

7750
AT
=
=107 deg F
300
X 0.24

Exit duct and grille

3.0

Total

The air temperature before and after the
transmission cooler is 130 + 7 = 137'F and
130 + 7 + 107 = 2440 F, respectively. The
airside effectiveness ni, for the transmission
cooler, Eq. 8-20, is
107

=

0.66

which is in accor-

16.0

Fig. 8-35 shows the complete cooling system
performance diagram for the XM803 Experimental Tank with details of the airflow rates
and heat rejection rate for each of the
components. It must be noted that the design
of a vehiJe cooling system is not strictly an
analytical rr3cedure but is actually a
combination of design, analysis, and test
evaluations. The final complete design must

dance with typical commercial practices.

be tested to confirm the acceptability of the
system.

The CFM of air at the inlets of each fan by
Eq. 8-7 is

8-5.3 LIQUID-COOLED ENGINE INSTALLATION

CFM
0.0

300
407
460+70
460 + 137

4506 cfm

and the fan horsepower by Eq. 8-8 is
4506 X 16* X 1.575 X 10-4
0.50

HPf =

= 22.7 hp
The CFM of air at the exit grille is

CFM

=

=

0.075 x

Fig. 8-36.

5313 cfm

460-f 70
+ 4

*The total fan aiv pressure rise (AP = 16 in.
water) is apportioned as follows (design
objectives)
in. water
Inlet grille and compartment

2.0

Hydraulic and fuel cooler

2.0

8-66

An example of the cooling system for a
vehicle using a liquid-cooled engine is
presented to illustrate techniques in optimizing the total system. This example is for a
hypothetical vehicle weighing 17,000 lb, using
a 325 gross bhp rated engine, and a
conventional gear shift type transmission. For
this analysis it is assumed that the transmission heat will be transferred to the engine
coolant by an oil-to-water heat exchanger. A
parametric study is shown employing the
radiator cooling characteristics as shown in

This figure shows values of unit core heat
rejection capacity K in terms of Btu/min-ftZ'F ITD (initial temperature difference) and2
cooling air pressure drop vs airflow in cfm/ft
of core area. Coolant flow rate does have an
effect on heat rejection capacity of the core,
however, it is relatively insensitive in the flow
rate ranges normally applied. Therefore, in
this example, it has been ignored to simplify
the parametric study. Values for various core
thicknesses are given in terms of number of
rows of tubes. The parametric study involves
calculating the required volume of cooling air
and fan HP using cores of various rows of

AMCP 706-361
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TYPICAL RADIATOR CORE
TYPICAL FilS AND TUIE

SI

ii 4

0

-11

FINS/in.

----3.0

30

~122
.0

1011

z

1

9SMcc

-T0
NEATEJECION

Z

in

PRESSURE DROP

12

8

9

14

2.9

ROWS OF TUBES
0.25

10

0

400 500 600

1800

2000

4000
8000

AIRFLOW. dof 2 AT 0.015 Ibm/It 3 AIR DENSITY

Figure 8-36. Typical Radiator Core Petrformance Characteristics
tubes, frontal area, and airflow velocities. The
results of those calculations are given in Table
8-8. and the assumptions used for these
parameters are listed also. The equatioirs and
methods used are exemplifie-d by the
calculations that follow for tne first row of
results shown in Table 8-8. For the core
frontal area A,

Q
7X 1TD

.f

2

(-4

where

Q

=

total heat rejection rate, Btu/min

K

=

unit ;ore heat transfer capability
factor. Btu/miin-ft 2 -0 F lTD
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ITD =initial tempera(Lire difference, des F

41PWhiCc

=R

2in.

1I0,000/'

Given from Table 8-8 and read from Fig.
8-36

water (8-26)

where

Q = 0,80 BtuminR
K=10,800 Btu/minveilin

=vehicle flow resistance, in, water/

cfm (from Table 8-8)
ITD

240 - 130

110 deg F

CFM

= airflow through vehicle, cfm

therefore
Therefore
10800

(10,144
4.4
'Pwvvicv,
1000

8.9 ft2

2

4.5 in. water

11 X 110
and
and
Fan static pressure rise 4Pf
CFM

AfV(--2)
,/

/min at operating

,.ft

APf= APco,Ir + APvehcle

condition

in. water

(8-27)
(8-25)

where
• -•

V

APf
=

inlet cooling air velocity through
cooler at standard condition, ft/min

p,

air density at 70 0 F and 29.92 in. Hg
3
= 0.075 lbm/ft

p

density
Ibm/ft3

0.8 + 4.5 = 5.3 in. water

From Eq. 8-8 the fan HP can be calculated
10144 X 5.3 X 1.575 X 10-4

HPf

0.50

-

16.9 hp
of cooling air flowing,
NOTE: The static efficiency of all fans in this
parametric study was assumed as 500%.

From Eq. 8-25 the CFM at operating
condition can be calculated
CFM

= 8.9 X1OOO
x
-

0.075
0658-.

10,144 ft3 /min

APcooe. = APFiS. 8.36 X -0.075
P
0.075

= 0.74 X 0.0658
0'07

The core depth in inches is furnished by the
radiator core manufacturer and is related to
the number of tube rows.
The .esults of these calculations are plotted in
Figs. 8-37 and8-38showingrequiredcoolingfan
HP vs cooler frontal area and cooling airflow
rate, respectively. Examination of these data
shows the influence on required cooling fan
iHP as affected by volume airflow rate and the

operating condi-

resulting total system pressure drop. Note
that the assumption of vehicle flow resistance
AP (loss) being a function of flow rate is a

tion

major factor in fan HP. However, minimum

0.8 in. water at
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CCNOITIONI:
10.800 Btu/min HEAT REJECTION
240"F INLET WATER TEMP
130"F INLET AIR TEMP
50

4 ROWS
40

I/i

2000s/mlft 2

30

SI.

10-

COOLER FRONTAL FACE AREA. f12
Figure 8-37. ParametricCooling Study vs Cooler FrontalFaceArea
fan HP does not necessarily occt
at
minimum AP because the efficiency of the fan
for the particular application must be
considered. Thiis assumption is felt justified
since in most military vehicles flow areas and
grille sizes are limited. If, however, flow areas
can be increased for the high CFM combinations, a much different optimization would
occur. These curves indicate that the 8-row
core with 5 to 6 ft2 area is optimum,

8-70

k--IM

requiring near minimum fan horsepower and
cooler frontal area.
To study further the impact on fan power,
the caiculations were repeated at several water
tempc.atures using 4-, 5-, and 6-ft2 areas of
8-row cores. The result of this study, as
shown on Fig. 8-39, indicates that cooling to
low coolant temperature requires additional
core frontal area to avoid high fan power

AMCP 706-361

CONDITIONS:/

11,303 11./mi.
36

ETREETO

240*F INLET WATER TEMP-~

____

1304f INLIT AIR TEMP

/
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j/
4612ROWS

1/

I Rows

-

ooo

009 FPM,/

FACE VELOCITY

COOLING AIRFLOW.

din

IN THOUBANDS

Figure 8-38. Parametric Cooling Study vs Cooling Airflow
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Figure 8-39. Parametric Cooling Study vs Coolant Temperature
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requirements. This may be made possible by
reconsidering the impact of existing trade-off
on the overall vehicle operational capability.
In order to study the effect of engine
power on the cooling requirement, calculations were made at 3 part load conditions.
For this analysis it was assumed that the
coolant heat rejection varied directly proportional to the engine power level. The cooler
core selected for this study has 8 rows wi;h
5-ft 2 area as shown on Fig. 8-40. Also shown
on this graph are the results of a 15 percept
degradation of radiator heat rejection performance in anticipation of dirt clogging.
The results of the parametric study to this
point have indicated that a core frontal face
area of between 5 and 6 ft2 is desirable,
especially in light of the advisability to
provide a safety margin for dirt clogging
degradation. Therefore, for the last iteration a
5.75-ft 2 area was chosen using a 15 percent
degradation of core performance (at an equal
airflow a 15% reduction in heat rejection was
assumed). Calculations using the procedures
explained, were made at several power levels
and water temperatures and plotted as shown
in Fig. 8-41. Fan HP vs engine gross observed
BHP at the several water temperatures are
plotted. The same data are used also to plot
net BHP (gross BHP - fan HP) vs gross
observed BHP at various water temperatures
as shown on Fig. 8-42. It is evident in Fig.
8-42 that at 200*F water temperature and at
130*F air temperatures there is no increase in
net available power at gross power above 250
bhp. This is because the cooling power load
increases at a faster rate than gross power,
resulting in an actual decrease in net engine
power available at over 250 gross bhp.
-"
To further illustrate th.e -impactof
air temperature on net engine power.
calculations at various gross power levels,

water temperatures, ambient air temperatures,
and cooling fan powers were made culminating in the plot on Fig. 8-43. Note that this
figure shows the gross observed BHP and how
it drops with increasing ambient temperature
as a function of ambient air temperature. Net
full load BHP is shown for 3 fan combinations, i.e., 20, 30, and 40 fan hp, respectively,
at 125°F ambient. The water temperature
lines shown on Fig. 8-43 indicate the
temperature at which the coolant will operate
vs various engine powers, ambient temperatures, and installed fan HP. This curve shows,
for example, if a 40 hp fan were used and a
220'F top tank water temperature selected,
satisfactory cooling could be realized at
1250F ambient temperature. However, if only
a 20 hp fan were used, the operation would
have to be limited to 96"F ambient or the
allowable top tank water temperatures would
need to be increased to approximately 2400F
(Fig. 8-43). A cross plot of the required fan
HP at 220*F water temperature vs ambient air
temperature, Fig. 8-44, is presented to show
how seriously the required fan ,VP increases
with increased ambient temperatures. System
reliability and component life also may be
adversely affected.
This study indicates that a practical
alternative may be to apply a fuel flow
(power) limiting device that is responsive to a
coolant temperature. This will limit the
engine power at high coolant temperatures,
thus allowing minimum fan HP requirements
while preventing overheating. This will sacrifice vehicle performance at high ambient
temperatures, and gain performance and
economy at low ambient temperatures. This is
a trade-off that the vehicle system engineer
can make in optimizing the user's overall
objectives. A fuel limiting device of this type
currently is used by the Mercedes Benz
liquid-cooled 1500 hp engine that powers the
German Leopard Tank (see Fig. 3-34).
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CHAPTER 9
TEST AND EVALUATION

This chapter describes the test and evaluation procedures applied during the vehicle
cooling system development, including findings from several cooling tests. These tests
include evaluation of complete cooling systems in vehicles, heat exchangers, radiators,
engine/transmission oil coolers, fans, coolant pumps, grilles, and surge tanks. Methods for
testing and determining the heat transfer capabilities and flow friction characteristicsof

items in the cooling system are described.
9-1 IMPORTANCE O VEHICLE TESTS
The importance of a properly designed and
tested vehicle cooling system is apparent since
a cooling failure immobilizes the vehicle. The
many variables present in a cooling system
make it difficult for the designer to arrive at
the "ideal dcsign". The actual testing and
evaluation of the complete system in the
vehicle confirms or disproves the proper
functioning of all cooling components.

3. To select optimum components from
multiple options to permit efficient total
system testing from a time/cost basis
4. To determine conformance with or
establish specifications
5. To accomplish accelerated endurance
testing.
+

9-2.1 HEAT EXCHANGERS

Combat and field conditions to which the
vehicles are subjected vary greatly, for
example. wartime conditions differ from
peacetime conditions. Many instances arc
documented where cooling problems have
surfaced after the vehicle was fielded.
requiring initiation of Product Improvement
Programs (PIP) to correct the deficiencies.

Individual component tests often are
conducted on heat exchangers prior to the
testing of a new vehicle and during Product
Improvement Programs of an existing military
vehicle. It must be recognized that published
heat exchanger rejection rates are based on
ideal installation conditions. Seldom are these
conditions duplicated in a military vehicle.

9-2 REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPONENT
TESTS

9-2.1.1 Radiators

Throughout the vehicle development cyclc.
the requirements for individual component
testing exists. Component tests arc required:
1. To determine the difference in performance between the analytical model and the
hardware
2. To evaluate performance tUnder controlled environmecnts and conditions

Component tests for radiators are outlined
in Military Specification MIL-R-45306 (Ref.
18). The portion of tile specification concerned with test and evaluation is found in
Appendix D. A schematic diagram of a typical
radiator test rig is shown in Fig. D-1.
Fie. 9-I illustrates a test laboratory for
conducting cooling component tests under
siantmated engine operation (radiators, oilcoolers, etc.).
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method and type of test conducted are similar
to those tests conducted on the engine/transmission oil coolers as described ini appendix
D, par. D-2.
9-2.2 FANS
The fan airflow often is restricted as a
result of vehicle imposed installation compromises. The effect of fans not centered in
the heat exchanger, and irregular shrouding
and obstructions- such as the engine, transmission, accessories, hoses, and other cooling
system components - cannot be analytically
determined. Fan testing is done to determine
these effects and normally is accomplished
during mock-up tests of the complete cooling
system as discussed in par. 9-3; however, a
new design must be peiformance tested. A fan
performance test procedure is given in
appendix D, par. D-3. The AMCA Standards
for airflow nozzles and flow straighteners are
shown on Fig. D-7 (See Ref. 13).
Another test which may be conducted as
part of the Ian performance testing is sound
level measurement. This test it conducted
according to AMCA Standard 300-67 Test
Code for Sound Rating (Ref. 14). Also see
Ref. 15.
9-2.3 COOLANT PUMPS

*.

Sflow

Coolant flow rates are supplied by the
engine manufacturers, and the values normally are specified for no inlet restriction to the
coolant pump and a specified pressure in the
engine block. Nonconventional coolant systems with external thermostat housings, long
conlant pipes, and additional elbows and hose
connections all contribute additional coolant
resistance to the system. These designs
should be evaluated by test to determine the
actual coolant flow characteristics.
The effect of inlet pressure on the coolant
pump flow rates and coolint pump pressure
rise for the model LDS-465-IA diesel engine
is shown in Fig. 9-2. The pressure and flow

rates remain relatively constant until cavitation occurs. Note that this is a function of
both coolant temperature and inlet pressure.
A report of a water pump test is included
for reference in appendix D, par. D-4 (Ref.
17).
9-2.4 GRILLES
Grille airflow tests may be conducted
individually as described in Chapter 6 or
evaluated as part of the system resistance test
as described in par. 9-3. The preferred method
is to evaluate the grilles in the system
resistance test. This test simulates the actual
vehicle compartment configuration.
9-3 COOLING SYSTEM
The cooling system is a major vehicle
subsystem and specific vehicle tests aie
conducted to fully evaluate cooling performance. The process of evaluation, modification, and retest of cooling system components
is conducted during the normal vehicle testing
program.
Vehicle cooling tests are conducted during
the major test and ev;aluation programs
defined in AR 70-10 (Ref. 1). The maximum
cooling requirements for a new vehicle (and
sometimes during a PIP for an existing vehicle)
normally are specified in terms of ambient
tempereture requirements (AR 70-38, Ref. 9)
and vehicle operating conditions. Maximum
stabilized temperatures of engine oil, transmission oil, and liquid coolant at a prescribed
ambient temperature condition are used to
define the cooling requirement. To conform
with worldwide climatic categories of AR
70-38, the vehicle cooling system should be
designed for operating in ambient air
temperature up to 125*F at sea level. The
vehicle operating conditions are used to
determine the maximum cooling requirements
of a new vehicle and gener.lly are specified at
two conditions. The first condition specifies
that the vehicle must operate at full load
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All
maximum vehicle speed in any speciiied gear
range (maximum engine cooling req uirement).
In some instances the maximum engine
cooling requirement may occur at other than
the rated speed for maximum horsepower.
The second condition specifies that the
vehicle is expected to operate at the tractive
force required to make the track or wheels
slip (maximum transmission cooling. requirement). This second Condition applies to
vehicles with an automatic or semi-automnatic
transmission equipped with a torque converter and may result in a vehicte operating
condition as low as a 0.4 to 0.5 converter
speed ratio. These requirements should be
established by thle vehicle performnczne
specirications.
9-3.1 COOLING SYSTEM VEHICLE SIMULATION TESTS
Specific tests simulating the vehicle cooling
system normally are run to evaluate fully the
cooling systemn component performance prior
to total vehicle cooling tests.

measured ushine static pressuie drop A.P
pickups. Acceptable static piessure test results
can be obtained employing sintered ball or
multiorifice type pickups. When measuring
AP across a cooler core, the pickup should be
placed 0.25 to 0.5 in. away fromi the core
Surface.
A relatively large number of pressure
readings should be obtained across any
component that presents a large face area to
the cooling air path. The large number of
readings are required to ensure that a correct
average value is obtained. As an example, anl
air-to-oil cooler with a core 3 ft wide and 2 ft
high requires ibout nine pressure measuring
points to determine anl accurate pressure
profile. Thle airflow also can be measured, if
the cold mock-up is instrumented sufficiently.
The0 airflow is mneasured on either thle inlet or
outlet side of theQ cooler, depending on the
case of installation and available instrumientation.

9-3.1.1 Cold Mock-up Tests

Th'le changes in pressure drops and airflow
are used to determine the optimum cooling
comiponent location and Si/te to be used inl
f'urthler cooling tests such as thle hiot mock-up.

To provide early design gulidance for thre
vehicle cooling system,. a mock--up of thle
proposed powe.- pac~kage and vehicle power
package comnpartmenrt is tnadk. to evaluate
Cooling System componen10tS and arranlgV1eniet

Thll, deterilninatioti of cooling System
resistance in a cold mock-up also can be
otjlt~jleLd 1b\' usinjg wooden imock-up[s With
Nimulated component subassemblies (see Ref.
3) ":10
>hiiu aimupr,1timi engine-

-

A cold miock-u p. u~sed for iic %1111 '70
Prototype Tank preliminary c:ooliiiw systeimi
evaluation, JS illustrated in I-iLa. 4-,.Ih
engine normally is operated at n o-load [or thiNi
evaluation because systemr air resistance andi
cooling airflow are necarl y 110Iitvhc
endet )I
engine load. The enlgite eniplo~ ed in the
MBT70 Prototype Tank %%it thle icled *yn
Continental Motors air-cooled AV R-II 100
diesel engine. (Xmset ucuitly. all coolvrs wedCL
al~r aS thle Cooling. meldium~.
The preSure dr'p
'.dtliii
nents ils the c.ooling aimrtlus patli cant be

I hi, w0odenl niOLk-upl of' tile engineltransCi 1enin
rt iliCmit IS
s
ustr Lieted to
simulate engline; ranusmssion air-flow restrietflum
withl ald justble engine alnd heat
c\C 11,l
plra.'te o;w nii ws. F or aim ii-cool ed
engUic' IHWXl pack. smm11iildtCd openings for
cAitlne e.ý lidoder and oi!-e-oolers are calibrated
Nepamatiel- am%darious atillows, to correspond to
1h1ib11
I55K

cool~ing 0mitlo\ý

:0!1ipone1C IS. -1he

i 01hi~Ln
ctiOf
eotkl
air- moeVd through21

the
thle

"%stein is supplie-d b% a test facility blower.
Withl tile simlatled openings Cdaltrated aind
ccuented the system resistance is determined
.111s~
s ofiip
lte
fii-lo ,[sen) coinpletv withi
grilles.
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Figure 9-3. MB T7 0 'rototype Tank Cold Mock-up for the A VCR-1 700 Engine With
Turret Aistle in Gun ForwardPosition
9-3.1.2 Hot Mock-up Tests
Hot mock-up tests provide a means to
evaluate cooling system and component
performance simulaLing actual conditions
under laboratory controlled conditions,
The ho! mock-up is a cooling system power
package compartment similar to the vehicle
system, or it may even be the complete
vehicle, cominected to a dynamometer. As
shown in Fig. 9-4, solar radiation may he
simulated by lamps, and the test cell air is
heated to the required test ambient condittions.
The MBT70 Prototype Tank hot mock-up
installation is shown in Fig. 9-5. This test
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employs a simulated compartment for power
package and cooling system components
instead of the complete vehicle. No. provisions
were made to simulate the effect of solar
radiation. A description of this particular test
is iound in Ref. 5.
A complete list of the instrumentation and
schematics of the installation for the XM803
Experimental Tank hot mock-up is included
in Appendix D, par. D-b. The XM803
Experimental Tank test was rur. primarily to
evaluate the cooling ability of the Telelyne
Continental
Motors
air-cooled
A1 /CRI 100-3B engine installed in a mock-up of the
vehicle engine compartment. This mock-up
was fabricated from steel sheet and plates.
The removable fuel tank mock-ups surround-

SII I I II I II II II I I

I
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RFigwle 9~4. XM571 Vehi-le Hot Mock-up With Simulated' Solat Hadmian l(.
ing the engine wore fabricated froin alurninum
and plywood.
The engine induction air was supplied by
tile test cell systemn. This air was drawn fromn
outside and passed through a filter and cooler
before entering the test cztl air blower roomn.
This centrifugal blower had a manually
controlled airflow outlet restriction. Air then
was directed through a heater unit before
being ducted into the test cell. In the test cell,
the air was divided into left and right bank
branches. Each branch had an airflow
measuring device. Air from each branch was
ducted to the vehicle air cleaner through 6-in.
flexible tubes.
Cooling air for the engine was supplied
from outside and was heated to the desired

-Xi

teniperaturc. Air engwxu ime Am Lanpartsp~
a amL Tf
ment through the
-Jiw~i in
n mow
airflow pail' thro~aFig. D-8.
:i x-s~W~The coulinj
vehicle exi du- -i- zvo."
w. cm "
exhaust g; ile 1-.
cooling air were

j~ih the

A. the
jab.

AlL1

Cooling air pr=*a-_ -we nwatureJ! in
the sys1LnI
appropriate positL~ia... muuu
tatoqu various
to determine prs _z
portions of the engim a. . ru%.-tip. Exten_: temfl'ratýA.Jr.i were
sive measurements
recorded in the cooajag .;ystcua for determining heat rejection an.j jirlcwýý.
Approximately a.; ti irnr tht oxiit irille, a
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figurvi9-5. Hot Mi~ock-up of the 498770 Prototype Tank Power Package and Cooling System
station was set up to measure gas flow in the
duct with a pitot-static tube. Slip fittings on
thie duct enabled the pitot-static; tube to be
traversed vertically within the duct in three
positiomi to determine the velocity profile. A
heavy gage wire mesh was installed in the duct
about 20-ft upstxearn from the measuring
station in an attempt to flatten the velocity
profile.
i

Exhaust ga tm-p-ratures anid pressures
were monitored on all test pointIs. Exhaust gas
temperatures were measured at each cyclinder
exhaust stack, at the turbocharger turbine
inlats, and before the exhaust ejector.
Exhaust pressures were measured at the two
turbine inlets of both left and right
turbochargers.

9-8

The engine lubrication system is selfcontained, however, routing of some oil lines
was altered for oil flow determinations. Oil
flowmeters were installed in both the left and
right bank lines to measure flow to the
oil-coolers. Temperatures of the oil to and
from the coolers were measured~ to determine
heat transfer rates (see Fig. D-8).
Critical engine metal temperatures were
recorded. These consisted of all cylinder head
temperatures, cylinders No. 6 left and No. I
right, and outboard cylinder flange temperatures.
A large number of tcempeiiture and static
pressure readings are required on the coolers
to provide a pressure and tempe~rature profile.

ii••measure

This procedure is described in par. 9-3.1.1.
in the hot mock-up
temperatures
The tipsair of
the thermocouples
used to

',need

must not contact any component and may'
thermal rmitiation shielding.

Coolant Temperature
..
at Radiator Top Tank),
*F (9-2)
.'i
The first method of 'reporting does not

Hot mock-up tests for liquid-cooled milii:ary vehicles usually are run in a facility that
can control engine speed and load, air
temperature, airflow, and radiant heat load.

relate to the type of coolant used or the
pressure cap. Therefore, it gives no information as to how far the system is from boiling
without considering other data such as the
air-to-coolant
poh;t or atthe which
boiling
coolant
boiling
difforence
temperature

To determine heat rejection, the thermostat bypass is blocked to the hot position.
Coolant, oil, and air flow. are measured.
Temperatures are measured throughout the
coolant and lubrication system, and across the
air side of the radiator. Engine and transmission oil cooler heat rejection rates are
calculated separately.
Two different methods of reporting engine
cooling capacity independent of the particular
ambient test temperature are used:
1. Coolant temperature and oil temperatures corrected for specified ambient temperature. Normally the coolant and oil tempera-

occurs. This method gives emphasis to the
level of the coolant temperature and normally
is used in military specifications.
The AT& method relates only to the
coolant boil point and provides information
as to how far the cooling system is from
boiling under specified conditions. The A TB
method gives no indication of oil temperature
limits that also must be considered. It also
permits direct comparison between systems
with different pressure caps or different
coolants insofar as degree of protection from
boiling is concerned. However, it gives no
direct information as to the actual coolant
temperature unless the boiling point is

tures are reported as corrected to a specified

specified. This method gives emphasis to

temperature on a degree for degree
a
ambient
basis. This is done for the radiator coolant as
well as the engine and transmission oil
stabilized temperatures where

protection of the cooling system from coolant
boiling.

Corrected

Temperature

=(Observed

Temperature)

+ (Specified Ambient
Temperature)
-

Full load and idle cooling tests usually are
conducted by operating until stabilized
temperatures are reached or until the coolant
Test results are
whichever
boils,
ways:
differentfirst.
in three occurs
recorded
I. Stabilized coolant temperature reached
at "X" minutes

(Test Ambient Teni-

perature). *F

(9-1)

2. Air-to-boil (A TB). The extrapolatcd test
ambient temipelature at which the coolant
would boil is reported as
ATB= (Test Ambient)
+ (Coolant Boil Temperature)
I".

-(Observed

2. Minutes to boil

3. Coolamu temperature at 30 min (understood to be still rising).
Methods of correcting the recorded data
for test ambient are given as follows:
1. The stabilized coolant temperature may
be corrected directly for test ambient over a

'
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moderate ambient range. Normally a degreefor-degree correction is applied except if' a
specific test has been conducted to demonstrate a relationship other than degree-fordegree for a specific vehicle,
2. The minutes to boil cannot be corrected
directly for test ambient. However. if coolant
temperatures are recorded at frequent intervals up to the boil point, the curve of coolant
temperature versus time may be corrected for
test ambient and the corrected time to boil
read from the adjusted curve. If the test is
conducted at a temperature higher than the
specified ambient temperature, it is desirable
to use a higher than standard pressure cap.
This is to permit running to a coolant
temperature above the normal boiling point
so that, after temperatures are corrected
downward, this corrected curve wil' still
intersect the boil temperature,

9-3.1.4 Test Rig
Power package and cooling system componen1.1 often are evaluated in a test rig prior to
the assembly of the first prototype vehicle.
The m-ct rig is usually a similar vehicle
modified to duplicate the power package
installation.
An example of a cooling test rig is the M48
Tank with the M60 Tank power package
installed. This test rig was fabricated and
tested to determine the engine oil cooler
airflow characteristics that could be expected
in the M60 installation (Ref. 6). Another
example of a test rig is the M114 vehicle. In
the M 114, the original vehicle hull of the
M114 was modified to accept a new power
package configuration. This was then classifled as an M114,(PIP) cooling test rig, and
cooling tests were cosiducted to verify the
cooling system performanlce.

3. If the temperature is still rising at 30
mn, corrections similar to those for minutesto-boil are required.
9-3.2 TOTAL VEHICLE TESTS
9-3.1.3 Cooling System Deaeration Require-

ments
Cooling systems for gasoline engines
usually are not required to separate any air
other than that contained in the coolant
system at start up. However, it is entirely
possible to have air bubbles flowing from the
engine at temperatures of 180°F and higher
with a pressurized coolant system. In the
gasoline engine system, air is separated in the
radiator top tank at the overflow location,
The higher combustion pressures associated
with the diesel engine may allow more gas
into the coolant system. These gases must be
separated and eliminated from the system to
prevent them from causing air locks or driving

L

I

Total vehicle cooling system tests are
associated with either the initial design and
development of a vehicle system or with a

oln
ee~hht
from the
fapooe
system.
To determine
th coolant
a proposed
cooling
tile
acceptability
of"

program.
r initiated
nl~tdwethe
lPruduct
product
rvietporm
improvement
whenim-I
a
programs are
provement

system, a series of tests are run which
examine the system ability to expel air. A test
example is given in appendix D, par. D-6.4.

problem is discovered after a vehicle is fielded
or where existing equipment is to be
repowered or updated.
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After the development tests have been
completed on tile cooling system components, subsystems, mock-ups, and test jig, the
total vehicle must be tested to demonstrate
the cooling ability of the vehicle. A cooling
safety margin, between hot mock-up results
and the specified temperatures, must exist if
the vehicle is to be successful in the f'ield.
Coolina degradation must be anticipated due
to s,.-1 items as plugging of coolers and
radiators by dirt and/or debris, internal
scaling, and flow resistance.

I
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Figure 9-6. USA TA COMl Propulsion Division Vehicular Test Cell

F9-4
PPROGRAM

improvement programis have becen conducted

USATACOM Propulsion System Division
Vehi1CUlar test cQl. Thie USATACONI test
chamber is 80 ft inl diamiter and hias a 40 ft
mnaximum~l usable hecighlt (see Fig. 9-6). Wind
direction Canl be Changed thrlou~gh 360 deg inl

on a numnber of military unit%. TFo illustrate
typical examples of the p~ogranis completed.

45-deg increments and wind velocity maintaned up) to 20J iiph. The total sprocekt

programs will be reviewed. A complete test
plan for the M I 10 is included in Appendix 0,
par D-7. Also see Refs. 26 and 27 f-or
additional wheeled vehicle cooling test,;.

a~ld 89.000 lb-It. at 15
lb-It ofl torqueLI at Sta11l
rpm per side, permits testing of any kniowii
vehicle In any transmnissi on gear range.

9-4.1 TEST FACILITIES, METHODS, AND

ILach of the vehicles tested was positionedI
Inl the test Cell anId connlc~ted to the
dlynamonietei. The NIII3A I. MI110. M4551,
alld M501I test cell installations are shown inl
Figs Q-7. (0-8. 9-9. mid 9-10, respectively.

EXAMPLES OF VEHICLE COOLING
TESTS

Vehicle Cooling verification and prodUCt

PROCEDURES
All the vul.~cle tests discussed here except
inl theC
the M55 1. were con~ducted

9_11II
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Figure 9Z7 M 113A 1 Vehicle Cooling Test Installation (USA TA COM I
"R

SIMULATED RADJIANT HEAT

C015TROL ROOM

Figure 9-8. M~ 110 Vehicle Cooling Test installation (USA TACOM)
9-121

7Re~produ~ced from
Ebest avuailablei copy.-d

Figure 9-9. M551 Vehicle Cooling Test Installation (USA TA UOM)

Figure 94 0. M561 Vehicle Cooling Test Installation (USA TACUMW.
Reproucedfrom9-13
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Each vehicle was instrumented to measure
critical temperatures, pressures, and related
data. After an initial vehicle checkout was
made, stabilized vehicle cooling tests were
conducted. Cooling tests normally were
conducted with 5 mph wind velocity and a
light bank above the vehicle to simulate solar
radiation. Normally, the light bank was
positioned to provide 360 Btu/ft2 -hr on the
vehicle decks. A cooling test was considered
stabilized when three consecutive readings,

resulted in its becominig the workhorse of the
Army vehicle fleet.

each 10 min apart, showed a change of I deg
F or less in a critical temperature. In general,
these vehicle tests were conducted to:

fulfilled ali the missions envisioned and
through field adaptations has had new roles
added. It has been used as an assault vehicle,
used to clear jungle, and used as a recovery
vehicle. The combination of high load
operation, poor maintenance, and extremes of
terrain and
climate
began
to take its to] and
cooling
problems
began
to surface.

1. Measure the adequacy of the production
vehicle cooling system, under controlled
laboratory
conditions, simulating field operating conditions
2. Determine if modifications ar" required
to the vehicle cooling system and conduct
comparison tests
3. Obtain test results to be analyzed to
provide the basis for recommendations for
improving vehicle , oling.
9-4.2 M113/M113A1 COOLING VERIFICATION AND PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM TESTS (Refs. 11
and 19)

"9-4.2.1 General
The M1 13/M I13A1 Full Tracked Armored
Personnel Carrier is a multipurpose vehicle
fielded by the US Army in the early 1960's. It
carries up to 12 men as a personnel carrier. It
also can be used as a cargo, litter, weapon
carrier, command post, or a reconnaissance
vehicle,
Intended principally for operation over all
types of cross-country terrain, the vehicle has
a water-tight hull of welded aluminum which
affords both armor protection for the men
inside and allows the vehicle to swim streams
and rivers. The mobility of the vehicle

9-14

The early model M 113 was equipped with a
200-hp gasoline engine. In the late 1960's the
MI13A1 came into being. The M113AI
basically was identic'l to the M 113 except
that it incorporated a diesel engine.
The M I13/M I 13A I saw extensive combat
service. Used by US and Allied Forces, it has

9-4.2.2 Cooling Test Objectives
Objective i. The initial test objective was
to determine if the as-received vehicle cooling
system was adequate to maintain the engine
coolant and transmission oil temperatures
within the allowable temperature limits of
230'F coolant and 300'F transmission oil
(Ref. 19) at I 15'F ambient.
Objective 2. The final test objective was to
develop test data to form a basis for adequate
cooling system improvements as required in
order to permit the vehicle to meet the
specified temperatures under high ambient
field operating conditions.
9-4.2.3 As-received
Results

Vehicle

Cooling

Test

At 1 15'F ambient temperature under the
most severe design operation conditions (0.4
converter speed ratio), the as-received vehicle
equipped with production components failed
to meet the established temperature limits for
coolant ard transmission oil. The projected
temperature of the transmission oil to the
cooler exceeded the limit by 24 deg F and the
coolant temperature exceeded the limit by 17

I
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deg F. Fig. 9-11 shows the temperatk re
characteristics during testing at various toiquw
converter speed ratios and lock-up. The actual
test cell temperature was limited to 98'F to
prevent the vehicle temperature from exceeding the maximum specified limits that could
result in damage to the power package
components. Test temperatures were extrapolated to I I SF ambient conditions on a
degree-foi-degree basis.
Tests were conducted with and without
simulated solar radiation. When solar radiation was simulated at a rate of 431 Btu/hr-ft',
only a 2 deg F difference in coolant
temperature was noted.
9-4.2.4 Modified Vehicle Cooling Tests
A series of te,-ts was conducted with
modifications intended to reduce the coolant
and transmission oil temperatures. The
modifications included changes to the radiator, fan speed, and engine mufflers.

t

In 1967 a series of engine failures was
reported. The US Army Materiel Command
Project Manager, M107/MI 10, requested that
a full-load cooling test be conducted to
determine the adequacy of the vehicle cooling
system. The test was conducted by the
Propulsion
System
Laboratory
of
USATACOM. The data presented are condensed from their technical report, Ref. 12.
9-4.3.2 Cooling Test Objectives
The initial test objective was to determine
if the as-received vehicle cooling system was
adequate to maintain the engine coolant,
engine oil, and transmission oil within the
allowable temperature limits during full-load
testing at IISF ambient. Military Specification MIL-G-45397 (Ref. 2) sets the temperature limits of 230'F engine coolant, 275°F
engine oil sump, and 300'F transmission oil
into the cooler.
If the vehicle cooling system was found to
be inadequate, the next objective was to

The effects of the vehicle modifications on
coolant and transmission oil temperatures
extrapolated to 115°F ambient are gien in
Table 9-1.

develop cooling system improvements to meet
specification requirements. A third objective
was to evaluate a revised cooling system
incorporating a surge tank.

Static and dynamic testing also was
conducted on the radiator individually and in
the vehicle. On the basis of all tests, it was
decided to incorporate a new design radiator
(Code B) with fan speed increased 7 percent
in a specific number of production vehicles,

9-4.3.3 As-recsived
Results

94.3 M110

COOLING
AND
PRODUCT
PROGRAM TESTS

VERIFICATION
IMPROVEMENT

94.3.1 General
Employed as a tactical support vehicle, the
M I10 Self-prope'led Howitzer has a primary
mission of providing fire power on enemy
targets. Intended to be employed in relatively
secure areas, the vehicle does not have any
armor protection, weighs 38,500 lb, and can
travel at road speeds up to 34 mph.

Vehicle

Cooling

Test

At a 115'F ambient temperature and the
most severe design operating condition (0.4
converter speed ratio), the production vehicle
cooling system exceeded the specified temperature limits for engine coolant and engine oil.
Extrapolated to a 1I 5'F ambient (vehicle
specification requirement), the engine coolant
exceeded the limit by 9 deg F and the engine
oil sump exceeded the limit by 7 deg F. Fig.
9-i2 shows the as-received (baseline) cooling
test results.
9-4.3.4 Modified Vehicle Cooling Tests
A series of cooling tests was conducted
with modifications to reduce the coolant and
engine oil sump temperatures. The modifica9-15
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TABLE 9-1
L

EFFECTS OF VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS ON COOLANT AND TRANSMISSION
OIL TEMPERATURES OF M113A1
.
Configuration
Tested

Coolant to
Radiator

Temnraure. OF
Transmission
Oil to Cooler
Difference*

Difference*

Original Vehicle

247

0

324

0

Radiator C

242

-5

322

-2

Radiator A

236

-1l

328

+4

Radiator C and
7% Fan Speed Increase

231

-16

324

0

Radiator B and
7% Fan Speed Increase

225

-22

305

-19

Original Vehicle with
Muffler Removed

232

-4

281

• Temperature difference is change from original
vehicle temperature value.
tions included changes to the engine, inlet
grille area, deck, fan, and radiator.
The effects of the vehicle modifications on
coolant and engine oil temperatures extrapolated to 1 15'F ambient are given in Table
9-2.
9-4.3.5 Surge Tank Tests

when filling through one radiator. With the
surge tanik installed, the cross-over tube is
positioned at the top of each radiator
permitting both radiators to be filled
completely.
9-4.4 M551
COOLING VERIFICA\TION
AND
PRODUCT IMPROVEM.ENT
PROGRAM (Refs. 20, 21, and 23)

Tests with a surge tank installed in the
vehicle cooling systern revealed:

9-4.4.1 General

I. The surge tank permits a I 0-qt coolant
loss from a full cooling system before aeration
(where air begins circulating with coolant)
occurs. Aeration in the production vehicle
(withoui surge tank) occun aftez a 2-qt
coolant ioss.

Armored Reconnaissance/Armored Assault
Vehicle weighing 34,450 lb combat loaded
and travels at a top speed of 43 mph. The
vehicle is equipped with a 152 mm Gun/
Launcher Weapon System and can laanch a
SHILLELAGH missile and fire various 152
imm rounds. The purpose of the vehicle is to
function as the main reconnaissance weapon
for armor, infantry, airborne operations, and
arms teams when the Main Battle Tank is not
employed.

2. The surge tank allows a more complete
filing of the vehicle cooling system. Without
the surge tank, the position of the production
radiator cross-over tube causes an air pocket

The SHERIDAN M551 is a full-tracked,
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TABLE 9-2
EFFECTS OF VEHICLE MODIFICATION ON COOLANT AND ENGINE OIL TEMPERATURE OF Ml10
OF
Engine
Oil
Sump

_TEMI-EPTURE.

Configuration
Tested
Original Vehicle
(Code E-335 and
E-336 Engines)
Code E-336 Engine.
Code F-93 Fin,
Increased air inlet
grille area
Code E-337 Ev'gine
water below port)
increased air inlet
grille area)
Code E-337 Engine &
Code R-47 Radiators
Code E-337 Engine,
Code R-47 Radiators,
F-93 Fan

t-Code

Code E-337 Engine,
Simulated Trans.
Deck raised 7 in.
on right side
Code E-337 Engine,
Code R-47 Radiators
Code F-93 Fan
Simulated Trans. Deck
Raised 7 in. on
right side.

*

Coolant
to
Radiator

Difference*

Difference*

283

239

a

229

-10

275

-8

235

-4

268

-15

227

-12

262

-21
•.

220

-19

255

-28

228

-11

262

-21

214

-25

249

-34

Temperature difference is change from original
vehicle temperature value.

During

"numerous

operations in Southeast Asia,
engine failures were reported.

characteristics
Vehicle.

of the

M551

SHERIDAN

These could have been caused by many
factors, including the cooling system capability and a vehicle weight increase (by the
addition of armor protection) to 40,000 lb. A
test program was initiated to determine and
evaluate performance, endurance, and cooling

9-4.4.2 Cooling Test Objectives
The cooling test objectives were to
determine if the cooling system was adequate
to maintain engine coolant and engine and
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transmission oil temperatures

within the

The

modifications

included

derating the

specified allowable limits of 2300F coolant,

engine power from 300 to 255 hp, opening

275OF engine oil sump, and 300'F traismission oil during vehicle operation in first gear
converter at 3 mph, in a 125 0 F ambient
temperature environment (Ref. 22). If the
vehicle failed to cool adequately, then
proceed to develop adequate cooling improvements to the vehicle cooling system to meet
military specification requirements.

the turret access door, repositioning the
radiator, modifying shrouds, and changing the
radiator.

9-4.4.3 As-reosmb
Vehicle Cooling Test
Heults (Nominvl 300-hp Engine)

A schematic diagram shoeang the airflow
path in the power package is presented in Fig.

At a 125 0 F cell ambient and maximum
designed operating condition (3 mph, I st gear
converter, 0.5 converter speed ratio), the
"as-received production vehicle failed to meet
with vehicle specifications. The engine coolant temperature exceeded the 230VF maximum limit by 3 to 7 deg F. and the
transmission oil-to-cooler temperature exceeded the maximum limit by 5 to 9 deg F.
At a 125"F cell ambient (extrapolated
from a 115 0 F ambient) and maximum design
operating condition (3rd gear converter, 0.5
converter speed ratio), the as-received production vehicle failed to comply with vehicle
specifications. The engine coolant temperature exceeded the 2300F maximum limit by 4
deg F and the transmission oil temperature
into the cooler exceeded the maximum limit
by 10 deg F.
Fig. 9-13 shows .he sprocket horsepower
output of the vehicle in each of the
transmission shift combinations, and indicates
the critical cooling speeds at I1 50 F and
-125 0 F ambient conditions as determined,
This shows that full load cooling (shaded area
Fig. 9-13) could not be obtained at 125 0 F
ambient air temperature in 4th gear converter
at vehicle speeds below 27 mph.

"9-4.4.4 Modified

Vehicle Cooling Tests

"Several tests were conducted with modified
components installed in the vehicle to reduce
coolant and transmission oil temperatures.
9-20

The effects of these vehicle modifications
on coolant and transmission oil temperatures
extrapolated to a 125°F ambient are given in
Table 9-3.

A carry-on program related to the earlier
testing of the M551 at the US Army
Tank-Automotive Command resulted in a
cooling product improvement program for the
vehicle. The cooling improvement consisted
of the installation of a transmission oil-to-air
cooler, mounted between the radiator and the
cooling fan as shown in Fig. 9-15. The
installation of an oil-to-air cooler relieved the
transmission heat rejection load from the
engine radiator circuit. On the production
vehicle, an oil-to-water heat exchanger mounted on the side of the engine was used for
transmission oil cooling.
A cooling test (Ref. 29) performed at the
Propulsion Systems Division high ambient
temperature test chamber, test cell no. 9,
demonstrated that the M551 (PIP) cooling
system has reserve capacity at 125 0 F ambient.
Stabilized tests were made at full power,
!25(F ambient from 0.30 transmission
converter speed ratio up to 2800 rpm engine
speed transmission lock-up. The production
cooling system could be operated only down
to 0.44 converter ratio at II 5'F ambient
without exceeding critical temperature. At
every test condition, using the transmission
"oil-to-air cooler, the specified temperature
limits of MIL-A-45559B(AT) dated 4 Dec 67
were not exceeded. The maximum temperatures recorded occurred at 0.30 converter
speed ratio and were: engine coolant out
temperature 226°F, engine oil sump tempera-
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Figure9-13. M551 Vehicle, Sprocket Horsepower vs Vehicle Speed Curve Showing
4th Gear CriticalCooling Openr,•ing Conditions (USA TA COM)
tLre 2590F, and transmission oil out tempera-

ture31I°F.

A test run was performed to compare the
M551 (PIP) system to the production M551
cooling system. This test was performed with
the same average air temperature before the
radiator as previously tested in an M551
production cooling system cited in par.
9-4.4.3. The results of this comparison run

shows a 28-deg F coolant improvement of the
PIP cooling system, with the oil-to-air
transmission cooler, over the production
version when tested at a 0.44 converter ratio.
The transmission oil temperature was reduced
49 deg F and the engine oil was reduced 22
deg F, This type of cooling system also was
employed in the Ml 14 PIP cooling system
design (see par. 8-5.1.3).
Removal of the transmission heat rejection
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TABLE 9-3
EFFECTS OF VEhICLE MODIFICATION ON ENGINE COOLANT AND TRANSMISSION
OIL SUMP TEMPERATURES OF THE M551
Coolant
Configuration

Tested

to
Radiator

Transmission

Difference*

q'i
sump

Difference*

As-received
Vehicle Configuration
(Nominal 300hp'

234

As-received
Vehicle Configuration
(Nominal 255ho'

223

As-received
Vehicle Configuration
(Nominal 300hp)

233

Two Turret Access
Doors Open
As-received Radiator

230

-3

303

-2

227

-6

310

-5

227

-6

301

-4

227

-6

304

-1

(Code R-56). Moved 1-1/4
In. Ahead , Modified
Shroud Access Doors Open
Code R-56 Radiator, Moved
1-1/4 In. Ahead, Enlarged
Shroud, Access Doors Open
Code R-57 Radiator, Moved
1-1/4 In. Ahead, Enlarged
Shroud

Configuration
Tested in 3rd
Gear

310

-II

Remarks

3-4
Cenfiguration
Tested in 1st
Gea r

305

* Temperature difference is change from original

vehicle temperature value.

from the engine liquid coolant, by use of a
larger face area low pressure drop transmission oil-to-air cooler, is highly recommended
to provide exceptional improvurment in
cooling over use of an oil-to-water transmission cooler in liquid-cooled installations,

Truck, Cargo, 1-1/4 ton, 6 X 6, Multipurpose
Articulated Vehicle. A requirement was
established to provide a tactical wheeled
vehicle with ma. imum operational capability
for 'general and special purposes in the
transportation of personnel, cargo, weapons,
and other military supplies and eC(uipment.

9-4.5 M561
COOLING VERIFICATION
AND
PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAM (Ref. 24)

and for special tasks during tactical military
operations. The vehicle is a six-wheel drive
tractor and cargo carrier combination and
obtains a maximum vehicle speed of 58.5
mph in fourth gear, high transfer range. The
vehicle is capable of floating and swimmingu
on inland waters and is air tansportab;:.

9-4.5.1 General
The M561 (Gamma Goat) is classified as a
9-22
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Figure 9-14. M551 Vehicle Cooling Airflow Path (Yumi Proving Ground)

Figure 9 15. M551 Vehicle Power Package With Oil-to-Air Transmission
Oil Cooler Installed (USA TA COM)
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During initial production testing at Yuma

modifications on engine '.oolant and oil sump

Proving Ground, a cooling problem was
discovered. Consequently, the Project Manager's Office authorized the Propulsion Systems Division of USATACOM to conduct
full-load coolivig tests to verify Yuma's
findings and correct any cooling deficiencies
encountered.

temperatures, extrapolated to a 120*F ambient, are given in Table 9-4.

"•J-4.5.2 Cgoling Test Objectives
The primary test objective was to deterraine if the, cooling system would maintain
engine coolant and oil sump temperatures
within the specified allowable limits of 230'F
coolant and 275'F engine oil sump; during
full load yehicle operation in all speed ranges
"ina 120 0F ambient environment (Ref. 4).

9-4.5.5 Observations and Conclusions
A tainimum combination of modifications
required to the as-received vehicle for
marginal compliance with vehicle specification cooling requirements during full load,
fourth gear, high transfer range, vehicle
operation in a 115*F a nbient environment
were:
1. N50 injectors
2. Seals around radiator
3. Bell-mouthed shroud.

The secondary test objective was to
develop adequate cooling improvements to
the cooling system to meet the military
spezification requirements.
9-4.5.3 As-received Vehicle
Results

Cooling Test

At a 120'F ambient (extrapolated from a
90'F cell ambient degree-pcr-degree) and
maximum design operating condition of 1600
dnu 2800 rpm, fouith gear, high transfer
range, the as-received production vehicle
failed to comply with the military specification. The engine coolant temperature exceeded the 230'f maximum limit by 26 deg
F, and the engine oil sump temperature
exceeded the maximum limit by 24 deg F.

A minimum combination of modifications
required to the as-received vehicle for
compliance with vehicle specification cooling
requirements during full load, fourth gear,
high transfer range, vehicle operation in a
120'F ambient environment were:
1. N50 injectors
2. Seals around radiator
3. Bell-mouthed shroud
4. Vehicle hood with inlet and exhaust
louvers fabricated to production drawing
specifications.

9-4.5.4 Modified Vehicle Cooling Tests

9-4.5.6 Evaluation of Whicle Coolant Solutions

Many tests were conducted with modified
components installed in the vehicle, in an

Two stabilization cooling tests were conducted at engine speeds of 1600 and 2800

attempt to reduce coolant and oil sump
temperatures. The most significant modifications included derating the engine 18 percent.

rpm, with a coolant solution consisting of
45.5% (10 q t) ethylene glycol and 54.5% (12
qt) water. Tests were conducted at a I 2C0 F

sealing around the radiator, changing the
shroud shape, and increasing the fan speed.

cell ambient with all vehicle modilications
installed. The purpose of these tests was to

The effects of the most significant vehicle

detvrmine how stahilized engine coolant and
oii sump temperatures compared against
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TABLE 9-4
EFFECTS OF VEHICLE MODIFICATIONS ON ENGINE COOLANT AND OIL SUPW. TEMPERATURES OF
THE Will (EXTRAPOLATED TO 12OeF)

______________

Configuration
Tested

_____

RE

Coolant
to
Radiator

Enin
Oil
Sump

As received
Vehicle Configuration
(M65 Injectors, CITE Fuel)

256

-As Received
Vehicle Configuration

253

Cumulative
Difference*

0

_

__

_

Difference*

299

-3

288

-11

(N50 Injector VV-F-800a
Grade DF-2 Fuel)

b

Seals Around
Radiator

245

-11

283

-16

Seals Around
Radiator, Bell

234

-22

279

-20

228

-28

278

-21

232

-24

280

-19

228

-28

280

-19

Same iýomponents As Abov'e
Test Including 12 to 120
Increase In Fan Speed20-320-9

-3

Mouth Shroud

Seals Around Radiator,
Bell Mouth Shroud,

APE Vehicle Hood

I

Same as Above Test

Except with Different

Radia'tor, Fan, Bell

~

Mouti. Shroud
Seals Around Radiator
Bell Mouth Shroud Inlet
and Exhaust Grilles
Fabricated to Production
Drawing Spe.i fi cation

*Temperature

7%2

difference is change from original

vehicle temperature value.
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cooling tests conducted with 100•,. water
coolant and cooling tests conducted with a
combination ethylene glycol and water
coolant solution. Stabilization temperatures
with 100% water as the coolant were
compared against the combination ethylene
glycol and water coolant solution. The
comparison resu!t; were:
COOLANT
TEMPERATU•E
BEENGINE
COOLANT/
SOLUTION

EN.
GN
E EESPEED,
SPEED

100% Water

lance of suppliers cooling tests when tests are
performed by the manufacturer, and recornmending changes to meet military requireInents
3. Furnishing project/product managers
and engineers necessary information on
engine cooling systems
4. Conducting and making recommendalions on trade-off studies

EN.
GINE
OIL
SUMP

FORE
TEMAI
EA
ORED
TEM-

5. Coordinating and monitoring military
proving ground vehicle cooling tests.
Each USATACOM project engineering and
project/product manager having responsiblity
for cooling system and end item or materiel
development, is responsible
for:

ATOR,
F

TURE,
oF

1600

220.3

251.4

45.5% Ethylene
Glycol, 54.5%
Water by volume

1600

227.2

263.4

1. Overall cooling system design, development, procurement, and service to the Army
during the life of the vehicle. Service
responsibility inciudes successful cooling

100% Water

2800

222.8

266.3

system performance.
2. Evaluating components and materiel in
conjurnction with the Propulsion Systems

45.5%Ethylene
Glycol, 54.5%
Water by volume

Laboratory to insure that adequate cooling
systems are incorporated into:

9-5 US ARMY TANK-AUTOMOTIVE COMMAND COOLING SYSTEM RESPONSI-

BILITIES

BILITIES

As described in par. 9-7, USATACOM is
responsible for research, development, design,
and engineering support of all types of
military vehicles and their components. The
responsibilities of various groups within
USATACOM in these areas are presented
briefly. The Propulsion Systems Laboratory is
responsible for:
1. Research, design supervision, development, and performance testing of military
engine cooling systems
2. Testing of commercial engine cooling
system adequacy for military usage, surveil-
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a. Basic design of new items
b. Modification or ret,'ofits, when required, to items in the area of responsibility
that are in more advanced stages of development or in the field
3. Taking action concerning in-process
reviews inruring that adequacy of the cooling
system and components is addressed at all
scheduled in-process reviews to insure fulfillment of operational requirements (TACOM
Reg 70-7)
4. Insuring, through the Propulsion Sysetems Laboratory, the inclusion of an effective
cooling system evaluation clause when contracts for materiel are initiated or modified,

-
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and maintaining contact with contractors to
insure effective implementation
5 Furnishing to Propulsion Systems Laboratory, for review and consideration, materiel
and engineering development documents
specifying cooling systems and end item
requirements
6. Including additional funding in annuil
program submissions and materiel development plans for the accomplishment of tie
cooling system evaluations,
See Ref. 7 for additional details.
9-5.1 DEVELOPMENTAL TESTS II AND IIl
Suitability Tests II and Ill generally may be
defined as evaluations that normally lead to
type classifications of materiel or recommendations as to suitability for release of end
items for issue to the field.
Testing and evaluation of all tactical
vehicles used by the army are the responsibility of the US Army Materiel Command. These
tests usually are performed by the US Army
Test
and
Evaluation
Command
(USATECOM). The major tests performed by
USATECOM are:
!. Engineering Test DT II (ET)
2. Se.•ice Test DT II (ST)

S3.

Integrated Engineering/Service Test DT
11 (ES)
.
4. Product Validation Test DT Ill (PV)

5. Check Test (CK)

including cooling tests, are selected from
established Materiel Test Procedures (see Ref.
8). Fig. 9-16 illustrates a mobile field
dynamom'ieter used for full load and towed
load cooling tests during USATECOM vehicle
suitability testing. A complete listing of
USATFCOM test types is given in Table 9-5.

9-5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
Environmental tests are conducted to
determine if an item will perform effectively
in the environments of its intended use. The
environmental requirements are specified in
the Vehicle Specification documents in terms
of the climati" categories defined in AR 70-38
(Ref. 9). hlie document that further defines
the operational characteristics may permit the
use of kits to enable the vehicle to perform in
the temperature range specified.
Vehicle cooling
Ground are divided
full load cooling
Typical procedures
tests are:

tests at Yuma Proving
into two major divisions:
and road load cooling.
for conducting full load

1. Vehicle preparation
special as-is tests):

(for other than

a. Insure that the vehicle has been
subjected to the applicable portions of M'P
2-2-505, Preliminary Operations (Automotire).
b. Special attendon should be paid to
cooling and lubrication systems for cleanlihness, proper levels, belt tensions, etc.
c
aitrpesr
a
hudb

-

c. Radiator pressure cap should be
checked for proper relief setting and the
radiator should be flow checked.

6. Initial Production Test (IP)
d. Install the proper payload.
7. Product Improvement (PI).
e. Install calibrated instrumentation.
Test plans and reports are written by the
USATECOM test agencies. Most subtests,

f. Block all thermostats open.
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Figure.5 16. mobile FieldDynamometer(un
PrvnWithrudM86t Recovery Vehicle Under Testi
g. Adjust governor approximately 50

(2) Gear box oil sump temperature

rpm above rated speed; determine that the

and/or ci] temperatures into and out of the

throttle rack is fully open when accelerator

cooler, when applicable

pedal is fully depressed.
MIL Specification

h. Use
lubricants.

(3) Transmission fluid temperature,
and/or temperature into and out of the
cooler, when applicable

fuels and

(4) Fuel temperature, to injector
pump/carburetor and return to tank as
applicable

2. The following instrumentation and
supporting equiprncnt should be installed (for
usual type tests):

(5) Air temperatures -before and
after coolers, crew area, and others as
required

a. Thermocouples to measure:
(1) Engine oil sump or gallery
temperature and/or temperature into and out
of the cooler, as applicable

(6) Exhaust port temperature, when
applicable.
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TABLE 945
US ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND TEST TYPES

Test Type

Code

Reference

PA

-

CK

-

IC

AR 700-78

Development Test I

OS

-

Development Test II (Engineering Phase)

ET

-

Development Test II (Service Phase)

ST

-

Development Test II (Integrated Engineering/
Service Phases)

ES

-

Development Test III (Production Validation)

PV

-

*Engineer Design Test

ED

-

*Feasibility Test

FE-

*Firing Table Test

FT

-

Initial Production Test

IP

AR 700-78

*Product Improvement Test

PI

AR 700-35

*Preproduction Test

PP

AR 700-78

*Research Test

RE

-

*Research and Development Acceptance Test

RD

-

.Reconditioring Test

RT

AR 700-78

Special Study

SS

-

Support Test

SP

*Acceptance Test
Check Test
*Comparison Test

I_

*Surveillance Test
*

SU

AR 700-78

Test normally performed as a customer test.
(USATECOM)
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direction) taken at 5-min intervals. If a set of
readings taken in one direction varies no more
than 5 deg F and if there is no more than a 10
deg F total variance in any reading and if the
temperatures are not rising, this shall be
considered a valid stabilized run.

b. Transducer or pressure gage to
measure engine and transmission oil pressure,
fuel pressures, and coolant pressures, as
applicable
c. Vacuum or pressure gages to measure
manifold vacuum or air box pressure, as
applicable

(2) Dependent on vehicle characteristics, enough runs will be made through.,)ut
the available speed and gear ranges to obtain
the full load cooling characteristics of the test
item. These runs should cover road speeds for
specified siope requirementu, maximum crosscountry driving range, normal convoy speed,
if possible, and one run at maximum road

d. Tachometer to measure engine speed
c. Cylinder head temperatures of aiicooled engines
f. Temperature of the cc-lant to and

speed (no dynamometer load). Usually one

from the radiator of liquid-cooled engines,

gear range is covered throughout the usual
engine operating range, i.e.. 5 or more
different engine speeds in one gear. Spot
checks are made in other gears at similar road
engine speeds.
go
(3) In the event stabilization is

3. Procedure:
a. Pretest:

S~or

(1) Inspect vehicle for proper coolant and lube levels, tire pressures, and other

impossible, the vehicle will be run until an
overheat condition is attained. "Rate of rise"
will be determined during this condition.

problem areas that might cause erroneous
data.
(2) Hook-up to field dynamometer
and perform an instrumentation and communication checkout.

,.

(4) Judgment is important in deciding whether runs are valid or not. For
example, if the areas of major interest are the
engine oil and coolant temperatures (as in an
engine test), rather than transmission oil
temperature, then, when the former parameters are stabilized, it may constitute a valid
run even if the transmission oil temperature is

(3) Determine road speed versus
engine speed for usable gear ranges. If
applicable, determine full load shift points
when the transmission is warm.

still rising.

(4) Perform a "high stall", enginetransmission check when applicable. Check
drawbar horsepower against previous reports
to assure that the vehicle is operating
normally.

(5) Meteorological data are. obtained
from the meteorological team. Preliminary
ambient temperatures taken from an onvehicle thermocouple may be misleading to
any observer. Any data released at test time
must be considered preliminary.

b. During Operation:
(I) Operate vehicle under full throttle (full rack), full load in the selected gear
range at the proper engine or road speed, until
temperatures have stabilized. At this point a

4. Data Presentation:
a. Stabilized data. Data are prepares for
mnal form by averaging and extrapolation. An
average is made of the six data points taken

cooling run will be started. A run will consist
of a maximum of six readings (3 in each
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during the run; it is then extrapolated to the
temperature established by the criteria is.g.
TECR 70-38). This is done by adding I deg F

b. Operate vehicle at maximum safe
speeds (unless otherwise specified) over the
following test courses until representative

to the averaged data for each degree that the
ambient temperature was below the criteria,
These data will be presented in both tabular
and graphical form. Component temperature
vs engine speed can be plotted for the data
obtained in each gear range.

operation has been accumulated. This would
be at least 2 hr (preferably more) so that
temperatures of the components stabilize.
The course conditions arc:

b. Unstabilized data. Dependent on the
test requirements, these data may or may not
be extrapolated; in any event, they will be
presented in graphical form as a "rate of risk"
curve. Temperatures will be plotted against
elapsed running time.

(I) Paved road
(2) Straight

winding

gravel

(3) Level cross-country
(4) Hilly cross-county
(5) Desert pavement

Road load cooling tests at Yuma Proving
Ground are conducted in accordance with the
following procedure:

(6) Hummocky sand
(7) Sand dunes

1. Vehicle Preparation:

(8) With and across a dry wash

a. Payload must be the rated load for

S(9)

and

roads

the terrain
Stony desert
b. Proper tire inflation or track tension

(10) Sand plains.
c. Towed load, if applicable
d. Engine performance at optimum,

c. Operate vehicle continuously except
for operator change.

thermostat blocked open

d. Record temperatures and pressures
of critical components.

e. Brakes properly adjusted

e. Record miles driven and driving time

f. Full crew or simulated full crew

elapsed.

g. All
installed

OVM (On Vehicle Materiel)

h. Instrumentation-similar,
than full load cooling,

but

less

2. Test Conditions:
a. No unusual weather conditionstemperature should be over 100°F, if
pOSsiL-1,

3. Data Presentation. As in full load
cooling, data are extrapolated to the specified
upper air temperature limit on a degree-perdegree basis. Data are presented in tables, and
possibly curves, if fluctuating but continuous
temperature rise occurs.
Test procedures for environmental tests
may be found in Ref. 10.
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9-6 MILITARY SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
DESCRIPTIONS
During the development cycle for a
military vehicle, three configuration baselines
ae established for the equipment:
1. Functional Baseline (concept). The
functional baseline is established at the end of
the concept formulation phase and normally
is concurrent with approval to initiate
engineering development or operational vehicle development. This baseline is established
by the approval and release of the system
specification that defines the functional
requirements of the vehicle.
2. Allocated Baseline (definition). The
allocated baseline is established at the end of
the contract defInition phase of the development cycle and represents the vehicle
configuration after the application of the
System Engineering Process. Approval and
release of the vehicle Development Specifications establishes this baseline,
3. Product Baseline (production). The
product baseline is estabdshed at the completion of the Physical Configuration Audit that
is conducted after the vehicle test and
development program has been completea,
and consists of product specifications, process
specifications, and material specifications. In
addition, system engineering provides engineering drawings and related data adequate
for procurement, production, evaluation, and
acceptance of the developed vehicle,
These baselines define the vehicle at various
stages in its life cycle. The subsystems of the
vehicle (which would include the cooling
system) similarly go through these discrete
phases. Modifications are made as required to
arrive at a final configuration that fully meets
the vehicle specifications (Ref. 16).
These baselines serve as system engineering
management reference points and represent
the progressive, evolutionary development of

svecifications, drawings, and associated data
necessary to field a reliable, fully developed,
and type classified military vehicle.
This process of development requires
evaluation of the vehicle by test to obtain
perfori-,nce data and to determine whether
the prouuct is satisfactory for its intended
use.
Materiel under development by the US
Army Materiel Command and its agencies is
subjected to tests and evaluations. Life cycle
testing Array Regulations (AR's) are shown in
Table 9-6.
DEVELOPMENT
OF
9-6.1 CONDUCT
TESTING JDT) AND OPERATIONAL
TESTING (OT)
Development Testing (DT) is requirementoriented testing conducted to determine the
deg-ec to which the performance of a system
meets performance specifications and to
assess the operability and maintainability of a
system by a prospective user. This category of
testing encompasses DT I, DT I1, DT Ill, and
other development tests. Operational Testing
(OT)-which includes OT 1, OT I1, and OT
Ill-is mission-oriented testing conducted to
provide a user-oriented assessment of a system
throughout the materiel acquisition process.
The concepts, policies, and responsibilities for
DT and OT are provided in AR 70-10. The
principle of separating initial planning and
independent evaluations is followed. However, in the interest of developing the most
efficient and economical testing programs for
all systems, development and operational
testing are accomplished in all possible cases
by:
1. Combined conduct of DT I and OT I
2. Conduct of separate DT Ill and OT III
3. Determination of preferred means of
conduct of DT 11 and OT II on a case-by-case
basis.
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TABLE2ARMY REGULATIONS (AR) APPLICABLE TO UFE CYCLE TESTING OF MATERIEL

AR 70-10
Subject:
Scope:

Research and Development Test and Evaluation During
Development and Acquisition of Materiel
Prescribes the objectives, concepts, responsibilities,
policies, and major tests that apply in testing and
evaluation leading to type classification.

AR 700-78
Subject:
Scope:

Quality Assurance Testing During Production and Post
Production of Army Materiel
Prescribes the objectives, concepts, responsibilities,
of Amyportion
materiel
policiesandforpost
testing
ind
production
production
of during
materialthe
life cycle.•

AR 71-3
User Field Tests, Experiments,and Evaluation

)subject:
Scope:

Outlines objectives, policy, responsibilities,

and

procedures for conduct of user field tests, experiments, and evaluations. These-include troop tests,
confiriatory tests, field evaluations, field experiments, and combat evaluations.
AR 700-35
Sub•o•t:
Scope:

NOTE:

Major Improvement of Materiel
Specifies responsibilities for conduct of product
improvement of material within'Departnent of the
Army.

Check latest AR's for current information.

I93
p.
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In addition to the description of DT and
OT contained in AR 70-10, the following
conceptual definitions and objectives apply:
J. Development Test 11 Engineering Phase.
DF 11 (Engineering Phase) is characterized by
use of engineering approaches under controlled conditions employing multidisciplined
engineers and scientists. This phase is designed
to provide quantitative data to assess
performance characteristics inherent in the
design against the requirements contained in
the Development Plan (DP). This phase of the
testing will examine the safety aspects of the
new sys'em and provide a safety release for
the equipment prior to testing by troops, to
include both service aspects of development
and operational testing.
2. Development Test II Service Phase.
General Statement: The DT II (Service Phase)
is a test conducted during the engineering
development cycle of system acquisition by
military personnel representative of those
who will operate and maintain the equipment
in the field. The service phase of DT will be
performed under controlled field conditions
representative of the anticipated tactical
environment to determine to what degree the
item or system and its associated training and
maintenance test package conform to the
requirements and standards specified in the
Development Plan (DP). Measurement and
recording instrumentation will be used where
appropriate to accumulate statistical data
necessary for the quantitative assessments and
"evaluation of system performance, durability,
reliability, maintainability, and the numerous
man-materiel interfaces. Normally. the service

phase of DT nhould precede the initiation of

the engineering phase DT II and may involve
simultaneous testing at one or more of the
service test boards and environmental test
centers. An evaluation letter, interim (if
appropriate) and final, containing results and
analyses of all DT 1I test activities will be
prepared by the materiel developer's test
command and provided to the materiel
developer cnd other participants in the
acquisition process for review and use in
preparation for IPR or ASARC/DSARC
(Army System Acquisition Review Council/
Defense Systems Acquisition Review Council)
proceedings.
3. Operatioival Test II. GeneralStatement:
OT II is a test conducted during the
engineering development phase of system
acquisition to assess the overall operational
effectiveness of an item or system. OT 11 will
be characterized by the conduct of field
exercises under realistic operational conditions using tactical scenarios and TOE (Table]
of Organization and Equipment) troop
units/personnel of the type and qualifications
of those expected to use and maintain the
item or system when deployed. As a natural
extension of the controlled service phase of
DT II, OT II will be oriented toward
qualitative observations and judgments pertaining to operational effectiveness in cornparison with standard items and current
threat, tactical and strategic deployment,
communication and control, doctrine and
logistics, and training.
9-6.2 DEVELOPMENT TESTING
Development

testing

is

conducted

as

follows:

the operational test (OT II) field exercise to

confirm safety and insure readiness of the
item or system for troop unit type testing.
Responsibility: The materiel developer's independent test command (TECOM) will plan
for, conduct, and report the results of the
service phase of DT II. The DT II (Service
Phase), when an appropriate safety release
exists, may be conducted concurrently with
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first test components, then subsystems, and
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source, will be used whenever applicable. DT
will include "soldier proofing" through
participation of representative user personnel
DT. test results, reports, and evaluations will
be distributed in a manner to assure timely
review by commands and agencies involved in
the decision-making process.
b. During advanced development, adequate DT should bA accomplished to demonstrate that the technical risks have been
identified and are manageable.

?.basis

c. During engineering development and
prior to the first major production decision,
the DT accomplished should be adequate to
insure that the engineering is reasonably
complete; that all significant design problems
(including ,heliability,
maintainability, and
logistical considerations) have been resolved;
that manufacturing methods and production
engineering data have been generated; and
that production planning has been completed
to the for
extent
required to
provide
estimating
costs
and a realistic
delivery
fschedules

*

-

d. Early production models should be
subjected to DT to assure that the characteristics of. the production item meet the
specifications prescribed.
2mare
2. Development Test I (DT 1). This test is

package, and maintenance test package as
described in the DT. Technical reliability and
maintainability will be assessed during this
test. The test encompasses all the elements of
the formerly designated Engineering Test/Expanded Servic, Test (ET/EST) except for the
field test with a troop unit. DT It will include
"soldier-proofing" through participation of
user personnel but not necessarily in a truly
operational environment. Operational testing
normally is conducted concurrently with DT
11 by the designated command or agency in
ccordination with the materiel developer's
command.
4. Development Test III (DT Ill). This test
is conducted on systems from the initial
production run to verify that the system
meets the specifications prescribed for it. The
test also serves to confirn that deficiencies
found in DT It have been corrected and it has
the same scope and purpose as specified in
AR 70-10 for the Initial Production Test. For
Commercial
Non-Developmental
the
(CNDI), a DT III
type test will provideItems
basis to evaluate the conformance of the
commercial system to the specifications of
the contract and the requirements of Section
11 of the DP.
5. Other Development-type Testing. There
other types of technical tests that the
materiel developer conducts as part of

conducted early in the development cycle,

materiel system acquisition or in the examina-

normally during the Validation Phase. Cornponents, subsystems, or the entire system, are
examined to determine whether the system is
ready for Full-scale Development. This test

tion of materiel systems of interest to the
Army. Examples are those previously designated as Engineer Design Tests (EDT),
Contractor Demonstrations, Research and

may, in the case of competitive systems,
provide a comparison between the systems
"tested. Where appropriate, operational testing
is conducted concurrently with this test.

Development Acceptance Tests (RDAT), and
Pre-Production Tests (PPT). Other technical
testing and assessments of systems developed
by another Service, foreign ally, or commercially, which may provide input for a new
required operational capability or development plan, will be included in this category.

3. Development Test 1I (DT Ii). This test
provides the technical data necessary to assess
whether the system is ready for production. It
measures the technical performance and
safety characteristics of the item and its
associated tools, test equipment, training

9-6.3

OPERATIONAL TESTING

Operational testing is conducted as follows:
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1. General:
a. OT is conducted as necessary and as

accomplished prior to the production decision
(ASARC IIa/DSARC hLa for major systems)
and provides an assessment of system

early as practicable, beginning with early
prctotypes and continuing through produc-

operational suitability and effectiveness. .It
also provides information needed to refine or

tVin. OT will be accomplished by user and

validate organizational and employment con-

support personnel of the type and qualifica-

cepts and determine training and logistic

tions of those expected to use and maintain
the system when deployed. OT normally will
be conducted in phases, each keyed to the
appropriate decision point. OT test results,
reports, and evaluations will be distributed in
a manner to assure timely review by
commands and agencies involved in the
decision-making process.
b. When established, the Operational
Test and Evaluation Agency (OTEA), will be
responsible for assuring that adequate OT is
conducted for all major systems. In the case
of major systems, the OTEA actively will
participate with the designated user in the

requirements. OT II normally is accomplished
concurrently with DT II using complete
preproduction prototypes. Complete interchange of information and data obtained
during DT II and OT II is mandatory. During
OT II, the system is subjected to a realistic
operational environment, using a small troop
unit typical of a unit that ultimately will be
equipped with the system. OT II will produce
sufficient and timely results to allow an
independent evaluation to be available to
assist in making a Low Rate Initial Production
decision at ASARC IIa/DSARC Ila for major
systems, or a production recommendation at
the IPR (In Process Review) for other

planning for and conduct of 0T, and will
prepare an independent evaluation of the

systems. The DA letter authorizing development of nonmajor systems will specify the

adequacy of the testing and the validity of the
results upon completion of each phase of OT.
For nonmajor systems, the designated user
will plan for, conduct, and report the results
of OT. Involvement by the OTEA in OT of
nonmajor systems may be directed by HQDA
(Headquarters, Department of The Army) on
a case-by-case basis.

command to conduct OT 11.
4. Operational Test III (OT III). This test
is accomplished using early production
models and provides information to refine or
validate earlier estimates of operational
effectiveness, to determine the operational
suitability of the production model, to

2. Operational Test I (OT I). This test

optimize organizatica and doctrine, to validate training and logistic requirements, and to

provides early information on system operational suitability, and a comparison with
existing systems, in order to assist in
determining whether the system should enter
Full-scale Development. OT I also may help
identify or refine critical issues to be
examined in subsequent operational testing.
In those cases where the opportunity exists
for the conduct ofOT I-for example, where
competitive prototypes or well advanced
prototypes exist-it wil! be conducted concur-

identify any additional actions that should be
taken before the new system is deployed.

rently with DT I using a single, coordinated

operational environment. The OTEA will, in

test plan.

the planning for OT 111 of major systems,
actively
participate
conduct,of and
independently
evaluateintheitsadequacy
the

3. Operational Test I1(OT II). This test is
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In those cases where Low Rate Initial
Production has been carried out pursuant to
ASARC IIa/USARC III, OT II will be
conducted oy the designated user and
normally will be independent of DT II. The
system will be placed in the hands of the
designated user, tested by troops in appropriate units, and subjected to a realistic
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testing and the validity of the results. The
scope of OT III vill be influenced by the
results of the earlier OTE (Operational Test of
Equipment) and the extent and importance of
critical issues still to be answered. Results of

OT III, in conjunction with the results of DT
111' will provide input for the ASARC
IIa/DSARC Ila, and a Fuil-scale Production
decision is made following DT II and OT II. A
determination will be made concerning
whether additional OTE using production
models is necessary. The determination to
conduct this additional OTE will consider the
recommendation of the user, the results of
earlier OTE, and whether critical operational
issues remain unanswered.
5. Other Operational-type Testing. There
are other types of operational tests that the
user may conduct at any time during the
materiel fife cycle that relate to operational
suitability or operational effectiveness of a
system.

-

-.and

necessary to exploit scientific knowledge
useful to the armed forces relevant to future
as well as to current requirements. To
accomplish this mission, USATACOM has
provided laboratory facilities and supported

personnel in Propulsion System (engine, cold
climate studies, power train, cooling, air
cleaners, fuel and lubricants, diagnostic
equipment, and long range research), Surface
Mobility Systems (frame, suspension, and
track), physics, sciences, instrumentation,
materials, and various component study
laboratories. This command provides engineering support to project managers for
development and procurement of military
vehicles, and engineering and technical support t3 the field Army
4. USA TROSCOM (Troop Support Cornmnand). St. Louis, Missouri. Same as
USATACOM except vehicles are for surface
transportation, construction, bridging, and
miscellaneous areas. (This function will be

9-7 TEST AGENCIES

assigned' to USATACOM.)

The principal agencies and offices concerned with the testing of wheeled, tracked,
special purpose vehicles and their
involvement are:

5. USA TECOM (Test and Evaluation Command):

1. USATRADOC (Training and Doctrine
Command). Fort Monroe, Virginia. Responsible for Vehicle Specifications
2. USAMC (Army Materiel Command).
Specific project managers are assigned to
direct and manage the funding of the
development and procurement of specific
vehicles or classes of vehicles
3. USATACOM (Tank-Automotive Cornmand). Warren, Michigan. Responsible for
research, development, design, and support of
all types of military vehicles, and their major
components to meet the needs of the Army at
present and 20 yr or beyond in the future.
Toward these goals, this command has
continued to strengthen the technology base

a. Armor Directorate. Responsible for
accomplishing the testing and evaluation of
combat vehicles
b. Field Artillery Directorate. Responsible for accomplishing the testing and
evaluation of self-propelled artillery
c. General Equipment Directorate. Resporsible for accomplishing the testing and
evaluation of construction and service vehicles
d. Aberdeen Pro-ting Ground/Material
Test Directorate. Principal engineering test
(ET) agency for testing vehicles
e. Yuma Proving Ground. Secondary
ET agency for vehicles; primary desert
environmental test agency and air delivery
engineering test
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f. Arctic Test Center, Fort Greely,
Alaska. Responsible for field arctic tests

Responsible for ST of field artillery, ;ncluding
self-propelled and towed

g. Tropic Test Center. Panama. Responsible for tropic testing of venicles
h. A
atactical
Armor and Engineer Board. Fort

j. Infantry Board.
Fort Benning,
Georgia. Responsible for tests related to
application of certain vehicles

Knox, Kentucky. Responsible for service
testing (ST) of most construction, support.
and service equipment vehicles

k. Airborne, Electronics, and Special
Warfare Board, Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
Responsible for airdrop and air transportability tests.

i. Artillery Board, Fort Sill. Oklahoma.
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APPENDIX A
A-1 OIL-COOLER PERFORMANCE'
A series of performance charts for oil-to-air
heat exchangers is included to aid design
engineers in selecting preliminary oil-cooler
sizes in the design of military vehicle cooling
systems (see Figs. A-I through A-32). Because
of the wide range of variables involved, these
size determinations can be considered approximate only, and the manufacturer should
be consulted before a final design is
established, especially where space, weight, air
horsepower or any other consideration may
be critical.

.actual

j

The type of heat exchanger used here is
brazed aluminum plate-fin conitruction haying extended surfaces ("fins" or "centers") on
both oil and air sides. The air side fin height is
0.375 in. and the oil side fin height 0.125 in.
The separating plate thickness is 0.021 in. The
fin configuration on both sides of the
interrupted fin variety are proprietary to the
manufacturer. The flow pattern is single-pass
cross-flow,
'Me performance charts given here are
based upon 1 ft2 of heat exchanger face area
exposed to airflow. The variables for the
various charts are (a) core depth in the

direction of airflow, and (b) air side fin
density, expressed as number of fins per inch
of core width. For each perfornmance chart
there are variable airflowh and variable
oilflows. All are based on SAE 30 oil at
2250 F inlet to the heat exchanger, which will
give close approximations for other oil grades
at temperatures from roughly 1600 to 3000 F.
The reference inlet air condition, 100*F, will
allow for close approximations of heat
transfer over a range of roughly 00 to 2000F
using mass airfiow rate, Ibm/min. Air pressure
loss is given in terms of standard air density, p
= 0.07651 lbm/ft', which allows for correction to other conditions over a moderate
range, the actual loss being inversely proportional to the inlet air density. For the range of
all the variables given, interpolations and
moderate extrapolations may be made readily.
There are two sets of charts (Figs. A-1
through A-32) given for all these variables,
one incorporating a high-performance oil-side
surface suitable for medium to high oil
pressure losses. The other, although having a
reduced heat transfer rate, has an appreciably
lower oil pressure loss. This is a qualitative
guide only; actual values for each construction should be compared.

'Courfcsy of Hanison Radiator Division.GMC
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A-2 TYPICAL RADIATOR CORE PERFOR-

MANCE-FIN AND TUBE CORE'

performance charts should be obtained for

each particular heat exchanger application.

Typical radiator core arrangements (Fig.
A-33) and performance characteristics (Figs.

The variation in heat transfer capacity due
to water flow applicable to Figs. A-34

A-34 through A-37)1 are presented to serve as
a reference for the designer in selecting
existing core designs. The data presented are

through A-37 is shown on the chart Fig. A-38.

intended to be representative of data supplied
by the radiator manufacturers. Specific
£

Courtesy of M

'Coid
Corporatinn

Performance charts' for another series of

core configuration 2 are shown in Figs. A-39,
A-40, and A-41,
2

Courtesy of Young RadiatorCompany
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APPENDIX B
B-1

COOLING FAN DETAILS AND PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

The physical and performance characteristics of a number of cooling fans used in
contemporary military vehicles are presented
to aid the cooling system designer in selecting

C

the best design to satisfy a particular vehicle
requirement.
The data presented here are intended only
to be representative of the types of fans
commercially available.
The fan manufacturer should be consulted
before a final fan selection is made.
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B-2 MIXED FLOW FANS'
B-2.1 OPTIMIZED SYSTEM

ENGINEER-

Or

-

ING APPROACH TO THE SOLUTION
OF ENGINE COOLING PROBLEMS
IN MILITARY VEHICLES
Development over a number of years has
proved the advantage of the engineered
system approach to cooling problems. However, new techniques had to be found to
obtain zhe maximum advantages of compact
open running mixed flow fans that have
characteristics of high pressure without stall
and with low noise while producing relatively
high volumes.

AXIAL

(A)

The discussion that follows briefly summa

rizes such an approach and give the outline of

a re-engine 2 cooling project undertaken by
Airscrew Fans in conjunction with the Detroit
Diesel Allison Division of General Motors for
the M47 Tank.

?•

I
*

"

Two prototypes were tested thoroughly
under laboratory conditions and an air-water
differential of 100 deg F was achieved. The
equipment operated satisfactorily in ambient
temperatures of 130 0 F.
(B) CENTRIFUGAL

f'

:

-

Noise and absorbed power were low with
the possibility of further reduction by using
tijermostatic control of the hydraulicall,,
driven fans.
5-2.2 MIXED FLOW FANS FOR ENGINE
COOLING SYSTEMS
The mixed flow fan, as its name implies,

has a configuration combining the essential
characteristics of both axial and centrifugal
fans. These basic fan types are shown in Fig.

B20.
1The plges that follow give°preimin,
'Courtesy

of AIRSCREW HOWDEN, LtD. Weybridge,

Srey, E•and

means to replace the original engini model
with a diiferent engine model, usually of higher horsrpower,
or to replace a spark engine with a diesel engine.

(C) MIXED FLOW

'Re.engine

Figure H-20 Basc Far Types
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Figure &-21. Fan Sound Level Comparison
r
outline information on a range of hydraulically driven, open discharge, mixed flow fan
uniti suitable for compact cooling systems on
both military and commercial vehicles and
equipment. The manufacturer should be
=~tacted for currer~t data.
Th4 performances shown are indicative. As
with any fan application, the geometry of the
individual installation can modify the characteristics of the fan.
These fan units, which are designed to meet
most Government defense equipment specificat~ions, can be supplied in a form for belt or
shat drive. Special adaptations can be made
depending on the complexity and quantity
involved.
Typical performtance charts are shown in
Figs.

B-30

through

B-33.

For mixed flow fans, the air leaves the
impeller with both axial and radial components in a conical swirlingj pattern. The use of
guide vanes, a volute or a radial diffustr,
allows recovery of the rotational kineitic
energy'of the air leaving the impeller and, if
properly engineered, can increase the efficioncy of the fan significantly. In any of the
arrangements, the fan has an inherent
nonstalling characteristic.
Modern

B-22

design

philosophy is directed

VOUE

FORWARD CURVED CEWNTI DUAL

Figure 8-22. Fan Power Requirement
Compison
toward high efficiency and low noise by
maintaining aerodynamically clean inlet conditions and minimizing the effect of high
relative velocities between the air and moving
pairts of the fan.
Thils approack, when applied to mixed flow
fans, can produce high total impeller efficien-4
cies Which, when correctiy arranged into
casings, can maintan high overall fan static
efficiencies of over 75 percent. This compares
well with alternative axial klow and centrifugal types.
The comparisons shown in Figs. B-2 1,
B-22, and B-23 indicate the charactezrstics of
the mixed flow, axWa~, and centrifugal type
requirements, and stability.
______________

EDFO
NACKWARD
AINFOIl
CENTRIFUGAL
-

RLrV
RSSR

/'

FORWARD CIRV[
CENTRIFUGA~L

AXIALAI
OUE
Figure 0-23. Fen Stab/ilky Co.mparisons

-~

Development in recent years allows, the

"achievement of acceptable mixed flow fan
efficiencies without the use of guide vanes or
volute by optimization, in design, of outlet
kinetic energy losses arising from the
rotational and conical flows,
This type of mixed flow fan is designed to
operate by taking air from one chamber or
space and discharging it into a second
chamber or, alternatively, directly to free air,
being partition-mounted between the two. It
is particularly suited to military and other
engine-cooling applications where relatively
large volumes of air have to be handled in
very limited space against the high pressure
associated with restricted entry and discharge
grille arrangements, and compact radiators.

p

This open-running mixed flow type of fan
has the atIlity to operate with acceptable
efficiencies in installations congested with
equipment. The relatively low discharge
velocity coupled with the swirling and conical
flow pattern allows tLe air leaving the fan to
find its way easily around bulky components
placed immediately in line with it.
The fan used in the Scorpion Tank is
shown is Fig. B-24. This particular design is
aimed toward higher pressure requirements
and is capable of useful volumes up to 6.000
cfm at 7 in. of water static pressure, and
pressures up to 15 in. of water at 3000 cfm
when running at 6,000 rpm.
A range of mrixed flow fans has been
developed in line with this design philosophy,
General technical- details on typical fans are
contained in Figs. 8-30 through B-33.
B-2.3 INSTALLATION OF MIXED FLOW
COOLING FANS IN MILITARY VEHICLES

Although careful arrangement of installation of the mixed flow fan is necessary in
order to take full advantage of its potential
capability, the diagrams that follow indicate

AMCP 701.301

the general configuration most likely to be
required in a military vehicle.
Detailed performance and dimensional data
are available for a range of sizes of
hydraulically-driven mixýu, flow fans. Fans of
this type also can be supplied* sultab~e for
shaft or pulley drive either on the inlet or
discharge side in addition to the variable
speed hydraulic drive. Advice on the best
possible arrangement for individual installations should be sought in each case.
Fig. B-25 illustrates the conventional
arrangement of the open-running mixed flow
fan that is designed for taking air from one
chamber or space and discharghng it into a
second chamber or to free air. The convenience of simple partition-mounting and the
possibility of arranging bulky components
near the fan axis on the discharge side,
without obstruction to the airflow, are
illustrated. The conical path of the discharge
air is shown and the only area where
obstruction should be avoided is in the
discharge path immediately next to the
impeller. Farther from the impeller, the air
tends to diffuse more easily and will tend to
flow around obstructions into a more radial
or more axial direction without radically
affecting the fan performance.
Fig. B-26 illustrates a radial diffuser on the
fan discharge. The static pressure recovery of
the conical and rotational velocities leaving
the impeller compensates for losses due to
directional changes within the louver. This
eliminates the dissipation of original fan
performance which normally is experiencoed
when conventional discharge arrangements are
used. Ibis type of radial diffuser is particularly able to incorporate proven ballistic
protection louver forms or grilles into the
diffuser shapes shown, and can then be

situated external to ihe vehicle where its
protrusion is locally permissible.
A further refi.nement is the use of an
additional cowl exterior to the diffuser which
B-23
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Figure8-24. 12 in. Diameter Miyced Flow Fan Used in the Scorpio,? Tank
directs the outgoing air in a particular
direction to m im .... air....
i.... .,l..
the system intake.
Fig. B-27 illustrates a vOlute casing that can
be designed and used to collect the air from
the impeller efficiently and to discharge it
away in a particular direction.
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8-2.4 SYSTEM ENGINEERING
Considerable a•dvantage can be gained,
especially in the more extreme conditions of
high heat load and limited space, by carefully
engineered and optimized systems as opposed
to the individual and soineti,ncs irrelevant
selection of components.

I

----.--

.4I
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AIR FLOW PATH.
OBSTRUCTIONS UNDESIRABLE
CLOSE TO IMPELLER.

-

ACCEPTABLE

\"

\\

ENCROACHMENT

/

Figure B-25. PartitionMounted Open Running Mixed Flow Fan

Svaluable

F

The introduction of the mixed flow fan has
facilitated a more flexible approach to system
engineering. This flexibility has been found
in designing for the increasingly
extreme conditions applicable to higher
engine power and the resultant smaller space
allocated for cooling systems, wheie conventional approaches have led to completely
inadequate soluuons.
The greatest factor to be faced is the
conflicting requirements of compact installation with low fan power. Present vehicle
designs and re-engine projects demand the

careful choice of all components, not only to
achieve the lowest possible power, but also to
optimize their interrelationship and relative
positioning.
A particular example of the use of these
techniques is illustrated by the cooling system
used for the re-engine project for the M47
Tank where the acceptable ,olution was
found only by the detailed consideration of
all the components in the system iand the
suitable arrangement into the extremely
limited space available.

RADIAL DIFFUSER
INCORPORATING BALLISTIC PROTECTION

Figure B-26. Mixed Flow Ftn Diffuser With Ballistic Louvers
B-25
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SCROLL CASING
WITH OUTLET LOUVER

/

\

;\.'k__

Figure 8927. Mixed Flow Fan With Volte Casirjg
The basic requirement at an ambient
temperature of 130'F was to cool 31.000
Btu/min at maximum torque conditions using
a maximum total radiator
face area of 7 ft2
and 333,W0 Btu/nimn at maximum
power
condition-these figures being the combined
engine and transmission heat rejection in each
case.
If conventional solutions were used, this

R-26

L

requirement would have resulted in an
unacceptable fan Power considerably higher
than that achieved by the optimized system,
By optimizing the opposing thermodynamic and aerodynamic factors, and considering these in relation to the shape of the space
available and the entry and discharge losses, it
was decided to use deep
multirow
multipass radiators. As a conseq1uence, and
the

I

AMW 70641

J

savings in pressure losses in the parts of the
system not directly contributing to cooling
more than This
offset resulted
the increased
radiator fan
air
~resistance.
in minimumn

-

power by reducing the airflow requirement.
Additional savings were made by further

"reducing the losses in

the ducting and louvers
by the use of turning vanes and good
aerodynamic design with the result that these
losses anmounted to no more than a factor of
six times the velocity pressure at the radiator

condition where the fan power is lowest since
this is dependent on the product of airflow
and overall Asystem
pressure
drop being
minimum.
two-paws
counterflow
waterater

.•

circuit was used in the radiator to improve
further the heat dissipation to the maximum
in this particular case.
te axm
i
It should be noted that although the deeper
radiators gave the optimum in this particular
ca.e, this would not necessurily be true for all
the cooling systems.

face. Most conventional installations operate
at many times this value.

This
Sproven

method o'f approach requires accurate
data on radiator performance charac-

Extensive field tests on the vehicle showed
Sthat the cooling performance met the
specification completely and, with a maxi-

teristics and fan performance together with
the environmental and commercial parameters
that influence selection. With this informa-

mum water temperature of 2306F (II 0* C)
and a flow rate of 220 gal/min, an air-water
differential of 100 deg F (55 deg C) was

tion, use can be made of developed computer
programs to obtain final selection of an
optimum system. The hardware resulting

achieved at the maximum torque condition,

from this design approach is shown in Fig.

The above design

B-29.

steps and results are

outlined in Fig. B-27.
0-2.5 COOLING SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION
Fig. B-28 shows the relationships among

In order to design an optimum cooling
system the fol3wf-- criteria must be
supplied:

the number of rows of radiator tubes, fan
4•

_

power, pressure drop, and airflow to meet the
heat dissipation for the M47 project.
Vertical line A on these graphs shows a
conventional choice of an 8-row radiator
which has a high airflow requirement and, as a
consequence, higher pressure losses in other
parts of the air circuit, especially the inlet and
exhaust grilles. Increasing the number of rows
reduces the airflow with a corresponding
increased pressure drop through the radiexor.
Vertical line B on these graphs shows a

1. Space envelope including any possible
alternatives and areas of air inlet and
discharge
2.. Heat to be C-sipated from engine and
transmission related to engine operating speed
3. Maximum operational ambient temperature and normal operating range
4. Maximum

engine

water temperature

condition of minimum pressure drop for the

related to maximum ambient temperature and

radiator when considered by itself.

operational range of thermostat

Vertical line C on these graphs shows a
condition of minimum pressure drop for the

5. Water circulation rate against engine
speed

system when considered as an entity.
6. Any other requirements needing special

Vertical line D on these graphs shows the

consideration.
B-27
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Figure 8-28. Cooling Svstem Optimization Charts
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*(A)

POWER PACKAGE. 314 VIEW

(B) POWER PACKAGE, FRONT. VIMW

(C) POWER PACKAGE INSTALLED IN THE Mi7TANK
Figure B-29. M47 Tank Power Package Cooled With Two Mixed Flow Fans
B-2.6 DEFINITIONS OF UNITS

Pound/square

The mixed flow fan performance charts are
labeled with both English and Standard
International Units (SI). The following
definitions of these units are presented for
ref erence:
Nam~e
Power, P

SI Unic

inch, blbin .2
lwae
Voluwmae, Q
VouQ

ctO cod
met/seminut,
m/niutCF

Cuife/
Cubfeet

Density, p

Kilogram/meter'.
kg/rn

Pound mass/
cubic foot,

ixedflow

fanbharatersi

English Unit

2
of ater
IncNewon/mter
Pressr.~.
Watt. W
Horsepower. HPIm/t

Njin in.R20

Typcal

hart areshown in Figs. B-30 through B-33.
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MODEL 305 MP3 311
ALL

DIMENSIONS

IN

MILLIM9EIRES

3.50
7DIA

S-HOLES I0 0A.
EQUI-SPACED
ON 370 PC.O.

-

L it
0.,

..

-

---

0

400

DIA

DIA

•TEG'W"
Weight (approx.)
13.5 k.
Bated Performance:
As shown by preferred
Climatic blange:
region on anear.
US.2G.1OO.DEF.133
Ilydralic )iotor:
Vibration grt4s:
Vi b
3/
ilaceMotor.
BS.2G.io0=7.1"
ev
Displacement 4 88 a
Mounting Attitude:
Acceleration Grade:
Unrestricted.
3S,.2G.O.lIY.I33
Bnurance:
shock 4 H1ighImpact:
Overhaal period depends
hS.2G.IO.EF.33
Flrepaoofnees:
er esistant
F ir

on application power
requirement.

aerustatc

lre resistant

Ambient Temp. Range:
Max. smbient tempclO0c
Min. operating temp.
depends on hydraulic
fluid used.
CFM
d000

2000

Noise Level at I a:
98 dB at 5500 rise

3000

--"

=

hydraulic fluids
can be selected.

6000

!
AIP< NS ITY 1 -2k q/m '
400 FDIR
1 1'6011-0

--

00
-

--

•"zo

0~

-iF4

A

170

56

IEsauII'TION
A bigh output mixed flow tan
u=it designed for pprtition
mounting and free discharge to
a plenum or open space. The
backward inclined impeller
blades are self-clceatmng and
give alo-stall, uon-overloading
power characteristics with low
avjoe emission and hi1gb
efficiency, Uriven by a fixed
diaplacement hydraulic uator
i is capable -f variable spes-d
operation through th o static
thriugh
coutrul.
One 305 N113311 tan will cool
200 hk.p. with mazual ear-box
an on Scorpion light t

245

r".

g

I

3

4lI

VOLUME FLOW eInt

Figure B-30. Mixed Flow FanPerformance,Model 305 MP3 311
(Courtesy of Airscrew Howden Ltd., Weybridge, Surrey, England)
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MODEL 380 MP3 311
0

IN MILLIMETAES

ALL DIMENSIONS

S-HOLES 12 0IA.
EQUI- SPACED
ON 470 P.C, .

"unit

designed for partition
mounting and free discharge to
a plentu or upen space.
The
backward inclined impeller blades
arr self-cleaning and give nonstall, non-overloading power
characteristics with low noist,
emission and high efficiency.
Driven by a fixed dishplncemolt
hydraulic motor it is capable
of variable speed operation
through therpiustatic control.
ruAmbient
Twu 380 %,:1311 fans will cool
750 hp with manual transmission
as on Centurion tank engine
retrofit.
4000

23s

'fTLIALNICAL DATA
liated Performance:

Weight (aiprox.)
26 kg

As shown by preferred
region on curve.
Hydraulic 11otor:
Displaceaent 9.84 .3/r.,

Glimatic Hange:
]IS.2G.100.)LkF.133
Vibration Grade:
U.2G.1U0.DFl.I3

Mounting Attitude:
Unrestricted.
Endurance:
Overhaul period depends
on application power

Acceleration Grade:
3S.2G.100.IjLF.I3
Shock & High Impact;
LIS.2G.100.DEF.l•,

requireent.
Temp. Range:
MJax. ambient temp.looc
.in. operating temp.
depends on hydraulic
fluid used.

Fireproafness:
Fire resistant
hydraulic fluids
ca be selected.
Noise Level at 2 m:
102 dB at 4800 rpm.

5000i%

16000

12000

0000
-AIk

DENSITY 12'k9g /.
Preeredreio
I use

Of 4000

a

20 15
LU0

t

Ic
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Figure B-37. Mixed Flow Fan Performance, Model 380 MP3 311
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MODEL 475 MP3 311
ALL DIMENSIONS

IN MILLIMETRES

123

4
DIAA

377

614
OIA

S-HOLES 14 DIA.

•

EQUI-SPACED
ON S75 P.C.D.

72

DESCILI'TION
A high output mixed flow fan
unit designed for partition
mounting and free discharge to
a plenum or open apace.
The
backeard inclined impeller
blades are self-cleaning and
give non-stall, non-overloading
power characteristics with low
noise emission and high
efficiency.
Driven by a fixed
displacement hyd.'aulir motor
it is capable of variable seIed
operation through thermatstic
co-trol.

Two 1,75 N1P3311 fans will cool
70U-900 h.p. with automatic
transmission as on M47 engine

1

65

TECIIhiCAL DATA

ibeight (approx.)

listed jIerformance:
As Shown by preferred
region on curve.

39 kg.
Climatic liage:
US.2l.lU.]•.13|

lydraulic Motor:
_
Displacement 19.0 cm'/rev
Mounting Attitude:
Unrestricted.

Vibration Grade.
HS.2G.100,j&F.133
Acceleration Grade:
BS.2.'i.lUU.DL.'.

Endurance;
Uverhaul period depends
on application power
requirement.
Ambient Temp. Range:
M•n.umbient temp.10O°C

Shock & Jhigh Impact;
obS.2G.IUo.1,Lk.135
rfFirsprofnegs:
c ire resistant
hydraulic fluids
can be selected.

Min. operating temp.

atI*

depends on hydraulic
fluid used.

Noise Level at I m:
102 dli at 4.00 rpm.

retrofit.
n •t

CFM
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Figure 8-32. Mixed Flow Fan Performance, Model 475 MP3 311
(courtesy of Airscrew Howden Ltd., Weybridge, Surrey, England)
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MODEL 680 MP3 3117631

j4

ALL DIMENSIONS

IN MILLIMETRES

0
-i7
CIA

S-HOLES 14 WIA6
fOUl -SPACED
ON4 820 P.C.D.

120

DISCR]I T1uN

Ahigh output mixed flow fan

36S

TEUILNICAL DATA

Weight (approx.)

Rated Performance:

13k
Climatic Range:
BS.26.100.DEP.133
Vibration Grade:
5210DE
3

unit desiatige
for partition
An shown by preferred
mounting and free discharge to
rtgion on curve.
a plenum or open apaCei. Th,
Hydraulic Motor:
3
backward inclined impellr
isic t7.2c /v
a/W
bladea are self-cleaning andDipaeet7.
giwe oo-st-ll, non-overloadiag
Mo'mnting Attitude:
power characteristics with low
U~nrestricted.
noise emission and high efficiencyEnuae:hok&Hg
Endrhanlcerio depond
Driven by a fixed displacement
eiddpns
Oehu
hydraulic motor it is capable of
'variable speed operation through
an application power
thermostatic control,
requirement.
Ambient Temp. Range:
Two or three 680 ILP3 311 fans
Max. ambient tesip.1000C
will cool 1500-2500 bp engines
with automatic transmission an
opertil temp.a
being considered on future
de0nd onhddlcBos
fluid used.ludBa200rm
main battle tanks.
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20000
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Figure B-33. Mixed Flow Fan Performance, Model 680 MP3 311
(Courtesy of A irscrew Howiien Ltd., Weybridge, Surrey, England)
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B-3 DETROIT DIESEL ENGINE COOLING
FANS
A series of propeller type cooling fans are
available for the Detroit Diesel Allison
Division series of diesel engines. The perfor-

mancc characteristics curves for these fans are
shown in Figs. B-34 through B-46 for
reference only. The engine manufacturer
should be contacted for guidance and
recommendations for each specific application. (See Table 4-2 for engine usage.)
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APPENDIX C

"C-1 BALLISTIC GRILLE PERFORMANCE
DATA
Graphs of ballistic grille airflow data are
published to provide background information
and assist the cooling system designer in the
selection of the best grille design to satisfy
particular vehicle requirements.

Graphs Figs. C-1 through c-5 provide
information to aid in prediction of the grille
air pressure drop when the grille area is
established.
Graphs Figs. C-6 ard C-7 present actual
grille airflow restriction characteristics obtained by test.
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APPENDIX D
1. The temperature in the water lines of
the inlet and outlet to the test sample

D-1 RADIATOR TEST AND EVALUATiON
PROCEDURES

2. The water flow to the radiator

The radiator test and evaluation procedures
that follow are taken fivom MIL-R-45306
(Ref. 18, Ch. 9).

3. Airflow in the air duct (when an orifice
is used to measure the airflow, a manometer
shall be connected upstream from the orifice
to indicate the static pressure in the duct)
4. The pressure drop or the resistance to

Di.1 TEST PROCEDURES
0)-1.1.1 Conditions

The test conditions that follow shall apply
during the tests performed in accordance with
this specification on complete radiators and
on radiator cores when they are furnished
separately. Radiator cores tested separately
shall be tested in fixtures wlich simulate, for
test purposes, the top and bottom tanks.

airflow across the .core

D-1.12 Support

The observed data shall be reccrded. All
points for each test shall be recorded only
after all variables have been stabilized. The
degree of stabilization and accuracy of'
observations are considered acceptable when
the comparison between the air gain neat
rejection and the water loss heat reiection

The radiator or core shall be supported on
its normal points of support and shall not be
supported on a cradle or bracket that in any
way restrains the possible Jistortion of the
radiator or core under pressure.
D-1..3

5. The temperature of the airflow un each.
side of the core.
D-1.1.5 Control Limiu and Data Observations

D-1.1.6 Coolant
The coolant shall be water.
D-1.1.7 Coolant Temperatures
Ihe temperature of the water entering the
test section shall be between 170' and 210°F
(180'F is normally used for the test).
D-1.1.8 Heat Rejection

D-1.1.4 Instrumentation
shall

be

f

not exceed 5 percent.

quipentdoes

The test part is mounted on a test stand. A
flow pump and piping are used to provide
water to the test sample from a reservoir. A
circulating pump is used to maintain an even
temperature in the water reservoir. A
throttling valve is used to regulate the flow to
the desired rate. A variable speed fan or
adjustable dampers or louvers are used to
regu!ate the airflow to the test sample.

Instrumentation

i

provided

to

The heat rejection test will be made using

one of the following methods:

measure:

D-1

I
-

.~

-
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I

AMC
0

STEAM LIliES

0
AMINNEATERI-i

70=
Al~
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TO ATMLOSPHERE

:
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TEMPERATURE CONTROL DAMPER
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FAN MOTOR
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ORIFICE

STRAIGHTENER

--

-STRAIGHTENER
LINES

Figure D-1. Heat Exchanger Test Schematic Diagram
1. Test Method. The core section shall be
tested in the wind tunnel as indicated in Fig.
D-1, at 100 and 125 percent of the rated
waterflow. If these selected values are not
possible, the core shall be tested at not less
than three waterflow rates within the 100 and
125 percent rate for each 'radiator size. At
each waterflow rate, the heat rejection shall
be determined at not less than four air
velocities overlapping the range of 1500 to
2100 ft/min as indicated on MS35773-7. The
heat rejected by the water and the heat gained
by the air shall be calculated, separately at
each test condition. A performance curve
shall be plotted. The heat rejection and core
resistance values at 1500, 1800, and 2100
ft/min air velocity shall be taken from the
performance curve and recorded on the
qualification test data sheet. The difference
between the test data and standard core data
shall be checked.
2. Alternate Test Method. In order to
D-2

reduce the test work, and when the same core
sv.ction is used for more than one radiator
type and size, waterflow rates and aix-velocity
rates which overlap the entire range of
required conditions shall be chosen for test
points on the sample core. All air velocities
shall be tested at each chosen waterfilow rate.
These results shall be plotted. The varying
waterflow rates in gallons per minute can be
plotted as a parameter on these curves. From
these curves, a cross-plot can be made with
heat rejection in Btu/minute as 'the ordinate,
waterflow rates as the abscissa; and air
velocity lines of 1500, 1800, and 2100 ft/min
as the parameter. From this cross-plot, the
r6quired values can be obtained and recorded
on the test data sheet. The data thus obtained
shall be compared to the standard core values.
D-1.1.9 Airflow
Airflow through the test core section may
be measured on either side.

Al

D 1.11.10 Airp or a*

D-1.22 h u• Cyd f

Co wi n

The
air-pressure-drop
the
corrected
to standardmeasurements
conditions bythall
following

Sbe

/pmaintained
o ,in. water
GPO'P

APu•P.

(D-l)

where
APO

-

measure pressure drop, in. water

pm

=

inlet air density, lbm/fts

pa

= standard

air density,

Ibm/ft3

78CP
0461

0.075

D-1.1.11 Vibratior

complete
radiator
shall be
tested from.
with
Pressure,
variable
all The
outlets
closed.
atmospheric to 7 psig, shall be applied at the
inlet using air or steam and shall be
at a temptrature of at least 212*F
during the test. Wheat steam is used, means
shall be provided to prevent the accumulation
of water. The pressure cycling shall take place
in 3 to 4 sec at a rate of 6± 1 pressure
cycles/min. The radiator shall be cycled a
minitnum of 50,000 pressure cycles. The
radiator shall be examined periodically for
evidence of leakage or distortion. Only tube
leaks and tube-to-header leaks, not to exceed
three, shall be repaired or plugged before
continuing the test. Any evidence of leakage
or distortion of more than 1/8 in. shall
constitute failure of this test.

The radiator shall be filled with water for
the vibration tests. The radiator shall be
supported as specified in par. D-1.1.2 and
securely fastened to a rigid mounting bracket
that shall be bolted to the vibration table to
ensure that the motion of the radiator shall be

0-1.23 Rhsonui

platform. The radiator should be at a normal
operating temperature and pressure. Means
shall be provided for controlling the direction
of vibration of the test machine, and for
adjusting and measuring frequencies and
amplitudes of vibration to keep them within
prescribed limits.

prepared in accordance with par. D-1.1.11
and vibrated at frequencies from 10 to 33 Hz
at the displacement specified in Table D-1. If
resonance occurs at any point in the specified
range, the frequency of vibration at that point
shall be the test conditions of par. D-1.2.4.

m=•entimtiy the same as the, motion of the

Survey

The radiator which has been tested in
accordance with par. D-1.2.2 may be rebuilt
or another radiator may be used for this test.
The radiator &hall be
for leakage prior
be
to start of this test. ',ae radiator shall

"D-1.2.4 Vibration
-.
TThis
D-1.11 Hst R* sct and Core Resi
The radiator or core sh" conform to the
requirements of the standard core based on

test shall be run after completion of
par. D-1.2.3, if no leaks are observed. The
radiator shall be vibrated for not less than 24
hr at the most critical resonant frequency. If
no resonance was observed, this test shall be

These values may be determined on a per
square foot basis. These values shall then be
corrected tq the actual frontal are of the
radiator.

referenced in Table D-1. The radiator shall be
examined periodically during the test for
evidence of seepage and leakage. At the
completion of the 24-hr test, any evidence of

rated heat rejection ns defined In par. D-1.3.
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loss heat Q, is

013DEFINITIONS

D,

following~th
hllapl:C

4wpTwBu

wherefon specific heat of water, 1.0 Btu/

1. Rated Internal Pressure. Shall be 7 psig
for Military Standards MS35773-1 through

ww,

water flow, Ibm/mmn
water temperature drop, OF

2. Standard Air. Shall be at a temperature
of 70f F, 29.92 ;,Hg barometric pressure,
and a density of dO.')75 ibm/ft3.

3.Rated Coolant Flow. Shall be the flow
listed for the particular radiator to be tested
and shall be based on approximately a 10 deg
F drop in coolant temperature in the radiator.
*

I

4. Ai

anHaIrnfr M i an

heat transfer Q, is

6. A verage Coolant Temperature. Ihe sum
of the coolant inlet and outlet temperatures
shall be divided by 2.
7. Rated Potential. The average water
temperature minus the entering air temperature, and shall have a value of 80 deg F.

(D-2)

8. Observed Potential. The observed average water temperature minus the observed
entering air temperature during the heat
rejection and core resistance test.

Cp- specific heat of air, 0.24 Btu/lbm-ý'F
(up to 21 5 F)

9. Rated Heat Rejection. Thie total observed heat rejection in Btu/imin times the
rated potential divided by the observed
potential.

W#C,AT. Btu/niin

where

w, =

cooling airflow, lbin/min
-air temperature rise,* F

S. Water Loss-Heat Transfer. The water-

10. Resorance. A condition of maixinmu
magnification of an applied vibration. It
usually is manifested by visibly increased
vibration of the radiator under test.

'

D-2 ENGINE/TRANSMISSION
OIL
COOLER TEST SPECIFICATION AND
PROCEDURE

cycles at a rate of 18 - 19 cycles/min, with
oil pressure varying 0 - 375 psi/cycle. The
unit may be out of square 0.06 in./ft in any
plane.

D-2.1 OIL-TO-AIR COOLER
D-2.1.2 Test Procedure
D-2.1.1 Specificatiom
!-2.1.1 Hat Rejection
The following is an example of data taken
from a detail drawing of an oil-to-air cooler
and constitutes the performance and endurance specifications the component must
meet:
Oil Side
Oil Type

:•)Outlet

SOl

Engine

Transmission

SAE 50 SAE 10

Heat Rejection, Btu/min

8000

10,000

Flow, Ibmnjmin

512

608

Inlet Temperature, OF

280

300

250

268

Temperature. OF
e

eu,2If

Pressure Drop, psi
"WorkingPressure, psi

12.5
150

12
150

Air Side
Flow, Ibmfmin

320

390

8052

8052

120
224

120
227

Outlet Pressure, in. Hs, Abs 29.92

29.92

Flow (at 0.0683 Ibm/ft3 ),
cfm
Inlet Temperature, OF
Outlet Temperature, OF

The test conditions for temperature,
pressure, flow rate, and grade of oil arc given
in par. D-2.1.1.
The oil side temperatures and pressures are
measured at the cooler inlet and outlet. The
thermocouples should be installed so that
their measuring tips are in the center of the
oil stream and do not contact the metal sides
of the flow passages nor restrict the flow. The
fittings for the pressure gage 5hould not
protrude beyond the inside diameter of the
flow passage, i.e., should offer no resistance
to the oil flow. The oil flow is measured by
means of a calibrated flow orifice installed in
the inlet line to the cooler.

An auxiliary oil pump supplies the required
flow to the cooler. The oil then flows from
the cooler to an auxiliary heat exchanger and
"thenback to the auxiliary pump.
D-2.1.2.,2 Air Side Mtmuremnts
Air side measurements are made as outlined
in par. D-I for radiator airflow. The test
schematic diagram in Fig. D-I is applicable for
oil-to-air coolers.
0-2.1.2.3 Heat Balanc

Pressure Drop, in. water

6.5

6.5

Endurance Specifications. Must withstand
600 psi hydrostatic pressure for I min
without failure. Must endure a test of 15,000

_

a thermostatic bypass is an integral part
of the cooler, it should be blocked shut to
eliminate any possibility of leakage occurring
during the heat rejection tests.

To calculate the heat balance, the same
procedure is used for oil as air as illustrated in
par. D-1.3, Items No. 4 and 5. The specific
heat for oil varies with temperature. A

D-5
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specific heat chart for a representative aircraft

mnn with SAE No. 10 oil at 170° to 200*F

engie oil is shown in Fig. 3-45.

without leakage. This is a destructive test.

D-2.1.2.4 Prmuuu Test

The cooler hydrostatic pressure test is

conducted by filling the cooler with oil,
b'ocking off the inlet and outlet with pipe
pump
hand
hydraulictap
connecting
plug,
of
in one
through a3 pressure
system
to the and
the Ir-*pc plugs. The system is pumped to the
for
observed
cooler
and the
riquired
This test
period.
time
the required
for pressure
leaks

2. Rated performance:
a. SAE Grade 30 Oil
b ISO*F "Oil In" temperature

-41

c. 42.5 i oil pressure drop at 30 spin
d. 8S0F "Water In" temperature

can be dangerous. Safety glasses must be worn

,

trnfer and Pressure drops asnd
Heat
in the 1161851 Housing and

when inspecting the pressurized zooler.

e.
installed

0-2.1.2.5 Cyclic Tat

11641853 Cover:

The cyclic test is conducted by using an
auxiliary pump to supply the necessary oil to
the cooler. The required cycle can be
maintained by cycling the power supply to
the auxiliary oil pump or bypassing the oil
flow around the cooler through zn automatic.

Waterflow,
gpm
50

Oil Flow,
gpm

Heat Rejection,
Btu/min

15.0
27.5

1040
14S0

bypass system. The pressure and temperature
of the oil should be monitored, and an
auxiliary oil cooler added to the system as

75

15.0
27.5

1110
1570

required. An owillo.raph trace of a cycle
pressure test is shown in Fig. D-2.

92

15.0
27.5

1150
1620

0.-2.2 OIL-TO-WATER COOLER
-.2.2.1 $pcfilcum
The following is an example ot data taken
from a detail drawing of an oil-to-water cooler
and constitutes the performance and endurance specification the component must meet:
1. For the purpose of qualification under
the specification, the prospective supplier
shall submit five (5) samples of the cooler.
These samples properly marked with identifying information shall be forwarded to the

Coolers also shall be checked
for performance
requirements as listed.
3. Production Requirements. All units
must be subjected to a leak test of 150 psI air
pressure with the cooler immersed in liquid at
1200 to 140*F to detect porosity and pin
hole leaks. No leakage is permitted.
4. Production Endurance Test. Cooleis
selected at random from a production lot
muist witl-tiad a minimum of 250,000
hydraulic pressure cycles of from 0 to 300 psi

place designated by the procuhw g agency for
approval. For qualification acceptance;

at the rate of 13 to 20 cycles per min with
SAE No. 10 oil at 1700 to 200OF without

coolers shall withstand a minimum of
500,000 hydraulic pressure cycles oi' from 0
to 300 psi at the rate of 13 to 20 cycles per

leakage. This is a destructive test. Coolers
subjected to this test shall be scrapped after
test.

D-6
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D-

Teat Procedure

traverse section for location of pitot tubes.

D-222.1 Host Rejection
I. The temperature, pressure, flow rate,
and grade of oil are all given in par. D-2.2.1.
2. The procedure for oil side measurements are outlined in par. D-2.1.2.1.
3. Water side procedures are outlined in
par. D-1 for radiator water flow.
D-2.12.22

Hut BalacMe

The heat balance is as discassed in par.
D-2.1.2.3. The applicable values of specific
heat are applied. To obtain an accurate heat
balance, the water side thermocouples must
be very accurately calibrated since the AT on
the water side is small,
,-2.2.3

There shall be no draft in the test room
that creates an appreciable velocity (e.g., 200
ft/min) at the test ambient measuring
condition, with the test AMD not operating.

Cyclic Test

See par. D-2.1.2.5.

D-&1.2 Test Instruments

D-3 FAN PERFORMANCE TEST PROCEDURE (Refs. 13 and 15, Chapter 9)
Fan performance tests are carried out
in accordance with the Air Moving and
Conditioning Association (AMCA) Standard
210-67, Test Code for Air Moving Devices
(AMD). Applicable portions of AMCA Standard 210-67 are contained in the paragraphs
that follow,

"D-3.1 TEST SET-UP AND

EQUIPMENT

D-3.1.1 Geer•el
All ducts essentially shall be straight and of
circular cross section except where otherwise
specified. See Fig. D-3(B) for tolerances at the

,-8

A plenum chamber is necessary whenever
low velocity, uniform flow is required
upstream of the measuring device as when
multiple airflow nozzles are used (See Fig.
D-4). The use of a plenum chamber as part of
the test setup also is required whenever it is
necessary to test without ductwork directly
connected to the test fan as shown in Fig.
D-5.

Pressure Test

See par. D-2.1.2.4.

0-2.2.4

Some test setups employ an. auxiliary fan
because the fan under test may not be able to
supply the pressure needed to overcome the
losses in the measuring device and associated
ductwork. This is particularly true whenever
performance at or near free delivery is
required. The auxiliary fan must have the
capacity to supply the additional pressure rise
required to overcome losses due to ductwork,
nozzles, etc.

D-3.1.2.1 Premsure Memuring Instruments
The standard instrument for measuring
static pressure, velocity pressure, and pressure
differential is the liquid-in-glass manometer.
Precision grade gkss tubing or precision
drilled solid plastic should be used. The liquid
should have low viscosity and low surface
tension. Pressires below 2 in. water shall be
real1 on an inclined manometer. The two
types of manometers commonly used are
described as follow:
1. Inclined Manometer. The slope shall be
such that the distance between 0 and I in. on
the scale shall be at least 4 in. and not more
than 10 in. Scale divisions for pressures below
2 in. water shall be 0.01 in. water or finer and

i

S...
. . ... . .. ..." ." "

AMCP706-361

___--______

51.

.-

163.500

in.

325b
in.ii

•.312

in.- IV

S•
r.

Did

Kfree

937 in. rradius

8 Holes - 0.04 In. Dio.
esqually spaced
fron burr

8

.156 in. Rid.
Noxe sh~all be free
from nicks and burrs.

SECTION A A

-01÷0

INNER TUBING - Approc.

inOD
;_-25

21 P

. Sge
Note:
STATIC PRESSURE

I
OUTER
TUBING
.312 in. 0.D. x Anprox.

)

18 B & S Gauge

other sizes of pitot tubgk when required, may be built using the
ame geometric proportions with the exception that the btatle
orifices on sizes larger than standard may not exceed .04 In. in
diameter. The minimum pitot tube stem diameter recognized
under this code shall be .10 in. In no case shall the stern
diameter exceed 1/30 of the test duct diameter.

I

'

TOTAL PRESSURE

(A) AECA STANDARD PITOT TUBE

All pitot pouitions
relative to wall

_

_

.J%R,

D is the average of four measurements at traverve plane at 450 angles measured to accuracy of 0.2% D. Traverse
dLet shall be round within D at traverse plane and for a distance of '0 on either aidie of traverse plane.

~%

1I) ANICA TRANSVERSE POINTS IN DUCT
Figure D-3. Tolerancev for Locatidn of Pftot Tubes
D-9

4::
4.

DIO

DUCT

OUCT

•TEST FAN

CHAMBER46
SAFT SHIELD
/-THRIOTTLING

i

YAOEE

I/PLENUM
T.O,,

FIO
UEAIR

CT

AIRST
STRAIGHTENER

TRAVERIE

LI
Figure D-5. Cooling An ftfmance Tat Schematic Diagram

for 2in. wataror &=tershalUb 0. 1in. water

used for allpoemasren.Ecti

least 8 points over the range from 0 to 2 in.
water. A comparison shall be made with a
water filled hook gage or high quality
micromanometer accurate to 0.001 in. Above
2 in. water, calibration shall be made at
approximately 0.5 in. water intervals

of full scale. Readings shall not be taken
below avalue of 20 percent of full scale. To
ensure this accuracy, power measuring instruments should be recalibrated periodically.
Preferably, the same meters should be used
for test as for motor calibration.

2. Vertical Manoneten. For U-tubes, the
difference in heigt of the two liquid columns
under differential pteuure shall be read.
Reading only the change in one leg and
multiplying by two is not acceptable. Scale
divisions shall be 0.1 or finer. Water filled
U-tubea need only be calibrated by checking
the scale with a machine divided scale. Thome
filled with other liquids shall be calibrated by
comparison with a water filled U-tube. A

D-&1.2.3 Spud Mwuring Instrument

or finer. A calibration shall be made for at

meters shall be accurate to within 0.5 percert

instruments for speed measuring shall have
a demonstrated accuracy within 0.5 percent
of the value being measured, or within 2 rpm,
whichever is greater. Tachometers and revolution counters with chronometers are acceptable.
D.3.1.2.4 Tempsrture Mmuring Instruments

check shall be made that the legs are vertical.
Reservoir type manometers shall be calibrated
by comparison with a water filled U-tube,
hish-quality micro-manometer, or a hook

Instruments for temperature measurements
shall have a calibrated accuracy within I deg
F and'all
hsave scale diailoris of 11deg or

gage.

finer.

iI

D-&12.2 Power Meanring Instruments
The cradle type dynamometer, motor, or
torsion meter, carefully calibrated, may be

D-3.1±. Barometri Prans Memo*tn
struments

In.

Mercury barometers with scale divisions of

D-1 I

. --=-i~i _.'..- , . . ... .. • ,•. ..

:
,-

0.10 in., orfinr,and vernier cale readable to
within 0.01 in. shall be used.

"-3.1,2A Phlot Tubs
The pitot tube shall be in accordance with
Fig D-3(A).
0.3

OBERVATIONS

Reading of pressure, power input, rpm,
temperatures, and barometric pressure shall
be taken for each determination. Barometric
pressure and temperatures shall be measured
at least three times during each determination
except that on airflow nozzle tests only one
read" of each of the test values is required.
When succes'e determinations indicate a
variation of less than 0.10 in. Hg and 2 deg F
for barometric pressure and temperature,
respectively, one set of readings at the
midpoint of each determination shall suffice.
The
pessre
hamerhallbe eld ubsanIlehat
tally constant during each
w etermination for
all tests. Dsy-bulb aed wet-bulb temperature
readings shall be taken in the path of
inflowing air. On m cltiple outlet units,
readings shall be taken concurrently on all
outletsair.
When speed is required with ±-0.5 percent,
or within 2 rpm, whichever is greater, three
eadings of the AMD rjm and powei input
shall be taken during each determination
-xcept for airflow nozzle tests where only one
reading is requir•d; otherwise, separate
rekaing of AMD rpm and power input shall
be taken simu'aneously with each pressure
reading. If speed variation during a determination exceeds 1 percent of the average, the
determination shall be voided.
Bifore and after daily test observations,
inclined manometers shall be -becked for
proper calibration by checking at zero and
one representativc pressure of 0.5 in. water or
more using a water filled hook gage or a
high-quality micromanometer accurate to

1-12

0.001 in. Vertical manometers also shall be
clhecked before and after the test at zero and
one representative pressure. The manometer
shall not be moved during the test unless the
samu checking procedure is used before and
after movement.
TIe velocity at the place of measurement,
where airflow nozzles are used, shall not be
less than 2500 ft/min (approximately 0.4 in.
water pressure drop) at the maximum volume
flow of test. This value also is recommended
for pitot traverse methods.
D-33 TEST METHOD
The AMD is connected and externally
sealed to a plenum chamber which is
co.inected to a 2-ft duct 10 fan diameters
long. A pitot traverse tube (see Fi. 13-3) is

positioned 8.5 diameters from the plenum.
The power take-off is connected to a motor
dynamnometer.
tubealong
readings
taken
various AMDPitot
speeds
with are
dynamometer input horsepower and static pressure in
the plenum. Temperature measurements are
taken at the pressure pick-up points for
density corrections. Table D-2 shows values
for density of saturated and pardy saturated

D-3. RESULTS
AD performance is a sta.enent of flow
rate CFM, static pressure change AP, or total
pr.ssure change AP,, fan HP, total efficiency
nt, RPM at a stated inlet air density p, and
may include the calculated value -if static
efficiencv %i. A typical constant spced
performance curve is shown in Fig. D-6.
D4 COOLANT
Chaptor 9)

PUMP TEST

(Ref.

17,

Testing of coolant pumps to determine
perforntancc and endurance charrcteristics
may be conducted as illustrated bv the test
reports that follow.

¶

•---.

TABLE D-2
DENSITY OF SATURATED AND PARTIALLY SATURATED AIR foP VARIOU
IMAROMEIRIC CONIMTIONiS

=

Density Of Saturated Air, Ibm/ftt
Dry Bulb

Barometric Pressure, in. Hg

Temp, 'F

t

28.5

29.0

29.5

30.0

30.5

31.0

30

0.0770

0.0784

0.0797

0.0811

0.0825

0.0838

35

0.0762

0.0776

0.0789

0.0802

0.0816

O.C829

40

0.0754

0.0767

0.0781

0.0794

0.0807

0.0821

45

0.0746

0.0759

0.0772

0.0786

0.0799

0.0812

50

0.0738

0.0751

0.0764

0.0777

0.0790

0.0803

55

0.0730

0.0743

0.0756

0.0769

0.0782

0.0795

60

0.0722

0.0735

0.0748

0.0761

0.0773

0.0786

65

0.0715

G.0727

0.0740

0.0753

0.0765

0.0778

70

0.0707

0.0719

0.0732

0.0744

0.0757

0.0769

75

0.0699

0.0711

0.0724

0.0736

0.0748

0.0761

80

0.0691

0.0703

0.0716

0.0728

0.0740

0.0752

85

0.0683

0.0695

0.0707

0.0719

0.0732

0.0744

90

0.0675

0.0687

0.0699

0.0711

0.0723

0.0735

95

0.0667

0.0679

0.0690

0.0702

0.0714

0.0726

0.0110

0

100

0 0166
NOTE:

*

-

19 .70

0

AVfg7

The approximate average density decrease per 0.10 deg
rise in dry bulb temperature is 0.000017 Ibm/ft 3 .
(See Chapter 4 for density values of dry air)
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AIRFLOW. CFU IN THOUSANDS
AMD Model Number.............
Wheel Diameter............
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Per Drawing Hto...........
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Figure No........... Name of Lab...................
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0-4.1 OBJECTIVE

c. Water temperature, OF

Conduct a 200-hr laboratory test to
compare the performance and endurance
characteristics of two Rock Island Army
Arsenal coolant pumps with two Field Service
coolant pumps, Part No. 7034646.

f. Inlet vacuum, in. Hg
g. Outlet pressure, psig
1L. Bypass pressure, psig.

D-4.2 TEST EQUIPMENT

I

2. Prior to endurance testing, a performance test on each individual pump was
accomplished in the following manner:

1. Hydraulic motor
2. Torque pickup, 0-500 lbf-in.

a. Belts were removed from all pumps
except the pump tested.

3. Brush analyzer
b. Belt tension was adjusted to required

4. Brush penmotor

value.

5. Hand tachometer, 0-4000 rpm

6. Thermometer,
32 0 -200°F

mercury

in

c. Pumps were run at 2000 rpm.
glass,

d. Data listed in test procedure were
recorded.

7. Vacuum gage, 0-30 in. Hg

S8.

3. Performance tests were made at the
following intervals during the endurance test:
31-2/3, 52. 96, 150, and 216 hr.

Pressure gage, 0-30 psi
9. Flowmeter.

4. Lubrication level in the grease cup was
checked after each performance test.
5. Water temperature was maintained
at
1500 to 160WF.

D-4.3 TEST MATERIAL
The two Rock Island Army Arsenal -oolant
pumps are identified as No. 1 and No. 2, and
the two Field Service coolant pumps are
identified as No. 3 and No. 4.

D-4.5 RESULTS
A fluid flowmeter was installed in the test
setup at 31-2/3 hr of running time, This
caused a large reduction in flow due to a 100
percent increase in the discharge line restriction. The flow rates at zero hour were
obtained by weighing the test fluid (water).
er
The running torque of pump No. I
increased by 12.5 percent at 52 hr and by 75
percent at 216 hr. Upon completion of 216
hr, pump No. I was disassembled ar.d
inspected. It was discovered that the pump
lacked bearizg Jubrication. The reason for the

D-4.4 TEST PROCEDURES
1. The
corded:

following8 pump data were re-

a. Desivepypg1
b. Input shaft speed, rpm
c. Main pulley shaft speed, rpm
d. Input torque, lbf-in,

D-15
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lack of lubrication at the bearing was not
determined.

The remaining three

2. From right turbocharger.

coolant

pumps completed the 216 hr of testing
without incidr-it.

D-5.2.2 Oil Prea•
su
1. In main gallery

D4.6O N
Except for the lubrication deficiency,
performance and endurance features of the

2. To left turbocharger

two pumps were similar.

3. To right turbocharger
4. To oil filter

0-5 XM803 EXPERIMENTAL TANK HOT
MOCK-UP INSTRUMENTATION LIST
AND SCHEMATIC DIAGRAMS

5. From oil filter.

0-5.2-- Oil Tamperatures and PRiurns
0-6.1 INDUCTION AIR

1. Out of engine (oil to cooler) left bank

D-5.1.1 Air Temperatures and Premi=t

2. Into engine (oil from cooler) left bank
I- Before airflow meters

2. At entrance to left vehicle air cleaner

3. Out of engine (oil to cooler) right bank
4. Into engine (oil from cooler) right bank.

3. At entrance to right vehicle air cleaner
D-5.3 COOLING AIR SYSTEM

4. Exit left cleaner (entrance to left turbo
compressor)

D-5.3.1 Temperatures

5. Exit right cleaner (entrance to right
turbo compressor)

1. Before inlet grille, flywheel, and damper
ends

6. After left compressor

a. Left bank

7. After right compressor

b. Right bank.

8. In left bank intake manifold

2 Before and after left oil-cooler

9. In right bank intake manifold.

a. Bottom at flywheel end

0-5.1.2 ,tdisct•lneous;

b. Top at damper end.

1. Left bank airflow meter

3. Before and after right oil-cooler

2. Right bank airflow meter.

a. Bottom at flywheel end

0-.62 LUBRICATION SYSTEM

b. Top at damper end.

0.5.2.1 Oil frmperatures

4. Before and after left aftercooler

1. From left turbocharger.

a. Bottom at flywheel end

D-16
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b. Top at damper end.

5. After left and right oil-coolers; top,
center, and bottom

5. Before and after right aftercooler
6. After left and right aftercoolers; top,
center, and bottom

a. Bottom at flywheel end
b. Top at damper end.

7

6. Before and after cylinders 1, 3, and 6 at
head barrel junction

8. After cylinders 1 and 2 left and right

&. Left

9. After cylinders 5 and 6 left and right

b. Right.

10. tinder and above fan shroud

7. Above

a. Front left and right sides

a. Rear fan

b. Left and right center

b. Front fan.

c. L.eft and right rear.

8. In vehicle outlet duct, left and right
sides
•'

)

Before and after cylinders 3 and 4 left

and 3 and 4 right

9. sides
In duct
after vehicle
~right
averag-,d.

exit grille, left and

ada.
D-5.3.2 Pressures
inlet

12. Diffeiential

"

Test cell to control room

-tsea

1.,Before
averaged

11. Vehicle exit duct, left and right sides
averaged

grille,

front and

rear

a. Left

b. Duct from vehicle exit grille to
approximate exit plane of cooling air/
exhaust duct.
13. In duct after vehicle exit grille, left and
right sides averaged.

b. Right.
D-5.4 ENGINE FUEL SYSTEM
2. After inlet grille, front and rear
D-5.4.1 Fuel Temperatures
a. Left
1. Before flowmeter
b. Right.

2. At final filter

3. Before oil-cooler, at top front
3. Return before and after heater/cooler
a. Left
bR

t1.

4. Before left and right aftercoolers at
bottom rear

D-5.4.2 Fuel Pressures
Before supply
2. Return before supply pump
D- 17

='

is

A:..

3. After final filter.
i.•

04U..

D-6 COOLING
TIESTS

Mhmilanew

S1.Fuel flow - consumed by engine
2. Fuel return flow from pump.
D-.1$ ENGINE TEMPERATURES
1. Cylinder heads
2. No. 6 left cylinder base, top and bottom
3. No. 1 right cylinder base, top and
bottom.

SYSTEM

DEAERATION

Outlined in the paragraphs that follow is a
typical deaeration test procedure which, in
general, is applicable only to a particular
vehicle. For a specific vehicle the engine size,
cooling system canacity, radiator and surge
tank location, and engine thermostat characteristics must be considered before a deaeration test program can be defined. The M1 10
vehicle cooling test (Ref. 12, Chaper 9)
provides some actt-al deaeration test results
based on the vehicle power package size and
cooling system capacity.

"A-6,1DEAERATION CAPACITY TEST
0,6 EXHAUST GAS
D-5.6.1 Tenmprituru
1. At each cylinder exhaust port
2. Turbine inlet 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 left
cylinders

Minimum Deaeratlon. With the system
filled with water and operating, air shall be
injected at a minimum rate of 0.21
in. 3/min-qt of water in the vehicle system for
60 sec to determine minmum deaeration. The
water shall deacrate in 15 min or less.
Maximum Deaeration. With the system

3. Turbine inlet 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 right

filled

with water and

operating, the

air

injection rate shall be increased by 0.1 cfn"
increments until 1 cfm is attained or until
maximum deaeration is determined. The
water shall deaerate in 15 mini or less.

cylinders
4. Exhaust ejector:
a. Before left

I. Left cylinders 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6.

To determine conformance to the above
deaeration capacity requirements, the radiator
and surgc tank (if any) shall be placed in the
normal vehicle position in a tap water
circulating system that has a capacity of
14-18 qt plus the capacity of the radiator cad
surge tank. The system shall have a minimum
pumping capacity equal to the rated flow of

9
2.-

the radiator. When the system is0 operating at
water temperature of 1800 i± F (thermo-

b. Before right
c. After.
0-5.6.2 Tudrine Inlet Prewre

c;,,

e1,

,

uuao-a

0-5.6.3 Iautrumnentation/Schemi€c Diawams
Instrumentation and schematic diagrams
are shown in Figs. D-7, D-8, and D-9.

stat blocked to the hot position) and 7 ± 0.5
psi measured at 'the top tank, the inlet line
pressure to the pump shall be sufficient to
assure that the pump is not causing aeration
by cavitation. Sight tubes shall be located at
the radiator inlet(s) and outlet(s). 1the system

D-18
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F use in single nozzle arrangement
Foor
nly: 4 static pressure tlas B0° apart.
connected to plesometer rLng. Holes
not over .125 in. ID. not loss than
Xwo diarneters long. Flange !f only
permissible for cor.nection to transzormation duct.

P-o•
[A

inlet ductda.
dD
1. 9 D 6 mn.
mi

Fairing radius
about 1120
.
if necessary

,
'.

Ths nozsle throat shall be measured (to an accuracy of 0.001 06) at the minor axis of the ellip.e and the nozzle exit.
At each plate. four diameters approidmately 450 spart must be withhin .002 D6 of the mean, At the entrance to
the throat the mean m#y be 0.002 D6 greater, but no lees than the ,OJanat Ahe nozzle exit. The nozzle surface shall
fair smoothl so that a Straight edge may be rocked over the surface wilthout clicking and surface waves shall not be
greater than 0.0010
0 peak to peak.
Two and three radii approximations to tale elliptical form that do not differ at a qy point In the normal direction more
then lj%Do from. the elliptical form may be used.
When nossleS ore used where outlet static pressure is the measured premsurocas in the chamber nozzle apparatus. the
noztle my terminate at the plane of the static taps.

A1l dmeons"

/

-
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~.7*%
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Straightenera shall be positioned so that tieo sides of the cells art located approxImetely 450 from the traverse diameters.

Flgore 0-7. AMC StandardNozzle and Flow Straightener
.Csvurtwy of Air Moving &ConditioningAuoclon)
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AAW 7064M1
shall be equipped with air injection aozzle(s)
located in the water stream approximately 2
ft from the radiator inlet. To ensure a full
radiator inlet, the radiator shall be filled .o

the MI10 Vehicle with and without a surge
tank installed to determine the effect of
aeration on the cooling system effectiveness.
Results from the test are

overflow. Deacrated water in the system shall

be transparent as " ewed in the sight tubes.
The air pressure differential shall be not less
than 5 psi across the nozzle outlet to assure
that the injected air pressure is greater than
the system opering pressure.
To determine conformance to the maximum deaeration requirement with the filled
system operating with the injection of air as
specified, the time for deaeration shall not be
more than that specified.

Vehicle
Cooling
System

Injec- Water
Engina Air In- tion ExSpeed, jected, Time, pelled,
qt Remarks
rin
rpm cfm

No Surge
Tank
Installed

2300

0.22

3

12 Continued
to expel
water
(aeration
occurred
after a 2qt cool.
ant loss)

Surge
Tank Installed
(10-qt
capacity)

2300

0.22

11

1

D-6.2 LOW CAPACITY TEST
The tap water circulating system shall
operate at the rated water flow at full
capacity and down to 0.67 capacity of the
radiator and surge tank. The water shall
remain clean with no indication of aeration.
To determine conformance to these requirements with the system operating as
specified herein, water shall be slowly drained
from the radiator and surge tank to the level
specified. Make-up air shall maintain a 7.5 psi
system pressure and shall be supplied at the
radiator top tank above the fluid level.
D-6.3 SURGE TEST
A minimum of 12.5 in. 3 of air/qt of water
shall be injected into the system at 1-min
intervals until the surge of air no longer forces
water to drain. The overflow shall not exceed
7 percent of the radiator and surge tank
capacity.
D-6.

TYPICAL VEHICLE COOLING SYSTEM INVESTIGATION TESTS

D-6.4.1 Ml10 ODeaeation Test With/Without
Surge Tank (Raf. 12, Chapter 9)
Air was injected into the cooling system of

D-22

No further ex.
pelling
of water
(aeration
atcurred
after
al1qt coolant lou)

These results demonstrate the advantage of
the surge tank installation to prevent cooling
system degradation.
D-6.4.2 Tractor Truck Coolant Removal Test.
2-1/2-ton M27MA2 (Ref. 26, Chapter 9)
A coolant removal test was performed
to
determine
the
coolant
system effectiveness at reduced coolant levels.
Coolant was removed in i-qt increments. The
system was stabilized at full throttle after
each coolant removal. Data in Fig. D-10 show
that system degradation begins after 4 qt of
coolant are removed and becomes severe after
7 qt of coolant are removed.
D-6.43 Vehicle Hot Shutdown Testa
The M275A2 and XM817 vehicles were
subjected to hot shutdown tests. Results from

AMCP 706-361
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1

the tests are presented for information.

"D"4,&I Tractor Truik, 2.1/2-tow, l'A275A2
(Mief. 26, Ctpter 9)
Full throttle hot shutdowns were performed at 11 5'F ambient, with and without
the thermostat. Coolant loss with the
thermostat removed %as 14.2 Ibm after two
successive shutdowns as opposed to 16.6 Ibm
under the same conditions with the thermostat installed. The test with the thermostat
removed was to determine if the thermostat
restriction contributed to the coolaut loss on
hot shutdown.

D-4.3.2 Dump Truck, 5-ton, XM817 (Ref.
27, Chaper 9)
Three different surge tank configurations
were tested to evaluate the hot engine
shutdown capability of the vehicle cooling
system. Test results for each of the test
configurations are presented in Table D-3.
Table D-3 shows that with configuration .A
a total of 18.2 Ibm of coolant was lost after
the first run and the engine coolant out
temperature after engine shutdown was
230.6*F. After the fifth hot engine shutdown
run, a total accumulation of 21.1 Ibm of
coolant had been lost and the engine coolant
out temperature after engine shutdown
reached a maximum of 241. 0F. In configuratior. A testing, an estimated 2 to 3 sec elapsed
from the full load stabilization condition to
engine shutdown. In configuration B a new
design surge tank with the breather on the
bottom of the tank was installed. In
configuration B Group I tests the 2 to 3 see
full load stabilization time was maintained.
Test results showed a total of 16.3 Ibmn of
coolant were lost after two runs, and the
engine coolant out temperature after engine
shutdown reached a maximum of 233"F.
In configuration B Group II test, after full
load stabilization conditions, the engine was
idled for 2 min at 600 rpm prior to engine

D-24
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shutdown. Test results under this condition

showed a total accumulative coolant loss of
12.8 1bm after the third run and a maximum
engine coolant out temperature after engine
shutdown of 254 0F.
In configuration C, the as-received vehicle
surge tank was again installed. In Group I
tests the surge tank was installed as in
configuration A. Also in Group I, after
reaching the full load stabilization test point
(2100 rpm engine speed), the engine was idled
for 5 see at 600 rpm prior to engine
shutdwn. Under these conditions the configuration C Group I test showed that after one
run 18.8 Ibm of coolant was lost. In the
configuration C Group II test the surge tank
was installed with the breather lines connected as in configuration B. Under these
conditions, test results shows a total of 29.7
Ibm of coolant lost.
Since a standard cooling-off period at idle
prior to engine shutdown had not been
established, various time increments were
used durbig the tests. For future engine hot
shutdonm tests it is believed that a more
realistic test would be to employ a 15-sec
cooling-off period at idle speed prior to
engine shutdown. This is based on the
following estimates of time:
1.

Reaction time of drivei"
to imminent danger

1.5 sec

2o
2. Removal of foot from
gas pedal

1.5sec

3.

Application of brakes

2.0 sec

5.

Driver reaction time
and engine shutoff

3.0 sec

Total

15.0 sec

AASCP 706"31
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Ml10 PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT
TEST PLAN (USATACOM) PROPULSION SYSTEMS L.ORATORY Tat
mnWarm No. m (Ref. 12)

0.7.1 TITLE: COOLING APO PERr-ORMANCE TEST OF MI10 VEHICLESV71T ENGINE

. MI 10 vehicle using a USATACOM
cooling system with a surge tank
2. Fuel and Lubricants:
a. Fuel oil, diesel, conforming to
Fedural Specification VV-F-800, grade DF-2
b. Engine oil, grade 30,
conforming to
ment designation MB-901

The test has the following objectives:

c. Oil, transmission and gear boxes as

1. Conduct vehicle cooling and ptrformance tests of the M I10 vehicle up to I 15F
ambient temperature.

per TM's.

2. Develop a cooling system for satisfactory full rack cooling and performance
capability in high ambient temperatures.

The vehicle will be tested for comp'ete
cooling
performance
characteristics
at
ambient and
temperatures
up to
11 50 F, If the

Test Cell 9, Bldg. 212, Propulsion Systems
Laboratory, USATACOM, with associated
equipment and instrumentatio-i was used.
This ceil is capable of operating at temperatures from outside ambient to 160*1F with
winds up to 20 mpa. Power absorptiox, is
located in two rooms beow the test ceis
a
tncluded
in
ghe
cellshut-down
eshuiptdent
an
automatic
warning
and
systemis that

cooling system is inadequate, tests will be
conducted to obtain information for correct-

will
do n r aarm resope test if
temperature or pressure becomes crtical. An

lorquc, horsepower, and fuel consumption
characteristics will also be determined.

p
is used. As many as 400 pressure and
temperature readings can be printed out in 5
min. Solar radiation can be simulated with
heat lamps.

0-7.3 OUTLINE OF PROBLEM

amea
i nurst m
u t

1 *7.I

h

ing the deficiencies. Full rack spro et

D-7A TEST MATERIAL
employed
The test eq, :.pment and material
are:

D-7.5 TEST EQUIPMENT

will sound an alarm or stop the test iff

automatic data printout for temperature and

I0-7.6 TEST PROCEDURE

D-7.0.1 Instrunmntation

Item

Range

Accuracy

1. Sj~rocket torque (torque-meters) and dynamometer
a. Load ceils (north)
b. Load cells (south)

0-35000 lbf-ft

±20 lbf-ft

2. Sprocket Speeds

0-1000rpm

±2 rpm

3. Engine Speed

0-3000 rpm

15 rpm

D-26
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SItem

Range

Accuracy

4. Fan Speed (radiator)

0-5000 rpm

±5 Ipm

5. Fuel flow

0-250 ibm/hr

±5 Ibm/hr

6. Coolat flow (2) rdiator out

0-200 gal/mn

±5 gal/min

7. Cooling airflow (anemometer traverse of radiator)

0-25000 cfm

±10 cfm

0-5 mph

±1 mph

S. Brometic pressure, wet and dry bulb temperatures
9. Cell air speed
10. Control room reference thermometer and thermocouple

11. Eng&Ie torquemelter

±5 deg F
G-1000 lbf-ft

±10 lbf-ft

(1) ambient(6)
(2) entering inlet grille (4)
(3) entering rdiator (8)
(4) leaving radiators (8)
(5) within engane compartment (4)
(6) entezinj air cleaner (2)
(7) air box (left or right) (1)
b. Coolant
(1) eaneringradiators (2 radiators)
(2) leaving radiators (2)

700-ISOF
70-I 50*F
700-150"F
70"-250"F
70 0-200*F
70"-200OF
40r-250OF

t2 deg F
.-2 deg F
L2 degF
±2 deg F
±2 deg F
±2 deg F
±2 deg F

70C-250F
700-250"F

leaving engine oil -ooler

70"-250OF

12 degF
±2 deg F
±2 deg F

(1) engines ump
(2) entering engine cooler
(3) engine gallery
(4) engine turbine drains (2)
(5) transmission sump
(6) entering trnmission
(7) leaving transmission
(8) right final drive
(9) left final driv:
d. Fuel

700 -275OF
70P-275OF
70*-275*F
70D-300rF
70P-30W0 F
70"-300°F
70 0-300"F
70"-300F
70'-300 0 F

±2 degF
±2 deg F
±2 deg F
-t2 deg F
±2 deg F
12 deg F
±2 deg F
±2deg F
±2 deg F

I

12. Tonperatunm at the following locations, F

a. Air

2

S(3)

-

C. 0il

*

(1)

lcsainZtank

(2) entering engine (after primary filter)
(3)

spill

e. Gas, exhaust ports (8)

0

70 -250OF

±2 deg F

70P-250OF

±2 deg F

7(0*-250•F
0

800 -1400OF

.i,.

,

-

:t2 deg F

Ml deg F
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ItemRag
13. Pmuum at the folwing locations
a. Air
aarbient
engine compartment (low area; try for stagnant air)
before radiator (low area; try fox stagnant air)
air box (1) (left or right)
crankcase
after turbo (do not drill turbo)

0-5 in. water
0-30 In. water
0-30 in. water
0-50 in. Hg
0-30 In. weter
0-50 in. Hg

"±0.I in. water
*0.1 in. water
10.1 in. water
t2 in. water
L2 in. water
±2 in. water

engine gallery
entering engin-. cooler
leaving engine cooler
entering transmission cooler
leaving transmissioo cooler
transmisuion main

0-100 psi
0-100psi
0-100
l
d
0-60 psi
G60 psi
0-20 0 psi

2 psli
42pui
:k2 pui
L2 psi
±2 psi
15 psi

entering pump
(2) leaving pump
(3) top tank radiators (2)
(4) leaving radiator

0-60 i
060 psi
0-6 ps
0-60 psi

:2 psi
2 psi
±2 psi
12 psi

(5) entering engine cooler

0-60 psi

+2 psi

(6)
(7)
(8)

0-60 psi
0-60 psi
0-30psi

L2 psi
±2 psi
±2 psi

0-30 psi
0-100 psi

t2 psi
±2 psi

(I)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
b.Oil
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
i6)

C.Coolant
S(1)

leaving engine cooler
leaving transmission cooler
surge tank

d. Fuel
(1) supply
(2) after engine pump

14. Warning and shutdown values will be as follows (max for temp, minimum for pressure):

a. Engine oil sump temperature
b. Coolant (leaving engine) temperature
c. Exhaust gas temperatures (at ports)
d. Transmission oil (leaving transmission)
e. Engine gallery oil pressure (full rack)
f. Engine gallery oil pressure (idle)
g. Transmission oil (main)

Warning

Shutdown

260*F
2300F
1175OF
3000F
26 psi minimum
5 psi
100 psi

2750F
240OF
1250OF
310OF
18 psi
3 psi
80 psi

15. Block open the coolant thermostat
-

16.

Vehicle exhaust will be connected to the cell exhaust system to prevent creating a vacuum on
the vehicle exhaust

17.

Gear box oil temperatures will not be allowed to exceed 300*F
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Vehicle power will be taken from the front drive sprocket. This will require that the vehicle be

18.

backed into the cll. Air will be directed across the cell from the east
19.

To install the given instrumentation will necessitate removing the power packagv. Route the
thermocouple wire and pressure lines out of the vehicle in such a manner that the power
package can be removed and operated on the floor without disconnecting any lines. When
replacing the power package in the vehicle, take care to replace all air seal

20.

Align the vehicle hubs (with adapters installed) with the dynamometer shafts (with flexible
coupling removed). The sprocket adapter pilot diameter should be concentric within 0.030 in.
Record concentricity and face parallelism and get the engineer's approval before coupling the
vehicle to the dynamometer

21.

Cell CO local spurt system must be installed or adapted to vehicle system

22.

Flow meter (coolant) radiators out (2).

D-M7.2 Pruliminary Opmetkon

D-7.6.3 Tub

1. Bring all oil sumps, transmission, engine
gear boxes, hydraulic systems (if present), and
final drives up to required levels. Fill the
cooling system with water. All checks will be
made per TM's.

Shift the dynamometer to 1:1 ratio. Fuel
will be supplied to the engine by the cell
system at 1150 ±5°F. Head wind velocity will
be 5 1 1 mph. Ambient air temperature will
be the average of the 6 thermocouples in
front of the vehicle, each of which must be
within 2 deg of 1 150 F. During the cooling
test the cell will be soaked 2 hr at 115*
before starting. It is suggested that the 1 15OF
ambient be set at the beginning of the work
shift, and all the vehicle and instrumentation

2. Start the vehicle in neutral only and

Sshift at idle speed with the brakes fully on.
S

3. Start and warm-up the engine without
load and make a complete instramentation

checkout. Check thoroughly for leaks.

checks be accomplished during the soak
period. Also immediately after start-up for

4. Warm-up the vehicle for 15 min at part
load before going into any full load testing.

cooling runs and each 10-min period thereafter, record a complete column of log sheet
data. Stabilization of a cooling test point will

5. Plug in the monitors to observe all the

be considered as 3 consecutive 10-min datz

temperatures and pressures (except exhaust
gases) that have warning and shutdown values,
Mark the limits with a china marker on the
monitor glass.

type-outs with no temperature change. A
temperature drop of 1 deg F will not be
considered a change. Perform the tests that
follow.

6. Bring the engine speed down to 1200

rpm no load whenever the panel goes into
warning.
7. If the engine is shutdown accidentally at
full load, immediately restart and cool off at
1200 rpal no load.

D-7.6.3.1 Stal

Chedk-Gew

Setting

High

Range
Apply a load to stall the torque converter
(use vehicle braking system) and record the
maximum engine speed and oil temperature
out of the converter at 5-sec intervals until

D-29
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M1

the ca#hs re&hdW 26rF(IS5 to 30 Wc).
0-7A

2.2Codin TOO

1. Thirirgsar Cooling Tesw (Phase 1) ame
conducted wider tht following: conditions:
a. Ambient temperature 115V 407

0.7A&3 large TV

(1) the averag of 6 thermocouples
in front Of the Vehicle
(2) thermocouples must be within 2
degof 1l5.F
b. Headwind velocity 5 11 mph
c. Eng~ine at full rack
d. wo-ourccl
nok a ~the
d. Cll
To-hur
ak t I VFrequired

I
I,

a. Fuel supplied tomsgineatlIlSO t5.P

f.
Operate in
third gear at 12w following
speeds until stabilization (operate by engine
speed in lockup and by dynamometer in
speed converter):
(1) Lockup; 1700 engine rpm. dyn
rpm 200 (approx)

(2)
Lockup; 2000 engine rpm, dyn

rpm 235 (approx)

*(3)
Lockup; 2300 enginte rpm, dyn
rpm, 270 (approx)
(4) 0.7 coay; 168 dyn rpm, engine
ipm 2010 (approx)
(5) 0.5 coav; 114 dyn 46 engine
* rpm i940 (approx)
(6) 0.4 cony; 92 dyn rpm. engine
* rpm 1930 (approx)
2. Vehicle

D-30

cooling

investigation

(Phas 11). if the coolin system is inadequate,
to* will be conducted to obtain information
for correctin fthdeficiencies. The scope and
direction of the tests will depend on the.
outcome of the basic cooling test. The -tests
that foliow ar.,planned.

tests

M1)a'0itm(

1. Install a transparent plastic tube in the
engine crossover tube and the water pump
cover, and connect a hose and shutoff valve to
the cooling system drain to permit removal of
mewoired quantities of coolant.
2. Drain thal cooling system. With One
radiator cap installed, fdIll the system through
the other radiator without bleeding. Reinstall
fill cap, start the engine and operate for
approximatley 10 min. Shutdown the engine,
remove both radiator caps, and fill system to
capacity. The quantity of water added both
initially and on the, final fill should be
recorded.
3. The cooling system Shall be filled to its
capacity by removing both radiator caps but
without bleeding entrained air from the
engine. With Qhe engine rotning at 2000 rpm
minimum and the coolant temperature above
19(fF, flow through the engine crossover
tube shall be monitored until aeration is no
longe observed. Water shall then be drained
from the system in l-qt increments until
aeration is observed in the water passing
through the engine crossover tube. The total
amount of water removed at this time shall be
4. With the cooling system filld and the
cap removed fromn the right hand radiator, the
enghmneshalbe rurat governed speed until the
coolanttemperature reahes1900 F miium.
A container should be placed beneath the
right hand radiator overflow tube so that the
quantity of water expeil4 fromr the system
can be measured. When air bubbles are no
longer observed in t.'n water flowing from the

mngine to the radiator, air shall be injected
into the water passage in the ollcooler. The
"airflow rate gradually should be increased
until U.8 cfm is reached. Throughout this
operation the coolant flow through the
coolant pump and engine croaover tube
should be observed for the presence of air.
Also, the amount of water expelled from the
overflow tube should be noted. If this *mount
exceeds 14 qt, the test should be terminated.
After conditions have 3tabilized to a point
where the continued presence or absence of
air in the various lines is established and water
is no longer being expelled from the overflow
tube, air injection should be stopped. The
period of time required for air to disappear
from the circulating coolant should be noted.
A quantitative estimate of the air observed in
the engine crossover tube and the amount of
water expelled from the system should be
reported.
5. The test descrlled in the preceding par.
4 should be repeated except that the water
temperature should not exceed 160IF.

"6.Install the revised cooling system
proposed by USATACOM which incorporates
a surge tank. Install transparent plastic tubes
in the engine crossover tube, the thermostat
housing to surge tank bleed tube, the radiator
top-tank to surge tank bleed tube, the surge
tank to coolant pump tube, and the coolant
pump cover.
7. The teats outlined in the preceding
subpars. 2, 3, and 4 (par. D-7.6.3.3) of this
plan should be repeated except that the surge
tank cap should be removed rather than the
right hand radiator cap and, if the quantity of
water expelled during aer-eon %houldoxz d
9 qt, the test shall be terminated. The same
it injection rate as established previously

should be used. Observe the amount of air
present in the engine crossover tube during
the air Injection period. Report the amount In
terms relating to the original results.
"
D-7.43

Redlator Rshlortion

Block the airflow through the radiator
(vary the amount of radiktor arem covered and
keep repeating the cooling tests at the most
severe point).
D-7.6.3.5 Fan a IM
W

gtilon

Repeat cooling tests at the most severe
point with various numbers of belts-and with
various depees of belt slip.
D-7.L3.

Other Tast

As funding permits.
D-7.7 TEST RESULTS
Th7 data will be summarized by charts
showing temperatures of the engine and
transmission oils for each test condition with
respect to output.speed. Sprocket power and
vehicle fuel consumption will be included. If
the cooling system is inadequate, the data
shall be analyzed to determine the nature of
the deficiencies. All other power package
deficienIeu shall be reported. Pertinent
miscellaneous vehicle operation also will be
included in the report.

H.:
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INDEX

A
Aberdwn Proving Ground, 9-37
accesibility, 1-54
aeration warning systems, 5-30

Armor and Engineering Board, 9-38
Artillery Board, 9-38
awdliamy engines, 2-55
power unit, 5-14

aftar boil,-2
aftercoolers, 3-55
performance, 3-58
air
density, 4-28,1)-i13
properties of, 3-72, 3-77
thermodynamic properties of, 2-18
Airborne, Electronics, and Special Warfare
Board, 9-38
air compressors, 2-51
air conditioning systems, 2-51
air coolers, 1-20

induction, 8-2

)

B
ballistic grille, 1-46, 6-3, C-iprotection, 6-12
ballistic protection, 1-46
batteries, 2-25
blades, fan, 4-3
brakes,
2-31
cycle, 2-7
braytoninternal,
B
C

camouflage, 1-64

air cycle, compound, 2-8

Carnot cycle, 2-6

air drop, 1-41
air flow
area, 6-3
ballistic grille, C-I
characteristics, 8-10
air flow resistance
area, 6-10
grille, 6-8
air heat rejection rate, 8-50
air moving devices, 4-3
air pressure drop, D-3
air recirculation, 8-12
air resistance, total system, 7-21
air standard cycle, 2-4
air-to-boil, 3-36
air transportability, 1-41
allocated baseline, 9-32
AMCA Standard 300.67 Test
Code for Sound Rating, 9-3
antifreeze, 1-57
APU, 2-55, 5-6, 5-10
AR
70-10, 9-3, 9-33
70-38,
1-37, 1-64, 2-55, 9-3, 9-27
71-3, 9-33

cavitation, 5-I
centrifugal fans, 4-3
centrifugal pumps, 7-31
cetmoic fibers, 3-70
climatic categorie4s, 1-10
clutches, 2-29, 2-31, 8-10
cold mock-up tests, 9-5
component tests, 9-1
compound air cycle, 2-8
compressible fluids, 7-4
conduction, thermal, 3-6
conductivity, thermal, metals, 3-71
controls, 5-9
convection
forced, 2-3
heat, 3-6
conventional cooling systems, 1-4
coolant
circulation, 1-11
expanzion, 6-15
flow, 3-23
flow control, 5-17
flow rate, 3-34
performance,
1-5
removal test, D-24

700-35, 9-33
700-78,
Arctic
Test9-33
Center, 9-38

reserve, 3-34
temperature,
1-5, 8-725-29
coolant
level indicators,

o.I

I

;'13

coolant pumps, 7-31, )-I5
ttin,
oontk 1-55, 2-18
Cooler
area, 8-70
engine oil, M114 vehicle, 8-33
oil, 3-66
o4, test, D-5
oil-to-water, D-6
trSGNIMIaiOn, MI 14, 8-33
htwrnmision oil, 8-62
coolers, kee, 3-59
cooing -4correction
air, 1-4
airflow, 8-71
airflow teats, 7-21
air velocities, 74
control, 5-3
direct, 3-24
engine, XM803, Tank, 8-43
indirect, 3-25
performance evaluations, 9-3
requirements, 1-7
test, 9-31
test objectives, 9.15
test results, 9-15
transmissions, 8-20
cooling-air heater, 5-6
cooling air system, DI-16
cooling fan, X1diesel engine. 3-34
cooling subsystem, trade.off analysis, 8-14
cooling system
analys, 8-7
atmosphere, 2-3
component aLrangement, 3-68
control, S-1
design, example, 8-15
design, M114 vehicle, 8-23
fauretos,
failures,drive
1-3
ftunctions, 5-1
instruentation, 5-1.
integration, 8-14
optimization,
parametric
8-14,8-68
P-27
study,
performance. B-27
;

2

performance, =83,Tank, 865
Preure, 2-3
rotary engine, 1-7
special, 2-4
Tank, M47, B-25
testing, 9-1
thermo-syphon, 2-3
Uapor-Phawe 2.4
Wankel engine, 1-8

core

design, 3-20, A-34.
radiator, A-34
factors, fluid flow, 7-11
corrections, temperature, 9.9
crane, 2 0-ton, rough terrain, 1-18
cycles, thermodynamic, 2-4
cylinder, temperatmu, 8-45

D
data presentation, 9-30
duration, 3-32, 9-10
tests, D-I 8
deflector, rock, 6-3
deeign
cooling systems, 8-5
radiator, 3-27
development cycle, 9-32
diesel
cycle, 2-6
engine, air cooled, 8-42'
engine, cooling fAns, D-13
diffuser, 7-1i, I,-24
drug
form. 7-4
pressure, 7-4
d
7 -4
components, 2-26
drives, electric, 2-42
duct
design, 7-20
outlet, 7-25
ducting,
drblt,15 1-15
dynamometer. D-1I
dy a mo m t er.1--

AMCP U6=1
-IND"X (can't)
exhaust (continued)
efficiency,
fan, 4-13 1-6, 2-30
heat transfer, 3-31
eliotric drives, 2-42

eervy balanceequations, 3-18
engine
accessories, 8-9
compartment, 7-23
cooling, 8-1S
exhaurt, 8-10
fuel system, D-1 7
heat flow characteristics, 2-9
performance. 8-5

temperature, [4
engine oil, properties of, 3-74
J
engines
air-cooled, 2-3
air-cooled M274A5, 1-67
auxil/ary, 2-55
AVCR-1 100, 1-22
|installation,
AVCR. 100-3B, 2-4
AVDS-1790, 1-30, 2.9
diesel,
1-2228SCID, 1-15
Chevrolet
/outlet
.
dual cycle, 2-6
gas turbine, 1.6, 1-25
liquid-cooled, 2-3
liquid-cooled, installation, 8-66
Rankine cycle, 2-24
rotary, 1-6
Stirling, 2-22
Wankel, 1-9, 2-23
6VS3T, 1-30
8V71T, 1-30
environment, military, 1-2
environmental
extremes, 1-36
tests, 9-27
equipment, supporting, 9-28
ethylene glycol, 1-4, 2-19
ethylene glycol-water solutions, 3-75
boiling point, 5-2
expansion of, 5-17
exhaust
ejectors, 4-3, 4-41

gas,
D-188-10
engine,

manifolds, 2-19
pipe, 1-61, 3-69
systems, 2-20

facilities, test, 9-11
failures, cooling systems, 1-3
FAMECE. 1-20
fan
airflow, 8-18
characteristics, 4-5

comparisons, 4-8
components, 4-15
design, B-1
drive, hydrostatic, Ml 14 vehicle, 8-35
drives, 4-36
efficiency, 4-13
B-23
laws, 4-15
location, 4-34
noise, 4-17
velocity, 4-15
parallel operation, 4-23
performance, 4-14, 8-63
performance test, 3)-8
pressure differential, 4-9
selection, -21, 4-24, 7-25, 8-60
series operation, 4-24
specific speed, 4-28
speed modulation, 5-7
system enginwcrrng, &-24
testing, 9-3
tip speed, 4-14
fans
axial flow, 4-6
centrifugal, 4-3
cooling. B-I
diesel engines, 4-12
military vehicles, 4-11
mixed flow, B-21
variable pitch, 4-40
Field Artillery Directorate, 9-37
final drives, 2-46
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fins, 3-7, A-i
cooling,
2-19
flow
nWalyss, liquid, 7-31
incompressible fluids, 7.3

flow reistance

s

coolant, 7-38
liquid, 7-34
fluid
coupling, 2-47
flow, 7-3
prcssure, 4-9
fluids, compressible. 7-4
fording, 1-68
form drag, 7-4
friction
losses, 7-39

injection pumps, 2-50

tanks, 8-10
fuels,
1-55
functioal

baseline, 9-3.

General Equipment Directorate, 9-37
generators, 2-50
grille
area, 7-19

venturi type, 6-7

conduction, 3-6
convection, 3-6

radiation, 3-5
sources, 2-3, 2-47
heat exchangers, 3-8, A-l, D-2
core design, 3-20
design, 3-18
effectiveness, 3-19
pressure drop, 3-23, 7-16
selection, 3-14
testing,
9-1 8-9, ID-5, D-8
heat
rejection,
engine, M 114 vehicle, 8-23

losses, grille, 7-16
number, 7-6
pressure drop, 7-4
fuel
celk,, 2-24

design, 6-5
friction
exhaust,loss,
7-297-16
frinsctionlw, 7-16
Installation,
6-15
testngS, 9-3
grilles, 6-3, C-1
ballistic, 1-46bar
bar type, 6-7
chevron type, 615
flih-hook type, 6-8
table-top type, 6-15

heat
balance, D-5, D-8

engine, XM803 Tank, 8-43
estimation, 2-9
gas turbine engine, 2-20, 2-27
oil, XM803 Tank, 8-46
rate, 3-30
rate, transmission, 8-20

reciprocating engine, 2-6
schematic, 8-10
test 1,. ;misson, M114 vehicle, 8-27, D-1)
transnusion,
XM803 Tank, 8-60
heat transfer, 2-3
capability, 3-20, 3-30
capacity, A-34
devices, 3-5
methods, 3-5
rate, 3-18
heaters
har,S-6

ype,6-7drives,

coolant, 5-6
Oil, 5-6
oi,5-6,
Howitzer, M109,
hot mock-up tests,1-30
9-6
hot shutdown tests, D-22
hydraulic
driv 2-32
drives, fan 4-38
fluid, properties of, 3-73

retarders, 2-47
hydraulic diameter,
equivalent, 7-14
hydromechanicai transmissions, 241
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manometer, D-8
military
impact loads, 1-34, 1-38
impeller, 4-3
incompressible fluid flow, 7-3
indicator
cooling level, 5-29
temperature, 5-26
induction
air, D-16
system, 8-50
Infantry Board, 9-38

infrared
signature, 1-59
suppression, 1-61
installation
fan, 4-30
radiator, 3-29
instrumentation, 9-28, D-1
cooling systems, 5-1
instruments, 5-9
power, D-lI
pressure, D-I I

speed, D-1I1

environment, 1-2
fleet, 1-I
requirements, 1-32
Military Specifications
MIL-A-8421 (USAF), 1-41
MIL-A-11755, 1-57
MIL-G-3056, 1-57
MIL-1-19528, 1-56
MIL-L-2104, 1-8
MIL-R-45306, 9-2

MIL-T-5624, 1-57
Military Standards
MIL-STD-210, 1-37
MIL-STD-669, 1-44
MIL-STD-810, 1-46
MIL-STD-1472, 2-55
modular construction, 1-55
motors, electric, 2-50
mufflers, 1-61
N
noise, 6-12, B-22
fan, 4-17

temperature, D-1
test, D-8

fan drive, 4-40
nuclear energy, 2-26

K
0

keel, coolers, 3-59

L
liquid flow analysis, 7-31
loss coefficient, fluid flow, 7-11
losses, dynamic, fluid flow, 7-I1
low capacity test, D-22
lubricants, 1-89

flow rates, 7-36
temperature, 8-5
oil coolers, 3-40, 8-9
design, 3-51
performance, A-I

lubricating oil, 1-8, 2-20, 2-20

testing, 9-2, D-5
oil pumps, 7-32
operational test, 9-34

viscosity, 7-37

if

observed potential, D-4
oil

SM

selection, 3-47

optimization,
maintenance, 1-39
requirements, 1-54
manifold, 3-69

cooling system, 8-14
oil cooler, 3-49
Otto cycle, 2-6

I-5
€

Li

•-

X

(c 'tJ

P

performance,
ensine, 8-5
specications, 8-14
pip. size selection, 7-36
pitot tube, D-1 2
potential, D-4
power
measurement, D-1 I
loaes, 2-29
immersed bodies, 7-13
minimization, 7-19
static, 8-17

radiation, heat, 3-5
radiator cap, 5-12
pressure, 3-37
radiator shutters, 5-4
radiator size, Ml 14 vehicle, 8-27
radiaton, 3-25, B-35, D-I
ak-cooled, 3-20
core design, 3-30
core performance 3-41, 8-67, A-34
selection, 3-34
sire, 3-3S
testing, 9-1

requirements, fan, 3-22
power plants, combination, 2-45
powor train, 2-38
terms, 2-33

ram a"flow, 4-3
Rankine cycle, 2-7
engine, 2-24
rated

power unit, auxiliary, 2-55, 5-6, 5-10

preuure, D-I 7
cycling, D-3
differential, fan, 4-9
drag, 7-4
drop
dynamic, 7-4
fluid, 7-4
fluid, bend, 7-6
fz'ction, 7-4, 7-35
grle, 6-13, C-1
heat exchanger, 7-16
fluid, 4-9
test, D-6
pressure cap%, 3-38, 5-12
pressure cooling system, 2-3
pressure profile graph, 7-30
product baseline, 9-32
product improvement
program, 9-15
test, D-26
production endurance test, D-6
Propulsion System Laboratory, 9-26, D-26
puMp
coolant, 7-3 1, D-I 5
Sear, 5-31
oil, 7-36
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coolant flow, D-4

heat rejection, D-4
internal pressure, D-4
potential, D-4
reliability, 1-50
cooling systems, 1-51
resonance, -.3
retarders, 8-10
hydhsulic, 2-47
Reynolds number, 7-6, 7-29, 7-34.
rock deflector, 6-3
Rock Island Aruenul, D-I 5
roughness, 7-6
8
screens, 6-3, 7-11
sensors, temperature, 5-26
shock and vibration, 1-44
data, 1-40
shutter, radiator, 5-4
simulation, 9-5
solar radiatlon, 2-55
sound level, B-22
specifications, performance, 8-14
specific speed, fan, 4-20
speed measuring, D-1 1

"

INDEX(Con't.)
splitter, 7-20
standard air, D-4
static pressure
curve,
7-22
drop, measurement,

9profile, 8-13
Stefan-Boltzamn law, 3-5
Stirling cycle, 2-7
engine, 2-22
storage, depot, 1-64
supercharger, 3-55
surge tanks
radiation, 5-14
test, 9-17
surge test, D-22
systema
development cycle, 1-2
integration, 8-5
resistance, cooling system, 4-22

tank
cooling systems, 1-22, 7-22
surge, 5-14
Tanics
M60/M48A3, 1-25
MBT/XM803, 1-22
XM803, 7-21; 8-42, D-16
TB 750-651, 1-56
temperature
coolant, 5-1, 8-72
corrections, 9-9
effects, 1-6
engine, 1-4
engine compartment, 2-57
indicator, 5-29
limits, 1-4, 3-37
maximum, operating, 3-34
measurement, 1D-11
oil, 8-5
warning
terrain,
1-3 unit, 5-29

results, 9-14, 9-27, D-31/D-32
rig, 9-10
testing
components, 9-1
coolant pump, D-1 2
cooling system, 9-1
cooling system, M 114 vehicle, 8-35
grille assemblies, 6-15
methods, 1-45, 9-i1, D-12
procedures, 9-27, 9-3 1, D-1, D-5, D-8, D-26
radiators, D-1
surge tanks, 9-17
total vehicle, 9-10
vehicle, 9-1
MI0, D-26
M551, 9-17
M561, 9-22
tests
cold mock-up, 9-5
cooling, D-30
cooling airflow, 7-21
cooling programu, 9-11
cyclic, D-6
deaeration, D-18
development, 9-27, 9-34,
environmental, 9-27
hot mock-up, 9-6
hot sbutdown, D-22
investigation, D-22
low capacity, 9-19, 9-34
major, 9-27
operational, 9-34
production endurance, 1>8
production improvement, 9-14, D-26
suitability, 9-27
surge, D-22
type, 9-29,1-3
vibration,

test,
1-36
agencies,
9-37

thermal,
3-19 ceramic
conductivity,
flow, 3-70

T

I

colg, vehicular, 9-I1
conditions, 9-31

Lj

test (continued)
cquipment, D-26
facilities, 9-11
instruments,
D-26
objectives, 9-14

insulation, 3-69
thermodynamic cycles, 2-5
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thermo physical properties, 3-70
thermostats, 1-i1, 5-7, 5-18
bellows type, 5-22
control modes, 5-24
pellet type, 5-22
thermo syphon systems, 2-3
throttling, 5-4
torque converter, 2-33, 2-38
TRADOC, 1-2
transmissions, 8-10
cooling, 8-20
components, 2-26
Tropic Test Center, 9-38
truck, cooling systems, 1-3

vehicle
cooling, 3-24
cooling, system characteristics, 2-18
design, 1-1.
performance equations, 2-36
tactical deployment, 1-50
tracked mileage cycle, 1-52
wheeled mileage cycle, 1-53
vehicle, types
Armored Carrier, M114A1, 1-15
assault SHERIDAN, M551,1-29,9-17
combat, 1-22
combat, liquid-cooled, 1-29
M110, test, D-26

Truck, Platform Utility, M274AS, 1-20

vehicle types

turning vane, 7-20

M 114, 8-23
special-purpose, 1-15
vehicular test cell, 9-11
velocity, cooling air, 7-4
ventilation, 2-55
verification tests, 9-15
viscosity, lubricants, 7-37
viscous drive, fan, 4-40

U
units, B-29
USAMC, 9-37
US Army Materiel Command, 9-27
US Army Tank-Automotive Command, 9-26
USATACOM, 1-2, 9-26,9-37
Propulsion Systems Division, 9-11
USATECOM, 9-27, 9-37,9-64
USATRADOC, 9-37
USATROSCOM, 9-37

W
Wankel engine, 2-23
water, properties of, 3-73
winterization, 1-64, 5-4, 8-12

V
vane, turning, 7-20
vaper-phase cooling systems, 2-4

V
Yuma Proving Ground, 9-37
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